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What A$
Aspects?

A
BRO KEN
NOS E
doesn’t feel
“momentary.”
It’s an
abstraction.
A broken nose
doesn’ t really
redefine who
you are (in
most cases) —
that’s what
we mean by
momentary.

You can
invoke
& compel
aspects that
aren’t yours,
right?
Like aspects
on other
characters
and scenes?
Yea h, we discuss
that in detail
a little later
in the chapter.
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The central character attributes in THE
DRESDEN FILES RPG are called aspects.
Aspects cover a wide range of elements and
define what makes your character unique—basically, they describe the core of your character’s
identity. (By contrast, skills, stunts, and supernatural abilities could be said to paint a similar
picture of what your character can do, rather
than who he is.)
Aspects can be:
 Relationships (MAMA’S BOY,
APPRENTICE TO ANCIENT MAI)
 Beliefs (THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD,
NOTHING IS FOREVER)
 Catchphrases (CAN’T KEEP MY
MOUTH SHUT, “IT’S NOT MY FAULT!”)
 Descriptors (WISEASS WIZARD,
RUGGED AS THE ROAD)
 Items (SWORD OF THE CROSS,
MY MOTHER’S PENTACLE)
 Pretty much anything else that paints a
vivid picture of the character (BIG MAN
ON CAMPUS, ANGER IS MY CONSTANT
COMPANION)
In terms of game rules, aspects are the main
avenue by which you gain or spend fate points
(page 19) for your character. Fate points are a kind
of currency that can be spent for bonuses, and
they are earned when aspects cause problems
and complications for the character.
Here’s a summary of all the ways that aspects
are used in the game:
Invocation: Spend a fate point, describe how
one of your character’s aspects is beneficial to
him, and get either a +2 bonus or a reroll to a
skill roll.
Invocation for eﬀect: Spend a fate point and
describe how one of your character’s aspects
allows you to make a declaration (page 116) of
fact about something in the game.
Compel: Either receive a fate point when one
of your character’s aspects works to his disadvantage, or spend a fate point to avoid that
disadvantage.
Tag: On any aspect you create or discover in
a scene, get the first invocation for free (as in,
without spending any fate points).

At the start of a game, you’ll place aspects
on your character as part of the process of character creation (page 52). Starting player characters
(PCs) have seven aspects, including one aspect
each for their high concept (page 54) and their
trouble (page 55). These aspects are eﬀectively
permanent, though they can change over the
course of time.
In addition, during the city creation process
(page 24) you will also place aspects on the setting
in which the game takes place—these work
just like character aspects do, defining the most
important features and elements that make the
city unique.
You will also encounter temporary aspects
during the course of play. These aspects
might be placed on your character to describe
momentary changes of condition or circumstance (OFF-BALANCE, BROKEN NOSE), or
they might be placed on an environment to
highlight elements that might come into play
during a scene (GAS MAIN, ON FIRE, UNEVEN
TERRAIN). Typically, you will use your skills to
create or discover these aspects during play (see
page 113 for more information).

Using Aspects
The process of using an aspect begins by
proposing that one is relevant. Either a player or
the GM may make this proposal. Next, determine if the aspect’s relevance is working for or
against the character that has the aspect.
As a general rule, if it’s for, it is considered an
invocation and the character will probably be
spending a fate point; if it’s against, it’s considered a compel and the character will probably
be receiving a fate point. Each type of aspect use
has specific rules governing how it functions,
but if you ever find yourself confused about
the basics of using aspects, come back to this
fundamental idea.

Invoking Aspects
When you can apply an aspect to the situation
your character is in, it can be used to give you
a bonus. Doing this requires spending a fate
point (see below) and is called invoking the
aspect. In this context, the aspect makes your
character better at whatever he’s doing, because
the aspect in some way applies to the situation.
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Aspects
Invoking an aspect can be used to either:
 Pick up all the dice you rolled and re-roll
them; or
 Leave the dice alone and add 2 to the
result.
It is possible to use more than one aspect on
a single roll, but you can’t use the same aspect
more than once on the same roll or action
(even if you’ve re-rolled the dice, that’s still the
same roll or action). Re-rolls are riskier than
just taking the +2 bonus—you can always
end up worsening things or not making much
improvement—but when the dice just didn’t roll
your way, a re-roll can be a much cheaper way
to recover. The +2 option is the surest way of
improving a roll that’s good, but not quite good
enough.
The GM is the final arbiter of when an aspect
is or is not appropriate (to minimize disagreements between players and GM, see “Getting
on the Same Page,” page 112). Usually this means
you must invoke an aspect that is appropriate
to the situation at hand. If you want to invoke
an inappropriate-seeming aspect, be prepared to
describe how the action actually is appropriate
to the aspect. The GM’s priority here should
not be to strictly limit the use of aspects, but
rather to ensure appropriate use by encouraging
players to make decisions that keep their aspects
interesting.
Example: Maya McKenzie is hiding nearby as
Biﬀ is about to get pounced on by a rampaging
werecat. She rushes to try to push him out of
the way using her Athletics as a block action
(see page 210), but rolls terribly on the dice,
getting --0- . Thankfully, she has an aspect
called BIFF’S STEADY GIRLFRIEND and the
GM has previously agreed that this is the sort
of thing she can invoke to help Biﬀ out. Maya’s
player, Amanda, spends a fate point, invokes
BIFF’S STEADY GIRLFRIEND, and re-rolls
the dice.
Her subsequent roll of +0-+ is better,
but she’s worried she needs more than a +1 to
her Athletics skill to get both herself and Biﬀ
out of the werecat’s way. She can’t use BIFF’S
STEADY GIRLFRIEND again on the same
action, so Amanda spends a fate point and
suggests that Maya could use her QUIET AS
A MOUSE aspect, what with cats and mice
being mortal enemies. The GM looks skeptical,
however, so Amanda looks for another aspect
that fits. Luckily, Maya also has UNCOMMON

SENSE as an aspect and suggests that it makes
a better fit—essentially changing her approach
from “push Biﬀ out of the way” to “I know cats,
so I had an inkling it was going to pounce—
let’s both get out of the way!” and using that for
a little extra motivation to achieve success.
The GM agrees, and Amanda spends
another fate point, this time invoking
UNCOMMON SENSE for a +2 to the result.
With an Athletics roll at +3, she’s much more
confident that she’ll be able to get herself and Biﬀ
clear of the werecat’s rampage—at least long
enough for their wizard pal Evan Montrose to
whip up something to slow it down.
You aren’t limited to the aspects on your
character’s sheet when you make an invocation—any aspect that your character is aware
of or has access to can potentially be invoked.
This includes aspects on other characters, on the
scene (see page 105 for more on scene aspects), or
on the city. For details on doing this, see
“Interacting with Other Aspects” on page 105.

Invoking for Effect

You can also invoke an aspect for eﬀect, using
it to declare a fact or circumstance that would
be of benefit to your character. This costs a
fate point like any other invocation does. For
example, you could invoke your character’s
WARDEN CONNECTIONS aspect to declare that
there’s a Warden actually in town.
Diﬀerent groups will have diﬀerent tastes
regarding the potential scope of invoking for
eﬀect, and your group should talk this over to
see where each player stands. GMs are encouraged to be fairly liberal in this regard, provided
that the player’s desired eﬀect is consistent with
the aspect and the overall sensibilities of the
game.
For example, if the GM is hemming and
hawing over whether or not your character can
spend a fate point to declare that he arrives at
exactly the right moment, invoking your character’s PERFECT TIMING or GRAND ENTRANCE
aspect for that same eﬀect should remove any
of her doubts. That said, this is not a method
for the players to get away with absolutely
anything—when in doubt, talk it through with
the group.
As with regular invocations, you can also
spend fate points to invoke aspects on the scene
or on other characters for eﬀect. See page 105 for
more details on that.

G ood luck.
Wardens
are a little
light on the
ground these
days due to
the Vampire
War.
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Compelling
Aspects
An aspect can also allow you to gain more fate
points by bringing complications and troubling
circumstances into your character’s life. When
this occurs, it is referred to as compelling the
aspect. Usually, a compel focuses on only one
aspect, but, in certain rare situations, more than
one might be compelled for a larger payout.
The GM often initiates compels. When she
compels one of your aspects, she’s indicating that
your character is in a position where the aspect
could create a problem or a difficult choice.
However, you can also cause the GM to compel
another character’s aspects with a similar rationale and results (see “Compelling Other Aspects,”
page 107). Sometimes, compels even happen by
“accident” when a player plays his character’s
aspects to the hilt and gets into complicated
circumstances without any nudging.
When you are the target of a compel, you may
negotiate the terms of the compel a bit, just to
make sure that the outcome doesn’t violate your
character concept or create a similarly undesirable eﬀect. Once the terms are set, you have a
choice: spend a fate point and ignore the aspect,
or accept the complications and limitations on
your character’s choices and receive a fate point.
When you accept the fate point, the aspect is
oﬃcially compelled.
GMs take note! Keeping the compels lively
is your explicit responsibility during play.
Staying on top of your compels and leaning
in hard on them whenever the opportunity’s there will keep the game exciting. Don’t
be shy!
Players take note! If you “self-compel,”
bring it to the GM’s attention to get your
fate point!
There are a few ways an aspect can complicate a character’s life via compels: it limits the
responses available to a character in a certain
situation, it introduces unintended complications into a scene, or it provides the inspiration
for a plot development or a scene hook for that
character.
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Aspects
Limitations

An aspect may limit actions and choices. If
your character would normally have a number
of choices in a particular situation and acting
in accordance with his aspect is going to make
more trouble for the character and limit those
choices, that’s grounds to compel the aspect.
It’s important to note that an aspect may
dictate the type of action when compelled this
way, but it usually won’t dictate the precise
action, which is always the player’s decision. In
this way, compelling the aspect highlights the
diﬃculty of the choices at hand by placing limits
on those choices, using the idea of the aspect to
define (or at least suggest) those limits.
Example: Murphy has an aspect indicating
her QUICK TEMPER. The FBI’s just blown
into town and is demanding to take over her
case. Murphy could shoot her mouth oﬀ here,
making things pretty uncomfortable for her, so
the GM compels her QUICK TEMPER aspect,
saying, “These guys are really ticking you oﬀ.
Maybe you should tell them what you think of
the FBI’s usual quality of work…” and sliding
forward a fate point.
If Murphy accepts the fate point, she’s
accepting that her QUICK TEMPER aspect
should limit her choices of how to respond here.
Maybe she’ll tell the FBI oﬀ to their faces, or
maybe she’ll simply storm out—that’s her
choice—but however you slice it, her QUICK
TEMPER should come to the fore immediately.
Then again, she’s been having enough trouble
as it is at work, and she knows her superiors
on the force would be very upset if she got into
it with an FBI agent; that could result in negative repercussions, so maybe it’s time to suck it
up and spend a fate point to keep that temper
in check…

Comp12tions

An aspect may also complicate a situation, rather
than directly limiting your character’s choices.
If everything would be going along normally
and the aspect makes things more diﬃcult or
introduces an unexpected twist, that’s grounds
for a compel. In some cases, complications may
suggest that certain consequences are mandated,
such as failing at a particular action without
a skill roll—perhaps your character would
succeed at a defense roll against a Deceit action,
but his GULLIBLE aspect is compelled, forcing a
failure if you accept.

Example: Harry Dresden has the aspect THE
BUILDING WAS ON FIRE AND IT WASN’T
MY FAULT. He’s trying to rescue a girl from a
pair of White Court baddies when he gets into
a fight with them. Slinging his blasting rod and
shooting oﬀ a gout of flame, he aims to burn one
of them to ash when the GM slaps down a fate
point. “How about you miss and that flame of
yours ends up being another BUILDING WAS
ON FIRE situation?”
Harry’s player, Jim, considers: he’s pretty
light on fate points due to his low refresh, and
the warehouse is otherwise empty of people—
no worries about killing anyone. It’s early in
the session, so there’s plenty more story to come,
and he knows he’ll need those fate points when
it does. Plus, the vampires haven’t killed this
girl yet, so he’s betting they’re keeping her alive
for a reason.
On the other hand, he’s wasting an action in
the conflict by failing this attack, and he knows
that the more he lets this happen, the more of a
reputation it gives him as a spreader of destruction, which could come back to haunt him later.
And he has to live with the fact that some poor
uninvolved mortal’s warehouse just got burned
down, and this time, it totally is his fault.
Jim weighs his options, takes the fate point,
and agrees to miss (this time, at least). The
warehouse begins to burn.

Not funny.
OK , maybe a
little funny.

GM-D5ven Compels

Some compels are used to directly drive the story
in one way or another and, as such, are really the
province of the GM. A good GM will want to
use the aspects of the PCs to create adventures
and provide the basis for scenes.
This means that sometimes an aspect may
add a complication “oﬀscreen,” such as when
the GM decides to use a character’s personal
nemesis as the villain for a session or to give the
character an unpleasant responsibility or assignment. She might also use a character’s aspect
to justify a particular “hook” for a future scene.
When this happens, it counts as a compel.
GMs should not rely on a player’s particular
response to this kind of compel to drive a plot—
remember, the purpose of a compel is to create
drama, not force people into things. Keep in mind
that a player can always negotiate the terms of
a compel—he might have an even better idea
for a dramatic way to start a scene or move the
story along.
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Aspects
Say Y%, Roll ( Dice, or Compel
You may have gathered this already, but just to be clear,
there’s a chance that a compel could happen any time
you might otherwise pick up the dice. Usually, when
you as a player want to try to do something, the GM
will have you roll dice if she has an interesting idea of
what might happen if you fail. If she doesn’t, there’s
really no reason to roll at all.
But, if there’s a good opportunity for your action
to complicate things, she might “trade in” the dice roll
in favor of making up something that’s interesting
and engaging. This is great stuﬀ to make dramatic
moments with, and it’s definitely something you can
use as well—as long as you’re willing to deal with the
potential complications, you might be able to succeed
at an immediate task in exchange for future problems.
For example, Harry’s aspect of THE BUILDING WAS
ON FIRE AND IT WASN’T MY FAULT is something he
could point at and say “How about I blast through this
wall and escape my attackers, but the place catches
on fire and starts to collapse?” The GM might say,
“Okay, but you’re going to get picked up by the cops
because someone spots you leaving the scene,” and
accept that as a worthy compel, handing Harry a fate
point without the dice ever getting involved. There’s no
need to roll and see how the spellcasting went since its
success and nasty fallout has already been stipulated as
a consequence of the compel.
Situations like this can really help inspire players to
get involved in the evolving story.

I demand 23
retroactive
fate points.
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A No# for GMs:
“Accidental” Compels
It’s worth remembering that sometimes players
simply play to their aspects without thinking to
ask for a compel. When that happens, the GM
should make a note of it (sometimes—even
often—with the player reminding her) and, if
possible, award the player with a fate point retroactively. If it’s too late for that, the GM should
make a note to give that player one extra fate
point next session, after the refresh.
It’s important that the GM keep in mind
what sorts of things would normally constitute a
compel. Compels happen in order to make certain
choices or situations more difficult or more
dramatic for the compelled character. Certainly,
staying in character and playing in a way that’s
appropriate to a character’s aspects should be
praised; but it should be rewarded only when the
player’s aspect-consistent play has actively made
his character’s choices more diﬃcult.

Example: Thomas has an aspect for his
family: FALLEN PRINCE OF THE RAITH
FAMILY. This means he’s a liability for his
house and his father is continually trying to
find ways for other people to kill Thomas for
him. The Red Court is going to be throwing a
lavish ball at the Velvet Room, and Lord Raith
has sent Thomas a “note” letting him know
that Thomas is expected to attend. The GM
suggests that this is a compel based on Thomas’
FALLEN PRINCE aspect, because his status
in the family doesn’t leave him many choices.
Thomas’ player, Clark, accepts and the GM
gives him a fate point.
There are at least two ways Clark can fulfill
the terms of this compel. Thomas can take the
easier but possibly deadly choice of attending
the Red Court ball, or he can defy Lord Raith,
which would take the story in a very diﬀerent
direction—in that case, Lord Raith would
come after him with intensity and fury. If he
was taken by Lord Raith’s servants, he would
have to answer dearly for his defiance...
Sometimes, it may seem as though there
is no practical way to buy out of a “scenestarter” compel. Suppose you have the
aspect MY DEAR BROTHER, and the GM
proposes a compel with, “Hey, so you find
your brother beaten to a pulp and left on
your doorstep, with a note that says ‘Now
we know where you live’ on it.” It would
be pretty lame to spend a fate point and
suggest that it doesn’t even happen.
Keep in mind, though, that when you
buy out of a compel, what you’re really
buying out of is the potential complication
that could arise from what’s proposed.
You’re giving yourself the option of a
response that’s not as dramatic. So you don’t
have to say, “No, my brother doesn’t show
up on my doorstep.” You might say, “Man,
I’ve got a lot going on right now in this
story…look, here’s a fate point, and let’s say
I call an ambulance and just get him to the
hospital.”
(What about just delaying the arrival of
the wounded brother for a scene or two?
Either you buy out of the complication or
you don’t. If the complication’s going to
happen and you want to do another scene
first, that’s a thing for the group to negotiate
over—see below—but it doesn’t get into the
actual mechanics of refusing a compel.)
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Aspects
Negotiating a Compel

In play, players and the GM can both initiate
compels. When the GM initiates a compel, the
process is very simple. The GM remarks that the
aspect might be appropriate here and oﬀers you
a fate point. Of course, in a perfect world, the
GM would always be aware of all aspects and
always know when they should be compelled
and rewarded. In practice, the GM is keeping
track of a lot of stuﬀ and may not realize that
you have an aspect that is appropriate to the
situation.
When this happens, you should feel free to
capture the GM’s attention and point to the
appropriate aspect, holding up a fate point and
raising your eyebrows or giving some other
signal to indicate you thinks it’s time for a
compel.
When you call attention to one of your character’s aspects, it may be as formal as “I think my
GREEN EYES OF JEALOUSY aspect applies here,”
or it may be conversational, like, “Boy, that guy
talking to my girl is pretty suave, as I watch them
with my GREEN EYES OF JEALOUSY” (brandishing a fate point). There’s no one way to do it
and groups are encouraged to fall into whatever
pattern is most comfortable for them.
After a player or the GM suggests a compel,
the immediate next step is to negotiate over the
terms. Usually, the person who suggests the
compel has an idea in mind already, but that
doesn’t mean things are set in stone. Remember:
compels are supposed to make things more
dramatic and interesting, not force people into
boxes. So, you should feel free to oﬀer a suitably dramatic counter-proposal if you feel it’d
be more in keeping with your character, suggest
alternate details, and so on. Likewise, GMs
should feel free to turn up the heat on a player
who’s proposing a weak compel.
Example: Harry and Billy are in the park
investigating a sudden rain of frogs and have
gotten into an argument. Due to some recent
developments in the GRAVE PERIL case, Jim,
Harry’s player, has changed one of his aspects
to I WORK ALONE. As the argument gets more
heated, Jim suddenly turns to the GM and
brandishes a fate point menacingly, insisting, “I
WORK ALONE!”
The GM blinks for a few moments before
remembering the recent addition to Harry’s
sheet. She smiles and slides forward a fate
point. “You do work alone, as it so happens,”
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Jeez,
Billy, try
not to
rub that
one in or
anything.
Hey, you
weren’ t the
one who had
to get naked
in a public
park in order
to put a
hurtin’ on a
ghoul. I’m just
glad that
I was going
commando in
sweatpants
that day…if
I had a nickel
for every pair
of boxers I’ve
destroyed…

I really
didn’t
need to
know that,
okay?

she says. “And it’s left you tired, cranky, and
inattentive as you work yourself into an early
grave. Which is why you’ve totally failed to
notice the ghoul with the shotgun in the shopping cart, right?”
Jim groans. “Yeah. I guess I’m so focused
on getting Billy to stop trying to play in the big
leagues, I just end up missing it.” He pauses,
and adds, “Can we at least make this compel
about me losing face to Billy and having to
admit he’s right, rather than being about me
getting my ass blown away in the first scene?”
The GM grins and says, “Tell you what.
I’ll say that the ghoul doesn’t actually get to
take advantage of the fact that you’re defenseless, but maybe this hit is a little bigger than I
originally thought. Oh, and Billy will get initiative for the conflict. Deal?”
Jim groans again and agrees. The GM
hands over a fate point and also describes a
black pickup truck pulling up, bringing more
assailants with guns. A pitched firefight ensues,
and things in Harry’s life have just gotten a
whole lot more interesting.
What’s a Weak Compel?
When judging whether or not a compel is
“worthy,” the primary thing to look for is whether
the outcome provides a palpable sense of consequence to the character and/or the story. If the
outcome isn’t going to create something that’s
going to matter much in the grand scheme of
things, then it probably isn’t enough to work as
a compel. Making a compel more worthy might
mean that the GM changes the circumstances
of a conflict to be less advantageous to a character; it might mean that the session suddenly
takes a stunning new direction plotwise; or it
might mean that the character has an additional
problem to deal with that he didn’t before. As
long as it’s an eﬀect you can feel in play, it’s probably good enough.

Compelling
Multip9 Aspects

Occasionally, a situation will come up in play
that seems to be relevant to more than one of
your character’s aspects. This should not be seen
as a problem—rather, it’s an opportunity for
high drama.
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When a situation is complicated enough
to involve more than one aspect, then all the
aspects are subject to a compel. You must decide
how to deal with this—after negotiating, you
can take every compel for a large payout, or take
only a certain number and then buy out of the
rest. This might mean that you ultimately break
even on fate point gain, but that’s okay—it still
shows your character’s priorities in a dramatic
moment, which is a successful compel.
Keep in mind that there should be a clear
complication or limitation offered by each
aspect; one complication that references two
aspects shouldn’t give you two fate points unless
it’s a really, really big deal. And if that’s the case,
you might want to consider the optional escalation rule instead.
Example: Michael Carpenter is on a mission
from God, seeking out a diabolist. After a
period of investigation, he discovers the location
of his quarry and that the diabolist is planning
Imminent Demon-Summoning Badness ™.
Michael is a KNIGHT OF THE CROSS and
it’s his job to stop the nefarious bastard (which
Michael would never call him, of course), no
matter what the cost. To get there in time, he
has to drop everything and go right now.
However, he’s also a FAMILY MAN, and
some of the diabolist’s minions have captured
his family and are holding them hostage at a
location across town from the diabolist’s ritual
site. He cannot be in both places at once.
The GM looks at Michael’s player, Ryan,
and says plainly, “This is a compel of your
KNIGHT OF THE CROSS aspect and your
FAMILY MAN aspect. You must choose which
way you’re going to go.”
Ryan grits his teeth, thinks about it, and
says, “I must do the Lord’s work—faith is what
I’m all about, right? I have to go take out the
diabolist and put my family in God’s hands
for now. But you can bet that as soon as the
summoner’s defeated, I’m going to rescue them
with all haste.”
The GM decides that both aspects are
certainly complicating Michael’s life—he’s
following his obligation as a Knight, which will
have as yet untold consequences for his family.
She slides over two fate points—he’s going to
need them.
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Aspects
Es#$tion
(Optional Ru*)
Rarely, in moments of high tension or
drama, the GM can choose to escalate a
compel. This optional rule should only
be used when your character is having a
defining moment in his story. As a result,
some GMs may wish to require that your
character’s high concept (page 54) be in play
when this optional rule is used.
Escalation can only occur when you
have bought out of a compel. To escalate,
the GM slides forward a second fate point
and prompts with something like, “Are you
sure…?”
If you accept, you’ll get two fate points
instead of one, in addition to getting back
any you’ve spent to buy out of the compel in
the first place; if you refuse, it’s going to cost
you another fate point (for a total of two).
In the rarest of cases, when the story is at its
highest tension, the GM may escalate a final
time, making the reward and cost to buy out
three fate points. If you are willing to spend
three to refuse this truly epic compulsion,
the book is closed.
You can also prompt the GM to start an
escalation. When sliding forward your first
fate point to buy oﬀ a compel, say something
like, “I won’t go along for one fate point…”
Most GMs will look at the situation at
that point and decide whether or not it’s
a moment of high drama. If it isn’t, they’ll
accept the proﬀered point; but if it is, the
escalation’s on!
GMs may also want to consider turning
the crank each time a player chooses to
escalate. Each step of the back-and-forth
between player and GM should add some
detail to the story that shows the stakes are
escalating—it’s not a simple game of chicken
via sliding tokens around on a table. For
example, if the aspect compelled is GREEDY
and escalation is in eﬀect, things should be
spiraling rapidly from a simple moment of
avarice to an urge so powerful that kleptomaniacs would blush and give pause.
Whatever the case, escalation should be
done sparingly. Compels will bring enough
heat on their own most of the time—you
don’t always need to be dropping nuclear
bombs.

In:racting
Wi; O<r
Aspects
The aspects on your character are not the only
aspects that you can use. Your fellow players’
characters have aspects, of course, as do some
NPCs. Sometimes even the scene itself may
have aspects (called, shockingly, scene aspects),
like DARK or CLUTTERED; see page 198 in Playing
the Game for more details. Additionally, the
city where your campaign takes place will have
aspects on it that your group will make up
during city creation (see page 24), which can be
considered scene aspects on nearly every scene.
To interact with an aspect other than your
own, your character needs to directly interact
with the object, location, or person that has
the aspect you want to invoke, in a way that
is appropriate to the action in progress. This
means that if a scene has an aspect of ILL MET
BY CANDLELIGHT, not only can characters be
described as emerging from the shadows with
eerily under-lit faces, but those characters may
also invoke the aspect to aid their Stealth rolls
(thanks to the low lighting implied). They might
later invoke it to knock the candles over and set
the room ablaze, or to trigger encounters that
are inopportune to one or more parties (“Ill
Met” indeed!).
Your character also needs to have reasonable access to the aspect in question. With scene
aspects, this is easy—your character usually just
needs to be present in the scene to interact with
the aspect. There are several ways you can gain
access to an aspect that is on another character
or scene:
 Discover it via assessment (page 115)
 Create it with a declaration (page 116)
 Establish it with a maneuver (page 207)
 Inflict a consequence (page 203)
If your character can interact directly with the
owner of the aspect in an appropriate manner
and has reasonable access to the aspect in question, you may use that aspect in a number of
diﬀerent ways.
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Billy, is the
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meant for
players
or does it
inc lude GM s
too?

Invoking
O<r Aspects

The procedure to invoke an aspect that isn’t on
your character is precisely the same as a regular
invocation: just declare how that aspect is relevant, spend a fate point, and take a +2 or a reroll.
The only thing to keep in mind is that, if you’re
invoking an aspect on another PC or on a NPC
to gain an advantage over them, that character
GMs that
will receive the fate point you spent, either at the
end of the exchange (in conflict, see page 197) or at
invoke an
the end of the scene (outside of conflict).
aspect on a
Example: Biﬀ ’s player, Fred, knows that Maya
PC to gain
has the aspect BIFF’S STEADY GIRLFRIEND.
an advantage
It’s something both players set up during charover that PC
acter creation to highlight how Biﬀ somehow
definitely owe
always ends up needing Maya to help him
a fate point.
out of a jam. It’s Biﬀ ’s turn to act, and since
Maya has shown up, he thinks it’s a great time
Good catch!
to use some teamwork to get the heck away
from the rampaging werecat. Fred describes
Biﬀ grabbing Maya in his arms and making a
K incaid made dive to get behind the wind-wall that Evan has
ample use of whipped up, saying he’s going to invoke Maya’s
“I n My S ights” BIFF’S STEADY GIRLFRIEND aspect to do so.
Just as when he invokes his own aspects, Fred
at the S hedd
spends a fate point and decides to use it as a +2
Aquarium.
on his Athletics roll.
M ost of the
nickelheads
This particular invocation was to Maya’s
didn’t know
advantage as well as Biﬀ ’s, so she does not get
what hit them.
the fate point that Biﬀ spent.
Later in the game, Biff is talking to
someone in a bar who’s been spying on him,
and he knows from a previous assessment that
the guy has a BAD TEMPER aspect. He decides
to invoke the guy’s aspect with his Intimidation
roll to get the guy to lose his cool and slip up.
Because that invocation creates a disadvantage
for the spy, the GM gives that character a fate
point at the end of the scene, to save for a future
meeting.
Invocations on other aspects can also be done
for eﬀect, allowing you to use someone else’s
aspect or a scene aspect to make a declaration.
All the guidelines for invoking for eﬀect (page 99)
apply here.
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Tagging

A tag is a special move that you may be able to
do when you’re invoking aspects other than your
own. Whenever you make a roll to gain access
to or create an aspect, as per the list on page 105,
you may invoke it one time, and one time only, for
free—as in, you don’t spend from your pool of
fate points to take advantage of the aspect.
A tag is subject to one key limitation: it must
occur almost immediately after the aspect has
been brought into play. Some minor delay is
acceptable, but should be avoided when possible.
At worst, a tag should happen sometime during
the scene in which it was established. Some
assessments are an exception to this time limit;
see page 115.
If you wish, you can allow another character
to use the tag for an aspect you’ve discovered or
introduced. This allows for some great set-up
maneuvers in a fight; you can maneuver to place
an aspect on a target, then pass the tag to an ally
who attacks, using the advantage on his own roll.
This can only be done, however, if it is reasonable that the advantage could be passed oﬀ. A
sniper who uses a maneuver (page 207) to aim
his rifle at a target, putting an IN MY SIGHTS
aspect on it, can’t pass the advantage to someone
else—the aspect placed is specific to him. But
if Harry uses a maneuver to put a SPRITZED
WITH HOLY WATER aspect on a vampire, he
could reasonably pass the advantage to Billy,
who moves in for the knockout blow.
Tags, even if they are to a character’s detriment, do not award a fate point like a normal
invocation would. If no fate point was spent,
there’s no fate point to pass around.
Example: Harry Dresden has just used
his wizard’s senses to discover that the
Shadowman, a dark sorcerer who sent a toad
demon to eat him and his date, is observing
events from nearby using a sorcerous scrying
spell. This knowledge is the result of a skill roll
that revealed that the aspect SHADOWMAN
WATCHING was (secretly) on the scene. Harry
decides to send a spell back up the link by way
of saying hello, and since he just discovered
(“assessed,” page 115) the aspect, he is due a tag.
When he casts the spell, he uses the tag to add
2 to his roll. This is clearly to the Shadowman’s
detriment, but since the tag was free for Harry,
the Shadowman doesn’t get a fate point.
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Aspects
Later, Harry sends another spell up the
link to shut it down. This time, Harry has
to spend a fate point for his +2. Because the
invocation here is to Shadowman’s detriment
and this time Harry has spent a fate point,
Shadowman will receive a fate point at the end
of the scene. The GM makes a note of that, and
saves that point up for Shadowman to use in
the big confrontation a few scenes later.
Tagging often involves temporary aspects
that result from maneuvers. Make sure you have
a grasp on how temporary aspects behave, which
you can find in the “Conflicts” section of Playing
the Game, page 207.

Compelling
O<r Aspects
Being able to interact with the aspects of
others creates a powerful opportunity for the
clever player to set up another character to be
compelled. If you are aware of and can access an
aspect on another character or NPC, you may
spend a fate point to try to trigger the circumstances of a compel (see page 100) on the target. If
the GM decides this is a compel-worthy circumstance, then she takes the oﬀered fate point and
proceeds with a compel, running it as if she had
initiated the compel herself.
This is a chain reaction—the first player calls
for the compel, and if the GM accepts it as valid,
she negotiates it with the player of the target
character, who either decides to accept (gaining
a fate point) or avoid (spending a fate point).
Once the initiating player spends the fate point,
he does not get it back even if the target buys out of
the compel.
G"e Aspects?
Some GMs may wish to step out to an
even more “meta-” level and allow for a
game session or even the entire campaign to
have aspects on it (game aspects), like IT’S
ALWAYS DARKEST BEFORE THE DAWN or
THE VAMPIRE WAR. Such aspects should
be used sparingly, since their omnipresence will strongly shape the face of the
game. When adding a game aspect to your
campaign, ask yourself: am I okay with this
showing up in nearly every scene or session
(or at least the majority of them)?

As with a normal compel, the final result can
Why’s the
be negotiated as much as is necessary.
GM asking
for a fate
Example: During the course of an investigapoint
here?
tion, Harry Dresden has encountered a fetch,
Shoul
dn’t
a creature that feeds on fear. The fetch has the
I...
uh,
J
im...
aspect FEAR-EATER on it, which Harry has
be
gettin
ga
recently discovered thanks to a Lore roll to
“tag”
here?
figure out how to attack the fetch.
Harry wants to draw the fetch to him
Well, three
instead of another innocent victim, so he
things. One,
decides to focus on his own fears, visualizing
them and reliving them to draw the fetch in.
a tag is an
Harry’s player, Jim, wonders if, rather than
invoke, not a
going to the dice, he can short-cut all that and
compel, though
go straight to getting the eﬀect that he wants by
your GM might
compelling the fetch’s FEAR-EATER aspect.
be
fine with it
The GM agrees that Jim can do this if he
spends a fate point (understanding that this as a “tag for
means the fetch then gets to consider and poten- effect ” thing.
tially refuse a compel). Jim agrees, and thus Two, we figured
uses FEAR-EATER to trigger a compel of “this on
the example
fetch is drawn to me as its primary target.” The
being clearer if
GM, acting as the fetch, then needs to decide
if the fetch is willing to spend a fate point to we didn’ t bring
tags into it.
avoid this compel or gain a fate point and come
bee-lining for the wizard. If the fetch buys out Three, maybe
of it, at least Harry has cost it a fate point; if the tag was
it doesn’t, he’s drawn the creature to him. It’s a already
used
win/win situation, of a sort…
or expired .

Scene Compels

Scene aspects may imply some circumstances
that will befall any (or many) of the characters
in the scene—EVERYTHING IS BURNING! is
a classic example and a frequent aspect in any
Low blow,
scene involving Harry Dresden. In such a case, Billy. Low
blow.
it’s entirely apropos to act as if that aspect is on
each character’s sheet and compel (see page 100)
the aspect for each of them, dishing fate points But so true!
all around and nicely covering the eﬀects the
You’re
aspect has on the characters in the scene.
helping.
Technically speaking, a player could try to use
a scene aspect to initiate a mass compel, but it’d Stop helping.
be a pretty expensive proposition—he’d have to
spend a fate point for every character he wants
to be aﬀected by the compel.
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C$ating
Charac:r
Aspects
More than anything else, aspects are your most
explicit way of telling the GM, “This is the stuﬀ
I want to see in the game.” If you pick an aspect
like THORN IN THE RED COURT’S SIDE, then
you should be able to expect that the GM will
put you at odds with vampires of the Red Court
pretty regularly. GMs should want players to use
their aspects and should design the story of the
game such that it is based on and around the
aspects the players have chosen for their characters (we’ll talk more about this in Building
Scenarios, see page 340). Players should pick the
aspects they want to use, and GMs should
encourage them to choose aspects that will be
both interesting and useful.
Once you decide on an idea for an aspect, you
need to figure out a name that best describes
what you intend. There are usually many possible
names for a desired aspect, which can make this
choice somewhat diﬃcult. However, most of the
time an aspect is going to be a phrase, a person,
or a prop. These categories of aspects aren’t hard
and fast, and there can be some overlap among
them—they’re just intended to give you an evocative way to think about aspects and help break
mental blocks.
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A phrase can be anything from a simple
detail (STRONG), to a short description
(TROLL’S BLOOD GIVES STRENGTH), or even
a literal quote (“NO ONE IS STRONGER THAN
THROGBAL!”). Phrase aspects come into play
based on how often the character’s current situation matches or suggests the phrase. A colorful
phrase adds a lot of flavor and innately suggests
several diﬀerent ways to use it. This potentially
makes phrase aspects some of the most flexible
aspects in the game.
A person can be anyone important to your
character. A friend, an enemy, a family member,
a sidekick, a mentor—as long as someone
matters to your character, that someone makes
an appropriate aspect. A person aspect is most
easily used when that person is in the scene with
your character, but the aspect can come up in
other ways, depending upon the person’s history
and relationship with your character (ideally, the
relationship should be stated in the wording of
the aspect).
For example, a character might take MY
OLD TEACHER FINN as an aspect. Beyond the
obvious applications of having Finn show up,
a player might also invoke this for a bonus and
justify it by talking about “hours spent in Old
Finn’s knife throwing classes” or something
similar.
Keep in mind that an organization can be
used in the same way, representing both the
ability to call on that organization’s resources for
aid and the obligation to work for that organization’s best interests, even when they conflict
with your own. So, WIZARD OF THE WHITE
COUNCIL is technically a “person” aspect in that
sense; it gives a character the ability to call on
the Council for aid, but also requires that character to deal with whatever problems the association might bring.
Props are things, places, or even ideas—
anything external to your character that isn’t a
person. A prop can be useful if it’s something
your character has with him or if it’s the crux of
a conflict, but it may also imply things about your
character or even be significant in its absence
(Ah, if only I had my TRUSTY TOOLBOX!)
and thus earn you fate points (see “Compelling
Aspects,” page 100).
Again, keep in mind that these categories are
allowed to blur if need be—an aspect like “TIME
TO CALL THE MAYOR!” has elements of both a
phrase and a person, and that’s just fine.

Believe me, some of those Council problems can be real whoppers.
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Aspects
Powe#d Props
A player may want to take a prop aspect
for an item that has supernatural power
attached to it, to signify a “trademark” item
(think King Arthur and Excalibur). This
is a great idea, but keep in mind that your
character may need to invest other resources
(such as stunts, or time and effort) to
possess props of particular power.
In other words, it’s not enough to give
yourself an aspect saying you have a Sword
of the Cross—you’ll also have to buy
the sword as a facet of your supernatural
abilities. Or to look at it a diﬀerent way,
the prop aspect is more about the relationship you have with the prop than it is
about the prop itself and what it does. For
more on supernatural items for your character, see Supernatural Powers (page 158) and
Spellcasting (page 248).

“Positive” Vs.
“Negative” Aspects
Strictly speaking, the most beneficial aspects
for your character are the ones that are most
interesting; in this case, “interesting” specifically
means that they are double-edged—useable to
both the character’s benefit and detriment in
diﬀerent situations.
You may have noticed that a number of the
aspects throughout this book appear to be “bad”
aspects—they indicate a downside for a character or a directly negative connotation. Aspects
like OFTEN DRUNKER THAN A SKUNK, A
BORN SUCKER, STUBBORN AS HELL, and I
CAN NEVER TELL A LIE all suggest situations
where the character will have to act a certain
way—making an ass of himself at an important
social function, falling for a line of bull, failing
to back down when it’s important to do so, or
speaking truthfully when truth is the path to
greatest harm.
So why put such aspects on your sheet if
they’re only going to make trouble for you?
Simple: you want that kind of trouble.
On a basic game-rules footing, these are a
direct line to getting you more fate points, and
fate points are the electricity that powers some
of the more potent positive uses of your aspects.
Outside of just the rules, a “negative” aspect
adds interest and story hooks for a character in

a way that purely positive aspects can’t. This sort
of interest means time in the limelight. If someone’s trying to take advantage of the fact that
your character’s a SUCKER FOR A PRETTY FACE,
that’s an important point in the story and the
camera is going to focus on it. They also immediately suggest story ideas to your GM, providing
her with ways to hook your character in.
However, an aspect that has only negative
connotations could be limiting to your character
in certain ways, because you also need to have
an avenue to spend the fate points you’re taking
in. Aspects that are more “positive” are the channels for what makes your character special and
awesome, allowing him to excel in situations
where others might not.
Likewise, you also don’t want an aspect that
has only positive connotations. Not only do they
prevent your character from routinely getting
fate points but, dramatically speaking, they’re
kind of boring. Stories about characters who are
always competent and always succeed are lacking
in conflict and surprise. If your character starts
to become predictable and boring, he’s probably
going to stop being a focus of the story.
So, you definitely want to have hints of both.

T הRu9 of Th$e

As a rule of thumb when picking an aspect,
think of three situations where you can see the
aspect in play. If you have one reasonably positive situation and one reasonably negative situation out of that set, you’re golden! If the aspect’s
uses are all negative or all positive, you may want
to reconsider how you’ve worded your aspect—
try to put in a little of what’s missing. Ultimately,
though, one aspect that’s “all good” or “all bad”
isn’t much of a problem, so long as you have a
good mix throughout your whole set.
As an example, something like GENIUSLEVEL INTELLIGENCE might seem like it doesn’t
provide very much in the way of negative output.
So you might change the context of it a little and
reword that to NERDIER THAN A COLLEGE
PROFESSOR. You could still justify getting the
same advantages as the original aspect, and
you could pick up some potential negative uses
in the social arena—maybe the character’s
attempts at social interaction are plagued by
people perceiving him as just too nerdy, or no
one ever takes him seriously when he’s trying to
intimidate or impress.
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Keep in mind that it is possible to find posiBilly, your
tive
ways to use negative-seeming aspects.
ability
Someone who is STUBBORN AS HELL may be
to take
someone’s more determined to achieve his goals. Watchful
eyes might dismiss the guy who’s OFTEN
life and
reframe it DRUNKER THAN A SKUNK as “just a drunk”
so it fits in when he’s using his Stealth skill.
this game…
well, it kind
of disturbs Situation Vs. SBry
me. I just
Aspects also tend to divide into two camps—
want you to situation and story—and it’s a good idea to
know that. make sure you have aspects of each type.
Hey, it’s not
ALL a teaching
text. People
have to play
it, too!

You hear that,
Harry? You’d
make a great
character in a
novel!

That may
be one of
the scariest
ideas I’ve
ever heard.
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The distinction between these is better illustrated with examples, but here’s a general definition: situation aspects describe circumstances
and events that routinely happen to the character, while story aspects describe the reasons
why those things tend to happen.
Situation aspects are often phrase aspects,
descriptors like NICK OF TIME, LAST MAN
STANDING, and ALWAYS THE BUTT OF A JOKE.
They provide a set of expectations for the kind
of stuﬀ you’re going to see happening whenever
that character is around. A good example from
Harry’s list is THE BUILDING WAS ON FIRE,
AND IT WASN’T MY FAULT—there is a pattern
of examples in the casefiles where Harry’s presence contributes to or results in massive property damage of one kind or another. Characters
in novels, comic books, and other fictional media
often have these kinds of reliable, schtick-like
qualities as a way to make them more vivid
and interesting. Over time, they create a sense
of familiarity that helps people become more
invested in and sympathetic to the character.
By themselves, though, situation aspects only
do half the job. Harry doesn’t just willy-nilly
decide to go around setting buildings on fire—it
happens because he gets drawn into those bad
situations somehow. There are things in his life
that drive him toward the events where those
situation aspects are going to come into play.
This is the role of story aspects.
Story aspects are most often people and prop
aspects, representing those elements of the game
world that your character is tied to. They provide
a set of the likeliest candidates to bring trouble
to your character’s door and provide a reason for
him to go out into the night. A good example
from Michael Carpenter’s list is the way his high
concept, KNIGHT OF THE CROSS, sometimes
conflicts with his trouble, FAMILY MAN.

Michael is wholly devoted to the service
of God, his own wife, and his children. As a
result, a lot of trouble comes to his door—the
Almighty often compels (no pun intended)
Michael to leave home for what can only be
described as holy quests, and there are a few
examples where his family has played a part in
Harry’s casefiles, whether as victims, targets, or
active participants.
These things serve as an inherent imperative for Michael to do what he does, providing
essential context for understanding his actions.
For your character, they will also do something
else—provide a ready source of material that
is guaranteed to get your character into a story.
Story aspects help the GM come up with material for the game that will involve your character
personally from the get-go, which helps make a
more satisfying game for all those involved.
The real mojo happens when story aspects
and situation aspects work together. Imagine
your character has both STUBBORN AS A MULE
and SAMANTHA, MY LONG-LOST SISTER as
aspects. During the game, the GM is definitely
going to provide clues as to the whereabouts of
your sister, bring in adversaries who try to use
the knowledge that she’s missing as leverage over
your character, or even just introduce the potential to get more information.
Because these things are happening, your
character is going to have a lot of opportunities
to demonstrate that stubbornness in scenes and
conflicts, pushing against all odds in the hopes
that he can track his sister down. He’ll make
enemies, get into trouble because he’s too stubborn for his own good, conquer foes, and generally shake up the world around him.
That’s why it’s important to make sure you
have aspects like these. And again, keep in
mind that these are not hard and fast categories—some aspects might straddle the line a bit.
Consider a hitman character with an aspect of I
HATE THE PERSON I’VE BECOME—this might
be both a story and a situation aspect in some
sense, even though it doesn’t imply a connection.
Personal issues can be a very strong source of
motivation for some characters, and it’s easy to
imagine this hitman getting drawn into a story
in an eﬀort to redeem himself in his own eyes.
Likewise, the aspect also suggests a number of
behaviors that might become trademark for him,
like having an uncharacteristic merciful streak,
or engaging in wild, destructive behavior out of
self-loathing.
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Aspects
Heating Things Up
Aspects are one of the major sources for igniting
ideas and story hooks for your character. They’re
the first thing a GM will look at on your sheet
when trying to work out what sorts of stories
to throw your way. This is powerful juju, and
the best part is that you are in total control of
it with the words you choose for your aspect. If
one character has the aspect QUICK and another
has the aspect SWORN ENEMY OF THE SECRET
BROTHERHOOD OF THE FLAME, which one do
you think suggests more ideas for the GM? Your
aspects give you a “vote” in what sort of game
you’re going to be playing in. Don’t let it go to
waste. (If nothing else, you have just established
that the Secret Brotherhood of the Flame exists
in the setting, and the GM will probably turn to
you for further details.)
At first glance, the most powerful aspects
would seem to be things that are broadly useful
with no real downside—things like QUICK,
LUCKY, or STRONG—and you may be tempted
to go with those. Resist that temptation!
See, there are three large problems with
broad aspects like these: they’re boring, they
don’t generate fate points, and they surrender
your ability to help shape the story.
Boring is pretty obvious. Consider a character who is LUCKY and one who has STRANGE
LUCK. Both aspects can be used for many good
things, but the latter allows for a much wider
range of possibilities—and more compels (see
page 100 for more on compels). Remember, every
time an aspect makes trouble for you, you’ll
receive a fate point. STRANGE LUCK means
that the GM can throw bizarre—even unfortunate—coincidences at your character, but you get
paid for it. (If this doesn’t seem tempting enough
yet, remember that the GM is probably going to
do something bizarre to you anyway—shouldn’t
you benefit from it and have some say in how it
happens?)
The most powerful aspects are easy to spot:
they’re the most interesting ones. An aspect you
can use to your advantage, but which can also
be a disadvantage, has the most mechanical
potency. What’s more, aspects that tie into the
setting (connecting your character to a group or
a person) help you fill in the cast of characters in
a way that is most appealing to you.

Whenever you’re writing down the name of
an aspect, ask yourself, “How hot is this aspect?”
If it seems kind of lukewarm, then you might be
missing the mark, and it’s time to turn up the
heat. You certainly don’t have to do this with
every aspect you take, but it’s a great way to stay
involved in the overall story.
Here are a few “good—better—best”
examples:
 Tepid: WIZARD.
Toasty: WIZARD PRIVATE EYE.
Fuego!: THE ONLY LISTING
UNDER “WIZARD” IN CHICAGO’S
YELLOW PAGES.
 Tepid: STRONG.
Toasty: TROLL-BLOOD STRONG.
Fuego!: STRONG-MAN OF THE
WINTER COURT.
 Tepid: DARK PAST.
Toasty: REFORMED EVIL CULTIST.
Fuego!: THE EBON SHROUD CULT
WANTS ME DEAD.
In each of these cases, the “tepid” option
certainly suggests its uses, but it doesn’t really
jump oﬀ the page as something that suggests
story. The “toasty” option is better since it’s more
specific; both GM and player can see some
potential story hooks in these, and they serve
to diﬀerentiate themselves from their lukewarm
predecessors. But in terms of rocking the house
and suggesting story left and right, “Fuego!” is
what you want.
THE ONLY LISTING UNDER “WIZARD” See, boss? I told
IN CHICAGO’S YELLOW PAGES could well you that ad was a
be a prime driver for why dark and compli- bad idea.
cated stories tend to take a full-tilt run at
Harry Dresden’s head. STRONG-MAN OF THE Everyone’s
a critic.
WINTER COURT not only suggests that the
character is very strong and faerie-blooded,
but it also states a relationship with the Winter
Court itself. That’s three sides to the aspect right
there. THE EBON SHROUD CULT WANTS ME
DEAD both references the character’s dark past
and complicates his present circumstances, with
there always being a chance that some heavies
from his former cult will come knocking and go
snicker-snack with his head.
So when you pick an aspect, ask yourself: is
this tepid, is this toasty, or is this “Fuego!”?
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GeDing on
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Example: In the Baltimore example, Rob is
creating a wizard named Evan Montrose. He
decides to take the aspect METICULOUS since he
figures it’s nicely reflective of the character. The
GM asks what sort of things it’ll be useful for,
and Rob suggests that it’s useful for him when
he needs to pay attention to the details and get
things precisely right. He figures this will come
into play most often when Evan is carefully
putting together a thaumaturgical spell.
The GM likes it, but she asks if there’s
any way this might end up causing trouble for
Evan. After thinking about it, Rob oﬀers that
the aspect probably means that Evan responds
poorly when things aren’t done by the book. The
GM asks if BY THE BOOK wouldn’t be better
than METICULOUS, but Rob doesn’t like the
sound of that—he wants something that feels
like it has a broader reach, but does agree that
PRECISION IS EVERYTHING is a bit spicier.
The GM oﬀers the idea that Evan might have
trouble improvising and dealing with chaos.
Rob thinks about this and realizes that
Evan also has an IN OVER MY HEAD aspect
on his sheet—the idea definitely plays well with
PRECISION IS EVERYTHING, suggesting that
Evan’s need to do things in specific, particular
ways probably means he’s often making the
choice to do things the hard (but right!) way.
The GM agrees and makes a few notes in her
notebook about Evan’s meticulous nature. With
a little back and forth, both the player and GM
now have a much better sense of how the aspect
will work in play.
After you’ve gotten a couple sessions under
your belt, you might feel like you’ve picked one
or more aspects that don’t “feel right.” If an aspect
doesn’t seem to be working out well for you, you
should feel free to change it—just make sure the
GM is in tune with what you’re doing and that
you keep her in the loop. (She might give you a
cool reason to keep the one you have after all.)

Aspects are probably the clearest message
you can send to the GM about what you want
from the game, short of walking right up to
her and saying so (which is also a great plan).
Furthermore, in all likelihood, the GM is going
to have copies of your character sheets when
you’re not around, so the aspects you’ve picked
are going to represent you in absentia. Once
you’ve picked all the aspects for your character,
take a step back and look at them. Do they
represent your character the way you want them
to? If not, change them!
By themselves, aspects can’t say it all. Short of
making each aspect a paragraph or essay, you’re
dealing with a few short, catchy phrases and
names here. You want them reasonably short,
because you want to be able to talk about them
casually without running out of breath.
But the brevity of an aspect’s name means
some things are left unspoken. It’s beneficial
to take the time with the GM at some point
to speak these unspoken things. When you’re
picking aspects, one of the best ways to determine that you and the GM are on the same page
is to discuss where you feel the aspect would be
a help or a hindrance. Both you and the GM
should look at an aspect not as the end of an
idea, but as the beginning of one. You’re both
going to bring your own ideas of what the aspect
means to the table and, at least to some extent,
you’re both right.
Usually this works out fine—the combined
perspectives make the whole greater than the
sum—but sometimes you and your GM might
have a radically diﬀerent idea of what the aspect
entails. So be clear with one another and figure
out how to iron out any diﬀerences of perspective—ideally before the fate points start flying,
since taking fifteen minutes to get into an intense
discussion about what you meant when you gave
yourself the aspect “LOOK OUT BEHIND YOU!”
can be a real momentum-killer for the game.
Uh... what?
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Youre
v e r y
clever

Just working something out.
Boss, you dropped the

a
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Thanks!
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Aspects

There are several ways previously unknown or
nonexistent aspects can show up in play. Here,
we’ll discuss the methods.

GuHsing Aspects

Sometimes, you might want to use an aspect
that’s on a scene or character without actually
knowing if the target has the aspect in question.
In other words, you’re making a guess—maybe,
just maybe, an aspect fitting a particular description is there—and, while guesses are allowed,
they’re subject to some special rules.
One way to make a guess is to roll it as an
assessment action (see page 115); if it’s successful,
the GM can reveal whether or not the target has
a similar aspect. The good part about this option
is that, even if your guess is wrong, you’ll still get
an aspect from the target if the action succeeds.
The bad part is that a target will usually get a
roll to defend himself from being assessed, and
therefore the attempt might fail.
Another route is to spend a fate point and try
to guess the aspect, explaining how you intend
to use the aspect if it exists. This is basically
“gambling” with an invocation or compel—
you’re committing your fate points on the possibility that your hunch about the target’s aspects
is correct. You won’t get another aspect from
the target if you’re wrong, but because you’re
spending the fate point, the target will not get
the option to defend against you.
If, conceptually speaking, the guess hits
reasonably close to the mark—even if it doesn’t
match the aspect’s exact name—the GM should
exercise some flexibility and allow it.
Example: Harry is sneaking up on a gang or
a cult—he isn’t sure which yet—in a shadowed warehouse. His player, Jim, might “guess”
that a scene has a DARKNESS aspect on it and
spend a fate point, asking if he can invoke it
for his Stealth roll to get near the cult undetected. The scene has the aspect SHADOWED
CORNERS instead; but Jim’s guess is reasonably
close to the mark, so the GM reveals that the
aspect is SHADOWED CORNERS and allows the
invocation.

If the guess just plain misses the mark,
and the fact that the mark was missed doesn’t
amount to a significant and potentially secret
piece of information, you should get the chance
to reconsider your guess and take back the fate
point you spent.
Example: Same as before, but this time, the
GM’s idea of the warehouse is that it’s actually
pretty well-lit—big fluorescent lights hanging
on the ceiling, etc. When Jim spends the fate
point and explains his intent, the GM holds up
her hand: “It’s actually pretty well lit in here.
There are fluorescent lights everywhere, many
of them turned on.” Jim takes back his fate
point, since this wasn’t a particularly secret bit
of information—it just hadn’t been brought up
yet.
If the guess misses the mark, but missing the
mark tells you something significant and potentially secret, the fate point is still spent. This sort
of circumstance almost never comes up with
scene aspects, but it can come up when guessing
at aspects on another character, and may even
amount to a “reveal” (see “Assessment,” page 115) of
the target’s true aspect.
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Example: Harry’s trying to reason with his
lycanthrope captor and spends a fate point,
guessing at an aspect on the guy—something
along the lines of REASONABLE MAN. The
GM smiles darkly and shakes her head. “No;
the more you talk to this guy, the more you
realize he’s a bundle of rage under the skin.
Reasoning with him won’t work.” The fate point
stays spent—Harry has learned some valuable
information about his captor and may even
be able to guess at the existence of an EASILY
ANGERED aspect that he could invoke later on.
He could also try to sweet-talk the GM nicely
enough that she’ll consider this to be a reveal of
such an aspect, allowing for a tag (page 106).
In the worst case scenario, your guess misses
the mark because you’ve been duped. This will
most often happen as the result of a Deceit
action (see page 126), although it might arise from
other circumstances. In such a case, the deceiver
can either return the spent fate point to you or
leave it spent.
If he leaves it spent, you just learned you were
duped—you don’t get the benefit of tagging the
aspect, but you’ve learned something significant
about your target. The deceiver does not get this
spent fate point for himself, either—it’s simply
gone.
If the deceiver returns the fate point to you,
things may actually be a bit worse for you—the
deceiver gets to place a temporary aspect on you
(and tag it), representing how he managed to
snooker you.
Example: Harry is in a limousine with John
Marcone. Unbeknownst to Harry, Marcone
succeeded in an earlier Deceit roll that let him
appear to be WELL-INFORMED AND WARY
ABOUT WIZARDS. Like all good lies, this
has a grain of truth in it: Marcone is indeed
well-informed, but he’s not cautious in the way
Harry’s been led to believe. When Harry goes
for an Intimidation ploy to try to get Marcone
to back oﬀ, he meets Marcone’s eyes and spends
a fate point, saying he’ll invoke Marcone’s
WARY ABOUT WIZARDS aspect to improve
his roll, with the intent of getting Marcone to
back down and break the eye contact before the
soulgaze (page 226) hits.
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But this is exactly what Marcone wanted.
He opts to give back Harry’s fate point and
turns the tables, putting a temporary aspect of
TRAPPED BY THE TIGER’S SOUL on Harry,
and taking the tag to give him a free +2 on
his roll as the two enter into a sudden, deep
soulgaze. Harry’s doesn’t get the benefit of
invoking an aspect that isn’t actually there and
has gotten suckered into a soulgaze he didn’t
want—with Marcone in the superior position!
Regardless, guesses can’t, and shouldn’t, be
made willy-nilly. There must always be a justification for making the guess. If the guess seems
unjustified—if the player is “shotgunning”
guesses to randomly try to figure out another
character’s aspects—the GM is completely justified in shutting that player down cold.
Read Now or Read Later?
These next three sections (“Temporary
Aspects”, “Assessments” and “Declarations”)
rely a lot on later parts of the book. If
you don’t understand all of it right now,
don’t worry! Come back and reread these
bits later.

Temporary
Aspects
Unlike the “permanent” aspects built into a character’s sheet, temporary aspects are introduced
to (or inflicted upon) a character or scene by the
actions of a character in the game, but fade from
that recipient over time. Temporary aspects may
diﬀer in terms of the duration and tenacity with
which they stay on their recipient.
Most commonly, a temporary aspect results
from a successful maneuver (page 207). If you get
no shifts on a maneuver roll, the maneuver is
considered successful, but the aspect is considered fragile—that is, it can only be tagged once
and then it goes away. Fragile aspects are usually
described as very momentary changes of circumstance—if you use Guns as a maneuver to aim at
a target and you don’t get any shifts, you might
call that aspect A QUICK BEAD. When you
attack the target, you can tag it; but then you
lose your bead on him for some reason, like he
shifts position or slips behind cover or something else.
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If you get shifts on a maneuver roll, the
resulting aspect is said to be sticky—in other
words, it “sticks” to the target until something
can be done about it. Sticky aspects don’t go
away after they’re tagged, allowing people to
spend fate points to continue to invoke them.
These are usually described in more severe terms
than fragile aspects, to represent that they’re a
tangible problem or advantage for a character. If
you get shifts on a Guns maneuver to aim, you
might call that aspect RIGHT IN MY SIGHTS—
essentially, you can hold a steady aim on your
target until he does something drastic to throw
your aim oﬀ.
Sticky aspects may be easier to place on a
location or scene rather than on another character, because the scene can’t roll to “defend”
against your maneuver. This is especially true
when they potentially offer complications
to everyone present, on both sides, as with a
maneuver to add a THE BUILDING’S ON FIRE!
aspect to a scene.
Getting rid of a sticky aspect requires making
a successful maneuver roll to cancel the eﬀects
of the maneuver. If a character is in a position
to stop you from getting rid of the maneuver,
he can try to make an appropriate “defense
roll” to oppose you. If he succeeds, the aspect
remains. If you succeed, it goes away. If no one
is in a position to stop you from getting rid of
the maneuver, it’s very easy—you just have to
make a roll against a diﬃculty of Mediocre (+0).
Temporary aspects that result from maneuvers will always go away at the end of a conflict
or scene.
Some temporary aspects have real staying
power and have the ability to outlast a scene;
they may even stay aﬃxed to the target for as
long as a session (or more) of play. Those kinds of
temporary aspects are called consequences, and
each character has a certain limit on how many
he can take, based on his skills. They represent
lasting eﬀects such as physical wounds, psychological problems, and so forth. These aspects
usually can’t be removed by normal means—
they require appropriate justification to remove,
as well as the expenditure of a certain amount of
recovery time. For more details on consequences
and recovering from them, see page 203 in Playing
the Game.

AssHsments
Sometimes you may choose to use your skills
to make a careful assessment well in advance
of taking action—maybe as part of putting
together a plan, or simply observing the target
long enough to learn something that would be
a critical advantage. This approach is most often
used with skills that have an element of perception—such as Investigation and Empathy—
but knowledge skills could also be applied to
discover “knowable things.” Here, the skill is
not used to place a temporary aspect on the
target (as with a maneuver, page 207) so much as
to discover an existing aspect on the target that
may have been hidden or secret.
Because this aspect is freshly introduced
into play by your action, you should be able to William, how
tag this aspect. However, you’re often going to does the sort
of assessed
use assessment as a way to prepare for a future
aspect
shown
encounter, which may not happen for several
in the loup
scenes. So, if you’ve discovered an aspect this garou example
way, you don’t have to worry about the usual interact with
time limit (page 106) for tagging until the first scene the notion of
where you encounter the target of your assess- “The Catch”
ment. Aspects discovered in this fashion are still
(page 185)
present after these time limits expire, so they can when dealing
with the
still be invoked later.
supernatural
All assessment eﬀorts require the use of a
toughness
significant chunk of time, usually indicated in
abilities?
the skill write-up. However, this time invested in
preparation allows these skills to come to bear in
more time pressured environments (like a fight) Think of it as
a complemenwhere they would not typically be useful.
tary add-on.
Example: Harry consults with Bob about
werewolves, trying to learn all that he can about The Catch is the
them. He’s particularly concerned about the
vulnerability,
loup-garou he thinks he’s going to be tangling but the aspect
with, so he focuses his eﬀorts there—using his
represents
Lore skill, with Bob’s help. The GM sets a diﬃpart of the
culty for the Lore roll to discover (assess) an
advantage
the
aspect of the loup-garou that might help Harry
in an altercation with it. Thanks to Bob’s help, character gains
it’s a success, and Harry now knows that the
from knowing
loup-garou is VULNERABLE TO INHERITED about it (and
SILVER.
is a source of
fate points for
the creature
with the
vulnerability).
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DecGrations
So,
dec larations Traditionally, perception and knowledge
can make up skills usually focus on the discovery of what
anything? already exists (“knowable truths”). But in THE
DRESDEN FILES RPG, these skills also allow
for declarations. That is to say, using these skills
successfully can allow you to introduce entirely
new facts into play and then use those facts to
your advantage. These new facts might also take
the form of an aspect. (For example, if your character has a strong Alertness or Investigation skill,
you might use a declaration to add features to a
scene for you to use to your advantage—when
the fire starts, your character just “happens” to
notice that the janitor left a bucket of water in
the hallway.)
As with maneuvering (page 207) and assessment (above), the resulting aspect can be tagged.
Unlike assessment, declaration doesn’t take any
actual in-game time at all—just successful use of
a knowledge skill at the right moment.
Example: Evan Montrose finds himself facing
a pack of Black Court vampires that he’s trying
to ditch, but he doesn’t have any of their usual
weaknesses on hand. He doesn’t have time to
So how are
research things—he’s in the middle of a chase—
these different so his player, Rob, decides to invent some details
from the
about the environment Evan’s in so he can take
declarations
advantage of them. He uses his Alertness skill
you can make
to declare that the scene has an aspect of PIPES
when you spend
FULL OF RUNNING WATER—the GM thinks
a fate point
this is a reasonable, possible, and fun way for
like you have
Evan to evade his pursuers, so she sets a low-ish
on page 20?
diﬃculty for the roll. If Rob’s roll succeeds, he’ll
will find the pipes and should be able to use
They ARE
the scene aspect on a subsequent roll (tagging
similar. The fate
the aspect, since he introduced it) by opening a
point version
main valve and halting their pursuit—running
is more limited
water and Black Court vampires tend not
to mix.
but also more
certain. Here,
Many skills have a trapping (page 120)
allowing some kind of knowledge—for example,
you’re saving
the fate point someone might use his Guns skill to make some
declarations about the firepower an opponent is
but getting the
carrying.
uncerta inty of a
skill roll and the
traction of a
temporary aspect.

Within reason.
If it’s fun and
enterta ining,
it should be
easier than
if it’s boring.
Check out the
guid elines for
setting the
difficulties in
RUN NING THE
GAME, page 310.
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GM Advice:
Why Do Dec(rations
S.m Eаier 2an
Ass4sments?
A close reading of the rules here may
suggest that declarations are easier than
assessments. Declarations take less time
and may have lower diﬃculties than assessments. This perception is mostly correct.
The thing is, declarations done by the
players take some of the “work” oﬀ of the
GM. Assessments are largely a case of the
players asking a GM to provide them with
detail. By contrast, a player driving a declaration is supplying some of his own content
for the game, which makes the GM’s job
much easier and, better still, increases the
player’s buy-in.
As with assessments, aspects created with
declarations don’t go away after being tagged,
so long as circumstances make it reasonable
that they hang around. This does mean that
occasionally assessments and declarations can
backfire on the character establishing them
(other characters might use the same aspect, or
the GM might bring that aspect back around to
complicate the character’s endeavors).
Example: Rob has declared PIPES FULL
OF RUNNING WATER on the scene and used
that to help Evan evade his pursuers. Rob tells
the GM that Evan will do a tracking spell to
help him get a bead on the missing person he
was tracking through here. She grins and says,
“Makes sense, but you know, now there are all
these pipes full of running water everywhere…
you know running water grounds out magical
energy, so those pipes are going to create a
natural threshold in this area.” Rob sighs and
realizes the spell’s going to be a bit harder than
he anticipated.

ust
I wish I cosou lmdejthing
dec lare ed Court
like “R
eathly
vampires atroe cdheese.”
allergic

Ba d form, boss.
That’s not a fa
te
I’ d wish on anyo
ne.
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To get a sense of how aspects might be used in
play, consider the examples below. Not all of
these are“Fuego!” aspects (see page 111) and that’s
intentional; “Fuego!” really works best when an
aspect is personalized for a particular character.
For many, many more examples of aspects,
take a look at the sample characters found in
VOLUME : OUR WORLD, as well as those in
Nevermore/Baltimore in this book (page 358).
Exi+d , - Special
Inve1igations Division
The character is a Chicago police oﬃcer in the
Special Investigations unit; this is where they
send all the problem cops so they can work all
the weirdest cases.
A player might invoke this to: Get a bonus
when working with other Special Investigations
folks, know things about the stranger happenings in a city, exercise the authority of the
Chicago P.D.
A GM might compel this to: Complicate the
character’s life with his lack of real standing in
the police department, drop the weirdest cases
on his desk, give him a warrant for a werewolf,
that sort of thing.
Fae3e Bargain
The character has made a bargain with one of
the Fae, usually for power or some other benefit.
Such bargains have a high price.
A player might invoke this to: Enjoy the benefits of his bargain, make contact with the Faerie
realms, know things about the Fae.
A GM might compel this to: Trap the character in the terms of his bargain, place the character in the middle of a power struggle between
the Faerie Courts, complicate his life with Fae
meddling.
A Migh8 Fort:ss ; My God
The character’s faith in God is central and
important to him. It guides him and shapes him,
forming a foundation for his actions as a moral
being. (This likely goes hand-in-hand with a
strong rating in the Conviction skill—page 124—
representing the character’s strength of faith.)

Aspects
A player might invoke this to: Bolster his
prayers, ward oﬀ evil, seek guidance from above.
A GM might compel this to: Temper the
character’s reasons for fury with forgiveness
and mercy, force him into moral conundrums,
complicate his life with the “will of God.”
My App:ntice
The character has an apprentice with “lesser”
(or at least less-trained) abilities than his own.
Naturally, this apprentice is bound to get into
troubles of his own and remains a constant
responsibility to the character, but he has the
potential to grow into a powerful ally.
A player might invoke this to: Do a little teamwork with his apprentice or ensure his apprentice is available to send on an errand.
A GM might compel this to: Get his apprentice
in trouble, set up the mentoring responsibilities
such that they run counter to the goals of the
mentor, engineer a situation where his apprentice must go on trial before the White Council…

I’m going to
start blaming
you for
everything
bad that
happens to
me, Billy.
You are
clearly
talking to
my GM.

Old World Order
Due to a long life or strange upbringing, the
character is steeped in “Old World” values and
rules from another time and place.
A player might invoke this to: Navigate the
political climate of the Red Court or the White
Council, negotiate with ancient creatures,
enforce an archaic code of conduct in a duel.
Just close
A GM might compel this to: Cause the character to behave anachronistically in the modern your eyes and
world or otherwise have diﬃculties adapting to think of the
the current age.
fate points…
This # Not A Shopping Li+!
Hey, you!
Yes, you, the guy who’s looking over this
list like he should start taking aspects from
it and putting them on his sheet.
Stop it!
These are examples to get you to imagine
much cooler stuﬀ of your own. None of these
are as awesome as your own ideas. So don’t
treat this as a shopping list—treat it as
inspiration to say “I can do better than that!”
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P>r Impulse Control
The character has a penchant for acting from
his gut, and quickly at that. Hesitation isn’t a
problem for him, but he doesn’t have a tendency
to exercise caution, either.
A player might invoke this to: Respond quickly,
attack suddenly, anger or scare someone.
The GM might compel this to: Cause the character to lose his temper, shoot his mouth oﬀ, or
otherwise leap before looking.

and that is
S O F U N to
live through.
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Walking U?er D>m of D@A+s
The character has broken one of the Laws of
Magic, but there were mitigating circumstances
that stayed his execution at the hands of the
White Council. As a result, he’s on probation—
under constant surveillance by the Wardens,
due to lose his head at a moment’s notice if he
missteps even once.
A player might invoke this to: Draw the White
Council’s attention (if they’ve been ignoring
something they shouldn’t), establish a “name”
or “reputation” in the supernatural community,
run a “con” on some supernatural bad guys to
convince them he’s one of them.
A GM might compel this to: Draw the White
Council’s attention (if they’ve been missing
something the character hopes they’ll keep
missing), add complications to the plot (like
having a Warden show up every third scene to
threaten the character), remove potential allies
because they can’t handle the risk of being seen
with the character.

WhiB Court Virgin
Perhaps unaware of his true heritage, the character is from the bloodline of the White Court
vampires, but he hasn’t yet consummated his
power by feeding upon (and killing) a victim. He
is caught between the promise of power and the
dark price of it and may find himself drawn to
feed in times of stress.
A player might invoke this to: Attempt to
control his abilities, gain insight on interactions
with others of the White Court.
A GM might compel this to: Place a tempting
“meal” before the character, entangle him in
his family’s machinations to get him “initiated,”
tempt him to give into his bestial urges.
Wizard of WhiB Council
The character is a full wizard of the White
Council, an heir to a bloodline of power, able to
exercise vast and strange powers of magic.
A player might invoke this to: Maneuver in
White Council politics, aid in the casting of
spells and the knowing of occult lore.
A GM might compel this to: Come under
White Council scrutiny or obligation, be a target
of the White Council’s many enemies.
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Skills
What A$
Skills?
If aspects define who a person is, skills define
what he can do and how he defends himself.
Some skills are straightforward, like Michael
Carpenter’s conviction and his capability
with a sword. Others are more open, like
John Marcone’s ability to get what he needs
through his resources and charisma. And Harry
Dresden’s own inner strength and discipline are
skills he uses to wield magic.
Almost every time you need to do or react to
something, you’ll be rolling one of your character’s skills and adding that skill’s rating, based on
the ladder on page 16. Any skills your character
doesn’t have listed default to Mediocre (+0).

Each skill has a number of trappings, which
are the rules for the skill in various circumstances. Each trapping has a name, so it’s easier
to reference; whenever you encounter a trapping,
you’ll see a K next to it.
Rules and advice for setting diﬃculties for
various skills and their trappings are covered in
Running the Game (starting on page 310) and crossreferenced in this chapter on a per-skill basis.
Skills are enhanced—either through bonuses
to rating or though additional trappings—
by mortal stunts and supernatural powers,
which are covered by their own chapters (page 146
and page 158).
Here is the list of skills, their trappings, and
the page where you can find the rules for them.

Page

Skill

Trappings

121

Alertness

Avoiding Surprise, Combat Initiative, Passive Awareness

121

Athletics

Climbing, Dodging, Falling, Jumping, Sprinting, Other Physical Actions

123

Burglary

Casing, Infiltration, Lockpicking

123

Contacts

Gathering Information, Getting the Tip-Oﬀ, Knowing People, Rumors

124

Conviction*

Acts of Faith, Mental Fortitude

125

Craftsmanship

Breaking, Building, Fixing

126

Deceit

Cat and Mouse, Disguise, Distraction and Misdirection, False Face Forward,
Falsehood and Deception

127

Discipline*

Concentration, Emotional Control, Mental Defense

128

Driving

Chases, One Hand on the Wheel, Other Vehicles, Street Knowledge and Navigation

129

Empathy

Reading People, A Shoulder to Cry On, Social Defense, Social Initiative

130

Endurance*

Long-Term Action, Physical Fortitude

130

Fists

Brawling, Close-Combat Defense

131

Guns

Aiming, Gun Knowledge, Gunplay, Other Projectile Weapons

132

Intimidation

The Brush-Oﬀ, Interrogation, Provocation, Social Attacks, Threats

133

Investigation

Eavesdropping, Examination, Surveillance

134

Lore

Arcane Research, Common Ritual, Mystic Perception

135

Might

Breaking Things, Exerting Force, Lifting Things, Wrestling

135

Performance

Art Appreciation, Composition, Creative Communication, Playing to an Audience

136

Presence*

Charisma, Command, Reputation, Social Fortitude

138

Rapport

Chit-Chat, Closing Down, First Impressions, Opening Up, Social Defense

139

Resources

Buying Things, Equipment, Lifestyle, Money Talks, Workspaces

140

Scholarship

Answers, Computer Use, Declaring Minor Details, Exposition and Knowledge Dumping,
Languages, Medical Attention, Research and Lab Work

142

Stealth

Ambush, Hiding, Shadowing, Skulking

143

Survival

Animal Handling, Camouflage, Riding, Scavenging, Tracking

144

Weapons

Distance Weaponry, Melee Combat, Melee Defense, Weapon Knowledge

120

* These skills aﬀect stress tracks. See page 201 for more on stress tracks.
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(Stunts, page 149)

Alertness is a measure of your character’s passive
awareness—his ability to stay on his toes and
react to sudden changes in his environment. In
short, it is the perception skill to notice things
that you are not looking for. High Alertness
characters strike early in a fight, tend to pick up
on details of a scene simply by entering it, and
are rarely surprised. They include bodyguards,
outdoorsmen, and sneaky criminals.

Billy, I better have a
decent score in this.

Well, you aren’t a bodyguard or really an
outdoorsman…does that make you a sneaky
criminal?

Shut up, Bob.

Avoiding Surp5se

ALERTNESS

Whenever the trap is sprung in an ambush
(see Stealth, page 142), you can make one final
Alertness check against the Stealth of your
attacker in order to see if you are surprised. If
you fail this check, roll all your defenses as if
they were Mediocre for the first exchange. If you
succeed, you may defend normally at your full
skill levels.

Combat Initiative
ALERTNESS

Alertness determines initiative (order of action)
in any physical conflict. To minimize the dierolling, your group can use the listed value for
everyone’s Alertness to determine the order of
everyone’s actions.

Pаsive Awa$nHs
ALERTNESS

You will rarely ask to roll Alertness—if you
are actively looking for something, Investigation
(page 133) is usually more appropriate.
Alertness is reactive perception. That is,
Alertness is more appropriate for things that
you do not expect or are not looking for—such
as the spiked pit trap in the hallway you’re casually walking through. It’s a skill that, typically,
the GM calls for you to roll.

Skills
A;9tics
(Stunts, page 149)

Athletics measures your general physical capability—except for raw power (which is Might,
page 135) and stamina (which is Endurance,
page 130).
Athletics covers running, jumping, climbing,
and other broadly physical activities you might
find in a track and field event. Characters with
high Athletics move further and faster than
the rest of us, making it diﬃcult to catch or hit
them in a fight—think of athletes, soldiers, and
outdoorsmen.

K C1mbing
ATHLETICS
Athletics is the skill used for climbing. The GM
sets the diﬃculty for how hard it is to climb a
given obstacle. (For advice on setting diﬃculties
and designing climbing challenges, see page 318.)
At the GM’s option, you may use shifts to speed
the process if you succeed (see page 193).

K Dodging
ATHLETICS
You can use Athletics as a defensive skill to
respond to physical attacks. This works very well
in conjunction with taking a full defense action
(yielding a +2 to the roll; see page 199). The one
important thing to note is that taking a full
defense action means that you can’t use Athletics
for other things, like sprinting—though as with
all skills, you can move one zone as a supplemental action (page 213) by taking –1 to the roll
for your main action.

K Falling
ATHLETICS
When you fall, you may roll Athletics to try to
limit the severity of the result. For guidelines on
the severity of falls, see page 319.

K Jumping
ATHLETICS
This is not the Olympics—jumping is something you do to leap obstacles or span bottomless chasms, and in those situations the GM sets
a fixed diﬃculty for characters to meet or exceed.
(For advice on setting diﬃculties and designing
jumping challenges, see page 319.) Generally, that
diﬃculty is the bare minimum that clears the
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distance, so beating that by a few shifts is a good
idea. Outside of that, jumping is often considered an extension of normal movement.

K Sp5nting
ATHLETICS
You can use Athletics to move faster by taking
a sprint action. Normally, you can only move
one zone as a supplemental action (page 213) by
taking –1 to the roll for your main action. If
you spend your entire action moving, you are
sprinting; rolling Athletics against a target diﬃculty of Mediocre, you can cross a number of
zones and borders equal to or less than the total
shifts of eﬀect. If you get no shifts on your roll,
you can still move one zone as long as there are
no borders. See page 212 for additional details.
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Physi2l Actions
K O<r
ATHLETICS
Athletics is often the “when in doubt” physical
skill, and it can get a lot of use. Sometimes
there’s confusion about when to use Athletics
and when to use Might. As a rule of thumb,
Athletics is used to move yourself, while Might
is used to move other things and people. When
an action calls for both, they might modify one
another (page 214). If there is no clear indication
which should be primary, default to Athletics as
primary and Might as the modifying skill.

actice
Myself, Irpergu larly.
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(Stunts, page 149)

The ability to overcome security systems, from
alarms to locks, falls under the auspices of
Burglary. This also includes knowledge of those
systems and the ability to assess them. Without
a lucky break, a criminal with only Stealth and
Deceit will find himself limited to small-time
thievery, while one who adds Burglary to his
repertoire will soon be pursuing bigger targets.
Characters with a high Burglary skill include
burglars, private eyes, and even some cops.

William, Harry should have a decent score
in this.

Shut up, Bob.

Cаing
BURGLARY

You can use Burglary as a very specialized
perception skill, specifically to assess the weaknesses and strengths of a potential target. Here,
you try to determine the existence of unobvious
or hidden aspects using assessment (page 115).
Declaration may occur as well if you come up
with an entertaining new aspect to place on the
target of your future burglary (like SECURITY
CAMERA “BLIND ZONE”). Thus, either the GM
can indicate you’ve discovered some flaw, or you
can make a declaration about a flaw in the security that you intend to exploit or defeat. When
you make a declaration, Casing follows the same
guidelines as the Declaring Minor Details trapping for Scholarship (page 141) but is limited to
security facts (including potential escape routes).

Infiltration
BURGLARY

Given an opportunity to case an intended target
(above), you are much more prepared to infiltrate
that location. You can invoke known aspects on
the scene. In addition, you can use your Burglary
skill to complement (page 214) any skills you use
on targets you’ve had a chance to study and
prepare for. Thus, Burglary may complement
your Stealth and even, in certain circumstances,
your social skills such as Contacts or Deceit.

Skills
K LMkpicking
BURGLARY
You have a talent for defeating security systems,
from simple locks to complex electronics.
Naturally, these oﬀer a sliding scale of diﬃculty,
and the tougher targets are often the focus of
the aspects you choose to reveal or declare when
you case the place. Further, your Craftsmanship
or Scholarship skills might modify (page 214)
Burglary when dealing with particularly intricate
mechanical or computerized security targets.

Contacts
(Stunts, page 150)

The Contacts skill represents who you know
and how good you are at finding things out from
them. You may know a guy, or know a guy who
knows a guy, or maybe you just know the right
questions to ask in the right places. Whatever
your methods, you can find things out just by
asking around. Characters with a high Contacts
skill are connected, always with an ear to the
ground, their fingers on the pulse of the city.
They include reporters, private eyes, and spies.
The Contacts skill doesn’t work in a
vacuum—you need to be able to get out and
talk to people for it to be useful; when that isn’t
possible, neither is the skill. Contacts are also
limited by familiarity. Finding yourself in an
entirely unfamiliar environment means drastically increased diﬃculties (+4 or more) on your
Contacts rolls. For every week you stay in the
area and expand your social networks, the familiarity penalty is reduced by one.

Information
K Gatה5ng
CONTACTS
As with the answers and research trappings
from Scholarship (page 140), gathering information begins with a question. The difference
here is that you’re posing the question to your
contacts—you go out and talk to people, trying
to learn the answer to a question like, “Who’s
trying to kill me?”
Describe where you are going to talk to folks
(usually “the street”), and the GM sets the diﬃculty. Roll normally, and then the GM explains
what you discovered. If the roll fails, then you
may take extra time to try to succeed (page 316).
This is much like scholarly research, but instead
of needing a library, you need to talk to people.

Ah, yes.is
I ask th n
questio
often.
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These people must have the right level of access
to answer the question (this corresponds to the
“quality” of the library). If you are being shut out
for one reason or another, no amount of dogged
persistence through time investment is going
to help. When that happens, it usually means
there’s another problem you need to solve first.
One important warning about authenticity—
being the most informed guy and knowing all
the latest gossip aren’t necessarily the same
thing. The Contacts skill discovers what people
know, and people always have their own biases.
Information is only as good as its source.
Your use of Contacts rarely tests the truth
of the information provided, save by the
discovery—through several sources—that
contradictory answers are coming in. If you
want to determine the truthfulness of the information you’re uncovering, that means more
in-depth conversation with individuals...and it
may involve using Empathy, Rapport, Deceit,
Intimidation, and more.
Finally, consider that it is diﬃcult to use the
Contacts skill secretly. Rolling the Contacts skill
usually indicates that you are going out and
talking to people. If you’re asking some particularly sensitive questions, word is going to get
back to the people who have the real, deeper
answers—people who might see shutting you
up as the best way to keep their secrets.

< Tip-Off
K GeDing
CONTACTS
Contacts also keep you apprised of the general
state of things, sometimes without you going
out and making an active eﬀort. In this way, the
Contacts skill acts as a sort of social Alertness,
keeping you abreast of things that might be
coming your way. It’s far from foolproof and,
like Alertness, the GM is usually the one to call
for a roll—you can’t go out looking for a tip-oﬀ,
though you can tell the GM that you’re going
out and talking to your contacts just to check on
what’s up, which is a good hint that you’d like a
tip-oﬀ.

Hm, faith as a basis for powe
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r? I don’t see it.

u’re not
Well, you’ve said yo
rust me,
hip to faith jazz. yTto
del
this ain’t a bad wa astinmo
g.
lc
mortal spel

If you say so.

Peop9
K Knowing
CONTACTS
If you have a strong Contacts skill, you know a
wide variety of people and have at least a cursory
connection with virtually any organization in
the places you live and work (sometimes even
those where you don’t). Deeper connections
may come about through concerted eﬀort or the
application of stunts. You can roll Contacts as
a declaration in any scene to establish that you
have a contact at hand, whether in a certain location or in a certain group of people. The more
aspects (or other prior established context) that
you have relevant to the location or group, the
easier the declaration will be. For further guidelines on setting diﬃculties for Contacts rolls, see
page 319.

K Rumors
CONTACTS
Contacts are also useful for planting rumors,
not just for ferreting them out. At its simplest,
you can use Contacts to just “get the word out”
eﬀectively and quickly, but you can also use it to
change some of the public’s perspective about
someone or something over time.
Tell the GM what rumor you want to plant,
and she assigns bonuses or penalties based on
how preposterous or reasonable the rumor is.
The GM uses the final roll to determine the
result of the rumor.
It’s worth noting: your roll is also the target
for someone else’s Contacts roll to find out who
has been spreading rumors—so be careful!
The most common effect of a successful
Contacts roll to plant a rumor is a “sticky”
temporary aspect (page 115). This might even
be treated as a social attack (page 215) in some
circumstances.

Conviction
(Stunts, page 150)

Conviction represents your strength of belief.
This could represent your quiet confidence in
yourself, your family, and your friends, or the
certitude of your faith in a higher (or, for nasty
sorts, infernal) power such as magic or God.
No spellcaster ever gets much power without
believing in his ability to do magic, and no holy
man gives the forces of darkness much pause
without Conviction. Characters with a high
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Conviction are powerful, grounded individuals,
whose beliefs make them able to weather any
storm. They include holy people, patriots, and
wizards.
Conviction is one of the three cornerstone
skills for effective spellcasting, along with
Discipline and Lore.
The Mental Fortitude trapping also adds to
your mental stress track (see page 201 for more
on stress tracks).

Acts of Fai;
CONVICTION

Roll Conviction whenever you’re called upon to
test the strength of your beliefs. When you are
under a specific mental or social attack designed
to undermine your faith (whether that’s in God,
your magic, your friends, or whatever you might
believe), you can use Conviction instead of
Discipline to defend.

Mental Fortitude
CONVICTION

Whether facing torture or confronting something scary, Conviction is how you draw your
strength to survive fear and other psychological
distress—combined with strong Discipline,
your Conviction strengthens the walls of the
fortress of your mind.
Used this way, Conviction is a passive ability,
representing your mental “toughness” under such
circumstances. As such, a higher-than-default
rating in Conviction improves your ability to
handle mental stress, giving you more than the
default number of stress boxes (2) if you take
this skill:
Conviction

Total # of
Mental Stress Boxes

Mediocre

2

Average, Fair

3

Good, Great

4

Superb+

4
plus one additional mild
mental consequence for each
two full levels above Good

So, most wizards are mentally
tougher than other people?
Yup.

Rock on!

Craftsmanship
(Stunts, page 150)

Craftsmanship is the understanding of how
stuﬀ works, reflecting your practical know-how
when it comes to using tools eﬀectively. While
Craftsmanship can be complemented (page 214)
by Scholarship, it can just as easily be the result
of a lot of hours of getting your hands dirty
and having a natural feel for how things work.
Characters with high Craftsmanship are handy
around the house and under the hood of a car;
they are always helpful when a moody wizard
shorts out your GPS. They include inventors,
mechanics, and carpenters.

Let it g o,id
B illy. I sary.
I was sor

K B$aking
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Craftsmanship is also the skill for unmaking
things (in a mundane, practical sense). Given
time and tools, a craftsman can topple virtually any building, structure, or device. In those
circumstances, you can use Craftsmanship to
attack these things directly and deal stress or
consequences to them (see page 320). In addition,
you may use Craftsmanship to set up attacks
and maneuvers against another target using the
sabotaged building, structure, or device—such
as setting up a bridge to collapse when someone’s walking across it.

K Building
CRAFTSMANSHIP
You can use Craftsmanship to build something—provided you have a decent understanding of how to build it, as well as plenty of
needed tools, materials, and time. The less you
have of any of these things, the higher the diﬃculty to get it done. Craftsmanship is primarily
used with declarations; see the guidelines for
building things on page 320.

K Fixing
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Craftsmanship can be used to repair devices—
again, if you have the time, materials, and the
right tools. Details on setting diﬃculties for
repair can be found on page 320.
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Harry should
have a low score
in this.

Shut UP,
Bob.

Deceit
(Stunts, page 150)

Deceit is the ability to lie. Be it through word
or deed, it’s the ability to convey falsehoods
convincingly. Characters with a high Deceit can
easily seem much diﬀerent than they actually
are. They are masters of misdirection and they
paint a sheen of seeming truth over the darkest
lies. High Deceit characters include grifters,
spies, and politicians.

F Mouse
K Cat
DECEIT
You can use the Deceit skill for more than just
dodging attention—use it to riposte a social
query with a web of deception. When someone
else initiates a social conflict, you may use your
Deceit as a social attack skill, representing
particularly convincing lies as consequences on
your target. For example, if the social conflict is
a tense business negotiation, you might inflict
THINKS I HAVE HONEST INTENTIONS as a
consequence, potentially allowing you to exert
influence over your target in the future.
This is a dangerous game. You are opting
not to put your False Face Forward (see below),
which would keep things on a safer, defensive
footing. Instead, you’re going on the attack,
making an active, aggressive attempt to turn the
tables on your opponent—missteps are quite
possible. If your opponent ultimately defeats you
in this conflict, the truth will be revealed in some
way. However, if you outclass your opponent
significantly, this can be a powerful technique.

K Disguise
DECEIT
Deceit covers disguises, using your Deceit skill
against anyone’s attempts to penetrate your
disguise. Such disguises are dependent upon
what props are available, and they don’t hold up
to intense scrutiny (specifically, an Investigation
roll) without the use of stunts (representing
your deep expertise at disguise), but they’re
fine for casual inspection (i.e., Alertness rolls).
You may use the Performance skill to modify
(page 214) Deceit when attempting to pull oﬀ
the disguised identity.
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K DiPraction

F Misdi$ction
DECEIT

You may use Deceit to try to hide small objects
and activities in plain sight and to oppose any
perception check for something that you could
try to hide, misplace, or distract attention from.
When you use this skill to hide something, your
skill roll indicates the diﬃculty of any Alertness
or Investigation rolls to discover it.
This trapping is at the core of stunts that
extend the Deceit skill to do things like stage
magic or pick-pocketing. Without such stunts,
you may attempt those sorts of things but only
in the simplest fashion possible and against
markedly increased diﬃculties (typically at least
two or more steps harder).

Face Forward
K False
DECEIT
You may opt to use Deceit instead of Rapport
as a defense in social conflicts—such as when
defending against someone using Empathy to
get a “read” on you, or facing down an insult—
to lull an opponent into underestimating you.
This defense roll is modified (page 214) by the
Rapport skill.
If you lose this defense roll, then your opponent may proceed as usual—in attempting to
hide yourself, you have blundered and revealed
a truth, shown an unintentional reaction, or
something similar.
If you win the defense, however, you may
make your successful defense look like a failure.
When you do this, you can provide false information to the would-be “victor” (such as, “Wow!
That insult really struck home!” when it didn’t).
In the case of an Empathy read attempt, you
may provide a false aspect to the reader, sending
him oﬀ with an utterly fabricated notion of you.
When he later tries to take advantage of an
aspect that he falsely thinks is there, it can end
up being a waste of a fate point or worse! (See
“Guessing Aspects,” page 113.)

& Deception
K FalsehQd
DECEIT
For simple deceptions, all that’s necessary is a
contest between Deceit and an appropriate skill
(usually Empathy, Alertness, or Investigation,
depending on the circumstance). For deeper
deceptions—like convincing someone of a lie
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or selling someone the Brooklyn Bridge—a
social conflict (page 215) is appropriate, complete
with Deceit attacks and dealing social stress.
Sometimes, Deceit is the undercurrent rather
than the forefront of an action; as such, the skill
may modify, restrict, or complement (page 214)
another (usually social) skill’s use.

(Stunts, page 151)

Discipline represents your ability to stay focused
on your goals and actions despite distractions, as
well as the ability to protect yourself from the
psychological fallout of awful or scary events.
It’s what makes you able to conquer fear, resist
torture, and recite boring math equations with
such dedication that a psychic demon can’t
bore into your mind. Characters with strong
Discipline rarely let fear get the best of them
and can perform a wide variety of stressful tasks
without breaking their concentration. They
include chess grandmasters, air traﬃc control
operators, and wizards.
Discipline is one of the three cornerstone
skills for effective spellcasting, along with
Conviction and Lore.
See Feeding Dependency (page 190) for
how this skill aﬀects a hunger stress track (see
page 201 for more on stress tracks).

Concentration
DISCIPLINE

Many other skills may be used in circumstances
where unusual concentration is necessary—
such as using Burglary to pick a lock while
you’re getting shot at. In such circumstances, the
GM may ask that Discipline be used to restrict
(page 214) the skill being used, representing a
small penalty if you are not skilled at keeping
your focus. Other circumstances may arise
where Discipline would be rolled to represent
how well you remain focused on a particular
task or idea.

Emotional Control
DISCIPLINE

Whenever you are trying to master your own
emotions, Discipline is the skill you’ll use to do
it. This could be as simple as rolling Discipline
as a defense against an Intimidation attack or
keeping your terror in check in order to avoid
feeding the fear-eating monster next door.

I thought
trapping M tenhte Conviction
handled this. W al Fortitude
hat’s the diff?
Partia lly, it
’s an a ctive/
passive thin
g. C heck out
“M enta l
Defen se ” la
ter in this se
ction.
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D5ving
(Stunts, page 151)

Driving is your ability to operate a car (and
potentially other vehicles). Day to day, it’s pretty
easy and shouldn’t be rolled unless circumstances call for it (such as driving fast through
busy streets, or in the rainy dark without
headlights). With a high skill, you can pull oﬀ
stunts you usually only see in the movies. Stunt
men, mafia chauﬀeurs, and cops have a high
Driving skill.

K ChаH
DRIVING

Sometimes this trapping may be impaired

S ome
by a particular aspect on a character—if you
of these
have the PRONE TO VIOLENT OUTBURSTS
pictures show aspect, for example, and accept a compel on it,
my not- then there’s no need to roll Discipline to control
blue B L UE the outburst; assume you already failed any
B EETLE such roll.
as blue.
What the
hell? K Mental Defense
Chalk it up
to the newbie
art director,
here. W hen you
give an artist
a na me like
“Blue Beetle ”...
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DISCIPLINE

Discipline is the default skill for defense whenever something tries to deal mental stress to you
or tries to mentally or psychologically assault
you. At minimum, roll Discipline as the defense
against certain Intimidation attacks, as well as
against invasive mind magic.
This means that Discipline and Conviction
partner together to represent your overall
“fortress of the mind.” With both rated highly,
you are rarely aﬀected by emotional and psychic
attacks (thanks to strong defense rolls from
Discipline) and, when aﬀected, you can take
more psychological distress before you start to
break down (thanks to the extra mental stress
boxes from Conviction). When your Discipline
and Conviction skills are not in line with each
other, you may be easily aﬀected by distress but
have the kind of faith and confidence necessary to persevere despite that (low Discipline,
high Conviction), or you may be very good at
“compartmentalizing” your response to things
but actually pretty fragile inside (high Discipline,
low Conviction).

Ah, I see!

Driving inevitably leads to car chases—one
of the major trappings of this skill. In a chase,
your Driving skill is used to close the distance
between you and the car you’re chasing (or
increase the distance if you’re the one being
chased). It’s also used to bring quick resolution
to the issues brought up by terrain and other
obstacles. Car chases are usually handled using
one of the extended contest options (page 193).

HF on < Wהel
K One
DRIVING
Trying to do something in a car? Roll Driving,
simple as that. If you are trying to do something fancy, like driving and shooting at the
same time, Driving will restrict (page 214) the
skill being used. Note that this trapping generally applies to physical actions that you can
conceivably do while driving. Since Driving
only restricts your other skill, there’s no way
you could become better at doing something
while you’re also driving a car—your aim won’t
suddenly improve because you happen to be
driving while you shoot at your target!

Vehic9s
K O<r
DRIVING
If your background reasonably suggests experience operating a vehicle other than a car, then
Driving may be used to operate those vehicles
as well, making this the skill for piloting boats,
aircraft, and other motorized vehicles.
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St$et Know9dge F
Navigation
DRIVING

The modern city can be a confusing maze
of streets and alley-ways, and being adept at
Driving means you know your way around cities
you’re familiar with (both behind the wheel and
on foot). Under pressure, Driving is the skill
for getting from point A to point B as fast as
or faster than you need and for figuring out the
best course. If you’re not familiar with a place,
Driving is treated as Mediocre for the purpose
of navigation.
Tהse B&ts A) Made
For Walkin’
If your character doesn’t take the Driving
skill for some reason, that doesn’t necessarily mean that he don’t know his way
around the city—he might just have to get
at the information some other way, by using
Contacts, Investigation, or Scholarship.
All we’re suggesting with the above is that
if you drive around a city long enough, you
get some knowledge of how to get around it
by default, and that knowledge would also
apply when you’re not in the car.

(Stunts, page 152)

Empathy is the ability to understand and guess
what other people are thinking and feeling. This
can be handy if you are trying to spot a liar
or you want to tell someone what that person
wants to hear. It’s also useful for keeping up your
guard during a social conflict. Characters adept
at Empathy are very perceptive about people and
their motives and often end up as quiet masters
of a social scene. They can include reporters,
gamblers, and psychologists.

Reading Peop9
EMPATHY

You can use Empathy to figure out what
makes another character tick. After at least ten
minutes of intense, personal interaction, you
may make an Empathy roll against the target’s
Rapport roll (see Closing Down under Rapport,
page 138; the target might also choose to defend
with Deceit).

Skills
This is an assessment (page 115) action and,
as such, if you gain one or more shifts on your
roll, you discover one of the target’s aspects
that you weren’t already aware of. It may not
reveal the name of the aspect in precise detail,
but it should paint a good general picture. For
instance, it might not give the name of someone’s
brother, but it will reveal that he has a brother.
You can repeat this process, taking longer each
time, and ultimately reveal a number of aspects
equal to your Empathy skill value (minimum
of one)—so, a Fair skill (value 2) would allow
you to reveal two aspects through at least two
diﬀerent rolls.

Shoulder B Cry On
KA
EMPATHY
Characters with Empathy are familiar with the
emotional responses of other people and are able
to eﬀectively provide comfort and reassurance to
those who are emotionally wounded. With the
Empathy skill, you can create an environment
for another character to justify recovery from
mild social or mental consequences. See page 220
in Playing the Game for a discussion about recovering from consequences. Stunts are required to
bring this trapping to the level that professional
therapists have.

Defense
K SMial
EMPATHY
Use Empathy as a defense in a social conflict
(though it isn’t the only skill that can be used
this way). In particular, you must use Empathy
to defend against Deceit as you try to sort out
truth from fiction in what you’re hearing.

Initiative
K SMial
EMPATHY
Use Empathy to determine initiative (order of
action) in any social conflict. To minimize on
die-rolling, Empathy is usually taken simply at
its listed value and used to determine the order
of actions you and other characters take.

ve a
Billy, you shoueldin ha
is.
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decent scor
Aw, thanks!
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ERurance

Fortitude
K Physi2l
ENDURANCE

Endurance is the ability to keep performing
physical activity despite fatigue or injury. It’s
a measure of your body’s resistance to shock
and eﬀort. In addition to addressing fatigue,
Endurance is rolled as a defense when fending
oﬀ poisons and disease. High Endurance characters can take more punishment than others
and can keep going long after the competition
has tuckered out. They include thugs, athletes,
and rough-and-tumble private eyes.
The Physical Fortitude trapping also adds to
your physical stress track (see page 201 for more
on stress tracks).

Endurance determines your ability to handle
physical stress.
Used this way, Endurance is again a passive
ability, representing your “toughness.” As such,
a higher than default rating in Endurance
improves your ability to take physical stress by
giving you more than the default number of
physical stress boxes (2):

(Stunts, page 152)

I D O get
hit in the
head a lot.
Takes a
lickin’ but
keeps on
tickin’!

Action
K Long-Term
ENDURANCE
Endurance is a passive skill. You will very rarely
need to ask to roll Endurance; instead, when
strenuous activities have gone on for a while,
the GM will call for rolls when appropriate.
Particularly, Endurance can come into play in
long-term actions as a restricting (page 214) skill,
where your ability to keep performing at peak
is limited by how well you can overcome fatigue
and pain. This is why the Endurance skill of
top athletes is on par with (or better than)
their Athletics skill. Without a solid Endurance
skill, you may be a good sprinter but you will
find yourself winded and falling behind in a
marathon.
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Endurance

Total # of
Physical Stress Boxes

Mediocre

2

Average, Fair

3

Good, Great

4

Superb+

4
plus one additional mild
physical consequence
for each two full levels
above Good

FiPs
(Stunts, page 152)

The Fists skill is your ability to hold your own
in a fistfight, with no weapons available but
your bare hands (with a few exceptions). With
specialized training (represented by taking
stunts), this may include the practice of a more
disciplined kind of fisticuﬀs, such as martial
arts. Characters with a high Fists skill are a blur
of fists and feet in a fight—delivering sudden
uppercuts and body-blows—and are pretty
adept at not getting hit themselves. They include
bouncers, thugs, and martial artists.
Many of the restrictions on the uses of Fists
(such as using certain close-combat weapons, or
the sorts of things Fists can be used to defend
against) can be set aside with the right kind
of martial arts training. Invariably, this level of
training is reflected with a few martial-artsoriented stunts such as those found on page 152.
Without those stunts, you might still have some
basic self-defense style training, but you haven’t
yet attained the level of “art.”
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Braw1ng
FISTS

As a combat skill, Fists is rolled to make attacks
and maneuvers when you are using nothing
other than your body to get the job done. Brass
knuckles and the like allow you to use Fists,
but in general, attacks that use a tool—be it a
staﬀ, knife, sword, or broken bottle—use the
Weapons skill instead.
Bare hands have the advantage that they’re
always with you, but the disadvantage that
they almost never oﬀer a damage boost on a
successful hit.

Close-Combat Defense
FISTS

Fists may be rolled as a defense against other
Fists attacks and against short-reach, closequarters weapons such as knives and short clubs,
representing the ability to block or dodge an
opponent’s attacks. It can’t be used as a defense
when the weapon arguably has a significant reach
advantage (swords, staves, and guns), unless you
can justify it as an unusual circumstance—e.g.,
“My skin is bulletproof, so I should be able to
block a sword if I do it right” or “I’m right next
to the guy, so I’m going to try to push his arm
aside as he makes the shot with the gun.” As a
rule, Fists can usually be justified as a defense
against attacks that come from the same zone
as you and rarely against attacks from outside
that zone.

(Stunts, page 153)

Sometimes you just need to shoot things.
Thankfully, there’s a skill for that. With a
gun, you can shoot up to two zones (page 197)
away—possibly three or more, if it’s a rifle
(borders, page 212, may or may not count,
depending on their nature). Unfortunately,
without a gun at hand, the skill isn’t much use.
Characters with a high Guns skill are masters of
death; as a result, it’s rare to encounter one who
doesn’t have a healthy respect for the dangers
inherent in bringing out the weapons. Such
characters include policemen, soldiers, assassins,
and hunters.
If someone is devoted to using Guns as a
strong component of his fighting style, it can
safely be assumed that he possesses at least
one or two guns, regardless of Resources rating

Skills
(though whether or not he will be allowed to
carry such things wherever he goes is another
matter entirely), so long as it fits the concept.

K Aiming
GUNS
One popular maneuver among Guns users
is aiming. This is done like nearly any other
maneuver (page 207), with the idea that you take
an action to place a temporary aspect on your
target—e.g., IN MY SIGHTS. On the subsequent
exchange, you tag that temporary aspect to get a
+2 on the roll, assuming the target hasn’t done
something to rid himself of the aspect.

Know9dge
K Gun
GUNS
Guns users are also well-versed in a variety of
small arms, large arms, and ammunitions, as
well as the care and maintenance of firearms.
You may use this skill as a limited sort of knowledge and repair skill covering those areas.

K GunpGy
GUNS

Gun-nuts
love to get
together
to talk
about guns.
Could there
be a “social”
use here?

Guns is an attack skill, by and large, though a
creative player will undoubtedly come up with
some maneuvers to attempt when shooting. As
far as mundane, mortal weapons are concerned,
guns are at the top of the heap in a fight.
They’re deadly—getting large stress bonuses on
successful hits, forcing consequences, concessions, and taken out results faster than other
means of attack. Better yet, they operate at
range, forcing unarmed opponents to take cover
or close with you in order to be eﬀective.
As an attack, a gun also limits the defensive
options available to a target. Targets are generally only able to roll Athletics as a defense, representing their ability to dodge and get out of the
way of the gun—or otherwise present a diﬃcult-to-hit target, like taking cover—before the
shot’s taken. And guns are often the weapon of
choice for an ambush (page 142) which, when done
You can’ t
right, leaves the victim’s defense skills locked
down at Mediocre—easy to deliver a devastating use Gun s for
shot.
defense without
There are two downsides. First, a gun can
a stunt, at
be taken away from you, rendering this skill
the least!
useless. Second, you can’t ever use the Guns skill
as a defense, which means you need a strong
Athletics skill to cover you, just in case. As a
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result, Guns ends up being a bit of a one-note

Is there a
wonder—and while that’s one hell of a note,
rule where it can be pretty limiting at times, especially in
you get a
neighborhoods where you’re likely to get the
bonus for
cops responding to reports of gunfire.
throwing
Remember: when a gun is drawn, it’s a stateyour empty ment of intent to kill people. Even a great many
gun at
creatures will take pause at the
Superman, supernatural
sight
of
a
gun
barrel
pointed their way.
after all
those bullets
bounced
K O<r Projecti9
off him?
Weapons
There must
GUNS
be. Hundreds You can also use Guns to cover non-gun
of TV
criminals weapons that shoot at a distance, such as bows
and other such artifacts, though usually with a
can’t be
penalty (–2) if you aren’t trained in their use. If,
ng!
wro
at the time you take the Guns skill, you decide
your character is focused on using a method of
shooting other than a gun, you may rename this
skill to something more appropriate (e.g., Bows)
and face the familiarity penalty when using
actual guns instead. Under such an option, most
Guns related stunts are still available with the
unusual weapon.

Intimidation
(Stunts, page 153)

Also a skill for
Intimidation is the skill you use for producing a
creepy PI wizards.

Bob!
Shut up!

This one
doesn’t work
so well when
the target
can literally
tear your
head off.
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sudden, strong, negative emotion in a target—
usually fear. With high Intimidation, you exude
menace, choose exactly the right words to chill
others to the bone, and get people to lose their
cool in an instant. Bodyguards, mob enforcers,
and “bad” cops have high Intimidation.

Brush-Off
K Tה
INTIMIDATION
If things get to the point of a face-oﬀ, there are
a lot of other actions an opponent can do other
than stand there and be intimidated—such as
disengage or pull out a weapon. However, one
of the real strengths of Intimidation is that first
flash of contact, when people instinctively get
out of the way of someone intimidating. Used
in this fashion, Intimidation can establish a
powerful, menacing first impression. If you are
actively doing something intimidating, you may
roll a quick contest of Intimidation against the
opponent’s Discipline or Presence. If successful,
the target is taken aback for a moment, generally

long enough for you to brush past them, though
the target will usually have plenty of time to call
for help if appropriate. This can’t be done in a
fight or against any target who is already ready
for a fight; but in those “first contact” situations,
Intimidation is gold for control.

K In:rrSation
INTIMIDATION
Intimidation is the “bad cop” skill for interrogation situations—a special kind of application
of the above trappings. It’s not a soft touch;
it’s all about getting in the face of the perp and
convincing him that you are the harbinger of
his personal doom. Other social skills, such as
Deceit and Rapport, are necessary to make it
an interview rather than an interrogation and
belong firmly in the “good cop” camp.

K ProvMation
INTIMIDATION
When you don’t control the situation well
enough to make your target afraid, you can still
use Intimidation—just not for the usual “be
scary” purpose. Instead, psychological or social
attacks may be made to provoke the target—
usually by enraging them or otherwise getting
them to lose their cool. Harry Dresden is particularly fond of this trapping and uses it to turn
the tables on his captors whenever possible.

Works for Spider-Man, works for me.
ADacks
K SMial
INTIMIDATION
There are more graceful social skills for
convincing people to do what you want, but few
skills oﬀer the pure eﬃciency of communicating
that failure to comply may well result in some
manner of harm. Nothing personal.
You can use Intimidation as an attack to deal
social stress, cutting through the usual niceties
by making things blunt, ugly, and expedient.
This can force someone to get to the point, make
him spill the truth, or cause him to flinch and
show weakness when surrounded by sharks.
The target usually gets his choice of social skill
to defend against such an attack—for whatever
help that might oﬀer him—so long as it’s appropriate to the attack. He might try Rapport to
attempt to laugh it oﬀ, Presence to keep a poker
face, Discipline to keep his cool.
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Th$ats
INTIMIDATION

At its core, Intimidation is about putting the
fear of you into someone. To manage this, you
must be in a position to make a reasonable case
that you actually can deliver some kind of harm
or unpleasant circumstance to your target. You
can achieve this with reputation, appearance,
weaponry, or even with a good, scary speech.
Ultimately, this is about power—defined here
as your demonstrable ability to control the situation, rather than the victim’s control over it.
Without this context, the victim may be at an
advantage (+2) when defending, or may simply
be untouchable by this method of psychological
attack.
Under certain conditions, Intimidation is one
of the few skills able to deal direct mental stress
(see “Mental Conflicts,” page 217) to a target as an
attack, and you can use it both in physical and
social conflict situations.

(Stunts, page 153)

Investigation is the ability to look for things and,
hopefully, find them. This is the skill you use
to actively look for something—like searching
a crime scene or trying to spot a hidden enemy
that you know is somewhere near. Characters
with a high Investigation discover the most
hidden clues; when they focus their attention on
something, they can perceive details more fully
and deeply than others. These people include
private investigators, reporters, and cops.

Skills

K EavHdropping
INVESTIGATION
You can use Investigation to focus attention on a
target in order to perceive details that you might
normally miss. For example, when trying to hear
something that might be diﬃcult to pick up on
casually, roll Investigation. This makes a strong
Investigation skill paramount for eavesdroppers
and gossip hounds. All it requires is the investment of time and attention.

K ExEination
INVESTIGATION
Deliberately using an assessment action to look
for clues, deep patterns, or hidden flaws in something most commonly calls for the Investigation
skill. This makes Investigation the flip-side of
Alertness: it is mindful, deliberate perception, in
contrast to the passive perception of Alertness.
An equivalent Investigation effort is nearly
always going to yield better, more in-depth
information than an Alertness eﬀort would. The
downside is that Investigation is far more timeconsuming—“minutes to hours,” as opposed to
“seconds to minutes.”
Also, this is the trapping used to verify the
truth of information, whether it’s checking up
on a rumor you got via Contacts or spotting a
forged document in a pile of paperwork.

K Surveillance
INVESTIGATION
Surveillance is the art of using Investigation to
keep track of a target over an extended period
of time, whether by watching a fixed location or
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S o true.

by following the target on foot through busy city
streets.
If the investigator is looking to keep an eye
on his target without being seen, a second roll
is necessary (using Stealth), per the Shadowing
trapping on page 143.
Long-term Surveillance may call for
Endurance rolls as you begin to find it diﬃcult to stay awake or keep from running oﬀ to
a nearby bathroom. Equipment can aid the roll
or remove the need for it entirely; a thermos of
coﬀee and an empty bottle are practically “musts”
in the professional surveillance business. Having
a second person help out so you can take a break
is a plus as well.

Lo$

(Stunts, page 154)

Lore represents your occult knowledge. Looking
at the world at large, most people don’t have
this skill or even know it exists. But for those
who’ve studied the real teachings of the occult,
Lore allows them to gain useful insight into
the arcane elements of the mortal world. With
a high Lore skill, you can pick up on mystical
happenings that are nigh invisible to others,
know and discover magical particulars when it
comes to assembling the materials for spellcraft,
and (in some cases) even perform basic rituals—
given the right text. Mystics, monsters, and
wizards have high Lore skills.
Lore is one of the three cornerstone skills for
eﬀective spellcasting, along with Conviction and
Discipline.

RHearch
K Ar2ne
LORE
Above all, Lore is the skill used to research
things related to arcane and occult principles.
If you’re looking for the right way to fight a
monster, the recipe for a potion, or a new protective incantation, Lore’s the skill to roll. Other
than the subject matter, Lore behaves exactly like
the Scholarship skill when it comes to the functions and methods of research, allowing most of
Scholarship’s trappings (page 140) to be used, with
the focus changed to arcane and occult matters.
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When a library is needed, it must be rated
for providing rare occult texts. Such libraries
are few and far between, and thus true practitioners often must contact the spirit world for
the needed information, be it in the form of a
bound spirit, a demonic summoning, or some
other ritual.
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Ritual
K Common
LORE
Anyone who can light a match can use it to set
oﬀ a stick of dynamite—whether or not they can
do it safely is another matter entirely. The same
is true of the practice of “common” rituals—
sometimes all you need is the untrained use of
Lore plus a rare, arcane ritual text to contact
and interact with mystic and dark powers from
beyond.
Common rituals that actually work are very
rare. Most common rituals have been rendered
powerless thanks to their distribution to the
public. (Think of it this way: each common
ritual out there represents a conduit to a specific
supernatural power, but that entity has only a
fixed amount of power it can send down that
particular channel. The more people that are
aware of a ritual, the more they pull power from
that channel. Get too many trying to tap into the
same power source, and soon there isn’t enough
left for any person to grab power of any consequence. Thus, one of the White Council’s most
eﬀective ways to rob common rituals of their
power is through wide publication and distribution in various “new age” texts and other books
of the type.)
When given an actual, usable common ritual,
Lore is the skill of lighting the wick on the
dynamite of that supernatural entity’s power.
But unlike a stick of dynamite, that entity is a
thinking being, usually with thousands of years
of experience in outsmarting humans like you
who come knocking and asking for power. More
often than not, a common ritual blows up in
your face.
For more on spellcasting with common ritual,
see page 290.
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MyPic Perception
LORE

Exposure to arcane lore leads to a heightened awareness of the supernatural. In certain
circumstances, you can substitute Lore for
Alertness to pick up on supernatural details
about a scene. These details should be extremely
vague, limited to statements such as “You’re
getting a bad feeling about this” or “Something
about this place is just…wrong.” Used this way,
Lore is more an indicator that there’s something
weird happening rather than a lens through
which to see the weird.

(Stunts, page 154)

H U L K S M AS H!

Might is a measure of pure physical power, be
it raw strength or simply the knowledge of how
best to use the strength you have. Might is for
lifting, moving, or breaking things. You can use
the skill to add a measure of physical power to
the eﬀorts of another skill. Characters with a
high Might are not supernaturally strong, but
they can still bend, break, and lift things that
are normally beyond the capabilities of everyday
people. They include thugs, furniture movers,
and wrestlers.

B$aking Things
MIGHT

Might is the skill of choice for applying brute
force to snap something into smaller pieces; it
includes breaking boards, knocking down doors,
and the like. Using Might, you can damage an
item over time or break it with a single dramatic
blow. For guidelines on breaking things, see
page 321.

Exerting Force
MIGHT

You can use Might indirectly to modify, complement, or restrict (page 214) some skill uses. This
represents the secondary influence of physical
strength on the primary use of another skill.
For example, climbing while carrying someone
on your back might restrict a normal Athletics
roll, whereas getting into a shoving contest with
someone might let you roll Fists modified by
Might.

Things
K Lifting
MIGHT
Might controls how much you can lift, shift, or
move. The weight of the thing you’re moving
determines the diﬃculty for the roll, though this
might be modified by things like leverage and
other factors. For a discussion of weight and the
lifting of heavy things, see page 321.

K W$P1ng
MIGHT
In combat, Might can help you with particular
applications of Fists and Weapons: if physical
force is a very significant element at play, Might
will modify (page 214) the primary skill.
Furthermore, if you successfully engage an
opponent in a one-on-one exchange, you can
potentially switch from Fists to Might as the
primary combat skill by executing a hold or
other wrestling move where it’s less about hitting
than about overwhelming with physical force.
See the grappling section on page 211 in Playing
the Game for details.

Performance
(Stunts, page 154)

Performance represents your overall artistic
ability, covering the gamut of endeavors that
involve putting creative works before an audience (painting, dance, music, writing, and some
elements of acting). This includes knowledge of
composition as well as the performance itself.
Characters with a high Performance are incredibly creative individuals, able to create poetry
extemporaneously, dance well enough to make
one’s heart soar, or put on an acting performance
that will bring a crowd to standing ovation.
They include actors, artists, and those with
faerie blood.

App$ciation
K Art
PERFORMANCE
As a knowledge skill, Performance is identical
to Scholarship, though the fields it applies to are
more limited and more focused. Thanks to this
narrowed focus on the fields of art and performance, a few shifts of success on a Performance
roll may pay out more information when
compared to the same number of shifts from a
Scholarship roll.

What about
stag e
gi
ma cians?
D idn’t you
say they use
D eceit?
See below.
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K Composition
Billy,
PERFORMANCE
I don’t get
it — what’s As a composition skill, Performance is fairly
the actual straightforward—you can make art of virtuin-system ally any type, so long as you are familiar with
benefit of the and practiced in the medium, producing works
Composition of a quality equal to your skill. Without stunts,
trapping, it’s probable that none of them will be masterhere?
pieces, but any art that’s Average or better can be
It’s a lot like
Craftsmanship
when building
something, only
you’re making
art instead of
a functioning
widget. There
are a lot
of possible
applications
there, many
of which will
manifest as
declaration s.

displayed without any real embarrassment.
All Art % Not ' S)e
Normally, common sense should dictate
whether or not a character is practiced in
a particular medium—if the character is
a journalist, he probably doesn’t do ballet.
Some groups may want to nail this down
more specifically, for this skill and for others
(like Scholarship). A good guideline is to
allow the player to choose areas of specialty
equal to the rating of the skill. So, a character with Good (+3) Performance is practiced in three mediums of art.
If you’re going to do this, keep in mind
that some characters might be locked
out of using the Play to an Audience or
Composition trappings, depending on
context.

K C$ative

Communi2tion
PERFORMANCE
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While Scholarship covers the technical building
blocks of communication—language, grammar,
and the like—Performance covers the creative
expression of ideas and, as such, covers most
means of broad communication like writing.
These are not “pure” performances, however,
and your other skills play a role in their application, so your writing is usually modified
by your Scholarship. There are exceptions,
such as dry, academic documents (which use
pure Scholarship) and poetry (which uses just
Performance).
Public speaking is a similar creature, but it
is more beholden to the charisma and presence of the speaker. In those cases, Performance
modifies (page 214) whatever skill (Rapport,
Intimidation, Presence, or Deceit) you are using,
so long as the communication has a creative
component.

B an Audience
K PGying
PERFORMANCE
First and foremost, Performance is the skill of
playing to an audience—producing a reaction in
a crowd with creative expression, whether that’s
acting or another art form. As such, you can
use Performance to declare (page 116) aspects on
a scene when those aspects might arise from a
moving performance, aﬀecting everyone in a
room at once. Usually, aspects declared by this
method must be broad, indicating the mood of
the crowd, rather than specific and targeted at
individuals present.
For example, if Malcolm Dresden is at a children’s party pulling rabbits out of hats and doing
other assorted tricks, he might put the aspect
GIGGLES AND DELIGHT on the scene, reflecting
the general, joyous mood.

A classic!

P$sence
(Stunts, page 154)

Presence is a multi-faceted skill, representing
attributes of leadership, reputation, and
charisma. While Conviction represents your
overall mental and psychological toughness,
Presence is a measure of social toughness—
whether or not you’ll flinch and lose face in
front of others, and how your image stands up
to scrutiny and/or attack. Characters with a
high Presence carry themselves with a quiet
confidence no matter the situation, and when
they speak, others stop and listen. They include
military oﬃcers, mob bosses, politicians, and
lawyers.
The Social Fortitude trapping also adds to
your social stress track (see page 201 for more on
stress tracks).

K Cha5sma
PRESENCE
Presence is used passively whenever someone is
trying to size you up socially. While the Rapport
skill also covers your ability to reach out to
others and make an impression, it is a deliberate,
active skill in comparison to Presence. Much like
the split between Investigation and Alertness,
Rapport and Presence represent the active and
passive sides of making an impression, respectively. As a rule of thumb, the GM may ask you
to roll Presence to gauge impressions when you
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are not actively focusing your eﬀorts on making
one. Further, when you use Rapport to make a
deliberate impression, you can call in Presence
to complement the skill (page 214).

CommF
PRESENCE

Use Presence to direct troops, workers, or any
other group attempting a task. Any time you are
in a position to give orders to a group of followers
or functionaries, you may apply your Presence
skill to help coordinate their eﬀorts. This will
allow you to make a WELL-COORDINATED or
similar aspect available to whoever is rolling for
the combined task, via a maneuver (see Playing
the Game, page 207, for more details).
You can also use the skill to get a largely
undiﬀerentiated mob of people to behave in a
particular way, such as convincing a group of
people to evacuate a building or to charge a line
of police. If your action has a theatrical element
to it, you can use Performance to modify
(page 214) the roll.

Reputation
PRESENCE

Presence can represent the strength of your
reputation, in that it insulates you from the
social maneuvers and attacks of others. This
is not the same as fame or notoriety; it’s more
a measure of how well you’re able to use your
reputation to help you achieve social goals.
To this end, there may be reputation-specific
circumstances where you will roll Presence to
defend against social attacks and maneuvers.

Fortitude
K SMial
PRESENCE
When facing a direct attack like a smear
campaign or simply the latest gossip on the
streets, Presence is how well you comport yourself in an outward, social fashion. Combined
with a strong showing in other social skills such
as Rapport and Deceit, your Presence makes you
particularly diﬃcult to assail in a social scene.
Used this way, Presence is a passive ability,
representing your social “toughness” under such
circumstances. A higher-than-default rating
in Presence improves the ability to take social
stress, giving you more than the default number
of stress boxes (2) if you take this skill:
Presence

Total # of
Social Stress Boxes

Mediocre

2

Average, Fair

3

Good, Great

4

Superb+

4
plus one additional mild
social consequence for each
two full levels above Good
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Imp$ssions
K FirP
RAPPORT

The flipside of Intimidation, Rapport is your
ability to talk with people in a friendly fashion,
make a good impression, and perhaps convince
them to see your side of things. Any time you
want to communicate without an implicit
threat or attempted deception, this is the skill
to use, making it appropriate for interviewing or
making friends. Characters with a high Rapport
can make strong first impressions and they
make easy, friendly conversation in any social
scene. They include politicians, reporters, and
“good cops.”

The first time you meet someone, the GM
may call for a quick Rapport roll to determine
the impression you make (assuming you’re
trying to make a good one). This may interact
with the Presence skill, depending on the situation. Usually, succeeding at this roll can give
you a beneficial temporary aspect such as I
LOOK GOOD, which you might tag or invoke
on socially related rolls in that scene. Be careful,
though—failing significantly at such a roll could
also change the situation for the worse, putting
an I LOOK BAD aspect on you which could be
used by someone else.

(Stunts, page 155)

Father
Forthill
must have a
really high
Rapport
skill. That
man can
get anyone
to talk!

K Chit-Chat
RAPPORT
Billy,
why would
someone use
“opening up”
if it means no
matter what
he ends up
revealing an
aspect to his
opponent?
Well, you
could ask a
marketer that
question—she’ d
tell you that
controlling
the message
is everything.
If you open up
and show your
opponent your
TIGER-SOULED
aspect, you
have created
a very distinct
impression.
That’s power.
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A character skilled in Rapport is a master of
small talk and, through casual, friendly conversation, can get folks to give up information
without quite realizing they’ve done it. In a
social conflict, you may roll Rapport for maneuvers and “attacks” with this goal in mind. You can
also use the skill creatively to grab someone’s
attention and keep him distracted by conversation while something else is happening in the
room.

Down
K Closing
RAPPORT
Rapport controls the face you show to the
world—and that includes what you choose not
to show. As such, when you try to use Empathy
to get a read on someone, your attempt is
opposed by Rapport as the default. If you simply
wish to reveal nothing, you may use Rapport
and take the equivalent of a full defensive action
(page 199), gaining a +2 on the roll.
This is over and above the default of a
Rapport defense because it’s obvious you’re
doing it: you’re closing down, wiping all
emotions oﬀ your face. This means that closing
down is a fairly obvious strategy—your opponent will know you’re doing it. It also requires
that you be consciously aware that someone’s
trying to read you. If you are trying not to look
like you’re actively warding oﬀ the read, or if you
aren’t really aware that you’re being read, then
you aren’t taking a full defensive action and you
don’t get the +2.

Up
K Opening
RAPPORT
Your skill in Rapport includes the ability to
control which side of your personality you show
to others by seeming to open up while actually
guarding deeper secrets. Since you reveal only
true things about yourself, this is not an inherently deceptive action involving the use of the
Deceit skill.
When you open up, you defend as usual
against an Empathy “read” (page 129) with
Rapport. If your opponent succeeds and generates at least one shift, he finds something out,
as usual (a failed defense roll is a failed defense
roll after all). If you succeed, your opponent
still discovers an aspect—but it’s one of your
choosing.
Used this way, you can eﬀectively stonewall
someone without the obvious (and unfriendly)
poker face of Closing Down. In addition, you
can always choose to reveal something that the
other character already knows.

Defense
K SMial
RAPPORT
Control of outward reactions and a general
ease at conversation are both within the realm
of Rapport, and both are useful in mounting a
defense against social maneuvers and attacks
(page 215). Only the rarest of social conflicts
prevents you from using Rapport as your
defense skill. Rapport is the go-to skill for rolling
to defend in social conflicts, much like Athletics
is the go-to skill for physical conflicts.
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(Stunts, page 155)

Usually Resources is a measure of your available
wealth, but the specific form this takes—from
a secret family silver mine to a well-invested
portfolio—can vary from character to character
(and may be indicated and enhanced by your
aspects). Characters with high Resources can
buy their way into or out of most situations and
can easily aﬀord the finest luxuries of life. They
include aristocrats, successful criminals, and
businessmen.
It’s important to note that Resources represents your personal resources, including your
regular forms of income, whether your job
is “steady” or not. You may have access to an
organization’s resources under certain circumstances; this allows you to roll a diﬀerent rating
than your personal Resources skill. Rolling that
way means you’re expending that organization’s
resources, not your own.
For example, a consultant for Monoc
Securities might decide to acquire a private jet
for corporate use. The consultant’s Resources
might only be Fair (+2), but in this case the
consultant rolls using Monoc’s expense account,
rated at Fantastic (+6).

Buying Things
RESOURCES

Usually, this skill passively informs the GM
what your available resources are, but you may
still actively roll Resources for large expenditures or expenses outside of the daily cost of
living—like purchases and bribes.
For an idea of the “cost” of things, see
page 322. The cost of items is measured on the
adjective ladder; you can buy reasonable quantities of anything that’s two steps or more lower
than your Resources without worrying about
it (i.e., not rolling). With justification, you can
probably also get things one step below your
Resources. For items greater than or equal to
your Resources, roll against the cost of the thing.
If successful, you can aﬀord the item; if not,
you can’t. You can only make one Resources roll
per scene.
Some large-scale conflicts may be all
about trying to outspend the other guy. Here,
Resources might act as an attack or defense skill.

Skills
K Equipment
RESOURCES
You are generally assumed to have all the tools
you normally need to do your job, whether that
job is fixing engines or shooting people. Still,
sometimes a situation arises where you need to
buy something, either because you didn’t anticipate needing it or because the item is unusual,
rare, or illegal. When that happens, measure
the price in terms of how much Resources it
requires to access and purchase the item.

K LifHU9
RESOURCES
You are assumed to live in accordance with your
means. If you’re rich, you may not even need
to go shopping (you have people who do that).
Generally speaking, if something costs two steps
less than your Resources skill, you probably have
one already, assuming it’s something that would
make sense for you to have obtained previously.

Talks
K Money
RESOURCES
Wealth puts pressure on social interaction,
either subtly or overtly.
On the subtle level, whenever knowledge of
your wealth aﬀects a situation, the Resources
skill may be used to modify (page 214) the actual
skill being used (usually a social one). If being
less wealthy is actually seen as a positive in the
situation (perhaps to gain some “street cred” or
what-have-you), then the rules for modifying
may be turned around, creating a –1 to the roll if
Resources is above a particular level.
More overtly, you may use Resources as the
primary skill in a social interaction where an
oﬀer of money is the primary factor. Bribery is
the clearest of such cases here, though negotiations to get a cash-strapped wizard-for-hire to
sign on to a case may involve a Resources roll,
as well.

K WorkspacH
RESOURCES
Part of the passive measure of Resources is the
personal tools and spaces you have access to.
Workspaces are environments where you can
perform a certain type of work, and owning and
maintaining a world-class workshop, library, or
arcane laboratory requires a certain amount of
Resources.

I wouldn’t
know
anything
about that.
I’d never do
anything
just for
the money.
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You use your Resources to set up the tools
you need for your job. Your home may have, for
free, a single library, lab, workshop, or arcane
library or sanctum of a quality equal to two
steps lower than your Resources. As described
in Scholarship (see page 142), the quality of a
workplace determines the highest possible
diﬃculty of a “question” or project that you can
pursue there.
The breakdown of the various types of skills
that need workspaces is shown in the following
table. See the respective skills for more details.
Skill
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Work

Workspace

Scholarship

Academic
Research

Library

Scholarship

Scientific Lab
Work

Lab

Craftsmanship

Construction
& Fabrication

Workshop

Lore

Arcane
Research

Arcane
Library

Lore

Arcane
Spellwork &
Ritual

Arcane
Sanctum

If you wish to have a specialized workspace,
such as a workshop that can only work on guns,
you may have it at a quality equal to one step
lower than your Resources instead. Higher
quality workspaces may be constructed, but they
require a Resources roll with a diﬃculty equal to

the quality+2 (or +1 in the case of a specialized
space) and are not immediately available at the
time of purchase (though additional shifts may
be spent to reduce the timeframe, as usual).
Keep in mind that a library doesn’t have to
be an actual, literal library full of books—any
kind of archived, searchable information can
be considered a library for game purposes. So,
if you want to have something like a computer
mainframe or set of hard drives that holds
scanned documents on various topics, you could
also consider that a library. Many actual libraries
even have large computerized databases now,
as opposed to older archival technologies like
microfiche.
By default, the Internet is a Mediocre
library—extremely detailed information on a
specialized topic is usually access-restricted or
buried among useless and speculative information. If you want to, however, you can say that
your library consists of access to specialized
online databases (like Lexis-Nexis for lawyers)
that would allow a higher quality rating.

SchoGrship
(Stunts, page 155)

In the Dresdenverse, knowledge breaks down
into two camps: mundane and supernatural.
Lore covers the latter and Scholarship covers
the former. Scholarship operates as a catch-all
skill for most kinds of regular, everyday, “book”
knowledge with a few practical applications
out in the field as well. Characters with high
Scholarship may be adept at technology and
research, well-versed in the sciences and liberal
arts, and good at performing first aid (provided
they have experience with it). They include star
students, professors, and game show contestants.

K Answers
SCHOLARSHIP
The main use of Scholarship is to answer a question. Questions covered by Scholarship include
those of history, literature, and the sciences both
“soft” and “hard.” You can ask the GM, “What
do I know about this subject?” or “What does
this mean?” Often, there will be no need to roll,
especially if the subject is within your specialty
(as indicated by your background and aspects).
But if the GM feels the information is something that should be hard to attain (such as a
clue), then she may call for a roll against a diﬃculty she sets. If you succeed, you receive the
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information. If you fail, you may still attempt
to research the topic (see the trapping by that
name, below). In some cases (basically, whenever
it might be entertaining), you may stumble onto
a false lead that gets you deeper into trouble, or
you may discover that the information you seek
only uncovers deeper, unanswered questions.

Compu:r Use
SCHOLARSHIP

Assuming that you aren’t the sort of person to,
say, cause technology to short out when you get
near it, the Scholarship skill includes the ability
to use and operate complex computerized or
electronic systems. This doesn’t really include
any competence at hacking, per se—Burglary
is still used to actually defeat security measures
and systems. However, Scholarship should
modify (page 214) Burglary whenever computers
are involved.

DecG5ng
Minor Details
SCHOLARSHIP

K Exposition F

Know9dge Dumping
SCHOLARSHIP

Sometimes the GM just needs to give the group
a lot of information, and the character with a
high Scholarship skill tends to be the conduit of
that. When the GM needs to knowledge dump,
if you have the highest Scholarship skill, the
GM may ask you if she can use you as a mouthpiece. Assuming you agree, the GM can share all
appropriate background and is encouraged to
give you a fate point for having your character
temporarily commandeered for the purposes of
the story.

K LanguagH
SCHOLARSHIP
Languages are part of a good classical education.
You may speak a number of additional languages
based on your Scholarship score (you don’t have
to, if it doesn’t suit your concept). Each step of
Scholarship above Mediocre gives you knowledge of one additional language (so one additional at Average, two at Fair, and so on). You
don’t need to choose the languages when the
character is created; you can instead choose
languages in the course of play, as is convenient.

You may use your knowledge to declare facts,
filling in minor details that the GM has not
mentioned. These facts must be within the field
of your Scholarship, and the GM has the right
to veto them. If all’s well, the GM sets a diﬃculty for the truth of the assertion, and if you
succeed at your Scholarship roll, the assertion is
true. If not, you are mistaken.
In most cases, this is treated as a straightup declaration action, as described on page 116.
If your assertion is correct (i.e., successful),
the aspect is placed; it can be tagged once and
then invoked as usual (page 106). If your assertion turns out to be wrong, there is no penalty,
but there may be complications—at her option,
the GM could place a temporary MISTAKEN!
aspect on you, compelling it to represent the
fallout (and netting you a fate point).
For GM advice on setting difficulties for
declarations, see page 313.

F Lab Work
K RHearch
SCHOLARSHIP
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Researching a topic is frequently a timeconsuming and arduous task and exactly the sort
of thing worth skimming over with a few quick
dice rolls. Treat research as an extension of the
knowledge the character has—you know the
answers to some questions oﬀ the top of your
head and can answer other questions because
you know what book to look in.

I see
Exposition &
Knowledge
Dumping
addresses
the “As you
know, Bob…”
issue.
What?

Nevermind.

K Medi2l ADention
SCHOLARSHIP

Scholarship covers the scientific and practical
knowledge necessary to administer basic First
Aid. This allows you to declare that your care
is suﬃcient justification for recovery from mild
consequences, because you can create an environment that makes this recovery possible. See
page 220 in Playing the Game for a discussion of
justifying recovery from consequences. Stunts
are necessary to take this to the level of true
doctors and surgeons.
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As such, deeper, dedicated research is
something that might happen when you fail a
Scholarship check. Provided you are willing to
spend time researching (and that the answer
can be found), the only questions are how long
it will take you and how good a workspace you
have access to (usually a library for book things,
a laboratory for experimental research, etc.) to
discover the answer.
One important note: because the GM is not
always obligated to reveal the diﬃculty of a given
roll, you may not know how much you failed it
by, which means you don’t know how long you’ll
need to research. Usually you’ll just research
until you find the answer, but sometimes, when
time is tight, you might find yourself behind the
eight-ball. GMs are encouraged to read “Setting
Diﬃculties” (page 310) before making any decision about how to deal with a failed roll.
Academic research requires a library
(page 140), while research through experimentation requires a laboratory. The quality of these
workspaces determines the hardest possible
question you can answer within them (so a question of Good diﬃculty requires a Good library
or better). If you attempt to answer a question

in a library that’s not equipped to answer it,
the GM is encouraged to be up-front about its
shortcomings.
Most high schools and private individuals
have Mediocre, Average, or Fair libraries. Small
colleges often have Good libraries and laboratory facilities; larger institutions may have
Great ones. Superb and better libraries are few
and far between. Many workspaces also have a
specialty or two where they are considered to
be one step higher—for example, Georgetown’s
library specializes in law, so it has a Great library
which is treated as Superb for legal questions.
Characters may own libraries, laboratories,
and other workspaces of their own; see the
Resources skill (page 139) for more.

S:al;
(Stunts, page 156)

Stealth is the ability to remain unseen and
unheard. Directly opposed by Alertness or
Investigation, Stealth covers everything from
skulking in the shadows to hiding under the bed.
Characters with a high Stealth are like ghosts,
passing through the shadows with only the
barest whisper of sound. They include burglars,
assassins, and sneaky kids.

K Ambush
STEALTH
With the Stealth skill, you can set up an ambush
by rolling to hide as per the Hiding trapping,
below. Given time to prepare, you might even
create aspects on the scene to set up the ambush.
When you decide to strike, the victim gets one
last Alertness roll to see if he notices something at the last moment. You have the option
of keeping your hiding roll or rerolling your
Stealth in response to this last Alertness roll. If
the victim succeeds, he can defend normally (but
not take a normal action in the first exchange).
If the victim’s roll fails, he can only defend at an
eﬀective skill level of Mediocre.

K Hiding
STEALTH
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When you’re hiding, you’re remaining perfectly
still and (hopefully) out of sight. Lighting,
obstacles, and other environmental factors can
modify the diﬃculty (page 311), and the result of
your Stealth roll is the basis for any contest with
a searcher’s Alertness or Investigation.
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ShaVwing
STEALTH

Something of a variant on Skulking (see
below), Shadowing is the art of following
someone without them noticing that you’re
doing it. When following someone on foot,
the full Stealth skill can be used to pull this
oﬀ; if you’re following a target by car, Stealth
remains primary but is modified (page 214) by
your Driving skill. The target usually gets an
Alertness check to see if he can pick up on the
fact that he’s being followed.
This Stealth check is often made complementarily to an Investigation check required to keep
the target in sight, as per the Surveillance trapping for that skill (page 133).

Skulking
STEALTH

Skulking is the art of moving while trying to
remain unnoticed. It uses many of the same
rules as Hiding, above, but it adds in diﬃculty
factors based on how fast you are moving and
the terrain. A slow crawl isn’t much harder, but
running is tough. Bare concrete isn’t much of an
issue, but a scattering of dried leaves and twigs
makes it much more diﬃcult to move quietly.

(Stunts, page 156)

Survival is the skill of outdoorsmen, covering
hunting, trapping, tracking, fire building, and a
lot of other wilderness skills. Characters with a
high Survival skill are adept at riding horses, can
survive nearly indefinitely by living oﬀ the land,
and can track a man in the wilderness for days.
They include hunters, scouts, and soldiers.
While the Dresdenverse is centered squarely
on the urban landscape, Survival still has its
place, either by venturing out into the countryside (say, to visit a crotchety old wizard who
lives on a farm), stepping into a particularly large
urban park, or making it through the night in
the wilds of the Nevernever.
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HF1ng
K Animal
SURVIVAL
Survival covers the breadth of your interaction
with animals—natural ones for certain, and
even some supernatural types. This interaction
ranges from calming them to training them to
getting a rough kind of “communication” going.
This includes handling beasts of burden and
carriage animals as well as common pets.
As such, Survival serves as a stand-in for all
social skills when dealing with animals and other
beasts. Which is not to say that animals are
great conversationalists; but when you’re trying
to soothe or stare down an animal, Survival is
the skill to roll.

K CEoufGge
SURVIVAL

Cats don’t fit
these ru les.
Trust me.
Mister is a
handfu l, at
the BEST
of times.

Survival can be used to construct “blinds” and
other ways to help remain hidden outdoors.
On a Mediocre or better roll, you can construct
a decent, disguised place to hide, which
lets Survival complement (page 214) your Stealth
rolls.

K Riding
SURVIVAL

Oo! Do zombie
T-Rexes count
here?

Riding horses (or camels, elephants, or more
I swear
exotic creatures) uses Survival, with the skill
you’re
sweet
operating much like Driving does when it comes
on
that
girl.
to chases and most maneuvers. Further, Survival
simply covers the basics of riding, from taking I like big bones,
care of your mount to getting it to remain calm and I cannot lie.
through a stressful situation.

K Scavenging
SURVIVAL
If you need to scrounge up something from the
wilderness—sticks, bones, sharp rocks, vines
that can serve as rope, and so on—you can roll
Survival to find these things.

K Tracking
SURVIVAL
Tracking is the art of looking for recognizable
signs of passage and the ability to draw conclusions that help you stay on the trail of your
quarry. As this is partly an application of deliberate perception, the Investigation skill modifies (page 214) Survival when you use the skill
this way.

Can you use
any of these
Survival
trappings in
a city?
Some yes, some
not without
taking a stunt.
The anima lrelated ones
are a yes; they
don’ t depend on
the environment.
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Once you get close enough to your prey to
be seen or heard by it, the Shadowing rules for
Stealth (page 143) come into play.

Weapons
(Stunts, page 156)

Weapons is the skill of fighting with tools:
swords, knives, axes, clubs, whips, etc. (except
guns—that’s a whole section of its own; see
page 131). The exact weapon is more a choice of
style than anything else, as this covers everything
from fencing to a brawl using broken bottles
and chair legs. Characters with a high Weapons
skill are familiar with a variety of “old school”
weapons and wield them with deadly accuracy.
They include swordsmen, circus performers, and
Special Forces soldiers.

WeapoXy
K DiPance
WEAPONS
The Weapons skill also covers the ability to use
weapons with an unusually long reach (like a
whip or long spear) to attack targets in adjacent
zones or to throw small handheld weapons up
to one zone away. Use this skill to be good at
throwing knives as well as fighting with them.
If you are Weapons-focused, you have a leg up
on folks who fight with their Fists; on the other
hand, a Weapons user needs to have a weapon in
order to make use of the skill.

Combat
K Me9e
WEAPONS
Weapons is a combat skill that is used to make
attacks and maneuvers (page 207) that incorporate the use of a physical weapon—such as
knives, swords, clubs, and so on—but not bare
hands (which uses the Fists skill; see page 130)
and not guns (which uses the Guns skill; see
page 131). When used to attack, melee weapons
always deal physical stress.
Weapons allow the character to maintain
some reach and attack advantage over a barehanded opponent. On a successful attack, a
handheld weapon often causes more physical
stress than would a bare-fisted attack at the same
level, making this a more wounding and lethal
method of combat. The downside, of course, is
that someone can take your weapon away from
you, rendering this skill entirely unavailable.

Defense
K Me9e
WEAPONS
As a combat skill, Weapons inherently carries
the ability to defend yourself in a fight against
other Weapons and Fists attacks, so long as you
have a weapon in hand. (You still need Athletics
to make yourself a diﬃcult target against ranged
fire from Guns.)

Know9dge
K Weapon
WEAPONS
You are well-versed in a variety of fighting styles
and weapons and you may use this skill as a
knowledge skill covering those areas, such as
“This sword is from Solingen; I can tell from the
hallmark.”
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- CHAPTER NINE -

Mortal
Stunts

Mortal Stunts
What A$
Stunts?
Just enumerating a person’s skills doesn’t quite
give you the full picture of what he’s capable
of. Most people have little tricks, advantages,
or knacks that they pull out when they need a
bit of something extra. Ramirez finds new and
exciting ways to get wounded without going
down. Marcone can shake a man twice his size
to his core just by saying “Good morning.” Harry
can do more than just eavesdrop—he can Listen.
We call these little knacks stunts.

What Stunts Do
Stunts exist to provide guaranteed situational
benefits. These benefits might be the result of
special training, unique (but non-supernatural)
abilities, or something that’s just innately cool
about your character. A stunt may grant a character the ability to use a skill under unusual
circumstances, using it in a broader array of situations than normal, substituting it for another
skill, or using it in a complementary fashion to
another skill. A stunt might allow a character to
gain an eﬀect roughly equal to two shifts used in
a specific way or to otherwise grant other small
eﬀects. Put more simply, stunts allow the usual
rules about skills to be bent—or even broken.

So, that
explains it!
Wonderfu l.
So now
I don’t
just have
trouble
paying
my rent, I
also have
some sort
of wacked
out metaphysical
debt I’m
constantly
under. I
want a
new GM!
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We’ll get into how to build your own stunts
shortly.
Some stunts may have prerequisites (other
stunts or even aspects). Particularly potent
stunts may also require the use of a fate point to
be activated. In general, a character should not
take a stunt tied to a skill he does not have at
least at Average level.

Mortal Stunts
vs. SupeYatural
Powers
The stunts in this chapter are called mortal
stunts because they’re available to everyone—
supernatural and mundane characters alike—
and have both feet firmly planted in the realm
of what’s possible for a normal (mortal) human
to do. Each mortal stunt that a character takes
reduces his refresh by 1. (What’s refresh? See
page 20.)
Supernatural powers are very much the
same as stunts, although they tend to pack more
of a wallop. However, they often have more
requirements before they can be taken—usually,
at the very least, a high concept aspect (page 54)
indicating that the abilities represented by the
supernatural powers are appropriate to the
character.

T הPhilosophy of Limits
This whole thing with limiting PCs to no more order to get his fate point total up. Ever wonder
stunts and powers than their refresh allows why Harry Dresden—a low refresh character
may seem a bit odd. There are a few reasons due to all of his supernatural power—tends to
it’s here.
get so beat up and into sticky situations all the
The most obvious reason is that it’s a “game time? We know it’s mostly his stellar personbalance” issue—a flexible spending limit that ality, but in game terms, it’s because he’s getting
keeps PCs all within a certain power level. But compelled left and right by circumstance,
if that’s the goal here, why all that yap about filling up on much-needed fate points.
the mortal gift of free will? Let’s look at this
The eﬀect this has on play produces somefrom two perspectives.
thing very much like what we were talking
First, system-wise, a character with a low about on page 10—monsters have nature,
refresh is going to be very light on fate points mortals have choice. So there’s our second
during play. But fate points are a key currency, perspective: the more power someone has, the
the big engine that drives the ability to use more he risks becoming a monster, a creature
aspects—and aspects are an important feature totally beholden to its nature. Even a mundane
for enabling characters to exercise their “story mortal can become a monster once his abilities
power.” So a character without many fate begin to dictate his actions. The mortal gift
points at the beginning of a session is going of free will is a preventative measure against
to be “hungry”—compelled (very literally; see complete monsterhood. And that brings us
page 100) to act in keeping with his aspects in full circle.
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To remain a PC, no character may take a
combination of stunts and/or powers that would
reduce his refresh to zero or below. Characters
that have gone beyond this limit have, for all
practical purposes, lost their freedom of action,
thus becoming tools of the game’s story (i.e.,
NPCs) rather than protagonists (i.e., PCs).
In the case of mortal stunts, the character is
constrained by what he’s made of himself; for
supernatural powers, he’s lost access to the
mortal gift of free will. In general, it’s recommended that non-supernatural characters spend
about half their refresh on stunts, but this is just
a recommendation.

What follows later in this chapter is not a
comprehensive list of stunts. You, along with
your GM, are encouraged to create your own
to fit your game. The important thing to keep
in mind is that “entry level” stunts—without
prerequisites, which mortal stunts usually are—
are the baseline. If the eﬀect of the stunt is really
unusual or particularly potent, it may be somewhere down the line in a chain of stunts.
Since a stunt is tied to a particular skill, it’s
useful to think about the abilities oﬀered by a
stunt as an extension of its skill’s trappings
(page 120). So at a very high level, we can say a
stunt does one of two things: it either adds a
new trapping to a skill or extends an existing trapping of that skill by applying about two shifts
(page 192) of eﬀect in a particular way.
Both of these things are often constrained
to happen under somewhat specific circumstances (aim for something between almostnever-happens narrow and covers-all-situations broad). If there’s any hard and fast rule
of building stunts, it’s this one: a stunt should
never be allowed to act, essentially, as a flat +2 to
the skill it aﬀects under all (or even the majority)
of that skill’s uses.
Furthermore, when used in combination,
stunts should avoid overlapping such that their
bonuses “stack”—both adding in the same way
to the outcome. If such stacking is possible, then
the stunts, taken individually, should each be less
eﬀective than the norm.

Mortal Stunts
With those ideas in mind, let’s get into the
specifics of building mortal stunts. (To learn
more about supernatural powers and get some
ideas about how to build those, see page 158.)

Adding New
Trappings

The first possible use for a stunt is to broaden
a skill by giving it a new trapping. Often this is
a trapping that’s “transplanted” from one skill to
another. Sometimes this trapping may need to
be modified, or made more circumstantial, in
order to fit its new skill.
Example: Lenny’s character never fights a
monster without two guns in hand. He has a
strong Guns skill rating, but his Athletics is
only so-so. Lenny decides to build a new stunt
called Shot on the Run, transplanting Athletics’
“Dodging” trapping to Guns—now Lenny can
roll Guns instead of Athletics in order to dodge
physical attacks. His GM considers putting the
restriction “…so long as he has a gun close at
hand” on Lenny’s stunt idea to help rationalize
the use of this stunt—after all, it’s still the
Guns stunt, and Lenny’s ability to dodge using
Guns suggests that it’s tied to his ability to, say,
lay down some gunfire to make himself a less
attractive target in a fight. Alternately, it might
be done as a “Dodge, only vs. ranged attacks”
with the idea that Lenny’s character is using his
knowledge of sight-lines and so forth to make
himself a diﬃcult target. Both work, oﬀering
the same kind of mechanical benefit, but under
diﬀerent circumstances—it’s up to Lenny and
the GM to work out what fits best.
Other times an entirely new trapping is
warranted. The default set of trappings for a
skill certainly doesn’t cover every conceivable
application—it just defines what the skill can do
for everyone. Skills are pretty broad in application; specialization happens with stunts.
Example: Lydia has created a huntswoman—
someone used to tracking beasts in the wild—
who’s been drawn to the city by strange supernatural prey. Her character has a pretty high
Survival skill, covering most of her outdoororiented capabilities. But she wants something
more, so she takes an Herbalist stunt, adding
a trapping to the Survival skill that allows her
to use it as a knowledge skill when dealing with
plants, maybe even allowing for a little herbal
first aid.
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Mortal Stunts
Taken all together, this variety of stunt is an
easy one to come by. There’s no strange math, no
specific application of shifts to consider, just a
broadening of scope for the aﬀected skill. These
stunts often show up for a character’s highestrated skills, allowing the character to operate at
peak eﬀectiveness in more situations.

Ex:Ring ExiPing
Trappings
The other possible use for a stunt is to improve
the use of a skill (usually a single trapping of that
skill) under specific circumstances. Generally,
this means that the stunt oﬀers an eﬀect equal to
about two shifts applied in a specific way (such
as reducing the amount of time or diﬃculty to
do something by two steps, or adding 2 to the
skill when used in a particular way). Those shifts
may be split up, with one stunt oﬀering two
diﬀerent one shift eﬀects (e.g., reducing the time
to do a task by one step and granting a +1 to
the skill roll when the circumstances are right).
Certain applications of skills may be considered to be more potent than others (attacks are
a good example of this), and as such these may
be better done at the one shift mark rather than
two. On the other hand, instead of lowering the
number of shifts gained, you could require that
the character spend a fate point to activate a
more potent stunt.
As noted above (page 147), when applying
multiple stunts like this to the same skill, the
bonuses should not overlap or “stack.” If stacking
is allowed, the amount of eﬀect each stunt has
individually should be reduced. To oversimplify
this a bit, two stunts might oﬀer +2 each in two
diﬀerent ways, but if they’re set up to both add
to the same thing, the result should be more like
+3 than +4. But this is just a guideline, subject
to the GM’s sense of charity.

What about me? I’d definitely be faster than
“two time increments”! How does eidetic
recall fit into your rules, William?

I’m pretty sure you don’t count as a
mortal character, Bob. Ha, you’re
an NPC! Or an Item of Power?
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What?!

Given these considerations, here’s a quick
list of mortal stunt eﬀects that could be used to
build your own. (If the same bonus is achievable
multiple times through multiple stunts, reduce
the eﬀectiveness of any “stacking” stunts by one.)
Give a +2 to a specific application of a nonattack trapping (note that a maneuver, page 207,
is not an attack, as it doesn’t inflict stress).
This may be reduced to +1 for a broader
application, or increased to +3 or even +4
for very, very narrowly defined situations.
Example: Vampirologist – Gain a +1 to
Lore rolls whenever researching vampires and
their kin. Specify a deeper sub-field of knowledge (Red Court), and you gain an additional +1 when the research is relevant to the
sub-field.
Give a +1 to an attack, improving its accuracy
under a specific circumstance.
Example: Target-Rich Environment –
Gain a +1 to attacks with Guns whenever
personally outnumbered in a firefight.
Give a +2 to an attack’s result, applied only
if the attack was successful, under particular conditions. May have a lesser benefit in a
secondary circumstance.
Example: Lethal Weapon – Your hands are
lethal weapons. When using Fists to strike an
unarmored opponent, you are considered to
have Weapon:2; Weapon:1 vs. Armor:1.
Give one or two expendable 2-shift eﬀects
(e.g., additional mild consequences) or a persistent 1-shift eﬀect (e.g., Armor:1 against certain
types of things). Lean towards one expendable eﬀect if the application is broad (e.g., vs.
all mental stress), two expendable eﬀects if it’s
narrow.
Example: Resilient Self-Image – Your sense
of self is strong, enabling you to endure more
psychological punishment than most. When
facing torture or other extreme interrogation
techniques, you may take two additional mild
mental consequences (page 203).
Reduce the amount of time necessary to
complete a particular task by two steps.
Example: Capable Researcher – Some
say you were born in a library. Any scholarly
research you do is completed two time increments (page 315) faster than usual.
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Reduce the diﬃculties faced by a skill under
a particular “sub-set” of circumstances by two.
Example: Hairpin Maestro – Poor tools are
no trouble when picking locks. Any increase to
diﬃculty due to poor tools (such as having only
a hairpin and a business card) is reduced by up
to two.
Combine any two of the 2-shift eﬀects from
above at half value.
Example: Scene of the Crime – You have
a practiced eye when combing over a crime
scene. In such a circumstance, you gain +1 to
your Investigation roll and arrive at your findings one step faster than usual on the time table
(page 315).
Get a more powerful eﬀect, but only when you
spend a fate point. Usually only allowed once
per scene.
Example: Killer Blow – Add 3 to the
damage of a Fists attack on a successful hit,
once per scene, for a fate point. This stacks with
any other damage-increasing stunts for Fists.
Y", N$" Mat'r!
Stunts are more than just their gamerule eﬀects. This is why it’s important to
give your stunts a catchy name. This is not
optional!
A name is evocative, getting across the
gist of the stunt and giving another bit of
flavor to define your character. Also, practically speaking, giving it a specific name gives
you a shorthand for talking about the stunt
with the GM and other players.

The stunts provided here are examples. We’re
giving just a few for each skill but, as indicated
above, this is absolutely not intended to be a
comprehensive list. When you don’t find something here that suits you, use the guidelines
above (page 147) to grow your own.

Hacker’s not so useful
if you’re a wizard and
computers go FO OF!
when you touch ‘em.

Mortal Stunts
A9rtnHs
(Skill & Trappings, page 121)

Corner of My Eye: When successfully rolling
Alertness passively to pick up on details, gain
an additional 2 shifts. This reflects the ability
to pick up on more pieces of information, but
it does not improve the depth of that information (which would take things into the realm of
Investigation).
On My Toes: Gain +2 to Alertness when using
it to determine initiative.
Paranoid? Probably.: Gain +2 to Alertness
when rolling against surprise.

A;9tics
(Skill & Trappings, page 121)

Acrobat: Gain +1 on Athletics when using it to
survive a fall. Also, gain +1 to attempts to dodge
ranged attacks (throwing and guns), so long as
you describe it colorfully.
Fleet of Foot: When sprinting (page 212), gain a
+2 to Athletics.
Human Spider: Diﬃcult surfaces aren’t much
trouble to scale; reduce all climbing diﬃculties
by up to 2.
Mighty Leap: Any borders (page 212) that your
character chooses to clear by jumping are
reduced by up to 2.
Too Fast to Hit: When making a full defense
(page 199), gain an additional +1 to the roll (for
a total of +3) if you also take a supplemental
action to move one zone. You do not take the
usual –1 penalty for the supplemental action.

BurgGry
(Skill & Trappings, page 123)

The Big Picture: When casing a target with
Burglary (page 123), you gain the ability to define
an additional aspect about the target (such as
BROKEN WINDOW LATCH) when you succeed
on the roll, for a total of two aspects.
Cat-Burglar: You’re a thief with catlike tread;
you may use Burglary instead of Stealth for
Hiding or Skulking (page 142).
Hacker: You may use your Burglary skill
(instead of Scholarship) to do research with
computers as per Scholarship’s Computer Use
trapping (page 141).
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Hairpin Maestro: Poor tools are no trouble
when picking locks. Any increase to diﬃculty
due to poor tools (such as having only a hairpin
and a business card) is reduced by up to two.
Safecracker: Any lockpicking eﬀort takes place
two steps faster than usual on the time table
(page 315).

Contacts
(Skill & Trappings, page 123)

Ear to the Ground: You have your fingers on
the pulse of things, with plenty of friends who
can give you a heads up. The diﬃculty of any
Getting the Tip-Oﬀ (page 124) roll is reduced by
two.
I Know Just the Guy: When you’re looking to
gather some information from your network of
contacts, you have unerring instincts for finding
the right person, fast. When using the Gathering
Information trapping (page 123), your eﬀorts
are at a +1 and are 1 time increment (page 315)
faster.
Rumormonger: You know exactly how to get
the word out, gaining a +2 on your eﬀorts to
spread rumors.

Conviction
(Skill & Trappings, page 124)

There’s also
a “Blessed
Words” stunt—
built around
a maneuver
concept—
that we’ve
given several
faith-based
characters
in Baltimore,
toward the end
of this book.
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Devout Words: The strength of your faith
alone allows you to give others pause. You may
use your Conviction skill to perform a block in
physical conflict, potentially preventing someone
from making a conflict action against you.
Person of Conviction: Your social presence is
tightly rooted in your identity as a person of
deep faith. You may use Conviction instead of
Presence to determine your social stress capacity
(page 137).
Resilient Self-Image: Your sense of self is
strong, enabling you to endure more psychological punishment than most. When facing torture
or other extreme interrogation techniques, You
may take two additional mild mental consequences (page 203).
Tower of Faith: Strongly held beliefs enable
you to protect your mind from the aggression
of others. Provided you get a chance to pray or
otherwise call upon your faith, gain Armor:1
against any social or mental stress in a scene.

Craftsmanship
(Skill & Trappings, page 125)

Car Mechanic: You know the ins and outs
of cars like nobody’s business. Gain a +2 on
Craftsmanship whenever dealing with a car or
truck and a +1 on other personal vehicles (boats,
motorcycles, small aircraft).
Demolitions Training: You are trained in
the eﬀective use of explosives (this is a new
skill trapping; most people can’t handle explosives without training). You may use your
Craftsmanship skill to place and set explosives
appropriately. This allows you to do attacks and
maneuvers against structures (see “Challenges,”
page 324), and your skill roll also sets the diﬃculty for any characters attempting to avoid
damage from an explosive that you’ve placed.
Note that to hide an explosive you will still need
to use the Deceit skill.
Junkyard Artiste: You create art by working
with your hands and a workman’s tools—works
of sculpture, perhaps, or other kinds of modern,
“industrial” art. You may use Craftsmanship
instead of Performance to create these works of
art (see the Composition trapping, page 136).
Jury-Rigger: You have a talent for improvising
with available materials. When jury-rigging
(page 320), your repairs last two scenes longer
than usual.
Monkey with a Wrench: Sure, building and
fixing is nice, but taking things apart is more
satisfying. When using Craftsmanship to take
something apart, gain a +1 on the eﬀort and
get it disassembled one time increment (page 315)
faster.

Deceit
(Skill & Trappings, page 126)

Document Forging: You are trained in the
forging of oﬃcial documents (such as ID, birth
records, and the like) or letters. You can roll
Deceit to create these documents, but using
them or planting them where they will be of use
(like in a library or government oﬃce) might
require the use of other skills, such as Burglary
or Stealth. Anyone exposed to these documents
gets an Alertness or Scholarship roll to spot the
deception; the diﬃculty is equal to your roll to
make the document. Likewise, your roll is also
the diﬃculty for any Investigation rolls to suss
out your forgery.
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Mortal Stunts
Honest Lies: Whenever incorporating a real,
valuable piece of the truth (however marginally
valuable it may be) into a lie, you gain a +2 on
your eﬀorts to pass oﬀ the untrue parts.
Make-Up Artist: Given enough time, you can
create very convincing disguises, ones that will
hold up to deeper inspection (although not to
careful scrutiny and magic). Any attempt using
Investigation or Alertness to see through your
disguise is at an additional +2 diﬃculty.
Pick-Pocket: Whether it’s a simple bump-andgrab or something more complicated, you’re
adept at getting people to pay attention to other
things while you or an accomplice liberates
their pockets of their contents. You may use the
Deceit skill to perform pick-pocketing with no
increases in diﬃculty. This includes the filching
of small items from a desk or someplace similar.
Targets of this action usually oppose with
Alertness.
Stage Magician: You may attempt complicated
stage magic tricks without penalty and gain a
+1 on any attempts with Deceit to create quick
distractions. This gives a +1 stacking bonus to
attempts to pick-pocket (regardless of whether
or not you have the Pick-Pocket stunt).
Takes One to Know One: You may use Deceit
instead of Empathy to catch someone in a lie.

D5ving
(Skill & Trappings, page 128)

Been There: Your Driving is never treated as
Mediocre for purposes of navigation, even if
a place is unfamiliar (page 129); use it at the full
value instead.
Like the Back of My Hand: Your knack for
shortcuts gives you a +2 to Driving when
using it for street knowledge and shortest-path
navigation.
Pilot: Your focus is on aircraft, not cars. Gain
+1 to your Driving when piloting an aircraft;
choose a specific kind that you’re best with (helicopters, jet airliners, personal aircraft) for an
additional +1 when steering that type.
Shake the Tail: When you are the one being
followed in a car-chase, you have a real talent
for sudden turns and daring maneuvers to shake
oﬀ your pursuers. Gain a +2 to Driving in such
a case.

Aw, man.
Phil. Poor,
undead Phil.

Discip1ne
(Skill & Trappings, page 127)

Calm Blue Ocean: You are skilled at keeping
your emotions in check. Gain +2 to Discipline
when rolling to keep emotions under control.
Supreme Concentration: Your Discipline is
considered to be Fantastic whenever Discipline
would restrict, complement, or otherwise
modify (page 214) another skill. This has no
eﬀect on your actual Discipline rating when the
skill itself is being rolled.
Unshakeable: When defending against social
or mental attacks with Discipline, any of your
aspects (such as consequences or other temporary or permanent aspects) that get tagged
provide only a +1. If the attacker chooses to tag
for a reroll, you may “lock down” one of his dice,
leaving him only the other three to re-roll.
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Empathy

FiPs

(Skill & Trappings, page 129)

(Skill & Trappings, page 130)

Counselor: You have some formal education
in professional counseling or psychotherapy.
Your skill can be used to justify another character’s recovery from moderate or severe social
or mental consequences, provided you have the
time and opportunity to provide them with the
full extent of your services as a counselor.
Part of me Read the Surface: You can get a sense of
wants Killer someone quickly when trying to “read” them
Blow to be
called “It’s (page 129). Your first attempt to read someone
Clobberin’ takes less than a minute of interaction, instead
of the usual ten. Any subsequent eﬀorts with the
Time!”
same person do not enjoy this benefit.
That’s
The Social Graces: Keen awareness of the ebb
actually better and flow of social situations makes you the
as an aspect. master of your circumstances. When deter(But think of mining initiative in a social conflict, gain +2 to
Empathy.
what you’ d
get when you Won’t Get Fooled Again: It only takes once for
combined that someone to lie to you before you start to wise
up to it. Once you’ve discovered a particular
aspect with
person’s lie for what it is, you gain a +2 on any
this stunt!) future Empathy rolls when dealing with that liar.
(This requires a small amount of book-keeping,
but the benefits are worth it!)

ERurance
(Skill & Trappings, page 130)

No Pain, No Gain: You can take a bunch of
punishment before it starts to add up. You may
take one additional mild physical consequence
(page 203).
Tireless: Your Endurance is considered
Fantastic whenever Endurance might restrict,
complement, or otherwise modify another skill
(page 214). This has no eﬀect when Endurance is
rolled directly, however.
Tough Stuﬀ: The stuﬀ of blunt trauma—fists,
sticks, and stones—pose little trouble for you.
Against such things, you have a natural Armor:1
(which stacks with other forms of protection).
This does not apply to things like blades, bullets,
and burns, but it makes you a beast in a burly
brawl.
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Have you
Nice alliteration, Billy. poe
try?
in
eer
considered a car

Footwork: You’re fast on your feet and have
been in enough fistfights to know how to make
yourself a hard target. You may use Fists to
dodge attacks instead of Athletics, in all the
circumstances where Athletics might apply
(page 121).
Killer Blow: Add 3 to the damage of a Fists
attack on a successful hit, once per scene, for a
fate point. This stacks with any other damageincreasing stunts for Fists.
Martial Artist: As a result of advanced training,
you are able to recognize many styles of martial
arts, using Fists as a knowledge and perception
skill focused on unarmed fighting. This enables
you to make assessments and declarations
related to fighting styles and fighting culture
using your Fists skill. Such rolls are made at +1.
Armed Arts: You are practiced with a small
number of weapons as part of your martial arts
training. Pick two weapons which logically fit
in with your training (nightstick and knife with
cop training, for example). You may use the Fists
skill instead of Weapons when wielding these
implements.
Lethal Weapon: Your hands are lethal weapons.
When using Fists to strike an unarmored opponent, you are considered to have Weapon:2.
Against opponents with Armor:1, your Fists
attacks are Weapon:1. There is no benefit
against more heavily armored opponents.
Redirected Force: You’re an expert at turning
close-combat attacks (swung fists, thrust knives)
against themselves. On a successful defense
roll using Fists against such an attack, you may
sacrifice your next action (giving this an eﬀective
limit of one per exchange) to treat the defense
as a successful maneuver on your part (requiring
no additional rolling), placing a maneuver aspect
like THROWN TO THE GROUND or TAKEN OFF
BALANCE on your attacker.
Step Into the Blow: When you use Fists to
defend against a close-quarters attack and fail
that defense, you may sacrifice your next action
to counterattack immediately (with Fists) at +1.
You may only sacrifice one action per exchange
in this way; when you’ve sacrificed your next
action once, you don’t have a “next action” to
sacrifice if you’re attacked a second time.
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Ah, the K incaid

Guns

list of stunts.

(Skill & Trappings, page 131)

Fast Reload: Provided that you have a supply
of ammunition, reloads are rarely an issue. You
take no penalty when reloading as a supplemental action (page 213); if you’re in a race to see
who reloads first, or anything else having to do
with your speed or ability to reload, gain a +1
on the roll.
Gun Nut: Guns. Man, you know everything
about them. You’ve seen them all, even the
ones that nobody knows about. When rolling
Guns as a knowledge skill (page 131), gain +2 on
the roll.
Hand-Eye Coordination: Shooting and
throwing aren’t all that diﬀerent, once you get
familiar with ‘em. You may use the Guns skill
instead of Weapons to throw manual projectiles
(rocks, grenades, boomerangs).
Pin Them Down: When Aiming (page 131), the
aspect you place on the target cannot be removed
so long as they do not move out of the zone, and
any attempts to leave the zone face an increased
border (page 212) of 1 as long as you continue to
make Guns attacks against that target.
Target-Rich Environment: Gain a +1 to attacks
with Guns whenever personally outnumbered in
a firefight.
Way of the Bow: To heck with guns; you’re
more of a bow and arrow type. You may use
Guns instead of Craftsmanship to build and
repair such items, and your skill with them gives
you an extra +1 damage on a successful hit.

Intimidation
(Skill & Trappings, page 132)

Infuriate: Scaring people isn’t your forte; seriously pissing them oﬀ, on the other hand, is right
up your alley. Gain +2 to any roll when deliberately trying to get someone angry with you (a
social or mental attack or a maneuver with such
a goal). Any consequences (such as grudges) or
temporary aspects that result must name you as
the source and target of the anger.
Interrogator: You use Intimidation to scare a
“perp” or at least provoke strong reactions out of
him. Those reactions should tell you something,
even if you don’t get a confession out of your
target. Once per scene, whenever you make a

Mortal Stunts
successful Intimidation attack while questioning And the Harry
someone, you can set aside the stress you’d list of stunts.
inflict and instead treat the attack as a successful
Empathy attempt to“read” that person (page 129).
Mad e this
Rule with Fear: Taking this stunt establishes whole section
that your reputation is based on how scared just for him.
people are of you, far more than anything else.
Especially
Use Intimidation instead of Presence whenever
“Infuriate”.
rolling to represent your reputation.
Subtle Menace: You don’t need the upper hand
I hate you
or to be in a position of power in order to be
both. I am
scary to someone. When the context of power a warm and
fuzzy guy,
is absent, or your victim is actually in a superior
really.
position, your victim does not get any advantage
bonus (see Threats, page 133).
Uh, if you
You Don’t Want Any of This: People stay out of
say so, boss.
your way—they know better. When performing
a Brush-Oﬀ (page 132), gain a +2 on your roll.

InvePigation
(Skill & Trappings, page 133)

Listening: You can tune out your other senses
and simply focus on your hearing, making you
able to pick up faint sounds with astonishing
clarity. Gain a +4 on your Investigation roll
when Listening; however, your Alertness drops
to Terrible while doing so, due to the exclusion
of your other senses. If a conflict begins while
you are Listening, it will take a full exchange
for your Alertness to return to normal once you
stop.
Pin the Tail: You’re a tough person to shake
once you get on someone’s trail. Gain +2 to your
Investigation rolls when trying to keep track
of a target during Surveillance (page 133). When
Shadowing someone using Stealth, you may
use Investigation to complement (page 214) your
Stealth skill.
Quick Eye: When examining a location for
clues, your eye is quick to pick out the visual
details. Your first Investigation roll to determine
deeper details about a scene is two time increments (page 315) faster than usual.
Scene of the Crime: You have a practiced eye
when combing over a crime scene. In such a
circumstance, you gain +1 to your Investigation
roll and arrive at your findings one step faster
than usual on the time table (page 315).
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Lo$
I am
TOTALLY (Skill & Trappings, page 134)
taking Mighty Occultist (Specify): You’re an expert on a
Thews for
my GHOUL particular sub-section of arcane lore. This
must be limited, but it can still cover a fair
NINJA
character. number of things, such as “Vampires” (see
I thought you
were joking
earlier! If
we’re playing
an 7 refresh
game it’s just
barely possible.
Playing a
ghoul is
-6 refresh to
start. In a 7
refresh game,
you take that
stunt and
blammo: NPC.
Plus the
general squick
factor: your
ghoul would
have to eat
his body weight
in meat each
day. (It’s an
actual Feeding
Dependency!)

the “Vampirologist” example on page 148) or
“Demons.” Gain a +1 to Lore when researching
things covered by such a topic. You must also
define a deeper specialty within that category,
such as “Red Court Vampires” or “Hunter-Killer
Demons,” to gain an additional +1 (for a total
of +2) whenever the research focuses on that
narrower area. This stunt may be taken multiple
times, as long as a different sub-section is
defined. Multiple areas of expertise may overlap,
however, and in such a case, the bonuses of
multiple relevant stunts may stack.
Finely Tuned Third Eye: Your “sixth sense”
that can perceive the presence of a supernatural
“ick” factor (see page 135) is unusually sensitive for
a pure mortal. Gain +2 to your Lore whenever
using it as an Alertness substitute to pick up on
the presence of the supernatural.

Might
(Skill & Trappings, page 135)

Bend and Break: When successfully breaking
an object using your Might, increase the eﬀect
(stress, usually) by two steps.
Mighty Thews: When determining approximate lifting capacity (page 321), consider your
Might to be 2 steps higher than its actual rating.
Wrestler: Gain +1 to your Might when maintaining a grapple (page 211).

...
I wanna play Performance
something
(Skill & Trappings, page 135)
else now.
Maybe an
Historian: You not only create art, you’ve
EX-COP Art
studied
it deeply. Gain a +1 whenever using
PI?
Much more
doable.
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Performance as a knowledge or perception skill
to research or study a work of art. Gain an additional +1 in a specific, broad area of art (e.g.,
music, painting, sculpture), and another +1 in a
yet narrower area (e.g., pop music, Renaissance
paintings, the Dada movement) for a total +3
whenever dealing with your area of greatest
expertise.
someone

What about
who’s JUST a critic?
I’ d use Scholarship, then.

Impersonator: Given a few hours to study
someone’s behavior and modes of speech, you
may imitate their mannerisms and voice, using
Performance instead of Deceit to convince
someone you are that person. Without strongly
controlling the circumstances (e.g., impersonating someone over the phone), such impersonations won’t last very long. If combined with
the Makeup Artist stunt (page 151) and plenty of
preparation, you may use either Performance or
Deceit to pull oﬀ a full impersonation, using the
better skill for all relevant rolls and getting a +1
against Investigation rolls trying to penetrate the
disguise.
Poet: You have an aﬃnity for beauty in written
and spoken language. Your Performance is at
+2 when composing something with words and
is considered to be two higher when used to
modify (page 214) a social skill.
Pointed Performance: When performing for an
audience, normally you can only create aspects
on the scene that are broad, focused on general
moods (CREEPY AS HELL, LET’S PARTY!,
UNINHIBITED). With this stunt, you may
make performances that target something more
specific, perhaps directing that mood at a particular person or group. For instance, a satirist with
this stunt could attempt to use his performance
either to elicit a response from one person in the
audience (THE JIG IS UP) or to cause the audience to direct their mood toward that person
(CHECK OUT THE EMPEROR’S NEW CLOTHES).

P$sence
(Skill & Trappings, page 136)

Leadership: When you talk, people listen.
When using Presence to command a group
(page 137), gain +1 on the eﬀort. Further, your
efforts to coordinate a group are efficient,
moving one time increment (page 315) faster
than normal.
Personal Magnetism: You have a calm confidence that others find appealing. When rolling
Presence to establish a “passive” reaction to you
(Charisma, page 136), make the roll at +2.
Teflon Persona: It’s diﬃcult to make you look
bad in social conflicts. Provided that the people
present are aware of who you are, you gain
Armor:1 against any social attacks.
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Mortal Stunts
The Weight of Reputation: Your reputation
is such that it puts you in an easy position of
power. People in power are good at scaring folks
who aren’t. You may use your Presence instead
of Intimidation to scare someone, provided the
target knows of you and your “rep.”

Rapport
(Skill & Trappings, page 138)

Best Foot Forward: People just like you, especially when you’re deliberately trying to make
a good first impression (page 138). You gain a +1
on your roll to make a good first impression,
and failing that roll cannot give you a negative
temporary aspect or make the situation worse.
Let Me Tell You a Story…: You have the gift
of gab, able to draw the attention of others with
colorful words and stories. This tends to leave
your audience distracted. You may use Rapport
instead of Deceit in order to mount a distraction
(page 126), so long as you are able to talk to your
targets.
Sex Appeal: Folks attracted to people of your
gender cannot help but notice you. You’ve got
“it.” Receive a +2 to the roll on any seduction
attempts you make with Rapport, provided that
the target is someone who could be receptive to
your advances.

RHourcH
(Skill & Trappings, page 139)

Filthy Lucre: If it involves using money and
other gifts in illegal or corrupt ways—bribery,
mainly—you have a talent for making it work.
Your dirty money travels farther, made frictionless by the greasy stain of it all. Gain a +2 to
Resources whenever using it for illicit purposes.
Lush Lifestyle: Your wealth is well-established
and robust, making you the man or woman
who has everything. Normally, someone may be
assumed to have an item that costs two steps less
than his Resources without having to seek it out
and buy it, assuming that it makes sense for him
to have attained it previously. In your case, it’s
any item equal to or less than your Resources.
High Quality Workspace: Instead of
Resources–2, your “automatic” personal workspace (page 139) is of a quality equal to your
Resources. Alternately, it’s still Resources–2, but

it’s able to fulfill two workspace functions (such
as Academic as well as Arcane Research). This
stunt may be taken multiple times to broaden
the number of workspace functions available
to you, but it may never be used to improve the
quality above the level of your Resources skill.
Windfall: You’re occasionally able to tap into
more Resources than usual, such as cashing
out stocks or receiving a periodic disbursement
from a trust fund. Once per adventure, you may
spend a fate point to make a single Resources
roll at +4.

SchoGrship
(Skill & Trappings, page 140)

Capable Researcher: Some say you were
born in a library. Any scholarly research you
do is completed two time increments (page 315)
faster than usual—due in large part to the fact
that you’ve probably read something about it
before. (This ability does not extend to Lore
research, which somehow never seems to go
any faster no matter how good you are at the
mundane stuﬀ.)
Doctor (Specify): You have a medical degree
or the equivalent of such an education. You may
use your Scholarship skill to declare appropriate justification for the recovery of moderate
physical consequences when outside a medical
facility, and for the recovery of severe physical
consequences within a medical facility. For
research purposes, gain +1 on Scholarship
for any medical research and an additional +1
in a specific area of medicine. This stunt may
be taken twice, with the bonuses on research
stacking to indicate particularly deep or excellent medical knowledge (such as with a heart
surgeon, etc.).
Forgery Expert: You are trained to distinguish
forged documents from real ones. You gain
a +2 on any roll to spot forgeries or falsified
documentation.
Linguist: You may speak (and read) additional languages as if your Scholarship score
was 4 higher than it is. You may take this stunt
multiple times, adding four more each time.
Up to half of the languages you speak may be
obscure, rare, or dead, provided you can establish an opportunity to study them.

The Butters
list, now.
What, no
Über-G eek
Stunt?
People can
grow their
own for that
one, I think.
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Scientist (Specify): When using Scholarship to
do scientific research, gain +1 in a particular area
of focus (e.g., Biology, Chemistry, Physics). Gain
an additional +1 in an even more specific area
of specialization (e.g., Marine Biology, Organic
Chemistry, Quantum Physics). A “Scholar”
version of this stunt may be taken instead for
something outside of the realm of science (e.g.,
Literature/19th Century Literature or History/
Chinese History).

S:al;
(Skill & Trappings, page 142)

Blend In: You blend into a crowd easily. If
there’s a crowd to hide in, you gain +2 to your
Stealth rolls. This is particularly useful when
Shadowing (page 143) someone on foot.
Stay Close and Keep Quiet!: When sneaking
around with a group, you are able to use your
Stealth skill to complement (page 214) everyone
else’s Stealth skill as they roll to stay hidden and
quiet, provided they stay nearby and follow your
instructions. Failure on either of these points
means they lose the benefits. If you have any
aspects specific to your ability to sneak around,
your companions may invoke those aspects for
their benefit as well.
Swift and Silent: When Skulking (page 143), any
diﬃculty increases due to fast movement are
reduced by up to two.

SurviWl
(Skill & Trappings, page 143)

Hey, Billy,
does this
also apply
to a zombie
T-Rex?
Ultimately, I
think “zombie”
might trump
“animal.”
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Animal Handler (Specify): Roll Survival at +1
when using it for Animal Handling or, where
relevant, Riding (page 143). Gain an additional +1
when dealing with a particular broad type of
animal (birds, dogs, cats, horses) specified at the
time you take this stunt.
Go Native: You’re able to survive nearly indefinitely outdoors, living oﬀ the land. Scavenging
rolls (page 143) are made at +1, and the time
between multiple rolls for a prolonged stay is
increased by one increment (page 315).
Hunter: As an experienced hunter, you know
how to track game in the outdoors. Gain +2 on
any eﬀorts to use Survival to track something in
the wilderness or other outdoor area.

O ooh! Juggler + Riposte
= It’s A ll In the R
ef lexes!

Weapons

INDEED!

(Skill & Trappings, page 144)

Good Arm: Thrown weapons normally have
a range of only one zone. With this stunt that
range extends to two zones.
Juggler: Throwing deadly items around is just
par for the course for you. Catching them is, too.
Even bare-handed, you may use your Weapons
skill to defend against a thrown attack, allowing
you to catch the item if you succeed on the
defense. In addition, you may use your Weapons
skill instead of Performance in order to entertain an audience with your juggling.
Oﬀ-Hand Weapon Training: You know how to
fight more eﬀectively with two weapons in hand.
Normally, you may only take the damage bonus
from one weapon on a successful hit; with this
stunt, you may add half of the second weapon’s
bonus as well (round up).
Riposte: On a successful defense with Weapons,
you may sacrifice your next action to turn that
defense into an immediate and automatically
successful attack. Your attacker must be within
range of your weapon, and if you’re mounting a
full defense (page 199) you do not get the benefit
of the +2 bonus when your defense roll converts
to an attack roll.
Wall of Death: Your skill with your weapon is
such that you can attack several opponents at
once, creating a veritable “wall of death” around
you. This allows you to use the Weapons skill
to make spray attacks (page 326) with your melee
weapon of choice against opponents that are in
your zone. You may not combine the benefits
of any other stunt with the eﬀects of Wall of
Death.
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Supernatural Powers
Billy, this What a$
seems a bit
stacked
Powers?
against
vanilla
mortals to
me. Don’t
underestimate the
abilities of a
well trained
mortal,
or Murph
will kick
your ass!

Supernatural abilities in THE DRESDEN FILES
RPG are also represented by stunts, just like the
specialties and talents of “mundane” mortals (see
Mortal Stunts, starting on page 146). These stunts
are called supernatural powers and share many
similarities with mortal stunts—but there are a
few key diﬀerences.
As with a mortal stunt, taking a supernatural
power will reduce your character’s refresh level
(page 20). But here’s the big diﬀerence: unlike
the mortal version, a supernatural power usually
costs more than one point of refresh, in large part
Yeah, I can see because the benefits provided are more than just
how it looks
two shifts or so of eﬀects (page 147). Remember,
no player character may take a combination of
that way.
mortal stunts and supernatural abilities that
But vanilla
reduces refresh to zero or lower. Characters
mortals get an
with zero or lower refresh have lost the mortal
extra 2 points gift of free will and as such become tools of the
of refresh
story—also known as non-player characters. See
just for being page 146 for more on the philosophy of free will
mortal—they and PCs.
can spend these
on a couple
S"ry Power Alcהmy:
Supe+atural Powers
extra stunts
/ 0 High Concept
or they can
By drawing straight lines from a charjust have a
acter’s high concept to his supernatural
boatload of
powers, you gain all of the benefits of having
fate points to
an aspect riding shotgun whenever the character’s supernatural abilities are in use.
fling around.
Whenever, say, a wizard goes to town
In the hands
with arcane spell-slinging, he can invoke his
of a creative
high concept (MASTER EVOCATIONIST) to
player, I think
help make it work.
it all works
If a PC shoots a charging loup-garou
out in the
with inherited silver, that’s a chance for him
to invoke or compel its high concept (CURSE
end. Losing
OF THE LOUP-GAROU).
that vanilla
However you look at this, having the
bonus is an
high concept involved is a good thing; it ties
additional price
the core idea of a character together with his
supernatural
special abilities and lets you milk it for all of
characters
the “story power” you can.
Not sure what we’re talking about here?
pay for their
Then
it’s probably a good time to go back
powers.
to Aspects and review the bedrock ideas of
what aspects are about.
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Supernatural powers also come at a greater
price beyond the simple math of your character’s
refresh rate. No supernatural ability may exist in
a vacuum—it must come about due to specific
reasons rooted in your character’s concept.
At the very least, this usually means that the
supernatural abilities must clearly derive from
your character’s high concept (page 54), but
other requirements may exist as well—see the
Types & Templates chapter starting on page 72
for the particulars for each character type. The
end eﬀect is that all supernatural abilities have
requirements that must be fulfilled before they
can be added to your character; these are usually
outlined in the template you have chosen for
your character.
You can think of powers as super-stunts,
since they cost multiple refresh points and often
oﬀer many shifts of eﬀect (page 192) for more
than one skill. And because they’re based on
certain prerequisites (via character templates),
they’re allowed to be a little more potent per
refresh point than their mortal stunt cousins.
Supernatural powers have eﬀects that can be
further reaching, adding trappings to skills that
cover strange supernatural territory. Moreover,
the trappings that supernatural powers add can
cover actions and abilities that would otherwise
be flatly impossible. In addition, they’re generally
allowed to ignore the restrictions that mortal
stunts have when it comes to stacking eﬀects
(page 147).
But other than that, they’re built much like
several mortal stunts all smashed together,
getting two shifts (and maybe a little extra) of
eﬀect for every one refresh point they cost. As
such, new powers may be built using much
of the same logic as mortal stunts provided
on page 147—so long as they’re appropriately
enabled by the character’s high concept and
chosen character template. When constructing
new supernatural abilities, simply use the
stunt construction rules from page 147. For each
stunt’s worth of function (whether in shifts,
added trappings or scope, etc.) that the new
power provides, price that power at a cost of –1
refresh. Since taking a power means you get no
Pure Mortal refresh bonus (page 73), a –1 refresh
power is allowed to be a little more eﬀective than
an otherwise equivalent stunt.

ortals have
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Supernatural Powers
U!er$%ing ( R*t
of This Chap/r
The following sections group supernatural
powers into broad categories. The refresh
cost of a power will be listed in its name,
like so: Strange Power [–2]. This indicates
a power named “Strange Power” that costs
two refresh points if you want to add it to
your character.
Other requirements, if they exist, will be
listed as musts. True to their name, musts
aren’t optional.
Any other configuration options (skills
at certain levels, aspects, etc.) that you may
(and perhaps should) take but don’t have to
take will be listed as options.
Skills aﬀected by powers will be listed
separately from the description of the
power.
Finally, the effects provided by each
power will be laid out. As with mortal
stunts, it’s usually helpful to copy at least
the basics of each power’s eﬀects to the character sheet for easy reference during play.
Some of a power’s effects may be
upgrades and will be noted with their own
cost, which should be applied to the base
cost of the power if the upgrade is taken. For
example, the Spirit Form [–3] power has
Poltergeist [–2] listed as one of its eﬀects.
This is an upgrade; if you take Spirit Form
together with the Poltergeist upgrade, the
total cost to your refresh will be –5.
L"k but &n’t (uch?
A number of the powers presented in this
chapter aren’t really player character focused.
It’s unlikely you’ll see any PC show up with
the powers of a ghost, or able to eat someone’s soul and impersonate them and their
powers, or living inside a dead body like a
zombie or Black Court vampire.
At least, that’s our take on it. But we
could be wrong! At the least, the GM will
be looking at this chapter when building
creatures and foes to oppose the PCs—and
in some games, she might even see a few
“typically NPC” powers she’d be entirely
happy to let the players get access to.
Everyone’s game is different, so we
decided it would be best to put all the
powers in one place.
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Supernatural Powers
Page
162
162
174
187
188
162
172
185
181
162
169
170
175
163
172

Category
Cost Power
Creature Features
–1 Addictive Saliva
Creature Features
–1 Aquatic
Shapeshifting
–1 Beast Change
True Faith
–1 Bless This House
Vampirism
–1 Blood Drinker
Creature Features
–2 Breath Weapon
Psychic Abilities
0
Cassandra’s Tears
Toughness
*
The Catch
Spellcraft
–2 Channeling
Creature Features
–1 Claws
Minor Abilities
–1 Cloak of Shadows
Nevernever Powers –1 Demesne
Shapeshifting
–1 Demonic Co–Pilot
Creature Features
–1 Diminutive Size
Psychic Abilities
–2 Domination

163
189
180
190
175
175
169

Creature Features
Vampirism
Spellcraft
Vampirism
Shapeshifting
Shapeshifting
Minor Abilities

–1
–1
–3
+1
–1
–3
–1

Echoes of the Beast
Emotional Vampire
Evocation
Feeding Dependency
Flesh Mask
Gaseous Form
Ghost Speaker

166
166
187
188
164

Faerie Magic
Faerie Magic
True Faith
True Faith
Creature Features

–2
–4
–1
–1
–2

Glamours
Greater Glamours
Guide My Hand
Holy Touch
Hulking Size

176
176
172

Shapeshifting
Shapeshifting
Psychic Abilities

+1* Human Form
0
Human Guise
–1 Incite Emotion

185
178

Toughness
Speed

–2
–2

Inhuman Recovery
Inhuman Speed

183

Strength

–2

Inhuman Strength

185
167

Toughness
Items of Power

–2
*

Inhuman Toughness
Item of Power

182
164

Spellcraft
Creature Features

*
–1

Lawbreaker
Living Dead

160

Eﬀects & Upgrades
Narcotic Saliva
Can’t Drown; Easy Swimming
Beast Form; Skill Shuﬄe
Bless This House
Drink Blood; The Taste of Death; Blood Frenzy
Breath Weapon
Unbelievable Predictions
The Catch
Channeling; Item Slots
Natural Weapons; Venomous [–2]
See in the Dark; Melt into the Shadows
Home Turf
Demon’s Agenda
Hard to Detect; Small is Big; Wee
Psychic Domination; Create Renfield; Master Dominator [–2];
Possession [–3]
Beast Senses; Beast Trappings; Beast Friend
Feeding Touch; The Taste of Death; Feeding Frenzy
Evocation; You Know What You Know; Specialization; Item Slots
Hunger is Stressful; Limited Reserves; Failure Recovery
Flesh Mask; Idealized Appearance; What Lies Beneath
Gaseous Transformation
See the Dead; Seen by the Dead; Speak to the Dead;
Seek the Dead
Minor Veils; Seemings
Veils; Seemings; True Seemings
Guide My Hand
Holy Touch
Easy to Hit, Hard to Hurt; Everything is Small; Big is Scary;
Easy to Detect
Regular Joe/Regular Jane; Rare or Involuntary Change [+1]
Normal Appearance
Emotion–Touch; Additional Emotion [–1 per]; At Range [–1];
Lasting Emotion [–1]; Potent Emotion [–1]
Total Recovery; Fast Recovery; Vigorous; Shrug It Oﬀ
Improved Initiative; Athletic Ability; Casual Movement;
Almost Too Fast To See
Improved Lifting; Bruising Strength; Superior Strength;
Hammer Blows
Hard to Hurt; Hard to Kill
One–Time Discount [+1 or +2]; It Is What It Is; Unbreakable;
Imparted Abilities
Slippery Slope; Trouble Comes In Threes
Corpse Body; Death is a Nuisance; Dude! You’re Dead!

* This cost may vary. See the individual power description for details.
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Supernatural Powers
Page
169
169
176
177
177
186

Category
Minor Abilities
Minor Abilities
Shapeshifting
Shapeshifting
Shapeshifting
Toughness

Cost
–1
–1
*
–2
*
–6

178

Speed

–6

184

Strength

–6

186
165
186
173
182
188
181
166
174
174
165
170

Toughness
Creature Features
Toughness
Psychic Abilities
Spellcraft
True Faith
Spellcraft
Faerie Magic
Psychic Abilities
Psychic Abilities
Creature Features
Nevernever Powers

–6
–1
–8
–1
–1
–2
–2
–4*
–1
–1
–1
–3

183
186
165
178

Spellcraft
Toughness
Creature Features
Speed

*
–4
–1
–4

183

Strength

–4

186
171
168

Toughness
Nevernever Powers
Items of Power

–4
–2
–3

190

Vampirism

–2

181
177
167
165
170
171

Spellcraft
Shapeshifting
Faerie Magic
Creature Features
Minor Abilities
Nevernever Powers

–3
–4
–4*
–1
0
–2

Power
Mana Static
Marked by Power
Mimic Abilities
Mimic Form
Modular Abilities
Mythic Recovery

Eﬀects & Upgrades
Hexing
Aegis of Respect
Eat Power; Mimic Stunt; Mimic Skill
Take Form
Function Follows Form
Total Recovery; Really Amazingly Fast Recovery; Indefatigable;
Ha! You Call That a Hit?
Mythic Speed
Super Supreme Initiative; Extra Superior Athletic Ability;
Instant Movement; Like the Wind
Mythic Strength
Supreme Lifting; Unstoppable Strength; Supreme Strength;
Devastating Blows
Mythic Toughness
Nearly Impossible to Hurt; Nearly Impossible to Kill
Pack Instincts
Pack Communication
Physical Immunity
Physical Immunity; Stacked Catch [+varies]
Psychometry
Echoes of the Past
Refinement
Refined Spellcraft
Righteousness
Potent Prayer; Desperate Hour
Ritual
Ritual; Item Slots
Seelie Magic
Summer Spellcasting
The Sight
Arcane Senses; Wizard’s Touch; Opening the Third Eye
Soulgaze
Soulgaze; Application of the Sight [+1]
Spider Walk
Like a Spider
Spirit Form
Insubstantial; Variable Manifestation; Variable Visage;
Poltergeist [–2]
Sponsored Magic
(Depends!)
Supernatural Recovery Total Recovery; Faster Recovery; Unfaltering; It’s Nothing
Supernatural Sense
Strange Sense; Strange Senses [–1]; Broad Senses [–2]
Supernatural Speed
Supreme Initiative; Superior Athletic Ability; Eﬀortless
Movement; Faster Than the Eye
Supernatural Strength Superior Lifting; Bludgeoning Strength; Superlative Strength;
Lethal Blows
Supernatural Toughness Harder to Hurt; Harder to Kill
Swift Transition
Everywhere Is A Portal; No Mortal Home [+1]
Sword of the Cross
All Creatures Are Equal Before God; Divine Purpose; Holy;
It’s a Sword; True Aim; Unbreakable; Discount Already Applied
Tattoos of St. Giles
A Warning to Others; Biofeedback; Deeper Reserves;
Supernatural Player; Fellowship Training
Thaumaturgy
Thaumaturgy; Specialization; Item Slots
True Shapeshifting
Multi–Form; Skill Shuﬄe
Unseelie Magic
Winter Spellcasting
Wings
Flight
Wizard’s Constitution Total Recovery; Long Life
Worldwalker
Rift Sense; Rift Maker; Strange Worlds

* This cost may vary. See the individual power description for details.
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Supernatural Powers (Creature Features)
C$ature FeaturH
The abilities listed here are all about the basic
nastiness found in a number of beastly and
monstrous creatures in the Dresdenverse.

Addictive Sa1W –1

Description: Your saliva is a powerful narcotic,
leaving a victim insensate in the short term.
With just a little more exposure, your victim
goes straight from senseless to senselessly
addicted. For those poor saps, detoxing is a
bitch—it’s easier, and more pleasant, just to play
along with whatever you demand of them.
Skills Aﬀected: Fists, Deceit.
Eﬀects:
Narcotic Saliva. You may use your narcotic saliva
in a number of ways. The most common way
in a fight is to spit it at your target or get close
enough to lick him. This is handled with the
Fists skill in either case and may only be done
to someone in the same zone as you—preferably in very close physical proximity—
and it is rolled as a maneuver (page 207). If
successful, you place a temporary aspect on
the target representing the momentary eﬀects
of your venom.
Alternatively, you may make a Fists
attack—setting aside any damage bonus you
might have—to inflict mental stress instead
of physical stress. Any consequences resulting
from such an attack represent the more
lasting eﬀects of the venom—if you score a
moderate consequence or worse, or if you
take your target out, you’ve really gotten your
hooks into him (see below).
Typically, however, this saliva is adminisThat’s
tered out of combat—usually with an act of
disgusting,
intimacy (kissing) or unintentional ingesBilly.
tion (spiking the punch). Roll Deceit with
a +2 bonus against the victim’s Discipline.
They did it
This is considered a “consequential contest”
during the
(see page 193); if you win, you inflict a relevant
masquerade in
consequence (usually ADDICTED) on the
your GRAVE
victim, severity determined by the contest.
PER IL casefile !
Addicts are in pretty bad shape when
dealing with you—you don’t even need to
Still
spend fate points to take advantage of this.
disgusting!
You get to tag (see page 106) their addiction
aspect every time you enter a new scene with
your new victim/pal, making it very easy to
gain—and keep—the upper hand.
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Aquatic –1

Description: You’re an underwater creature,
with the benefits that come from that.
Skills Aﬀected: Athletics.
Eﬀects:
Can’t Drown. You never take stress or consequences from drowning (this is not the same
as an immunity to choking or other means of
suﬀocation).
Easy Swimming. You may ignore all waterbased borders while swimming, making your
underwater “sprints” all the more eﬀective.

B$ath Weapon –2

Description: You’re able to spit or otherwise
throw some sort of self-generated projectile over
a short distance.
Note: You’ll need to lock down this breath
weapon to a single type of eﬀect—e.g., acid, fire,
lightning, etc.—when you take this ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Weapons (this is treated as a
thrown weapon).
Eﬀects:
Breath Weapon. You can attack targets up to
one zone away from you with your breath
weapon. Roll Weapons; if you hit, you deal
+2 physical stress (essentially, this is a thrown
Weapon:2 that you can self-generate). As
with any weapon, you might be able to use
your breath to perform combat maneuvers if
you can justify it, setting temporary aspects
on the scene or on your opponent.

CGws –1

Description: You have claws, fangs, or other
natural weapons that let you add damage when
attacking with your “bare” hands.
Note: Unless you have the ability to conceal
your nature or change your shape (whether
through Flesh Mask, shapeshifting powers, or
the application of a Glamour), your claws are
always visible.
Skills Aﬀected: Fists.
Eﬀects:
Natural Weapons. You have claws (or something
similar) which act as Weapon:2 for your
Fists attacks. This bonus stacks with stress
increases due to Strength abilities (page 183),
but won’t stack with other Weapon:[X]
eﬀects per the usual weapon stacking guidelines (page 202).

Could you take Claws multiple times so you have, say, claws AND fangs?

You can’ t take ANY power multiple times unless it says so; the power covers both anyway.
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Supernatural Powers (Creature Features)
Venomous [–2]. Your claws are venomous.
Make a Fists maneuver; if successful, the
target gains a POISONED aspect.
In each subsequent exchange, the target
must roll Endurance to defend against an
attack from the poison equal to your Fists
score. Once the target concedes or is taken
out (falling unconscious), the attacks stop
(see page 203 for guidelines on being taken
out). However, the damage is already done;
without proper medical attention, a taken
out victim will die soon (within a few hours,
perhaps less), though not immediately.
Proper medical attention will remove the
aspect and end the eﬀect. This is an opposed
roll—you can roll Fists (since that was the
skill for the original attack) to set the diﬃculty to mitigate the poison.

Diminutive Size –1

Description: You’re very small, or able to
become very small at will if you’re a shapeshifter—at the very largest, you’re dwarfed by
even a small human child.
Note: This ability is always in eﬀect unless you
have the ability to shapeshift.
Skills Affected: Alertness, Endurance,
Investigation, Might, Stealth, combat skills.
Eﬀects:
Hard to Detect. You gain +4 to Stealth attempts
to remain hidden.
Small is Big. Being small, you’re much better at
picking up on very small details, gaining a +2
to any perception (Alertness, Investigation)
rolls needed to spot them.
Wee. While small, your Endurance skill is
taken to be no greater than Mediocre for the
purpose of determining your health stress
capacity. Your ability to manipulate objects
and other uses of the Might skill are considered relative to creatures of your small size,
rather than human sized. (Since most diﬃculties are determined for humans, this will
usually impose a penalty between –2 and
–4, or in some cases, forbid the use of Might
at all.)
When your size is a factor in combat, you
can only inflict 1 physical stress per attack
(but this could be improved by damage
bonuses from weapons and the like). Your
ability to cross distances (using Athletics) is
unaﬀected, but you gain a +1 to Athletics for
dodging.

Echœs of < Beаt –1

Description: Some part of you is a beast, an
animal—often due to shapechanging abilities or
something similar. This brings along the benefits
of that animal’s senses.
Musts: Define the type of beast you share a
kinship with at the time you take this ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Varies, but usually Alertness,
Investigation, and Survival.
Eﬀects:
Beast Senses. Whether in human form or
otherwise, your senses are strongly tuned in
a fashion fitting a particular type of beast
(you must specify the senses when you
take the ability, based on what the beast is
known to have). Whenever it seems reasonable that you’d have some sort of beast-born
advantage of the senses (for example, a keen
sense of smell while making an Alertness or
Investigation roll), you get a +1 on the roll.
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Supernatural Powers (Creature Features)

Billy, are
you saying
you can
talk to
dogs?
Woof.

Is that
woof-yes,
or
woof-no?

Beast Trappings. You are able to do one minor
thing that normal people can’t do, related to
the abilities of your beast-kin. This might
be tracking by scent (for a wolf or other
predator), finding your way around while
blind or in total darkness (like a bat), or
hiding in plain sight (like a chameleon). This
ability works like an extra skill trapping (see
page 120) for the skill of your choice.
Alternately, you can choose a skill trapping that already exists and create a circumstance under which you gain a +1 on the roll
that fits your beast kinship. For example, you
might say that, because you’re kin to leopards,
you gain a +1 to Stealth when barefoot.
Beast Friend. You may achieve at least an
instinctual understanding (if not actual
communication) with beasts of a similar
type. This can allow you to make assessment
actions (see page 115) to suss out a particular
animal’s motives.

Hulking Size –2

Description: You’re very large, or able to become
very large at will if you’re a shapeshifter—at the
very largest, as tall as a house.
Note: This ability is always in eﬀect unless you
can shapeshift.
Skills Aﬀected: Fists, Weapons, Stealth, others.
Eﬀects:
Easy to Hit, Hard to Hurt. You’re a pretty big
target, giving any attacker a +1 to hit you
when target size is a factor. But that increase
in body mass means you can soak up more
punishment, adding two boxes to the length
of your physical stress track.
Everything is Small. You cannot meaningfully
interact with any man-sized objects using
skills like Burglary and Craftsmanship (but
knowledge-related rolls are unaﬀected), and
you’ll have trouble fitting through normal
doorways and into rooms (this will confer an
automatic border value of 1 when changing
zones as appropriate). But it also means you
get a +2 to your Might rolls to lift or break
things—on top of any supernatural Strength
bonuses you might have—and a +1 on
Athletics rolls to cover distance with your
gigantic stride.
Big is Scary. You get +2 on any Intimidation
attempt against a target likely to consider
your size an advantage.
Easy to Detect. Your Stealth is automatically
considered to be Mediocre, and you may never
gain more than one shift on a Stealth roll.

Living Dead –1
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Description: You’re dead, but you keep walking
around. It’s kind of gross.
Musts: You’ve got to be dead.
Eﬀects:
Corpse Body. Your body is a corpse. This means
that you cannot recover from consequences
with time, because your body does not regenerate. Any physical consequences you suﬀer
are permanent until you take some kind of
eﬀort to remove them (know any good taxidermists?) or seek supernatural assistance to
reconstruct your body.
Death is a Nuisance. Unless wholly destroyed
or killed by special means, you’re already
dead, and that doesn’t seem to have fazed
you much. No “death” result is ever permanent unless special means are used (usually as
determined by your creature type).
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Supernatural Powers (Creature Features)
Dude! You’re Dead! And that’s pretty scary
to a lot of people. When dealing with folks
unaccustomed to the walking dead (and
that’s most “regular” people), gain a +1 on
Intimidation. The downside? Take a –1
penalty on nearly every other social skill
(except Deceit). For every level of physical
consequence you’ve sustained, increase the
penalty/bonus by –1/+1. That said, the
eﬀect is short-lived with any one target—as
they become accustomed to a reality where
the dead walk, they eventually become inured
to it as an additional reason to be terrified.

Pack InPincts –1

Description: You are part of a pack and share
a certain kind of unspoken, animal communication with one another.
Musts: You must define who is in your pack,
and they all must share this ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Alertness, Investigation, others.
Eﬀects:
Pack Communion. When near another member
of your pack, gain +1 to your Alertness. When
in the same zone as others of your pack, you
may communicate with one another wordlessly. Only single words and simple concepts
may be communicated: attack, protect, follow,
distract. By focusing your senses, you may
make an Investigation roll to pick out the
approximate location of others of your
pack. When ambushed, if any one of your
pack spots the ambush (by succeeding at an
Alertness roll), all packmates are considered
to have won the Alertness roll as well.

Spider Walk –1

Description: You can climb on things the way a
spider would.
Skills Aﬀected: Athletics.
Eﬀects:
Like a Spider. While climbing, you may treat any
surface, no matter the angle, as no more diﬃcult than climbing up a vertical surface with
plenty of handholds. Ceilings? No problem.

SupeYatural Sense –1

Description: You have a supernatural sense of
some sort, enabling you to detect something no
one could normally detect (e.g., smell hope), or
to perceive something normally in situations
where you otherwise couldn’t (see in complete
darkness).

Musts: With each supernatural sense, you must
identify whether this is a purely mystical sense
(using Lore) or a more physical sense (using
Investigation and Alertness as appropriate).
Note: The sense you define can’t be a “gamebreaker” without the GM’s approval—no “hear
someone’s True Name in their heartbeat,” probably no “see through walls.” Alternatively, such
things might be possible, but they should probably cost an extra one or two refresh at least.
A number of abilities already encompass
some portion of supernatural sensory ability.
Don’t purchase this ability unless it’s clearly
something extra, above and beyond what you
already enjoy from your other abilities.
Skills Aﬀected: Alertness, Lore, Investigation.
Eﬀects:
Strange Sense. In situations where you might be
penalized or otherwise told that it’s impossible to sense something, you can nevertheless attempt to sense the thing you’ve defined,
without penalty.
Strange Senses [–1]. You may instead define a
small set of up to three thematically related
supernatural senses.
Broad Senses [–2]. Take this instead of Strange
Senses. You have a wide array of supernatural
senses, easily up to a dozen.

By the
way, there
IS a guy in
Pennsylvania
who can
see through
drywall.
JUST
drywall.

Wings –1

Description: You have wings of some sort—
gossamer as a faerie, leathery and batlike as a
demon—enabling you to fly.
Musts: Your wings are always present and
visible unless you have an ability (Flesh Mask,
shapeshifting powers, or the application of
a Glamour) allowing you to hide them. You
should define the appearance of the wings when
you take this ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Athletics.
Eﬀects:
Flight. You can fly, eliminating or reducing
certain kinds of borders (page 212) and
enabling travel upwards into zones (page 197)
that can’t normally be reached. Winged flight
is governed by the Athletics skill, just as
running is.
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Fae5e Magic
The abilities of the faerie focus heavily on the
appearance of things. Glamours—faerie illusions—are the mode of the day, leading to the
truism: if it looks too good to be true, it probably is,
and it’s probably fae.

GGmours –2

Or perhaps
the size of a
VW Beetle…

Description: You are able to create the basic
glamours of the fae—minor veils and “seemings”
that make something look like what it isn’t.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Deceit.
Eﬀects:
Minor Veils. With a moment of concentration, you may draw a veil over something
(not particularly large—maybe the size of a
small, tight group of people), hiding it from
sight and other means of detection. Use
your Discipline or Deceit to oppose eﬀorts
to discover the veil. If the veil is discovered,
it isn’t necessary pierced—but the discoverer
can tell that it’s there and that it’s wrong.
Seemings. You are able to cause someone or
something to appear to be other than what
it is—usually this is personal, but it may
be used on other objects and people if they
belong to you or have entered a pact with
you. You may use your Discipline or Deceit
skill to oppose any eﬀorts to discover that the
seeming is something other than real.

G$ater GGmours –4

Description: As a pure fae of considerable
power, you are able to create true seemings—
actual objects, or near enough as to make no
difference in the moment (i.e., ectoplasmic
constructs). Your veils are potent and your lesser
seemings are flawless.
Musts: Character must be a pure fae. This
replaces Glamours, if the character previously
had it.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Deceit.
Eﬀects:
Veils. With a moment of concentration, you may
draw a veil over something (not particularly
large—maybe the size of a small, tight group
of people), hiding it from sight and other
means of detection, as with the Minor Veils
eﬀect of Glamours. Use your Discipline or
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Deceit at +2 to oppose any eﬀorts to discover
the veil. You may set aside this +2 bonus to
draw a veil over a whole zone.
Seemings. As with the Glamours effect of
the same name (above). You may use your
Discipline or Deceit skill at +2 to oppose any
eﬀorts to discover the seeming.
True Seemings. You may create an object—and
with some diﬃculty, even ephemeral creatures—out of ectoplasm, the stuff of the
Nevernever. These are not casually detectable as “unreal,” per se, save through magical
means of perception, so they are immune to
most eﬀorts to discover the seeming. As far as
the eﬀects of the object are concerned, simply
give it the same attributes a fully real object
of its type would have. You may only have
one object at a time via seeming—the act of
creating another dismisses the first.

S[1e Magic –4

Description: Drawing on the power of the
Summer Court, you’re able to cast spells that
fit its essential nature: wildness, birth, growth,
renewal, fire. These magics are under the sway
and watch of the Queens of Summer (Lady,
Queen, and Mother), and inevitably making
use of them will catch their notice. While some
might think the Summer Court is all warmth
and light, they should pause to consider that
unbridled growth favors an ebola virus just as
much as it does a pear tree.
Note: The cost is –4 refresh unless you
already practice another kind of true magic
(e.g., Evocation, page 180, or Thaumaturgy,
page 181), in which case the cost is reduced by 1 for
each ability you already possess.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction.
Eﬀects:
Summer Spellcasting. You are able to cast spells
of a deep and true nature, drawing upon
the magics of the Summer Court. Due to
the faerie nature of this power source, it is
less flexible in some areas than mortal spellcasting and is therefore subject to the limitations described in its entry under “Sponsored
Magic” in Spellcasting, page 287.
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Uns[1e Magic –4

Description: Drawing on the power of the
Winter Court, you’re able to cast spells that fit its
essential nature: wildness, death, decay, slumber,
ice. These magics are under the sway and watch
of the Queens of Winter (Lady, Queen, and
Mother), and inevitably making use of them
will catch their notice. While some might think
the Winter Court is all frozen cruelty, they
should remember that without their balance to
Summer, the world of man would end, choked
oﬀ by unbridled nature.
Notes: The cost is –4 refresh unless you
already practice another kind of true magic
(e.g., Evocation, page 180, or Thaumaturgy,
page 181), in which case the cost is reduced by 1
for each ability you already possess.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction.
Eﬀects:
Winter Spellcasting. You are able to cast spells
of a deep and true nature, drawing upon the
magics of the Winter Court. Due to the faerie
nature of this power source, it is less flexible
in some areas than mortal spellcasting and is
therefore subject to the limitations described
in its entry under “Sponsored Magic” in
Spellcasting, page 287.

Items of Power

“Items of Power” is a catch-all category for abilities that are derived not from the person himself,
but from the magical equipment he brings to the
table. Champions of the supernatural heavyweights (OW28), including the Champions of
God (page 73), Knights of the Faerie Courts
(page 78), and other Emissaries of Power
(page 75), might carry such artifacts to battle, as
protection or weaponry.

Item of Power -Va5H

Description: You have an item of great power—
an artifact that goes beyond the ephemeral items
created by spellcasters and alchemists. This is
an artifact with an ancient story, often drawing
its power from some vast supernatural entity
of old.
Musts: An aspect directly referencing the Item
of Power is required. The Item of Power ability
may not be taken multiple times—even if the
character has multiple items of power. A single
instance of the Item of Power ability covers all
such items that the character carries.

Options: Plenty! An Item of Power is a way
to take Minor Abilities, Strength, Toughness,
Speed, or some other abilities (subject to
approval) at a small discount, gaining back a
point or two of refresh based on the nature of
the item (see below).
Skills Aﬀected: Varies.
Eﬀects:
One-Time Discount [+1 or +2]. You regain
two points of refresh for “externalizing” some
of your abilities in the form of the Item of
Power. This assumes that the Item of Power
is reasonably obvious and easy to detect,
like a sword. If the item is diﬃcult to detect,
allowing concealment, you only regain one
point of refresh. This discount only happens
once, even if you have multiple separate Items
of Power.
The refresh cost of the any abilities
“attached” in this way must be at least –3 in
the case of the +2 option, or at least –2 in the
case of the +1 option. In eﬀect, this says that
the net result of taking the Item of Power
ability should still decrease your refresh—
just less so.
It Is What It Is. The item is often based on a
mundane template—a sword, a shield, a
suit of armor—and as such may have some
armor or damage values completely independent of its supernatural nature. Swords will
have damage bonuses like swords, armor will
protect like armor. All the same, the item
should be obvious as something unusual.
Unbreakable. As an Item of Power, it cannot be
broken, save through dedicated magical ritual
predicated upon perverting its purpose. How
this manifests may vary; the item may be
breakable but able to repair itself, or it may
simply refuse to be fractured.
Imparted Abilities. Choose a set of abilities
that are imbued within and imparted by the
Item of Power. Take these abilities normally,
recording their refresh cost and noting that
they’re part of the Item. Abilities outside of
the Minor Abilities, Strength, Toughness,
and Speed categories must be examined
closely by the GM and may be disallowed.
Simply possessing the Item of Power is not
enough to use the abilities. Rules must be
followed, bargains must be made. Work out
the particulars with the GM.
While the item may be “loaned” once in a
while for a specific single task, it is not an easy

What the
hell is that
athame that
Lea got her
hands on?
Still need
to figure
that out...
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So the guy
getting the
loaned Item
of Power
doesn’t have
to spend any
refresh or
fate points?
That’s right,
so long as the
possessor of the
Item is living and
able to spend.
Otherwise you’ ll
have to use
the Temporary
Powers rules
(page 92) to
handle the
situation.
(If Murphy picked
up Shiro’s sword
for a short
time, there’s
no Shiro to
foot the bill.)
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thing to do: the owner of the item must pay a
fate point for every scene in which he allows
another to enjoy its benefits, or the item fails
to work for the recipient. The recipient must
still obey the rules associated with the Item
of Power.

Sword of < Cross –3

Description: You possess one of the three
Swords of the Cross, their hilts reportedly
forged from the nails that fixed Christ to the
Cross. Those bearing the Swords are called the
Knights of the Cross.
Musts: You must have a destiny or calling to
inherit the Sword, represented as a high concept
or template.
Skills Aﬀected: Weapons, others.
Eﬀects:
All Creatures Are Equal Before God. This is the
truest purpose of the Swords of the Cross,
the ability that makes even ancient dragons
take pause when facing a Knight. When
facing an opponent, the Knight may spend a
fate point to ignore that opponent’s defensive
abilities (Toughness based ones, primarily),
as well as any mundane armor the foe has, for
the duration of the scene. In essence, a Sword
of the Cross may take the place of whatever it
is that a creature has a weakness to (whatever
“the Catch” is on their Toughness powers, see

The fate point isn’ t need ed when a
Knight is fighting something that’s
already vulnerable to Holy objects.

page 185), on demand, so long as the Knight
can spend that fate point—particularly
handy when facing ultra-tough Denarians or
true dragons. Whatever abilities a creature
may have, the job of a Sword of the Cross
is creating a mostly even playing field—
or something very much like it—between
mortal and monster.
Divine Purpose. A Sword of the Cross may
only be swung with true selfless purpose in
mind and heart; if this is not the case, the
bond between the Knight and the Sword is
broken and may only be restored by undergoing some sort of trial of faith. When swung
without such purpose in mind and heart, the
blow does not land (any attack roll automatically fails), the bond is immediately broken,
and the sword falls from the wielder’s hand.
Basically, the GM and player should look
at the description above as a guideline for
how to compel the high concept attached to
the sword—your character might be tempted
to use the sword for selfish reasons, and could
either receive a fate point to stay his hand
or succumb to the temptation and lose the
sword temporarily. If another takes up the
sword and swings it selfishly, your Knight is
still responsible for how the sword is used,
with similar repercussions.
Holy. This weapon is a powerful holy symbol in
its own right. Its very touch is like holy water
or that of a cross or other symbol of faith
backed by the belief of the possessor.
It’s a Sword. A Sword of the Cross always takes
the form of a sword, though the precise
type of sword may change through the ages.
There are only three in existence (OW74). As
a sword, it possesses the damage and other
attributes of any sword (page 202).
True Aim. When swung in keeping with its
purpose, a Sword of the Cross grants a +1 to
the wielder’s Weapons skill.
Unbreakable. As an Item of Power, it cannot be
broken, save through dedicated magical ritual
predicated upon perverting its purpose.
Discount Already Applied. As an Item of Power,
the sword already includes the one-time
discount (page 167). This means that if the
character possesses more than one Item of
Power, the one-time discount will not apply
on that second item. If the Sword of the
Cross is the second or subsequent artifact the
character gains, the refresh cost is –5.
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Minor Abi1tiH
The minor supernatural abilities that exist in the
world are too numerous to be categorized easily.
All the same, you’ll find some in the “Psychic
Abilities” section starting on page 172, and a few
more are listed here. Usually these abilities oﬀer
some small advantage, but in many cases they
also come with a disadvantage or a price.

Cloak of ShaVws –1

Description: You and the shadows are as one.
You’re able to melt into the shadows with ease;
the cover of night oﬀers easy concealment.
Skills Aﬀected: Stealth, perception skills.
Eﬀects:
See in the Dark. Perception skill rolls are not
penalized by darkness.
Melt into the Shadows. You’re more eﬀective
than most at hiding in a reasonably sized
area of darkness or shadow. Under the cover
of darkness, you get a +2 bonus to your
Stealth rolls.

GhoP Speaker –1

Description: You see dead people. All the time.
Some people mistakenly refer to you as an ectomancer (a kind of Focused Practitioner—see
page 76), but your ability is more instinctual and
you are not technically a spellcaster (although
this ability can be added on top of an existing
spellcaster if the character template allows for it).
Skills Aﬀected: Social and perception skills.
Eﬀects:
See the Dead. You have no problems perceiving
the presence of spirits and ghosts, unless
they are deliberately trying to conceal themselves—in which case it’s Investigation (or
Alertness) vs. Stealth.
Seen by the Dead. Spirits and ghosts have no
problem perceiving you as well, regardless of how tenuous their manifestation is
(page 170)—they recognize you as a conduit
to the mortal world and will readily come
forward to contact you. This means such
creatures will see and find you more easily
than other people, when all other factors are
equal. Spirits get a +2 when trying to perceive
or locate you.
Speak to the Dead. You can speak and otherwise
communicate directly with ghosts and other
invisible or incorporeal spirits, without any
need to perform thaumaturgy.

Seek the Dead. The dead seek you out, and it
goes the other way as well—enough so that
you may use Contacts to seek out information and specific individuals among the dead.

Mana Static –1

Description: Despite not being a mortal practitioner of magic, you have a tendency to cause
technology to short out the way a wizard or
other mortal spellcaster does.
Musts: If the character ever takes a spellcasting
ability, it replaces this one.
Skills Aﬀected: Varies.
Note: While we don’t have documentation of
this sort of ability in our casefiles, it’s pretty
WHOSE
well supported by theory. There are plenty of
theory?
folks out there with undeveloped magical talent,
and it’s easy to see how they might first—and
Bob’s.
perhaps only—manifest the hexing aspect of
their abilities.
At your suggestion!
Eﬀects:
Hexing. You can hex technology deliberately,
My mom
as described on page 228. You may need to roll
your Discipline skill occasionally to keep seems to hex
your emotions in check and avoid accidentally every bit of
hexing technology, but you make these rolls
technology
at +2 due to the relative weakness of your
she comes in
“talent.”
contact with
Marked by Power –1
and as far
Description: You’ve been marked by something
as I know
powerful, in a way recognizable to those with a
she doesn’ t
magical aﬃnity. Such people and creatures will
have any
think twice about acting against you, but they’ll
spellcasting
also see you as a representative of the thing that’s
abilities, so
marked you.
it makes
Musts: Your high concept must reflect the creature or person who has marked you.
sense to me.
Skills Aﬀected: Varies.
Eﬀects:
Aegis of Respect. A magical mark is upon you,
placed by a creature or person of significant power. It’s not that the mark provides
any actual protection, but magically aware
people and creatures can perceive this mark
upon you and word tends to get around that
you’ve been “claimed.” Whenever dealing with
someone in the magical community, all of
your social skill rolls operate at a +1 bonus.
The downside, of course, is that people tend
to see you as a representative of the thing
that marked you, which can lead to some
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uncomfortable entanglements and assumptions. If you absolutely must conceal this
mark, you can, but it takes some concentration—use any appropriate skill (Stealth or
Deceit, usually) restricted by Discipline to do
so, but you can’t do anything stressful (like
combat) without dropping the concealment.

Being able Wizard’s ConPitution –0
to keep my Description: You are a wizard, or are like a
left hand wizard—incredibly long lived for a human, able
isn’t “minor.” to recover from injuries just a little better than
Yeah, in real
life, that’s
huge. But in
GAME TERMS,
the amount of
time required
for your hand
to heal makes
it less of an
advantage.
Same thing
goes for an
abnormally long
lifespan—that’s
awesome for
people, but has
little day to
day impact in
terms of game
mechanics.

the next guy.
Note: This ability is replaced by any Inhuman
or better Recovery or Toughness ability, if any
such abilities are taken. In terms of game eﬀects,
the uses of this ability are so minor that they’re
really almost cosmetic; hence the zero cost.
Skills Aﬀected: Endurance.
Eﬀects:
Total Recovery. You’re able to recover from physical harm that would leave a normal person
permanently damaged. You can recover
totally from any consequence—excluding
extreme physical ones—with no other excuse
besides time; simply waiting long enough
will eventually heal you completely. (Many
wizards use this ability to avoid hospitals,
where their tendency to disrupt technology
can put others in serious danger.)
Long Life. As a side-eﬀect of your improved
ability to recover from injury, your lifespan
is significantly extended. In game terms this
will rarely have relevance, but it’s why the
Senior Council of the White Council of
wizards can talk at length about the events of
the American Civil War (many of them were
there) and several can go back even further
than that.

Nevernever Powers
This category of powers is for those creatures
other than Faeries that are strongly rooted in the
Nevernever—like spirits and ghosts—as well
as the ability to aﬀect or reach the Nevernever
easily.

DemHne –1
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Description: As a spirit that has been linked
to the mortal world, you naturally create a
space within the Nevernever tied to that place

or concept. This space reflects the landscape of
your “mind.”
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline.
Eﬀects:
Home Turf. You have an immense amount of
control over the features of your demesne; the
“local reality” bends to your will. You automatically succeed at any declarations about
the physical form of your demesne, and in
combat you can roll Discipline to place scene
aspects in the demesne. You can even roll
your Discipline as a physical attack against
intruders, using the nature of the Nevernever
to harm opponents.

Spi5t Form –3

Description: You are an incorporeal spirit form,
able to pass through walls and other barriers in
the mortal world (thresholds still have an almost
physical reality to you, however).
Skills Aﬀected: Many.
Eﬀects:
Insubstantial. You are incorporeal, able to
pass through walls, reducing most borders
(page 212) to zero. Thresholds (page 230),
however, will act as physical barriers to you.
Without also taking Physical Immunity
(page 186) to a broad range of eﬀects, you can
still be harmed by physical attacks.
Variable Manifestation. You must manifest
visibly to truly perceive anything “useful”
about the world around you. Even when
largely separated from the world, your presence may be felt by those with a high Lore or
other means of magical sensitivity.
Variable Visage. As a spirit, your form may
change somewhat in response to your mood
or idea of self, causing you to appear more
fearsome or beautiful, granting a +2 to
appropriate social actions based on appearance (Intimidation for a fearsome appearance, Rapport or Deceit for a beautiful one).
Usually this is as an exaggeration of your
“normal” appearance in some way.
Poltergeist [–2]. If you take this upgrade, your
manifestation is reinforced with solid ectoplasm and able to manipulate objects in the
mortal world. When doing so, you may use
your Conviction instead of your Might to
move heavy things. You may use physical
combat skills to aﬀect the world as well.
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Swift Transition –2

Description: Most supernatural creatures may
cross over into the Nevernever naturally, so
long as they are in a place that particularly resonates with their nature (White Court vampires,
for example, tend to disappear mysteriously in
the backs of strip clubs). With this ability, a
spirit or other creature may cross over into the
Nevernever from nearly anywhere at all.
Skills Aﬀected: Many.
Eﬀects:
Everywhere is a Portal. You may transition to
the Nevernever from nearly any location
in the mortal world, so long as you are not
forcibly restrained by some magical or ritual
means.
No Mortal Home [+1]. If it suits your
concept—such as with ghosts—you are so
native to the Nevernever that you are pulled
to it if given no strong reason to remain in the
mortal realm. If you make this choice, then
under high stress or magical assault, you may
need to make Discipline rolls (against a diﬃculty in line with the strength of an attack,
etc.) in order to remain in the mortal world.
If knocked unconscious or otherwise wholly
incapacitated, you immediately transition to
the Nevernever, for better or for worse.

Worldwalker –2

Description: You have a natural ability to cross
into and out of the Nevernever by opening a
gateway. Others in close proximity to you may
pass through this opening as well—and things
within the Nevernever may use it to get out.
You’re also adept at finding places where the
barrier between this world and the Nevernever
is weak and permeable, bypassing the need to
open a rift yourself.
Skills Affected: Investigation, Lore, and
Survival.
Notes: This is another “extrapolated” ability,
not documented in Harry’s casefiles, but pretty
well supported by theory. It’s already true that
many supernatural creatures can cross over into
the Nevernever in places that share an aﬃnity
with their kind (such as the White Court ability
to step into and out of the Nevernever at strip
clubs and brothels), so it seems reasonable that
someone with a little bit of latent magic ability
would be able to manifest a similar kind of
aﬃnity.

It’s also worth observing that spellcasters
usually needn’t worry about this ability—their
spellcraft abilities already provide the ability to
detect and open rifts between the mortal realm
and the Nevernever.
Eﬀects:
Rift Sense. You’re able to sense places where the
fabric of reality is weak, allowing easy passage
into or out of the Nevernever. You may use
Investigation or Lore to find such places.
Rift Maker. You are able to tear a temporary hole
between this world and the next, allowing
people and things to pass into or out of the
Nevernever for a few seconds (it takes a true
spellcaster to hold a rift open for longer). You
may only do this once per scene (or per hour,
if more appropriate). Some supernatural
power-players will get a bit agitated or excited
about this, however, since this inevitably
weakens the fabric between the Nevernever
and our own world in a given location.
Strange Worlds. By dint of using this ability
and not, y’know, dying or getting enslaved in
Faerie or the like, you’ve had enough exposure
to the Nevernever to have a degree of familiarity with it. All Lore and Survival checks
regarding the geography of the Nevernever
and other trivia involving it are made at +2,
and you may use Lore instead of Survival
while there.

Do various
creatures
need to take
Worldwalker in
order to
cross over
into the
Nevernever?
Not really,
so long as
they stick to
crossing over
only where
the have an
“affinity”.
Lust-vampires
can cross over
in brothels,
Fetches can
pass through
mirrors, etc,
without
Worldwalker.
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Psychic Abi1tiH
Psychic abilities seem to divide into two types—
ones which are more trouble than they’re worth
(using the Sight can drive you mad; Cassandra’s
Tears is more a source of sorrow than solace),
and those which break the hell out of the Laws
of Magic (Domination being a good example).
How does
this ability
reconcile
with the
precognition
of Abby?

CassFra’s Tears –0

Description: You are aﬄicted by the condition
known as Cassandra’s Tears—you have a limited
ability to see the future and predict the shape
of things to come. But there’s a big downside:
most people simply ignore or won’t believe your
warnings.
Musts: You must take CASSANDRA’S TEARS or
I'm not sure. some similar variant as an aspect (because it’s
going to get compelled—lots).
Skills Aﬀected: Social skills.
For the benefit
Eﬀects:
of foresight
without epileptic Unbelievable Predictions. You are able to make
precognitive predictions or receive them from
seizures, those
the GM. This places an aspect on the “world”
with Cassandra's
related to the prediction that remains until it
Tears suffer an
comes true or is otherwise resolved. See the
infuriating social
guidelines on page 324 for more details about
consequence.
predictions. Whenever trying to warn people
about what you foresee, you are at a –2 to any
Hmm. I’ ll have
attempts to convince them that what you’re
saying is correct.
to see what
I can cook up
Domination –2
for Abby on
Description: This ability is most commonly
her sheet...
seen among a segment of Black Court vampires.
Given a captive victim, a skilled Black Court
maybe it’s
vampire or other creature with this ability can
a different
break down the target’s will through direct
ability, or
psychic assault. It’s not subtle, and it’s not pretty,
the same one
and it usually leaves a wreck of a mind in its
with different wake.
conditions
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline.
for penalty.
Eﬀects:
Psychic Domination. Given a helpless captive,
you may use your Discipline skill as an
overt psychic attack, dealing mental stress
and consequences until the victim’s mind is
entirely under your sway. While the victim
may defend with his own Discipline, he
usually can’t counter-attack, and eventually he’ll just be whittled down—especially
if you get creative with the “preparation” of
your victim.
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Create Renfield. If you manage to take out a
victim using this method, you have the option
of turning the character into a “Renfield”
(OW86): a horribly broken individual, with
nothing left to do except foam at the mouth
and fanatically execute on your instructions.
It takes a day to create a Renfield in this
fashion.
Master Dominator [–2]. If you take this
upgrade, increase your psychic attacks to +2
stress on a successful hit and you can create
enhanced Renfields with Inhuman Strength
(page 183), Inhuman Recovery (page 185),
and lifespans of no longer than a month.
It takes three days to create an enhanced
Renfield.
Possession [–3]. This variant is seen most
commonly among demons; with this upgrade,
you may fully possess your victim once you’ve
taken him out with your domination attack.
Your domination attacks inflict +2 stress on
successful hits. This upgrade is possible only
when combining this power with another
that allows you to become insubstantial.
Gaseous Form (page 175) could allow you to
possess a victim by way of inhalation, while
Spirit Form (page 170) would allow you to
simply “step into” the victim’s body. Once
you’ve taken possession, you may control
your victim completely—without any easy
telltales of mind control—and gain access to
all of their physical abilities and many of their
mental ones. Once someone has a reason to
be suspicious, you must use your Deceit to
defend against discovery.

Inci: Emotion –1

Description: You are able to incite certain
strong emotions in a target—usually emotions
of passion or pain. Dark or morally “corrupt”
emotions (lust, wrath, despair, and others) are
the usual ones available. Emotions created by
this ability are real, but not True, so True Love,
Courage, Hope, and so forth are oﬀ the table.
Options: This ability costs 1 refresh to start
and requires you to pick a single emotion you
can incite, be it rage, lust, fear, protectiveness,
or the like. More potent versions (see below)
may be purchased by increasing the refresh cost.
The emotion this ability incites may be changed
under special circumstances, as part of character
development.
Skills Aﬀected: Deceit, Intimidation.
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Eﬀects:
Emotion-Touch. If you can touch someone, you
can make him feel something. You’re able
to do maneuvers at +2 to your roll (using
Intimidation for anger or fear and Deceit for
every other emotion) that force an emotion
on a target (as a temporary aspect), so long
as you’re in the same zone as he is and you
can physically touch him. The victim defends
with his Discipline. You may be able to
prevent the victim from taking other actions
as well if you do this as a block (page 210)
instead of as a maneuver.
Additional Emotion [–1 or more]. For every
point of refresh spent on this upgrade, you
can choose another emotion to use with your
Incite Emotion ability. All other upgrades
apply to any emotions you can incite.
At Range [–1]. You may use this ability on
targets up to one zone away without touching
them.
Lasting Emotion [–1]. If you increase the
refresh cost of this ability by 1, you gain the
ability to do Emotion-Touch as a mental attack
instead of a mere maneuver or block. If such
an attack hits, you gain a +2 stress bonus on a
successful hit (as though it were Weapon:2),
increasing the chances of inflicting a mental
consequence (and thus, a more lasting
emotional state). The victim defends with his
Discipline.

Potent Emotion [–1]. The Lasting Emotion
upgrade is a prerequisite to this one. You get
another +2 stress bonus on successful attacks
as per Lasting Emotion, as though you had
Weapon:4.

Psychometry –1

Description: You have a semi-magical
(“psychic”) talent for catching glimpses of the
past when you touch objects.
Skills Aﬀected: Investigation.
Eﬀects:
Echoes of the Past. You can perform an assessment action on the history of a given object
that you are able to touch and contemplate.
This is a standard Investigation roll, but
instead of searching a physical location,
you are rifling through the situations that
the object has been exposed to in the past,
looking for glimpses of something significant.
Psychometry assessments are more diﬃcult
than normal (Good or higher), so even with
a high roll, you may only get one aspect or
fact, and you may not receive any additional
context to help you make sense of it.
For example, a knife used as a murder
weapon might only give you fleeting images
from the scene, not enough to make a positive
ID on the killer; but you might see something
like A BUTTERFLY NECKLACE that you can
tag later as a clue on a future roll.
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T הSight –1

Description: Wizards and others have learned
to open their third eye, perceiving the magical
world in great detail. The downside here is that
the often phantasmagorical images are burned
into their brains—never forgotten, always vivid.
Musts: You must have a high concept that
shows either that you are a spellcaster or that
you have received training of some kind to open
your third eye.
Skills Aﬀected: Lore, Discipline.
Eﬀects:
Arcane Senses. Even with your third eye closed
you have heightened arcane senses. You may
use Lore as if it were an arcane Investigation
skill as well as an arcane Alertness skill. You
also gain +1 to Lore when using it in this
fashion.
Wizard’s Touch. As another aspect of your
arcane senses, when you touch another being
who has some magic potential, the GM may
ask you to roll Lore to catch just a hint of a
“spark”—indicating their nature as something other than mundanely mortal. Even on
a failed roll, you might experience some sort
of sense that something is “oﬀ,” without being
able to pin it down.
Opening the Third Eye. You may use the Sight
to fully open your third eye, with all of the
risks and rewards that come with it. See
page 223 for details on how the Sight works.

Soulgaze –1

Description: Wizards (and a rare few others)
have the ability to gaze upon another’s soul
directly—but only the first time they make more
than a moment of eye contact, and only if the
one they gaze upon actually has a mortal soul.
When it doesn’t happen, that in and of itself is
an interesting piece of information!
Skills Aﬀected: Conviction, Discipline.
Eﬀects:
Soulgaze. You are subject to the uses and eﬀects
of Soulgaze as described on page 226.
Application of the Sight [+1]. If you have the
Sight, above, you may take Soulgaze for free
if you so choose. It’s not mandatory.
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ShapHhifting
Shapeshifting can happen solely in the mind,
but more often it is an alteration of the body.
The changed form may be greater or smaller in
size than the original.
The True Shapeshifting ability (below,
page 177) is rarely possible for a mortal mind to
bear—the stress and strain placed on the sense
of self inevitably leads to a psychotic break of
some sort. (This may be why those mortals who
do learn how to shapeshift rarely enjoy more
than a single, fixed alternate form—such as
werewolves of the Alpha style.)
Whatever the case, this is very much a case of
(mental) function follows form—changing the
body may well be the easiest part. What to do
with the mind when this happens—that’s paramount, at least as far as mortal shapeshifters are
concerned. Most supernatural creatures already
have it covered—or aren’t particularly bothered
by petty things like psychosis. Others conquer
this problem with a variety of limitations,
magical “cheats,” or just good hard training.
Unless explicitly noted otherwise, shapeshifting may be done as a supplemental action.

Beаt Change –1

Description: You’re able to take on the form of a
beast, rearranging the priorities of your skill list.
Musts: You must define the particular kind of
beast that you change into.
Skills Aﬀected: Many.
Eﬀects:
Beast Form. You take on the shape and appearance of the beast you specified at the time you
took this ability. This only covers a cosmetic
change of form and does not convey additional abilities like Claws (page 162) or any
supernatural Strength, Speed, or Toughness
abilities—you will need to take those separately to get the appropriate benefit.
Skill Shuﬄe. You may shuﬄe around your skills
for a diﬀerent configuration while changed
(using the same number of skill points and
following the same rules as during character
creation, page 65), so long as any knowledge
or social skills are not given a higher value
by the change. In other words, you can’t
suddenly know more about Shakespeare just
because you’re a wolf (or whatever). Physical
and perception skills, however, may (and
perhaps should) be increased in this way.
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Supernatural Powers (Shapeshifting)
Demonic Co-Pilot –1

Description: Running around in a body that
isn’t yours is hard, so you contract out the hard
work to a spirit. Usually an evil, angry one.
Musts: You should have an aspect referencing
this pact in some way. The GM is going to be
compelling it. The GM should think about what
the co-pilot’s agenda is.
Skills Aﬀected: Ones used by the shapeshifted
form.
Eﬀects:
Demon’s Agenda. You gain a +1 on any skill roll
that’s in keeping with your shapeshifted form
or demonic co-pilot’s agenda (often having
to do with gleeful murder). When doing so,
you must roll Discipline against the result,
as if you were defending against an attack.
Failure to defend results in mental stress as
if from an attack; psychological consequences
that result are set by the GM, in line with the
demon’s agenda.

F9sh Mаk –1

Description: This is a variant on Human Guise
(page 176) that oﬀers a few extra benefits. Most
commonly used by Red Court vampires, a Flesh
Mask is a real-seeming outer layer of ectoplasmic flesh, usually embodying an idealized
human form. But the creature beneath can move
around inside, sometimes able to perform small
actions underneath its very “skin,” likely unnoticed by those around it.
Skills Aﬀected: Social skills, Stealth.
Eﬀects:
Flesh Mask. The flesh mask is a pliable outer
shell of false flesh, made of ectoplasm. The
true creature beneath can tear through this
mask with ease, discarding it to take its true
form. Similarly, the flesh mask may be ripped
away from the creature by particularly vicious
attacks—any physical attack that inflicts
a consequence of any size is sure to pierce
the mask, at least a little. It takes only a few
minutes for a flesh mask to be restored after it
has been removed, whatever the means.

Idealized Appearance. Your flesh mask has a
Why the
single appearance—usually a stunningly
hell wou ld
attractive version of the human you were som eon e want
before you became a vampire. Any social
a Demonic
action where appearance is a primary factor Co-Pilot in
gains a +2 on the roll, so long as the target
his head?
of your action is not aware of the horror that
I sure don’ t.
lies beneath the outer veneer.
But it’s a
What Lies Beneath. You may move around
within your flesh mask, so long as the motions hexenwulf thing,
are small and subtle—such as pulling your so it’s in here.
real arm out of the mask-arm and pointing a
I repeat my
small gun at your opponent. Keeping such an
question!
action concealed is done with a simple Deceit
or Stealth roll.

Gаeous Form –3

Description: Certain Black Court vampires
may have the ability to turn into a cloud of
gas, seeping under door cracks, traveling great
distances undetected, and so on. Other creatures
may do this as well.
Skills Aﬀected: Various.
Eﬀects:
Gaseous Transformation. You may transform into a gaseous cloud. In gas form,
you set aside all ability to act in exchange
for the Physical Immunity ability (page 186)
with a Catch of any of your normal weaknesses, if you have any, plus the vulnerabilities a cloud of gas might have; the ability to
fly à la the Wings ability (page 165); and the
Insubstantial eﬀect of Spirit Form (page 170).
The only real actions available to you are
movement and maneuvers—you cannot
attack or block while in this form. It takes a
whole exchange to make the transformation.
While in this form, you’re potentially
vulnerable to things that can aﬀect a gaseous
cloud: someone could bottle up part of you
if he got oﬀ a good enough “attack;” a strong
head-wind could impede travel, adding
borders to zones if you are trying to float into
the face of it. However, you may be able to
ignore other border values entirely by seeping
through cracks under doors or windows,
traveling through ventilation systems, and
so forth. You’ll still be stopped by something
airtight and slowed down by something that’s
mostly airtight.

Did someone cut the cheese,
or is Mavra in the house?
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What happens
if you
shapeshift
out of a
form that
has a power
ability with
extra stress
boxes? And
what if those
boxes are
checked off?

Human Form +1

Description: You’re a shapeshifter, but when
you haven’t shapeshifted, you’re just a normal
person.
Skills Aﬀected: Varies.
Eﬀects:
Regular Joe/Regular Jane. Specify which of
your supernatural abilities (usually most
or all of them) are unavailable to you when
you’re not shapeshifted into your “powered”
form. As long as you specify at least 2 points
worth of supernatural powers, you gain back
1 point of refresh for making this choice. If
You lose access
you only have 1 point of supernatural powers
to those
aﬀected by this, Human Form is not worth
boxes, but the
any refresh.
checkmarks
Rare or Involuntary Change [+1]. If you are
don’ t go away.
only rarely able to take your powered form
You aren’ t
(due to involuntary change, rare times of
the day or month or year, etc.), you regain
instantly
two points of refresh for taking this ability,
taken out,
instead of one. The total cost of the abilities
but if you
aﬀected by the Human Form must be greater
later bring
than the amount of refresh points paid back
those boxes
by this eﬀect. So to get this version of Human
BACK, they’ ll
Form, it must aﬀect at least 3 refresh points’
worth of powers.
still have
those check
Human Guise –0
marks unless
Description: Congratulations, you pretty much
enough time
look like everyone else.
has passed.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline.
Notes: The eﬀects of this ability are so minor
that they’re really considered to be almost
cosmetic, at least in terms of the impact on the
game mechanics; hence the zero cost. Ghouls are
one example of a creature with this ability, as are
White Court vampires.
Bob, concerning Eﬀects:
the highlighted Normal Appearance. You have a number of
supernatural abilities (often from “Creature
text to the
Features” on page 162, though others may
right—this
apply) that give you an appearance that’s
is because
noticeably, often horrifically, diﬀerent from
Kravos was
normal folks. With this ability, you are able
to take on a human guise that conceals
just a sorcerer
your supernatural nature from mundane
before, right?
senses. Supernaturally gifted individuals
may still sense your unusual nature using
Yes.
Investigation, Alertness, or Lore.
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Your other abilities are still technically
available to you while you’re looking normal,
unlike with Human Form (see this page).
The moment you choose to use your powers,
however, the human guise drops away. So
long as you do not use your abilities, you
don’t give away your nature to mundane
senses—though under times of great stress or
high emotion, you may be called on to make a
Discipline roll to keep the guise in place.

Mimic Abi1tiH -Va5H

Description: You are able to mimic the abilities
of another individual, at least to an extent.
Musts: You must set aside a number of points of
your refresh equal to the maximum total refresh
value of any mortal stunts and supernatural abilities you wish to copy from a target. These are
called your mimic points.
Skills Aﬀected: Many.
Eﬀects:
Eat Power. You may clone the supernatural
powers of your target (see below) under
particular circumstances. This cloning is only
possible if you lay hands on a significant part
of the victim—such as his brain, his heart,
or a large portion of his magic power. If the
victim is not dead from this, then he is at
least diminished while you access his abilities
(reflected by a consequence resulting from
the attack that allowed you to steal from him,
the terms arrived at when taking him out,
etc.). This is what gave the Nightmare not
only Harry’s form but also his advanced spellcrafting abilities in the GRAVE PERIL casefile.
The cloning may be undone if the victim
is able to turn tables on you and reclaim what
you’ve stolen from him. Usually this requires
winning some sort of supernatural or magical
conflict with you, though it probably goes
without saying that killing you will restore
the victim’s power.
You can keep your mimic points configured in a certain way indefinitely. If you
switch out your current set of powers for a
new one, however, you can’t go back to your
previous “settings”—you’d have to eat those
powers again to have access to them.
Mimic Stunt. You are able to clone any of your
target’s mortal stunts. You must clone these
abilities by temporarily paying for them out
of your mimic points (above).

c more
es, can a PC mimi
For Mimic Abilitiat
a time? O r someone
than one person first
session? I’ d say no. It’s a bit of an “evil people eater” power,
from before the
so it should be treated very strictly when in PC hands.
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Supernatural Powers (Shapeshifting)

Mimic Skill. Allocate one mimic point to copy
any one of your target’s skills. This replaces
your actual rating with that skill while the
allocation remains in place.

Mimic Form –2

Description: You are able to mimic the appearance of another, given the right materials to
work with: ideally a piece of their flesh, some
strands of hair, a patch of skin, or a vial of blood.
(Mortal monster-hunters, take heed!)
Skills Aﬀected: Deceit, others.
Eﬀects:
Take Form. You may take on the form, voice,
and other seemings of another individual,
provided you have possession of something
significant of theirs—the better the object,
the more convincing the copy. You roll Deceit
at +4 to fool others if your mimicked appearance is close to perfect; the bonus decreases
significantly if you don’t have the right “fuel.”

You fleshy types leave so much detritus
around, it’s a shock that more creatures don’t
take advantage of it.
ModuGr Abi1tiH -Va5H

Description: You can improve your physique,
taking on a variety of abilities as you change
your form.
Musts: You must “pre-pay” a number of refresh
points equal to the maximum total value of the
abilities you want to be able to change around at
will, plus a surcharge of two refresh (so a pool
of 7 points would cost 9 refresh: the base of 7,
plus 2). These are called your form points.
Options: None.

Skills Aﬀected: Varies.
Eﬀects:
Function Follows Form. You may shapeshift
your form to take on a variety of abilities,
taking a full action to change them around.
When making such a change, you may reallocate some or all of your form points (see
above) to purchase new abilities, focusing
on those available as Creature Features
(page 162), certain Minor Abilities (page 169),
Speed (page 178), Strength (page 183), and
Toughness (page 184).

True ShapHhifting –4

Description: You are able to shapeshift into
a variety of human and non-human (usually
animate) forms.
Options: None, but the Modular Abilities
power (above) is recommended.
Skills Aﬀected: Varies.
Eﬀects:
Multi-Form. You may take on nearly any
humanoid or beastly form as a supplemental
action. Changing into something else—say,
a tree, a vacuum cleaner, a water bed—takes
a longer amount of time, usually several
actions, or even minutes, depending on how
diﬀerent. Concealing your true nature while
in these forms is casually easy, but if you
do something to call it into suspicion, your
attempts to evade detection are at +4 on your
Deceit or Stealth rolls.
Skill Shuﬄe. As with the skill-shuﬄing eﬀect
of the same name under the Beast Change
power (page 174), only with multiple diﬀerent
configurations to suit the form you take.

A waterbed? Waveless or free flow?

Okay, how
about if you
shapeshift
into a form
that has a
Recovery
power. Is
that... uh,
legal?
Yep. My
reasoning is
that really
potent shapeshifters are
probably able
to focus their
power on healing
when it’s not
focused on
doing something
else. A GM can
decide it’s NOT
legal though—
it’s her game
to arbitrate
after all. And
If you want
reliable access
to healing, buy
it separately.
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Sp[d

Which is why
I practice
sprinting,
to narrow
that edg e
of theirs.
So what are
all these
“difficulty
factors due
to moving”,
Billy? I’ve
looked at
skulking on
page 143 and
modifying
difficulties
for movement
on page 312
and I’m still
confused!
Well, the
difficulty
modification
stuff is
mostly about
looking at
the situation
and adding
+2 for each
factor that
works against
the stealthy
individual.
So here, each
“reduced by
two” amounts
to “ignore one
factor”.
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When it comes right down to it in the battle
between mankind and creatures of darkness, the
creatures have the upper hand when it comes
to physical capability. One such area is speed—
simply, most of them have the ability to move
faster than we can.
Like any of the physical “building block”
categories (see also Strength on page 183, and
Toughness on page 184), Speed is divided first
and foremost into three levels—Inhuman,
Supernatural, and Mythic. You must have a high
concept that fits taking one of these abilities.
The Mythic level is nearly always reserved for
potent NPCs.

Inhuman Sp[d –2

Description: You are very fast, just past the edge
of human capability.
Skills Aﬀected: Athletics, Alertness, and some
other physical skills.
Eﬀects:
Improved Initiative. Your Alertness is at +4 for
the purpose of determining initiative.
Athletic Ability. All your Athletics checks
are made at +1, including dodging.
When sprinting (see page 212), this bonus is
increased to +2.
Casual Movement. Whenever moving as part
of another physical activity, you may move
one zone without taking the –1 penalty for a
supplemental action (page 213).
Almost Too Fast To See. Diﬃculty factors due
to moving are reduced by two when rolling
Stealth.

SupeYatural Sp[d –4

Description: You’re able to move far faster
than the eye can see—or at least so fast that
what’s seen is only a blur. You can cross physical
distances easily and quickly; acting before ordinary mortals do is trivial.
Notes: This ability replaces Inhuman Speed if
taken.
Skills Aﬀected: Athletics, Alertness, Stealth,
and some other physical skills.

Eﬀects:
Supreme Initiative. You always go first in initiative order in a conflict, regardless of your
Alertness rating. If there are other entities present who share this ability, you must
then use Alertness to resolve initiative order
among yourselves. If someone has Mythic
Speed (below), it trumps this ability.
Superior Athletic Ability. All your Athletics
checks are made at +2, including dodging.
When sprinting (see page 212), this bonus is
increased to +4.
Eﬀortless Movement. Whenever moving as part
of another physical activity, you may move
two zones without taking the –1 penalty for a
supplemental action (page 213).
Faster Than the Eye. Diﬃculty factors due to
moving are reduced by four when rolling
Stealth.

My;ic Sp[d –6

Description: You are a rare supernatural creature whose very essence is tied to the notion of
speed. You’re like the wind itself. Hell, you may
be the wind itself.
Musts: This ability replaces Inhuman or
Supernatural Speed if taken.
Skills Aﬀected: Athletics, Alertness, Stealth,
and some other physical skills.
Eﬀects:
Super Supreme Initiative. You always go first
in initiative order in a conflict, regardless of
your Alertness rating. If there are other entities present who share Mythic Speed, you
must then use Alertness to resolve initiative
order among yourselves.
Extra Superior Athletic Ability. All your
Athletics checks are made at +3, including
dodging. When sprinting, this bonus is
increased to +6. You may set aside this bonus
to simply declare that you have no problem
keeping up with a moving vehicle.
Instant Movement. Whenever moving as part of
another physical activity, you may move up to
three zones without taking the –1 penalty for
a supplemental action (page 213).
Like the Wind. No one ever gets a bonus to spot
you when you’re using Stealth, no matter how
fast you’re moving.

So to get into a specific example. Let’s say
you want to move quickly across several zones, some
of which are covered in crunchysound ing gravel. Those are two factors, each addin
g +2 to whatever the GM decided the
basic difficulty was. Inhuman Speed ignores one of
those. Supernatural ignores both.
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Supernatural Powers (Spellcraft)
Spellcraft
Though certainly not exclusive to mankind,
spellcraft is one of the few ways that mortal
man can compete with the creatures of the
Nevernever. True practitioners such as wizards
are few and far between (and often come out of
specific human bloodlines), but there are lesser

practitioners out there as well, able to deliver in
less refined and more specific ways.
Regardless how you pursue it, if you’re a
mortal spellcaster, you can cause technology
to short out around you (see the principles of
hexing on page 228).

Building a Spell)*er
If you’re building a spellcaster character,
realize that you have a lot of flexibility to play
around with here, despite it looking like you’re
taking one or two powers that eat most of
your refresh. Once you’ve taken these powers,
you’re definitely not done—it’s time to flip
over to Spellcasting (page 248) and read up on
building spells. It’s a good idea to construct a
few spells before you start play so you can get
your handy arsenal established. And in case
it’s not obvious, several modes of spellcasting

will let you create many eﬀects that at least
approximately duplicate some of the powers
you’ll find elsewhere in this chapter. That
means there’s no need to take those other
powers. For example, there’s no need to take
Worldwalker (page 171) if you’re already able to
cast spells that open up portals into and out of
the Nevernever.
If you have any questions about what
powers you should be considering, make sure
to check out the character template you chose
from Types & Templates on page 72.

B"# Spots
Some spellcasters have blind spots in their
magic that aren’t simply a lack of specialization
and practice—there are particular kinds of
spells or methods of arcane practice that they
just can’t do well. By and large, this is because
the only magic that you can do as a practitioner is the magic that you believe you can do,
because that’s who you are. Self image plays into
this a lot; as such, a spellcaster’s blind spots
are usually an expression of the kind of person
he is. And that means that aspects play a key
role in determining what spells a wizard just
sucks at.
Harry Dresden isn’t much for subtlety, and
his aspects (such as NOT SO SUBTLE, STILL
QUICK TO ANGER) are a reflection of that.
This in turn aﬀects his magic. When it comes
to spirit evocation, Harry’s on good terms
with using it for force eﬀects—throwing up a
shield, constructing rings that unleash telekinetic fury, that sort of thing—but he’s a mess
when it comes to using evocation (or thaumaturgy for that matter) to create veils. Veils
are a subtle art, and Harry is not so subtle.
Similarly, Molly Carpenter is a highly sensitive individual (tough exterior to the contrary),
and her magic reflects this. She’s a mess with
most combat magic. Her issues with combat
magic come from her aspects (SUBTLETY IS
ITS OWN POWER).

In both Harry’s and Molly’s case, when they
need to use magic they’re not good at, something inevitably goes wrong—no matter what
the die rolls might say. Harry might cast a veil,
but it’ll look like a smudge rather than flawless
invisibility from the outside, and from inside
the veil everything looks like it’s viewed from
inside a glass of Mac’s finest dark ale. When
the gruﬀs attacked her house, Molly could fend
them oﬀ with a blast of force or fire—if only
that wasn’t exactly the sort of thing she has no
aptitude for.
From a character standpoint, that stinks;
from a system standpoint, it’s a good thing. In
both cases, the failures these wizards experience are due to taking compels on a relevant
aspect (see page 100), reflecting a blind spot in
their spellcraft that has nothing to do with
what they’ve specialized in. They might not be
able to cast the spell they need, or they might
cast it but only get some of the benefit they’re
after—in either case, they’re getting some
much-needed fate points for suﬀering from the
restriction. This can create an incentive for the
player to get his wizard embroiled in situations
where he needs to use a kind of magic he just
isn’t good at, as a way to mine some fate points
he’ll need for later when he’s doing stuﬀ he is
good at. In other words, being bad at some
kinds of magic can make you a better wizard!
Or at least give you a wildly entertaining life…

Hey, I CAN
be subtle.
Given enough
time. And
planning.
And luck.
Quit
laughing!
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EvMation –3
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Description: Evocation is the “thug” side
of spellcasting, from some perspectives. It’s
all about pushing energy from one place to
another, quickly—and subtlety isn’t, truly, part
of its vocabulary. Worse, it runs a real risk of
spiraling out of the caster’s control. Those who
have mastered Evocation are among the most
feared spellcasters around. It’s not because they
can create widespread destruction (although of
course they can); it’s because they’re able to do
potent spellcasting at a moment’s notice. Those
who haven’t quite mastered evocation are usually
dangerous as well—but only until they accidentally engineer their own demise. For more on
Evocation, see page 249.
Options: Casters whose template allows for
it should consider the Refinement ability
(page 182).
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction, others.
Eﬀects:
Evocation. You’re able to use evocation in all of
its forms, as described on page 249.
You Know What You Know. While Evocation
allows the use of a broad range of elements
(fire, air, water, earth, and spirit/force, classically speaking), the practitioner doesn’t

start out familiarized with all of them. When
you take Evocation, you must specify three
elements you do know. You cannot cast spells
using the other elements (which should
number two, if using the classical model).
Specialization. Full Evocation grants the ability
to specialize in one form of Evocation magic,
usually by focusing on a particular known
element (such as Harry’s predilection for
fire). This specialization can take one of two
forms—either a power bonus, increasing the
caster’s Conviction score by one for any spell
of that element, or a control bonus, increasing
the caster’s Discipline roll to control the spell
by one. One or the other must be chosen,
though the specialization does not need to
be defined at the time the ability is taken.
Additional specializations covering diﬀerent
areas of Evocation may be taken by use of the
Refinement ability (page 182).
Item Slots. Evocation comes with two free
Focus Item Slots (page 278). You can design
the items that fit into these slots now, or later
on during play. A single Focus Item Slot may
be traded in for two Enchanted Item Slots
(page 279). You may gain more Item Slots as
one of the options on the Refinement ability
(page 182).
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Supernatural Powers (Spellcraft)
Thaumaturgy –3

Description: Thaumaturgy is a subtle art—and
slow. It was created by mortal spellcasters due to
their need to produce great power but to keep
that power under control better than Evocation
ever could. This is done through careful preparation and ritual: Thaumaturgy can’t ever be
used quickly enough to be much use in a fight.
However, given enough time, preparation,
materials, and the right caster, it’s more than
a match for supernatural forces. For more on
Thaumaturgy, see page 261.
Options: Casters whose template allows for
it should consider the Refinement ability
(page 182).
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction, Lore.
Eﬀects:
Thaumaturgy. You’re able to use Thaumaturgy
in all of its forms, as described on page 261.
Specialization. Full Thaumaturgy grants the
ability to specialize in one form of thaumaturgical magic, usually by focusing on a
particular application (such as ectomancy,
crafting, or divination—see page 272). This
specialization can take one of two forms—
either a complexity bonus, increasing the
level of complexity you can manage without
preparation by one for spells of a particular
type, or a control bonus, increasing your
rolls to control the specified ritual by one
(crafting uses different bonus types—see
page 280). One or the other must be chosen,
though the specialization does not need to
be defined at the time the ability is taken.
Additional specializations covering diﬀerent
areas of Thaumaturgy may be taken by use of
the Refinement ability (page 182).
Item Slots. Thaumaturgy comes with two free
Focus Item Slots (page 278). You can design
the items that fit into these slots now, or later
on during play. A single Focus Item Slot may
be traded in for two Enchanted Item Slots
(page 279). You may gain more Item Slots as
one of the options on the Refinement ability
(page 182).

Can someone “upg rade”
Ritual to Thaumaturgy, or
Channeling to Evocation?

Yep, that’s the idea. The lesser abilities
go away, since they become just one more
specia lty in what’s now a broa der arsenal.

Cha\e1ng –2

Description: “Channeling” is one of the many
general names given to a lesser form of Evocation
that is only able to use one particular element.
But more often such abilities are referred to by
names such as pyromancy (fire evocation) and
What about
kinetomancy (kinetic force evocation).
re-directing
Musts: You must define the element which your the power of
spellcasting is restricted to when you take this
a thunderstorm?
ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction.
As a specialEﬀects:
ized
form of
Channeling. You are able to use Evocation
as described on page 249, but your use is channeling, you
restricted to one particular element, which
mean? Eh, I
you must define when you take this ability.
don’ t see it. I
Item Slots. Channeling comes with two free
mean, how would
Focus Item Slots (page 278). You can design
you practice
the items that fit into these slots now, or later
at
lesser kinds
on during play. A single Focus Item Slot may
be traded in for two Enchanted Item Slots of spell-work
(page 279). You may gain more Item Slots as
to get good
one of the options on the Refinement enough not to
ability (page 182)—but you may only buy kill yourself?
Refinement for that purpose. All items
It’ d be like
created for those slots must be in keeping
learning
to be
with the elemental theme you’ve chosen for
an electrician
your power.
but only by
Ritual –2
working on
Description: “Ritual” covers the ability to do one
nuclear power
particular application of thaumaturgy—such
plants.
as crafting or wards—to the exclusion of any
others. The application isn’t always a technique
so much as a subject matter: for example, some See, Harry?
ectomancers have this ability, giving them a wide William has been
range of thaumaturgic abilities, but restricted paying attention!
only to spirits and ghosts.
Musts: You must define which single application
of Thaumaturgy your spellcasting is limited to
at the time you take this ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction, Lore.
Eﬀects:
Ritual. You are able to use Thaumaturgy
as described on page 261, but your use is
restricted to one particular application or
thematic subject matter. You must define this
limit when you take the ability. For an idea of
the options, see page 272.
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So, basically,
the more evil
you are, the
more powerful
that makes
you, and
the more it
changes you
into a monster.

Yeah, that’s
about the
size of it.
Don’t you mean
“been there,
done that,” boss?

Shut up, Bob.

Item Slots. Ritual comes with two free Focus
Item Slots (page 278). You can design the
items that fit into these slots now, or later
on during play. A single Focus Item Slot
may be traded in for two Enchanted Item
Slots (page 279). You may gain more Item Slots
as one of the options on the Refinement
ability (page 182)—but you may only buy
Refinement for that purpose. All items
created for those slots must be in keeping
with the single application you’ve chosen for
your power.

Lawb$aker -Va5H

Musts: This ability must be taken immediately upon breaking one of the Laws of Magic
(page 232). You must specify the Law broken at
the time you take the ability. This ability must
be taken separately for each Law of Magic
broken—noted like so: Lawbreaker (First),
Lawbreaker (Fourth), etc.
Description: You’ve broken one of the Laws of
Magic:
 First: You’ve taken a life with the use
of magic, turning a little bit of your
soul dark.
 Second: You’ve transformed someone
with the use of magic, destroying your
victim’s original body and, quite probably, mind.
 Third: You’ve invaded someone’s
thoughts with the use of magic, violating
the privacy of your victim’s mind.
 Fourth: You’ve enthralled or otherwise
laid a compulsion upon another being
with magic, likely causing long-term
psychological trauma to your victim.
 Fifth: You’ve reached beyond the borders
of life and death with your magic, upsetting the natural order of the universe.
 Sixth: You’ve swum against the flow of
time, upsetting the natural order of the
universe.
 Seventh: You’ve sought knowledge
from beyond the Outer Gates, or otherwise drawn power from that forbidden
source, upsetting the natural order of the
universe.
For more on the Laws of Magic and the
consequences of breaking them, see page 232.
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Eﬀects:
Slippery Slope. Gain a +1 bonus to any spellcasting roll whenever using magic in a way
which would break the specified Law of
Magic. Increase this spellcasting bonus to +2
if you’ve broken this Law three or more times;
additionally, the refresh cost of this ability
increases from –1 to –2 and requires that
you change one of your existing aspects into
a version twisted by the violation of the Law.
Every three times that you break this law past
that point, another (diﬀerent) aspect must be
changed, though the refresh cost and spellcasting bonus do not further increase. You
cannot stack bonuses if you break multiple
Laws with one spell—use the highest bonus.
Trouble Comes in Threes. Increase the spellcasting bonus by one if you have three or
more Lawbreaker abilities in any combination (i.e., if you’ve broken three or more Laws
of Magic, sporting a Lawbreaker ability for
each one), making the maximum possible
bonus +3.

Refinement –1

Description: Experienced spellcasters learn
in time how to refine and focus their abilities,
gaining greater strength and diversity.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline, Conviction, Lore.
Eﬀects:
Refined Spellcraft. Refinement is a tool for
improving your spellcasting over time. Each
time Refinement is taken, choose one option
from the following:
Add a new element to your Evocation familiarity list. You also get one specialization for
that new element.
Or, gain two additional specialization
bonuses for Evocation and/or Thaumaturgy.
You have to structure your specialization
bonuses for each ability according to the same
“column” limits for skills (see page 65).
For example, you can’t have a +2 power
bonus for water evocation until after you’ve
taken +1 in something else, either a control
bonus for water or power/control in another
element. You can’t have a +3 bonus until you
also have a +2 and a +1. If you have two
bonuses at +2, you must have two more at
+1, etc.

Can you split up the Refinement benefits?
Like, 1 specialization + 1 focus item for 1 point?

Sure, seems reasonable to me.
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Supernatural Powers (Strength)
The same goes for thaumaturgic types
and complexity/control bonuses, but when
you’re calculating, look at Evocation and
Thaumaturgy separately—if you have a +1
complexity bonus to divinations and you
want a +2, having a +1 power bonus in water
evocation isn’t going to help you. You need
to take another thaumaturgic specialization
at +1.
In addition, you cannot have any specialization bonuses higher than your Lore skill.
If your Lore is only Fair (+2), you can’t have
a higher bonus than +2 in any specialization.
Or, gain two additional Focus Item Slots (or
four additional Enchanted Item Slots). For
more details on focus items and enchanted
items, see page 278.

Sponso$d Magic -Va5H

Description: Some varieties of magic draw
on power sources external to the practitioner.
Invariably, these sources of power have some
kind of agenda of their own. See Spellcasting,
page 287, for details about the various kinds of
Sponsored Magic.
Notes: The cost of Sponsored Magic changes
depending on whether or not you already
have Evocation or Thaumaturgy. This also
aﬀects whether or not Sponsored Magic gives
you any additional focus item slots. If you’re
paying full price, you get four focus item slots
with this ability. If you have either Evocation
or Thaumaturgy, thus reducing the cost of
Sponsored Magic, you only get two additional
focus item slots. If you have both, reducing the
cost more, you don’t get any additional focus
item slots.

St$ng;
Nothing matches supernatural strength for
putting a hurt on an opponent quickly and decisively. Sadly for humanity, usually that opponent
is…humanity.
Like any of the physical “building block” categories (see also Speed on page 178, and Toughness
on page 184), Strength is divided first and foremost into three levels—Inhuman, Supernatural,
and Mythic. You must have a high concept that
fits taking one of these abilities. The Mythic level
is nearly always reserved for potent NPCs, but
even the Inhuman level can change the nature of
the battlefield.

Inhuman St$ng; –2

Does the

strength
Description: You are able to lift more and hit
damage
bonus
harder than the average human can, due to your
stack
on
top
supernatural heritage.
of “normal”
Skills Aﬀected: Might, other physical skills.
musclepowered
Eﬀects:
weapons
Improved Lifting. Whenever lifting or breaking
the
wielder
inanimate things, you gain a +3 to your
might
use?
Might score.
Bruising Strength. Roll Might at +1 whenever
Yep. That’s
using that skill in conjunction with grapwhy they’re
pling (page 211). This also allows you to inflict
not
phrased
a 2-stress hit on an opponent as a suppleas Weapon:X
mental action during a grapple.
Superior Strength. Whenever using your style bonuses.
Might to modify (page 214) another skill, it
That said,
always provides a +1 regardless of the actual most weapons
comparison of your Might score to the skill
of that sort
in question.
Hammer Blows. With attacks that depend on are not made
muscular force (Fists, thrown Weapons, etc.), to stand up to
you are at +2 to damage, increasing the stress that kind of
dealt by two on a successful hit.
punishment for
long. Expect
SupeYatural St$ng; –4
Description: You have supernatural strength— breakage (and
you’re able to lift and break things you shouldn’t maybe a fate
point when
be able to, and people who get in your way tend
to be very, very sorry.
that happens.)
Musts: Supernatural Strength replaces
Inhuman Strength if taken.
SuperSkills Aﬀected: Might, other physical skills.
strength is no
joke. In the
Eﬀects:
books
comic
Superior Lifting. Whenever lifting or breaking
e can
someon
inanimate things, you gain a +6 to your
tossed
get
Might score.
around or
Bludgeoning Strength. Roll Might at +2 when- battered by a
ever using that skill in conjunction with guy who can
grappling (see page 211). This also allows you
bench press
to inflict a 3-stress hit on an opponent as a
a car and
supplemental action during a grapple.
not end up
Superlative Strength. Whenever using your in traction.
Might to modify (page 214) another skill, it The truth is,
if something
always provides a +2 regardless of the actual
supercomparison of your Might score to the skill
lly
natura
in question.
gets
strong
Lethal Blows. With attacks that depend on
hands
its
muscular force (Fists, thrown Weapons, etc.),
on you —
you are at +4 to damage, increasing the stress
dead.
you’re
dealt by four on a successful hit. Be careful;
it’s casually easy to kill someone with a simple
punch at this level.
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My;ic St$ng; –6

Description: Your strength is a thing out of
legend—legends that feature you. This ability is
usually only available to NPCs.
Musts: Mythic Strength replaces Inhuman or
Supernatural Strength if taken.
Skills Aﬀected: Might, other physical skills.
Eﬀects:
Supreme Lifting. Whenever lifting or breaking
inanimate things, you gain a +12 to your
Might score.
Unstoppable Strength. Roll Might at +3 whenever using that skill in conjunction with
grappling (see page 211). This also allows you
to inflict a 4-stress hit on an opponent as a
supplemental action during a grapple.
Supreme Strength. Whenever using your
Might to modify (page 214) another skill, it
always provides a +3 regardless of the actual
comparison of your Might score to the skill
in question.
Devastating Blows. With attacks that depend on
muscular force (Fists, thrown Weapons, etc.),
you are at +6 to damage, increasing the stress
dealt by six on a successful hit.
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ToughnHs
Supernatural creatures are difficult to kill.
Sometimes they’re just impossible to damage
without a specialized means, like magic or a
weapon made of inherited silver. But more often,
they can simply take more punishment than a
normal person can.
Like any of the physical “building block” categories (see also Speed on page 178, and Strength
on page 183), Toughness is divided first and foremost into three levels—Inhuman, Supernatural,
and Mythic. You must have a high concept that
fits taking one of these abilities. The Mythic
level is nearly always reserved for potent NPCs,
as is the special Physical Immunity ability.
Toughness abilities require you to define the
circumstances under which the ability is eﬀective—this is represented by a stunt attached
to your toughness abilities called the Catch,
defined below.

Lots of defenses have some sort of
way to get around them. It’s just
a matter of figuring out how.
Yeah. That’s the point of “the Catch”, below.
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This is a pretty good model, Billy. Secrets
have power, and the less secret your
weakness is, the less powerful your defense.Supernatural

T הCatch +W5H

Description: Your Toughness abilities are
limited in some way.
Skills Aﬀected: None.
Eﬀects:
The Catch. You must specify something that
bypasses your Toughness abilities. This will
give you a discount on the total cost of any
and all Toughness category powers that you
take, based on how likely it is that the Catch
will be met in play. Add all the relevant
discounts from the list below:
 If your abilities only protect you
against something specific, you get a +2
discount. If they protect you against
everything except something specific, you
get nothing.
 If the Catch is bypassed by something
that anyone could reasonably get access
to, but usually doesn’t carry on them
(like cold iron), you get a +2. If it is
bypassed by something only a rare class
of people in the world have (like True
Magic), you get a +1. If it is bypassed by
something only one or two people in the
world have access to or could produce
(like a Sword of the Cross), you get
nothing. Even the mere presence of the
thing that satisfies your Catch will cause
you discomfort (and may be grounds for
a compel or something similar).
 If almost anyone with an awareness of
the supernatural knows about the Catch
or could easily find out (like from the
Paranet, or Bram Stoker’s DRACULA if
you’re a Black Court vampire), you get a
+2. If knowledge of the Catch requires
access to specific research material
that could be restricted (like a wizard’s
library), you get a +1. If knowledge of
the Catch requires knowing you personally to learn about it (like the eﬀect of
Judas’ Noose on Nicodemus), you get
nothing.
 Any Recovery powers you have are
aﬀected by the Catch, and so will not
speed up the recovery of an injury caused
by something that bypasses the Catch.

If you shapeshift a toughness
ability onto yourself, does it get
the cost benefits of a Catch?

Powers (Toughness)

Catches cannot reduce the total cost of
your Toughness powers below –1. You
may specify more than one Catch if you so
choose, but you can only receive the discount
once; take the best one.

Inhuman Recovery –2

Are Catches
a “must” for
Recovery
powers?
I see why
they’re
necessary
for Toughness
and Immunity
powers, but
most of
Recovery’s
benefits
work out
of combat.

Description: You have an incredible fortitude,
able to exert yourself longer and heal faster than
a normal human can.
Musts: You must attach this power to a Catch
(see this page).
Skills Aﬀected: Endurance, other physical skills.
Eﬀects:
Total Recovery. You’re able to recover from physical harm that would leave a normal person
Yeah, you
permanently damaged. You can recover could probably
totally from any consequence (excluding
skip a Catch
extreme ones) with no other excuse besides
time; simply waiting long enough will eventu- for Recovery
powers that
ally heal you completely.
Fast Recovery. Out of combat, you may recover you don’ t have
from physical consequences as if they were
consistent
one level lower in severity. So, you recover access to, like
from moderate consequences as though they
lycanthropes
were mild, etc. Consequences reduced below
who
need the
mild are always removed by the beginning of
full moon. But
a subsequent scene.
Vigorous. Endurance never restricts (page 214) in general I’ d
other skills due to a lack of rest. You may skip consider it a
a night of sleep with no ill eﬀects.
“must.” Just
Shrug It Oﬀ. In combat, once per scene, you because
YOU
may clear away a mild physical consenever
manage
quence (page 203) as a supplemental action
it, Harry, don’ t
(page 213).
underestimate
Inhuman ToughnHs –2
the advantage
Description: You’re unusually tough and have of showing up
incredible fortitude. You’re able to take more
to a new fight
punishment than a normal human can.
completely
Musts: You must attach this power to a Catch
(or
almost
(see this page).
completely)
Skills Affected: Endurance, other physical
fresh and
skills.
free of many
Eﬀects:
Hard to Hurt. You naturally have Armor:1 consequences!
against all physical stress.
Hard to Kill. You have two additional boxes of Man, that’d
be nice.
physical stress capacity (page 201).

I’ d say yes only if the Catch is always the same—if a shapeshifter can change its
vulnerabilities on-the-fly, then the Catch isn’ t knowable. That’s a +0 benefit.
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These powers
seem pretty
badass. Y
ou
sure that’s
balanced?

SupeYatural Recovery –4

Description: You can exert yourself constantly
without issue and, given just a little downtime,
you can recover from particularly nasty wounds.
Musts: This ability replaces Inhuman Recovery.
You must attach this power to a Catch (see
The Toughness
page 185).
abilities are
Skills Affected: Endurance, other physical
one-trick ponies. skills.
They're good
Eﬀects:
at making
Total Recovery. As with Inhuman Recovery.
sure you don't Faster Recovery. Out of combat, you may
recover from physical consequences as if they
take physical
were two levels lower in severity. So, you
punishment,
recover from severe consequences as though
and that's
they were mild, etc. Consequences reduced
about it.
below mild are always removed by the beginning of a subsequent scene.
The thing
Unfaltering.
Endurance never restricts (page 214)
is, smart
other skills due to a lack of rest. You may
opponents
skip a week of sleep with no ill eﬀects.
(like wizards
It’s Nothing. Twice per scene, you may clear away
or Special
a mild physical consequence (page 203) as a
Investigations
supplemental action (page 213).
detectives) will
recognize that SupeYatural
ToughnHs –4
pretty fast.
Description: Your body can take punishments
Then a little
that would easily kill a normal man.
research will
Musts: This ability replaces Inhuman
show them a
Toughness. You must attach this power to a
way around it. Catch (see page 185).
Maybe they'll Skills Affected: Endurance, other physical
suss out your skills.
Catch, or
Eﬀects:
they'll just
Harder to Hurt. You naturally have Armor:2
against all physical stress.
take a nonHarder
to Kill. You have four additional boxes
physical route
of
physical
stress capacity (page 201).
to do you in.
And besides all
that, point
for point, an
equivalent
Strength
ability will
still make
you bleed.
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My;ic Recovery –6

Description: You heal faster than anyone should
be able to. Prometheus’ liver has fits of jealousy.
Musts: This ability replaces Inhuman or
Supernatural Recovery. You must attach this
power to a Catch (see page 185).
Options: None.
Skills Aﬀected: Endurance and other physical
skills.

Eﬀects:
Total Recovery. As with Inhuman Recovery.
Really Amazingly Fast Recovery. Out of
combat, you may recover from all physical
consequences before the beginning of the
next scene after you receive them!
Indefatigable. Endurance never restricts
(page 214) other skills due to a lack of rest. You
never need to sleep.
Ha! You Call That a Hit? Three times per scene,
you may clear away a mild physical consequence (page 203) as a supplemental action
(page 213).

My;ic ToughnHs –6

Description: Issues of the flesh rarely trouble
you. Your body has, to a great extent, transcended the petty concerns of mortality.
Musts: This ability replaces Inhuman or
Supernatural Toughness. You must attach this
power to a Catch (see page 185).
Options: None.
Skills Affected: Endurance, other physical
skills.
Eﬀects:
Nearly Impossible to Hurt. You naturally have
Armor:3 against all physical stress.
Nearly Impossible to Kill. You have six additional boxes of physical stress capacity
(page 201).

Physi2l ImmuniU –8

Description: You simply can’t take physical
damage from anything normal.
Musts: You must attach this power to a Catch
(see page 185).
Skills Affected: Endurance, other physical
skills.
Eﬀects:
Physical Immunity. You take no stress and no
consequences from physical attacks and other
harms, unless someone satisfies your Catch.
This does not make you unusually tough to
such attacks; if you want to be tough in all
cases, even when your Physical Immunity is
compromised, take Inhuman, Supernatural,
or Mythic Toughness as well with a less
susceptible Catch—or one of the Recovery
abilities if you merely want to heal quickly
when your invulnerability is pierced. If a
character spends more than one fate point
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Supernatural Powers (True Faith)
on a successful attack only to discover you
are completely immune to it, that character
should be refunded all but one point.
Stacked Catch [+varies]. Normally, all your
Toughness powers can only receive the
refresh rebate eﬀect of one Catch, so you
line them all up and choose the best one.
If you take Physical Immunity, and have
other Toughness abilities already covered
by a Catch, you may also receive the refresh
rebate of a second Catch. This second Catch
may only aﬀect how the Physical Immunity
works, and it’s called a Stacked Catch. If you
take a Stacked Catch, the first Catch covering
the other Toughness powers does not include
the Physical Immunity as one of the abilities
covered.
For example, let’s say a fire demon has
Supernatural Toughness with the Catch that
he’s vulnerable to cold. Normally, this would
give him a refresh rebate of +3: +2 because
cold is easy to come by, and +1 because
research would normally uncover it.
In addition, he has physical immunity
to damage from any kind of fire. The Catch
is that it only applies to attacks with fire.
Normally, this would give a rebate of +5:
+2 for protecting against only one specific
thing, +2 because “not fire” is easy to come
by, and +1 because research would normally
uncover it.
Because you can stack these two refresh
benefits, the demon gets a total of +8
toward his Toughness powers, so his total
refresh cost is only –4 (–4 for Supernatural
Toughness, –8 for Physical Immunity, +8 for
the stacked benefit).
A character with a Stacked Catch that
that inverts the conditions of the first Catch
is strongly discouraged. A Physical Immunity
to Fire layered on top of Supernatural
Toughness that can only be pierced by Fire
just never happens in reality, and if it did, one
or both Catches would be rightly valued as
worth zero.

True Fai;
The power of belief is very real and very palpable
in the Dresdenverse. This means that unshakeable faith in a higher power—faith that the
higher power will protect and guide you—has
a potent magical eﬀect when focused. These
abilities don’t arise through training or innate

talent; they’re the result of a life of strong faith,
elevating the act of belief into a power of its own.
As such, these powers are usually seen in seemingly ordinary people—but their power of belief
has made them extraordinary and supernatural.

B9ss This House –1

Description: Your faith is proof against the
invasion of the supernatural, enabling you to
improve the strength of a threshold in a place
where you reside.
Skills Aﬀected: Conviction.
Eﬀects:
Bless This House. By your very presence in
a place, you may increase the strength of
its threshold (page 230)—assuming you have
anything to work with (a place without a
threshold can’t get one). If your Conviction is
higher than the threshold rating of a particular place, the threshold gets a +2 bonus
while you are there. Multiple individuals who
have this power can stack the eﬀects, making
a den of the faithful potentially very safe from
supernatural incursion—unless someone’s so
foolish as to invite a powerful supernatural
creature in.

Outsiders
MIGHT have
a Physical
Immunity
against magic.
More
research is
needed, but
that smacks
up against
a Law.

Guide My HF –1

Description: By giving yourself over to your
faith, you may sense the purpose the higher
powers have in mind for you, guiding your
hands (and your feet) to take you to where you
are most needed.
Skills Aﬀected: Conviction, others.
Eﬀects:
Faith Manages. Given the time to pray for guidance and provided that your goals are pure
and your actions are selfless, you may spend a
fate point to use your Conviction skill instead
of any other skill for one roll. This eﬀect
cannot be used for any attacks or maneuvers,
but it can be used to bypass other kinds of
obstacles.
Spiritual Guidance. You have a semi-conscious
awareness of where you are needed most.
Usually, this simply means you are guided to
the right place at the right time. If the GM
agrees that such a circumstance is in eﬀect,
you need not spend a fate point to stage a
fortuitous arrival (page 20). Sometimes this
might work in reverse, allowing an ally to
show up where you already are.
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Holy Touch –1

Description: When acting with a pure heart
and selfless purpose, your very touch is harmful
to creatures vulnerable to such things.
Musts: You must have taken Righteousness
(below) in order to take this ability.
Skills Aﬀected: Many.
Eﬀects:
Holy Touch. If you act in keeping with your
calling, keeping a pure heart and selfless purpose, your touch can be imbued
with a holy power. This could qualify your
touch as satisfying a Catch (page 185) for the
Toughness powers of some creatures. Even
if not, creatures that would be an oﬀense
to your faith take a 1-stress hit from being
touched by you. You could use this with a
Fists attack, to have your hands act eﬀectively
as Weapon:1 against such creatures.
In lieu of this benefit, you may have your
touch justify a compel on the high concept of
any creature that would be oﬀensive to your
faith. This way, you might be able to hold
them at bay temporarily or otherwise keep
them from attacking you.
For example, suppose your character
with this ability is attacked by a Black Court
might look at the GM and say,
Works great vampire—you
“Hm.
I
want
to
this confrontation, but
on Red Court I don’t want to have
fight—what
if I hit it with
vampires too!
my Holy Touch, spend a Fate point, and you
compel its BLACK COURTIER aspect to force
it to deal with me a diﬀerent way?”
The GM says, “Okay, your touch burns
the vampire and it jumps back, eyeing you
cautiously. You still look like dinner, you can
tell, but it’s listening—for now.”

Righ:ousnHs –2
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Description: Your prayers have a profound
eﬀect.
Skills Aﬀected: Conviction, others.
Eﬀects:
Potent Prayer. When pursuing your calling,
you may make a prayer (page 324) to guide
your actions righteously—spend a fate point
to invoke your high concept and define a
Divinely-inspired purpose you’re aiming
at. While in eﬀect, use your Conviction to
complement (page 214) any action that directly
addresses your purpose. If you either achieve

your purpose, take any compels that would
threaten to derail you from your pursuits, or
refuse any compels that are meant to keep
you true to your purpose, the eﬀect immediately ends.
Desperate Hour. In times of most desperate
need, you may call out a prayer for aid from
the Divine. Any time you are hit by an attack
that requires you to take a severe or extreme
consequence to avoid being taken out, you
may make such a prayer. You may also call
upon this prayer in any scene where a friend,
ally, or innocent victim is taken out, forced to
concede, or otherwise suﬀer a lasting, terrible
fate (like being crippled, kidnapped, etc.).
Roll your Conviction as an attack against
every non-allied, supernatural creature in
the same zone as you, which can be resisted
by their Discipline. This attack does holy,
physical damage that cannot be oﬀset by any
supernatural abilities (it automatically satisfies the Catch on any Toughness powers).
You can only make one such prayer per scene.

VEpi5sm
Vampirism abilities cover the need to feed,
affecting creatures that feed on blood or
emotions to gain their power. Not every creature
with these abilities could be called a “vampire,”
but the mechanism is much the same.

BlQd D5nker –1

Description: You can (and, with Feeding
Dependency on page 190, must) drink blood.
Feeding on lifeblood sustains you more fully
than any other food might, and you’re particularly good at it. Anything short of freshly-spilled
blood is less vital and, thus, less fulfilling; a fresh
kill is like a three-course meal, while a bag from
the blood bank is like an hors d’oeuvre—small
and tasty, but ultimately leaving you hungry for
the main course. You have no need to eat regular
food (though you might still enjoy it).
Skills Aﬀected: Fists, others.
Eﬀects:
Drink Blood. Any time you draw blood in close
personal combat—with your claws or your
teeth—you can ingest some of it to gain
sustenance. Roll Fists or another appropriate
skill (Weapons, etc.) to make your victim
bleed. Once you’ve done this successfully, gain
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Supernatural Powers
a +1 to your attack on subsequent exchanges
against the same target. In a grapple, you may
inflict an extra point of stress on a target as a
supplemental action.
The Taste of Death. Once per scene, if you inflict
enough stress and consequences to kill a
victim from feeding, you may take an immediate “free” recovery period equal to an extra
scene. This will clear your stress track and
mild physical consequences (page 220), and
possibly larger consequences if you have an
ability that lets you heal quickly (page 184).
Blood Frenzy. When in the presence of fresh
blood, you feel a nearly uncontrollable urge
to attack. The GM is within her rights to call
for Discipline rolls to resist the urge. In some
cases, the urge may take the form of a compel
against your high concept.

Emotional VEpi$ –1

Description: You can (and, with Feeding
Dependency on page 190, must) “eat” strong
emotions—often lustful and passionate or
otherwise dark ones. Purely positive emotions,
such as love, are not an option. This very much
follows the law of “you are what you eat”: those
who feed on fear and despair tend to be fearsome creatures (or at least control freaks), while
those who feed on lust tend to be consummate
seducers and very sexually active.
As a baseline, whenever you’re near an
“eligible” strong emotion, you may draw in mild
sustenance from it. This just grazes the surface
of the victim’s life force, maybe making them just
a shade less vital in the long term, but it doesn’t
have much of an immediate eﬀect. Being in the
presence of many people experiencing strong
emotions—a mob during a panicked riot or an
orgy at a “swingers” convention, for example—
has a multiplicative eﬀect; as such, emotional
vampires are nearly always drawn to such events.
Musts: You must choose the emotion associated
with this power when you take it.
Skills Aﬀected: Deceit, Intimidation.
Eﬀects:
Feeding Touch. Physical contact is where it’s
at for a satisfying, long-term meal. When a
victim is in the throes of an eligible emotion
(usually easy for a White Court vampire
using his Incite Emotion ability, page 172), you
may draw some of his life force out of him

to sustain you. This is done as a psychological attack with an appropriate skill (usually
Deceit or Intimidation). If you have the
Incite Emotion ability, inciting the emotion
and feeding on it may be done as a single
action, based on a single roll. On subsequent
exchanges, if the emotion is still in place you
may continue to feed, gaining a +1 on the roll.
The Taste of Death. Once per scene, if you inflict
enough stress and consequences to kill a
victim from feeding, you may take an immediate “free” recovery period equal to an extra
scene. This will clear your stress track and
mild physical consequences (page 220), and
possibly larger consequences if you have an
ability that lets you heal quickly (page 184).
Feeding Frenzy. When in the presence of heightened emotions and willing victims, you feel a
nearly uncontrollable urge to feed. The GM
is within her rights to call for Discipline rolls
to resist the urge. In some cases, the urge may
take the form of a compel against your high
concept.
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F[ding DepeRency +1

Description: You gain some of your supernatural abilities by feeding on blood (page 188),
emotions (page 189), or something else (in the
case of ghouls, massive quantities of meat). If
you take this ability, it “attaches” to most if not
all of your supernatural powers except for those
from this category (at least 2 points’ worth).
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline.
Eﬀects:
Hunger Is Stressful. You have an additional
stress track called hunger. The length of the
track works like those of other stress tracks
from Endurance, Conviction, etc., only using
Discipline as the base skill. Unlike other
stress tracks, you may not clear this out at the
end of a scene (see below).
Limited Reserves. At the end of a scene whenever you have heavily exerted your aﬀected
powers, you must check to see if you experience feeding failure. This manifests as
an attack with a strength equal to the total
refresh cost of the abilities you used; you roll
Discipline to defend. For example, if you used
Inhuman Strength and Inhuman Toughness
in the scene, that’s a total of 4 refresh, so you’d
be rolling your Discipline to meet or beat a
target of 4.
 If you succeed, you may clear out your
hunger stress track.
 If you fail, you take hunger stress as
Some GMs might
though you’d suﬀered an attack. If you
allow certain
have physical or mental consequence
slots open, you may use them to buy
abilities to
“downgrade” as they oﬀ the stress as per the normal rules
absorb hunger stress, (page 203). If you cannot or do not wish
to spare consequences, then you must
so Supernatural
lose access to a number of your powers,
Toughness might
up to a refresh cost equal to the amount
become Inhuman with of stress taken. These options can be
combined however you choose.
a 2-stress hit.
 If you have no powers left to lose and are
taken out by a feeding failure, you are
actually taken out (resulting in complete
y
st
na
“Other
e
incapacitation, extreme emaciation, and
lik
s”
te
fa
other nasty fates).
becoming
a mindless
Highly stressful or emotional situations
monster
can still trigger your need to feed, even if
driven on ly
you’ve already lost some or all of your abiliby hung er.
ties. In such situations (often as the result of
It’s ug ly.
a compel), the strength of the attack is equal
to half of the refresh value of your aﬀected
abilities, rounded up.
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Failure Recovery. You can recover your lost abilities at the rate of up to one point per scene
so long as you opt out of the scene, essentially
because you are spending it feeding. You can
regain all of your lost abilities in one scene
if you feed so forcefully as to kill a victim
outright. In either case, your hunger stress
clears out completely, and any consequences
that resulted from feeding failure vanish
regardless of the usual recovery time.

TatBos of St. Gi9s –2

Description: You’ve enlisted or allied with the
Fellowship of St. Giles (OW89) to keep your
Red Court vampirism in check. They’ve covered
you in normally invisible tattoos that carry a
magic potency, enabling you to better fight oﬀ
the dark urges rising within you—and letting
others know when you’re in jeopardy of giving
in to your hunger.
Musts: The tattoos are only available to
someone infected, but not yet turned, by Red
Court vampirism. You lose this ability immediately if you ever turn and become a full Red
Court vampire.
Skills Aﬀected: Discipline.
Eﬀects:
A Warning to Others. Whenever you take
hunger stress, your tattoos become visible,
darkening into a black ink, then turning red
when you’re at high risk of taking consequences; this gives others a bonus to any
perception checks to realize your situation.
The bonus is equal to the amount of hunger
stress you take from the attack (see above).
Biofeedback. The tattoos give you a boost when
exercising your self-control. Whenever
your tattoos are visible, you gain +1 to your
Discipline when using it defensively.
Deeper Reserves. You can run longer and harder
before really losing it. Add two boxes to the
length of your hunger stress track.
Supernatural Player. The tattoos mark you as
a member of the Fellowship when those “in
the know” see them on you. If your tattoos
are showing, gain a +1 to your Intimidation
when dealing with such individuals.
Fellowship Training. The tattoos come with the
Fellowship’s training program. Gain +1 to
Lore when using it to identify supernatural
threats. Increase this bonus to +2 when
using Lore to identify signs of the Red Court
at work.
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- CHAPTER ELEVEN

Playing
The Ga me

Playing The Game
Taking Action
By the way,
Harry, that
last sentence
is really
important
because it
took awhile
for it to
sink in for
me. Rolling
dice for
normal stuff
is boring. Do
you think it
stands out
enough? Should
I make it a
different font
or something?

Um, I’m not
a game
designer…

The characters in your games are going to do a
lot. For most things they do, there’s no real need
for rules. Characters can stand, walk, talk, and
otherwise do normal things without needing
to roll dice. They can even take actions that
use their skills, like driving to work, without
worrying about the dice. The dice only come
out when there is an interesting challenge with
meaningful consequences.
There are several diﬀerent kinds of actions
in the game, but on a basic level, they all work
pretty much the same way—when you roll the
dice, if you match or exceed the diﬃculty, your character succeeds; if you don’t, your character fails.
When the issue is simple, this may be all that’s
necessary; but sometimes you also need to know
how well a character did. Clearly, if a roll is three
higher than the difficulty, that’s better than
rolling only one higher.
The result of the roll is called the eﬀort. Each
point of eﬀort over the diﬃculty is a shift. The
number of shifts generated by a roll is referred
to as the eﬀect.
 If the eﬀort is below the target diﬃculty,
it’s a failure and it generates no shifts.
There are no “negative” shifts.
 If the eﬀort matches the target diﬃculty,
it’s a success—but it generates no shifts.
 If the eﬀort beats the target diﬃculty by
one, it generates one shift; if it beats it by
two, it generates two shifts, and so on.

EXAMPL E
DIFFICULTY :
SKILL:
ROL L:
EFFORT:
EFFECT:

Fair (+2)
Good (+3)
+1 (4dF = +, –, blank, +)
Skill + Roll
= 3+1 = Great (+4)
Effort – Difficulty
= 4–2 = 2 shifts

|—|—|
4
3
2
1
0
)( Roll )
Skill
(

)
Effort
( Difficulty )( Effect )
( 2 shifts )

(
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Actions that use dice in THE DRESDEN FILES
RPG fall into two main categories: non-conflict
actions and conflict actions. Use non-conflict
actions when your character is involved in a situation that can easily be resolved or when the
group doesn’t want to drag it out too far—the
obstacles in your character’s way are not complex,
there is little conflict of interest between characters, or there isn’t any real opposition for your
character except for how well he performs the
action. Use conflict actions when your character’s
situation cannot easily be resolved or when the
group wants to resolve a conflict in finer detail—
usually when your character’s goals are diametrically opposed to the goals of another character.

Non-conf1ct
Actions
The basic types of non-conflict actions are:
Simple Actions: Your character tries to do
something basic, but challenging. Roll against a
fixed diﬃculty.
Contests: Your character’s actions are opposed
by an NPC or another PC. Roll against the
opponent’s player and the high roll wins.
Assessments: You want to reveal a target’s
aspects. Roll against a fixed diﬃculty or roll
against the opponent’s player and the high roll
wins.
Declarations: You want to create aspects for an
NPC or another PC. Roll against a fixed diﬃculty or roll against the opponent’s player and
the high roll wins.

Simp9 Actions
Simple actions are rolled against a diﬃculty
set by the GM and are used to see if your
character can do something and, possibly, how
well he can do it. The GM describes the situation. You choose a skill to apply to it and roll
against a diﬃculty determined by the GM (see
“A Measure of Diﬃculty” for guidelines). Some
simple actions include:
 Climbing a wall into a cultist compound
 Looking up an obscure fact about
Chicago history
 Searching a crime scene for fingerprints
 Shooting a target—provided it isn’t a
character, creature, or anything that can
move intelligently
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Playing The Game
Matching the diﬃculty on a simple action is
suﬃcient to succeed; beating the diﬃculty and
getting shifts allows you to aﬀect the outcome
of the action in diﬀerent ways. Basic uses for a
shift include:
 Reducing the time required, either on
a relative scale or according to the time
increments chart (page 315)
 Increasing the subtlety of the outcome,
making it harder to detect
 Increasing the quality of the action’s
outcome
Usually, the quality of a simple action matters
when the results of that action are going to be
referenced later—if you roll Great (+4) so that
your character can hide something, the person
who comes looking for it will have to roll
Great (+4) or better to find it.

A Meаure of Difficul'

Average difficulty represents an action
that someone with only basic training or
talents would find diﬃcult. Fair and Good
actions are typically the province of professionals, journeymen, and the very talented.
Great and Superb actions are typically the
province of veterans, masters, and those
who combine natural talent with training.
Beyond Superb, only those who surpass
human capability succeed on a regular basis.
Use this as a guideline for setting diﬃculties and judging the relative meaning of
skill levels. For tons more information, see
“Setting Diﬃculties” in Running the Game
(page 310).

Con:Ps
Contests are much like simple actions, except the
action is directly opposed by someone else and is
easily resolved one way or another. Rather than
setting a diﬃculty, each party rolls the appropriate skill, and the outcome is resolved as if the
high roll had beaten a diﬃculty equal to the low
roll. This is called an opposed roll. A tie means
both succeed, but the outcome could be a tie or it
could be left up in the air, requiring another roll
to resolve it. Some sample contests include:
 An arm wrestling match
 A footrace
 A game of chance

Normally, getting shifts on a contest does
not impart any additional benefit besides
victory—although the margin certainly gives
an idea of how close or lopsided the contest
was, which can help describe how it happened.
In some situations, however, when the outcome
of the contest influences a future roll, the GM
may oﬀer a bonus to the winning player for the
second roll, or even place a temporary aspect
that the winning player can tag (page 106) or
invoke (page 98). In such an event, you could look
at the contest as an isolated maneuver action
(page 207).

Consequential Con:Ps

Sometimes, the GM wants the result of a contest
to have some real impact besides just winning
and losing, but she doesn’t want to extend the
moment out into a full conflict—either it
doesn’t feel right for pacing and description, or
the outcome is still simple despite the impact
of the action. If this is the case, she may want
to consider having the loser take a consequence
(page 203) in addition to his loss, depending on
how much he was beaten by in the contest: mild
for a two-shift loss, moderate for a four-shift
loss, and severe for a six-shift loss or greater
(round down in the case of in-between values).
If the group agrees, a loss of 8 shifts or more
could confer an extreme consequence, but it has
to be justified as per the usual rules (page 205).

Ex:Red Con:Ps

Sometimes, the GM (or one of the players)
wants to do something that takes a bit longer
than a single roll, but doesn’t want to engage the
detail of the conflict system (below, page 197) to
do it. That’s a good time to think about running
an extended contest—a short series of rolls that
add up to a final result.
Drawing out a contest like this can create
some additional drama, since “what happens?”
isn’t answered in a single decisive stroke—a
long footrace over a few hours (Athletics), a
desperate car chase of a few minutes (Driving),
or an investigative game of cat and mouse over
a few days (Burglary and Investigation) can
all fit the bill here. However you slice it, there
should always be an element of time pressure
to an extended contest. Whether we’re talking
about someone winning the marathon or the art
thief getting away (or not) with the painting, an
extended contest is headed somewhere and has a
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winner, with interesting results proceeding from
each possible outcome.
There are two ways to set your time limit
with an extended contest: The Race and Cat &
Mouse.
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T הRace
This version of an extended contest handles
multiple competitors well. A base diﬃculty is set
for everyone—often simply Mediocre (+0)—
and each competitor rolls an appropriate skill
against that target, keeping a running tally of
the number of shifts won (or lost, in the case of
a failure). If a competitor chooses to use a less
appropriate skill, the diﬃculty should increase
minimally (1 to 2 steps harder).
The time pressure here comes from how long
it takes to get to the finish line—a number of
shifts (usually somewhere between six and
fifteen)—set by the GM or the group. To figure
out where the finish line should be, take a look
how many rolls it would take someone with
Good skill, rolling the average (+0 on the dice),
to hit it. Good vs. Mediocre is 3 shifts, so if you
want a race that will resolve in 3 rolls or so, the
finish line should be about 9 shifts. Someone
might roll phenomenally and sew it up in fewer,
or a run of bad luck might make it take a few
rolls longer, but the feeling of time running out
will be present throughout the race.
The first person whose total number of shifts
hits or exceeds the finish line is the winner. We
call this a race because plenty of people can get
involved, and there’s a way to rank the results at
the end—you can look at everyone else’s tally
once a winner is determined to see who comes
in second, third, and so forth. Sometimes a race
may be more about who comes in last—since
he’s inevitably the one lagging behind as the
monster closes in.
Because you’re adding up shifts from many
successive rolls, a race generally should not
be combined with a consequential contest
(see above) unless the finish line is close (low
number of shifts). If combined, the diﬀerence
between the winner’s and the losers’ totals would
indicate the consequences inflicted. Given that
it wouldn’t be unheard of to see diﬀerences of
six shifts or more after rolling enough times, you
might end up with a consequence that seems
excessive for an action that wasn’t worth a full
blown conflict. Keeping that in mind, if you like
the idea of those kinds of results, by all means,
have at.

Example: Evan Montrose and a rogue practitioner he’s been chasing are running away from
a mutual enemy—a demon that the practitioner summoned and promptly lost control of.
The GM tells Rob, Evan’s player, that the
demon’s going to get to one of them…it just
depends on who’s in second place. This is a race,
with a base diﬃculty of Mediocre (+0), and she
says the first person to get to 6 shifts wins. The
loser will have to deal with the demon.
In the first round, Evan’s Athletics roll
comes up a Fair, giving him two shifts, but the
practitioner rolls really well and gets a Great!
The GM describes the rogue spellslinger as
being highly, highly motivated by fear, scurrying
away at top speed.
In the second round, Evan gets another Fair,
putting him at four shifts total. Fortunately for
him, the practitioner rolls horrifically and gets
a Mediocre, making no further progress that
turn. Rob decides to invoke Evan’s IN OVER
MY HEAD aspect, saying that he’s definitely
used to this kind of panicked flight, giving him
the final two shifts he needs to get six. He gets
away, and the rogue…well, the GM just looks
at Rob and makes crunching noises. Ewww.
Cat & Mouse
Unlike a race, this version of an extended contest
is best used between two competitors (or two
distinct groups). One party plays the mouse (or
leader), and the other plays the cat (or follower),
and the results of each opposed roll are added to
a running total.
A hard limit is set on the number of opposed
rolls that will be made before the winner is
determined—usually three to five opposed rolls.
Shifts won by the leader add to the total, and
shifts won by the follower subtract from the
total.
Once the hard limit on opposed rolls is met,
the total is examined. If the total is a zero, the
contest is a draw, indicating an unsatisfying resolution for both parties. If the total is positive,
the mouse won; if it’s negative, the cat did. In
the case of the mouse being an art thief rolling
Burglary and Deceit, and the cat being a detective rolling Investigation and Empathy, a win for
the mouse suggests the thief got away with the
painting, a win for the cat suggests the detective
caught the thief, while a draw suggests the detective prevented the theft but the thief got away.
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This method of extended contest can be
combined with a consequential contest (see
above) so long as there aren’t a great number
of rolls to be made, with the winning tally indicating the severity of consequence. In some
cases, the competitors may want to set arbitrary
rules of engagement, such as “you can’t roll the
same skill twice in a row,” or, if the competitors
are groups rather than individuals, saying “each
member of a team gets to make one roll.”
Example: Harry Dresden is engaged in a
high-speed car chase with a Red Court vampire
through the middle of downtown Chicago. The
GM decides this is definitely a “cat & mouse”
kind of situation. She sets the number of
required rolls at three.
In the first round, the vampire rolls a
Great, and Harry unfortunately only gets a
Good. That’s one shift to the vampire, putting
him in the lead. They both careen around cars
and create general chaos as they go, speeding
along on a chorus of honking horns.
In the second round, Harry gets a massive
Fantastic! The vampire manages another
Great, giving Harry two shifts. This puts the
total for the chase at –1 (two shifts for the
cat, one for the mouse), meaning that Harry’s
gained on the vampire. The GM describes the
vampire getting slowed while going through an
intersection, giving Harry the chance to get
closer.
In the final round, Harry doesn’t roll all
that well—a Fair, and he’s low on fate points,
so he decides not to invoke any aspects. The
vampire does a bit better, getting a Good, giving
him a shift and tying up the score back at zero.

The chase is ultimately ruled as a draw—
the GM decides that they end up getting so
tangled in traﬃc that there’s no way to avoid
an accident…both of them end up in a fender
bender with other cars, and the vampire is
forced onto the street. Now that he’s cornered,
he’s on the prowl for prey, and they’re in a
crowded, clogged street full of people. Harry
tightens his grip on his staﬀ and prepares to
do battle with the creature as he steps out of
his car…

AssHsments
Assessments are a special kind of simple action
used for determining a target’s aspects. This
target could be another character (PC or NPC),
a particular scene or location, an object—basically, anything that could potentially have an
aspect on it. Most of the time, you use an assessment in order to set up some kind of future
advantage to exploit later, such as using Burglary
to case an establishment for vulnerabilities
before breaking into it, or using Empathy to
figure out a good tactic to make a good impression on a dignitary at a Red Court ball. The
skill descriptions mention which skills are most
suited for assessment actions, but a creative
player could probably think of a few more (“Oh,
I have Weapons. Can I assess his fencing style
and look for weaknesses in his form?”).
When making an assessment, state what kind
of information you want to assess, and the GM
assigns a diﬃculty to the attempt. If the target
is a character, she might decide the diﬃculty is
equal to one of the character’s skills, like using
the dignitary’s Presence as the diﬃculty for the

I’m not sure
the Blue
Beetle cou ld
really
handle a
“high-speed”
chase.
Maybe Murph
let you borrow
her car.

Ha! You’re
funny.
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Empathy roll mentioned above. If the target is a
location, the GM assigns whatever diﬃculty she
feels is appropriate (page 310), with a default diﬃculty of Average. If the target is somehow aware
of the assessment attempt, the GM might even
treat the assessment like a contest and have the
target roll his skill against the assessing player.
When you succeed at an assessment, the GM
reveals an aspect of the target, allowing your
character to interact with it as per the rules in
“Interacting with Other Aspects” on page 105.

GuHsing Aspects

Sometimes, because of the way the GM roleplays an NPC or due to some other factor, you
might be able to make a specific guess as to what
aspects a character might have. (You might
correctly guess that a Mafia bodyguard has a
HOT TEMPER, for example, because the GM is
playing up that NPC’s impulsiveness.)
The GM can skip the assessment roll if
you’re right—it means you’re paying attention
and keying in, and that’s always a good thing.
Also, don’t worry about being too exact about
Dec"rations ' “Canon”
In the Dresdenverse, many details about
supernatural entities are “set”—their weaknesses, habits, tactics, and so on. There are
some situations where a declaration isn’t
appropriate, and the GM actually does
have things charted out and “set in stone.”
You’ll have to stick to assessment in those
cases. Still, it’s a good idea for GMs to be
as flexible as possible when players want to
make declarations—it gives them a sense
of contributing to the game and oﬀers a lot
of options for using knowledge skills that
might otherwise be sidelined.
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Aspect or Detail?
Technically, assessments and declarations
can be used to suss out useful details as
well as aspects. Not every bit of information you might want to discover or create
can be summarized as an aspect. As a rule of
thumb, if the detail is something that indicates a direct benefit to a future skill roll, it
should be expressed as an aspect. Otherwise,
if the information is important but the
benefit isn’t so direct, noting the detail is
just fine.

phrasing—say you guessed QUICK TO ANGER
instead; that’s in the ballpark, so it should work.
Of course, sometimes you’d rather save your
action and spend a fate point to make a guess
about a character’s aspects, and that’s okay too.
See Aspects, page 113, for more details on guessing
aspects.

DecGrations

Declarations are a special kind of assessment.
What sets a declaration apart from other assessments is that, while an assessment allows you to
discover aspects on a target that are already there,
declarations allow you to create new aspects that
a target didn’t have before and then take advantage of them. Declarations allow players some
serious narrative power, because you can eﬀectively introduce new facts into play and then act
on them, defining things about the setting and
the characters that the GM didn’t already have
planned out.
At first blush, this may seem a bit strange;
however, when making assessments, it’s pretty
common for players to suggest something that
the GM either didn’t plan for or doesn’t have
detailed. If you’re casing someone’s house using
Burglary, maybe she doesn’t have scene aspects
for that house. So when you ask, “Hey, is there
some kind of vent access to the outside I could
easily pry open to help me get in undetected?”
she might not have an immediate answer.
Declarations are a way for the GM to have that
answer, by having you come up with it.
To make a declaration, state the aspect you
wish to create or take advantage of. The GM
assigns an appropriate diﬃculty, and you roll
the appropriate skill. If you succeed, the fact is
true and the aspect is immediately assigned to
the target so that you can use it just as if you’d
succeeded on an assessment roll. Like other
assessments, an aspect created by a declaration
can be tagged (page 106) in the same scene.
If your roll fails, the fact is not true. This
might mean the vent isn’t there, but it can
also mean that your character is mistaken and
believes the declaration to be true when it isn’t.
It can be fun to play around with the results of
failed declarations, especially when doing so will
create a humorous or ironic situation. Maybe
that thing that looks like a vent is actually the
grille for a wall-mounted air conditioning unit…
which noisily falls to the ground after you
unscrew the wall mounting!
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Or imagine that you use Lore to declare that
the magical cult your group is seeking assistance
from appreciates direct displays of strength as
part of their customs. You fail the declaration
roll and then say, “Yeah, they seriously won’t
respect us unless we walk up and punch the
leader right in the face. Cults, man, you know
how they are.” Of course, when your group
encounters that coven later, that scene has the
potential to be very entertaining, indeed.
The GM has the final call on the eﬀect of
a failed declaration, but you’re encouraged to
propose failures you think are interesting.

Conflicts happen when two or more characters are in opposition in a fashion that cannot
be quickly and cleanly resolved. A conflict is
broken down into a number of exchanges—
acting in turns, each party attempts to achieve
their goal. Anyone affected by that attempt
may be called upon to roll a response, such as
defending against an attack. Each party accumulates gradual success, aﬀecting their opponents
in a momentary (resulting in stress) or lasting
(resulting in a consequence) way. Eventually,
one of the parties will take enough stress or
suﬀer enough consequences to be taken out;
alternatively, opponents may preemptively oﬀer
a concession to mitigate their loss.
Conflicts involve the most complex game
actions, and an entire scene may revolve around
a single conflict. Examples of conflicts include:
 Any kind of fight scene
 A political debate
 A long, tense stare-down
 Trying to talk your way past a bouncer
as he tries to scare you oﬀ
S"ial, Mental, & Physi+l
Keep in mind that while most of the text
below uses physical conflict as an example—
because, frankly, it’s just easiest to explain
that way—the conflict system works just
as well to model several kinds of social and
mental conflicts, such as lengthy negotiations, resistance against mental conditioning,
and interrogation. Additional guidelines for
using the system for non-physical conflicts
start on page 215, and there will be some
discussion along the way as well.

Playing The Game
Conflicts are complex, and they merit
an entire section detailing how you should
handle them.

Ru\ing Conf1cts
Once a conflict begins, follow this regular
pattern.
1. Frame the scene.
2. Establish the groups in the conflict.
3. Establish initiative.
4. Begin the exchange.
a. Take actions.
b. Resolve actions.
c. Repeat step 4, beginning a new
exchange.

S:p 1: FrEing < Scene

The GM first needs to set up the basic details
of the scene. When and where does the conflict
take place? What are the particular qualities of
that “arena”? What are the primary things that
could influence the conflict in that arena? You
don’t need an encyclopedic amount of detail—
just enough to get the group on the same page
about what the overall situation is when the
conflict starts.
The GM’s primary tools for framing the
scene are zones and scene aspects. A zone is
an abstract region of the space the conflict takes
place in, loosely defined as an area in which
two characters are close enough to interact
directly (which is a nice way of saying “can talk
to or punch each other in the face”). Placement
in zones aﬀects things such as whether or not
characters have to use ranged weapons to attack
each other. As a rule of thumb, characters in
the same zone can touch each other, characters
one zone away can throw things at each other,
and characters two zones away can shoot at
each other (some guns can shoot three or more
zones away).
In general, any given conflict should not
involve more than a handful of zones, although
folks looking for a more tactical experience may
want to increase that number. Considering that
guns operate easily two zones away, two to four
zones are suﬃcient for most scenes. Don’t feel
pressured to include more zones than the area
naturally seems to support, though—if it’s a
small space, it’s perfectly fine to say that everyone’s in the same zone.
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Don’t ignore zones, even if they’re just represented by a hastily scribbled map on a napkin.
Even a little bit of a map to interact with goes
a long way toward making a conflict more
interesting.
Example: The GM knows that a particular
conflict is going to take place in an industrial
warehouse. She decides that the warehouse is
big enough to be two zones and the parking lot
outside is big enough to be two zones. So a character on the far side of the parking lot is three
zones away from a character on the far side of
the warehouse.
The GM also needs to set aspects for the
scene—basically anything about the scene that
could give advantage or disadvantage in the
conflict. These aspects are available for anyone
in the scene to invoke. Normally, these aspects
aren’t available for tagging unless a player has
to discover the aspect through assessment, or
if he’s put the aspect on the scene before the
conflict starts (like in an ambush, for example;
see page 142). On the other hand, some GMs may
want to encourage players to interact with the
scene aspects right away by treating each aspect
as having one “open” tag available to those players
fast enough to incorporate them.
Example: The GM thinks about what might
be used for advantage and disadvantage in the
conflict, and she decides the warehouse needs
scene aspects of DARK AND CRAMPED, as well
as CRATES, which might be used as cover or
knocked over on top of someone. The parking
lot is pretty barren, but she decides it has a few
CARS out front which could get used creatively.
And just to spice things up, she decides that
there’s a GAS MAIN nearby as well (though she
might decide to keep that one a secret, to wait
for a clever player’s assessment).

CARS

Parking Lot
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Parking Lot

GAS MAIN?

Generally, the more scene aspects there are,
the livelier the environment is. GMs should
therefore be pretty liberal about throwing scene
aspects out there, giving the players a very tactile
way of interacting with the environment and
incorporating those details into their action
descriptions. Five scene aspects, give or take a
couple, is usually a good number.

S:p 2: EPab1sh Groups

It’s important to have a clear idea about who is
going to attempt to take on whom in a conflict,
even if it’s every man for himself. Normally, the
standard division of groups is the PCs vs. an
opposing group of NPCs run by the GM, but
this isn’t always the case. Maybe two PCs have
vastly different goals in the conflict or even
opposing ones, and maybe some of the NPCs
are allied with the PCs.
Make sure everyone agrees on the general
goals of each “side,” who’s on which side, and
where everyone is situated in the scene (like
who’s occupying which zone) when it begins.
Once you’ve done that, you need to break down
how those groups are going to “divvy up” to face
one another—is one character going to get
mobbed by the bad guy’s henchmen, or is the
opposition going to spread itself around equally
among the PCs?
Usually this is pretty self-explanatory, but
it can be an important step in more complex
scenes, such as those involving three or more
groups with opposing goals.
Example: The GM knows that the PCs are
coming to stop a smuggling ring that’s been
transporting mystical stolen goods—arcane
texts and rare ritual items—out of the city.
She decides that there’ll be a shipment in progress when they bust in. Four bad guys are on
the scene—a Mafia lieutenant she introduced
DARK & CRAMPED
earlier in the session, the lieutenant’s bodyguard, and two armed thugs who are handling
the main labor.
There are three PCs, so the GM decides
Warehouse
that the bad guys will split into three groups.
The lieutenant and the bodyguard will take on
one PC, while each thug takes on one of the
remaining PCs.

Warehouse
CRATES
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S:p 3: EPab1sh
Initiative

The next step is to decide the order in which
the characters act. This is referred to as the
order of initiative (as in, “X takes the initiative
to do Y”)—most often, people just say “initiative.” The skill used for determining initiative
in a physical conflict is Alertness. Whenever a
conflict starts, the character with the highest
Alertness gets the first turn, followed by the
second highest, etc. Every character gets one
turn per exchange. Some powers and stunts can
modify the initiative order; otherwise, the same
initiative order is used from one exchange to
the next.

itters who
S o, all the cr
e drop
seem to get thre
than
on me have motness?
human aler
Or you’re just dense.

S hut up, B ob.
Empathy might determine initiative in a
social conflict, whereas Discipline might work
for a mental conflict.
In the case of a tie, call upon some other relevant skill to resolve things. In physical conflicts,
ties would probably resolve with Athletics.
You may opt to delay your action until a
future point in the exchange, allowing you to
interrupt someone else’s action later in the
initiative order. Once this happens, your initiative is set at that point for the rest of the conflict,
unless you delay again.
Example: Harry, Murphy, and Mouse are
being attacked by ghouls in a parking garage.
Mouse ends up with the highest initiative, but
he wants to delay his action to see what the
ghouls are going to do. On their turn, two of the
ghouls try to knock over a car onto Harry and
Murphy, and Mouse interrupts them, getting
in an attack before they get to do anything. For
the rest of the conflict, Mouse will take action
just before the ghouls do.

Options for Initiative
Why not
Some groups may feel like skill-based initialet people
tive is a little too technical and rigid, preferring
roll their
a greater variance for turn order in conflicts. Alertness for
That’s fine—if you want, you can do it in a more
initiative?
context-based fashion: simply allow the person
who initiates the conflict to go first, and then Good idea on
have the turns go clockwise around the table. In paper, but in
the next exchange, let the next person go first,
practice it
so that the “spotlight” of going first gets passed
ends
up being a
around during the conflict.
Keep in mind, however, that GMs may need real time-sink.
to adjust some other rules to make skills like That’s why I
Alertness and abilities like Speed feel signifileft it out.
cant, as a large part of their function in the game
has to do with keeping initiative. If your group
is making the switch, make sure that players
who have these on their character sheet aren’t
screwed over by it.
If we’re

S:p 4: Take Action!

When your character’s turn comes up in the
exchange, describe what your character is doing
in terms of one of the basic conflict actions. The
basic conflict actions are:
Attack: Roll against an opponent to try to inflict
stress or consequences on him directly (page 200).
Maneuver: Roll against an opponent or against
a fixed diﬃculty to try to place an aspect on the
opponent or the scene (page 207).
Block: Roll to set up a preemptive defense
against a specified future action; anyone
committing that named action will have to roll
against the block to succeed (page 210).
Sprint: Roll to change zones, with a higher roll
allowing a greater degree of movement (page 212).
Each character gets one basic action per turn,
but under certain circumstances your character can take a supplemental action and/or
a free action in addition to that main action
(see page 213 for more details). Of course, in lieu
of anything else, a character may choose to just
duck and cover:

talking realworld, I try
to maneuver
(and sprint,
and block)
more than
I try to
attack.
Attacking
really only
works if
you’ve got a
solid chance
of taking
the target
down. But
sometimes
you’ve got
to attack—
there are
things
out there
that won’t
understand
how serious
you are
otherwise.

Full Defense: You can always choose to do Actually, the
nothing active in the exchange at all; your char- truth of that
acter is assumed to be concentrating entirely on is not much
defense. As such, any defense rolls you make to
different in
avoid attacks or maneuvers are done at +2.
the game.
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AIacks
An attack is a direct assault that causes momentary or lasting harm to an opponent in the form
of stress and consequences. An attack is always
rolled as a contest between the character (the
attacker) and the opponent (the defender).
There is no limit to the number of times
someone can roll to defend against attacks in an
exchange, even against multiple attackers.
The skill used for an attack depends on the
attacker’s agenda and preferred methods; Fists,
Guns, and Weapons are most often used for
physical conflicts. The skill used for an attack
also determines which skills are allowed to
defend against the attack—Athletics is the
catch-all defense skill for physical conflicts, but
Fists can be used to defend against other Fists
attacks, and Weapons can be used to defend
against both Weapons and Fists attacks. The
skill descriptions starting on page 120 indicate
which skills are usable for defense and which
skills they can defend against.
If the attacker wins the roll, the shifts he
acquires translate into a stress value he can

inflict on the defender (see “Resolving Attacks”
below). If the defender wins, the attack fails.
If the attacker and defender tie, the attacker
“connects” with the defender, but without a
weapon (page 202) or some other stress-booster,
the margin of zero means no stress will be
inflicted.

tack
What if the at
flicts
connects, butItinse
ems
no stress? H IN
T
E
like S O M whenGa
shou ld happeneven if it
hit connects, damage.
doesn’t do
You could treat it as
a maneuver, dropping
a temporary aspect
on the defender.
Look at you, getting all
rulesy. It makes me proud!
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Social Attacks: Keep in mind that not all
attacks are necessarily physically violent—a
particularly persuasive argument, lie, or distraction can be considered an attack if it directly
aﬀects the opponent. Social attacks are appropriate in situations where the action contributes
directly to removing the opponent as a factor in
the conflict. Social attacks usually use Deceit,
Intimidation, or Rapport against the opponent’s
Empathy or Discipline. See “Social Conflicts”
and “Mental Conflicts” starting on page 215 for
further details.
R"olving A(acks
When an attack succeeds, it inflicts stress on the
target. Stress is an abstract representation of the
diﬃculties that threaten to take someone out of
a conflict. In a physical fight, stress can be minor
cuts, bruises, fatigue, and the like. In a social or
mental conflict, it might be loss of willpower,
composure, or emotional control—when Harry
insults a Denarian and can see the anger flare
up in its eyes, that’s stress. Of course, when the
Denarian pops Harry in the snoot for pissing

him oﬀ, that’s stress, too. Stress is not lasting
(lasting eﬀects are represented by consequences,
which we’ll cover shortly) and can usually be
shaken oﬀ between scenes or whenever the character takes a moment to compose himself.
The best way to look at stress is that it’s
the closest of close calls. That left hook might
not take your character out of the fight, but
his knees wobble a bit. Your character might
have parried that sword blow, but he’s losing
momentum and getting tired. That bullet might
not have hit your character, but he’s agitated, and
one of these times he just isn’t going to be able to
hit the deck quickly enough. This outlook can
help you represent stress in the face of diﬀerent
sources of harm.
By default, a character has three types of
stress that he can take, based on the kind of
attack used against him. The physical stress track
is used for stress such as wounds and fatigue.
The mental stress track represents psychological
and emotional trauma. The social stress track
represents the gradual loss of personal composure in the face of social pressure.
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Gah! Y
ou’re
saying “boxes”
again when
they’re
freakin’
circles!
Ever seen
a hat box,
Harry?

I don’t
do hats.
But you’ d look
cool in a hat!

When your character takes stress, mark oﬀ
that box (and only that box) on the appropriate
stress track. For instance, if your character takes
a two-point physical hit, you should mark oﬀ the
second box (and only the second box) from the
left on the physical stress track. If your character
takes a hit and finds that box already marked oﬀ,
you should “roll up” to the next empty box on the
right and check that oﬀ. If there are no empty
boxes to the right (in other words, the hit would
“roll oﬀ ” the end of the stress track), the character is either taken out (page 203) or needs to
take consequences to absorb the hit (page 203).
Each stress track defaults to 2 boxes, but
certain skills can increase them: Endurance can
increase the physical stress track, Conviction can
increase the mental stress track, and Presence
can increase the social stress track.
See the skill descriptions on page 130, 124,
and 136 respectively for more details.
Example: Evan Montrose is tussling with
a demon, accidentally released by the careless
actions of a rogue practitioner. The demon
takes a swing at Evan, rolling a total of
Fantastic (+6) with his Fists skill. Evan didn’t
have the opportunity to bring up a shield, so he
tries to dodge, rolling his Fair (+2) Athletics
and only getting a Good (+3). This means that
the demon inflicts 3 points of physical stress
on Evan. Evan marks oﬀ the third box on his
stress track. BROK E
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Weapons . Armor
A weapon can inflict additional stress on a target
when you succeed on an attack and, likewise,
armor can mitigate stress. Weapons and armor
are given numerical ratings, usually from 1 to 4.
Any successful attack adds the weapon value to
the stress inflicted, but subtracts any relevant
armor value. Keep in mind that a tie on an attack
roll does connect—if you have a weapon rating,
you would add the rating to the zero-shift attack
for a final stress total.
The rating of a weapon is essentially based on
how nasty it is under the circumstances—the
degree to which is it likely to help get a character
dead. Deciding nastiness is kind of a subjective
measure, but the default guideline of escalating
size or power isn’t a bad one. That would give us
something like this:
Small pocket weapons,
knives, saps, and “belly
guns”

Weapon:1

Swords, baseball bats,
batons, most pistols

Weapon:2

Two-handed weapons,
oversized pistols (Desert
Eagle and company), rifles
and shotguns, most fullyautomatic weapons

Weapon:3

“Battlefield” weaponry,
explosives

Weapon:4+

Armor essentially works the same way as
weapons—the rating is based on what it’s ideally
supposed to be protecting the wearer from.
Mental
(Conviction)
Resist the temptation to bog down the game
with creating extensive examples of armor types;
S+ial
(P)sence)
the better approach is to color it appropriately
to the weapon ratings. So, Armor:2 is intended
Armor, Etc:
to protect completely against most pistols—it’s
Consequenc(
probably a reinforced Kevlar vest or something.
Later in the fight, the demon hits him
That said, armor does tend to lag behind weapagain for three stress, but because that box is
onry in terms of availability. Many bulletproof
already filled, the damage “rolls up” to the next
vests are only Armor:1—a heavy pistol round
on
D o weap
available box. Unfortunately, Evan only has
can still crack a rib if it hits you. Armor:4 is
gs
ratin
three stress boxes on his track, which means he
not really something you find on a personal
k?
ac
st
has to take a consequence to absorb that hit or
scale, except maybe in a magical or supernatural
t
ou
ab
ow
H
he’ll be taken out.
context.
armor?
No, they don’ t (unless a power says otherwise). You take the highest rating. That
said, not all armor protects against all types of damage, so multiple forms may
get you BROADER coverage without providing a numerically higher armor rating.
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Playing The Game
Ge(ing Taken Out
If the damage exceeds the character’s stress track,
or occupied boxes “push” the stress oﬀ the right
side of the stress track, the character is taken
out, meaning the character has decisively lost
the conflict. His fate is in the hands of the opponent, who may decide how the character loses.
The outcome must remain within the realm of
reason—very few people truly die from shame,
so having someone die as a result of a duel of
wits is unlikely, but having him embarrass
himself and flee in disgrace is not unreasonable.
Dictating Outcom&
While the player of the attacker that takes
out an opponent gets to decide the manner
in which his victim loses, this does not mean
that the attacker has the authority to dictate
specifics that are completely out of character
for the loser. The loser still controls his own
character in an essential way and is allowed
to modify whatever the winner states to
make sure that whatever happens stays true
to form.
To build on an example given here, if
someone wins a duel of wits by taking out
his opponent, he can say “you embarrass
yourself and flee in disgrace,” but he can’t
add in embellishments like “…and so you run
out of the hall, arms flapping, screaming like
a child.” That sort of thing is a color detail
that the loser still controls. So if the loser
was, say, John Marcone, he might simply
fold up his napkin and walk stiﬄy out of the
room. That’s much more in character, but
still fills the spirit of the defeat described by
the winner.
Note that this also means that when
someone uses her taken out privilege to
decide that her opponent dies, the opponent
still owns his death scene and can describe
his dying words however he wishes.

rs always
S o, since charatach te
enes in the
sc
“own” their derds have
a chance
game, all wiza
rse?
to give their death cu
lows it, sure.
If the situation al

Cool.

Generally speaking, getting taken out applies
only to the venue of the attack in question. For
instance, getting taken out socially means a character has lost his cool and is totally flustered, but
he may still be able to punch someone or run
away. Getting taken out physically might mean
the character is physically incapacitated, but he
may still interact socially in some way (though
unconsciousness and death do tend to put a
small crimp in such things).
Given that a character has a maximum of
4 stress boxes, it’s pretty obvious that taking
someone out isn’t all that diﬃcult. There are a
couple of ways to mitigate this pain, though:
consequences and concessions.
Consequenc"
Stress is a transitory thing, but sometimes
conflicts will have lasting effects on a character—serious injuries, embarrassments,
phobias, and the like. These eﬀects are collectively called consequences, and they are a special
kind of aspect.
Any time a character takes stress, he may opt
to take a consequence to reduce the amount of
stress received from the attack. The exact nature
of the consequence depends upon the conflict—
an injury might be appropriate for a physical
struggle, but an emotional state might be apt
for a social one. Whatever the consequence, it is
written down under the stress track.
Normally, the player taking the consequence
gets to describe what it is, so long as it’s compatible with the nature of the attack that inflicted
the harm. The GM arbitrates the appropriateness of a consequence and there may be some
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back and forth conversation before settling on
one. The GM is the final authority on whether a
player’s suggested consequence is reasonable for
the circumstances and severity.
There are four levels of consequence severity,
each of which cancels out a greater amount
of stress from an attack. Consequences may
not be taken after the fact to cancel stress
already recorded on a character’s stress track.
Consequences linger for varying lengths of time
after appropriate justification is established
to begin recovery (see page 220 for more details
on that):
 Mild consequences cancel out 2 stress.
They last for one scene after recovery
So you can
just take
starts. Think of things that are bad
consequences to enough to make you say “Walk it oﬀ/
avoid stress? rub some dirt in it!” (Examples: BRUISED
HAND, NASTY SHINER, WINDED,
Yeah, but
FLUSTERED, DISTRACTED.)
consequences are a  Moderate consequences cancel out
really big deal in
4 stress. They last until the end of the
conflicts. People
next session after recovery starts. Think of
things that are bad enough to make you
should exercise a
say, “Man, you really should go take care
healthy fear of
of that/get some rest.” (Examples: BELLY
them. A moderate
SLASH, BAD FIRST DEGREE BURN,
consequence, which
TWISTED ANKLE, EXHAUSTED, DRUNK.)
isn’ t that hard to  Severe consequences cancel out 6 stress.
come by, is going
They last for the next scenario (or two to
three sessions, whichever is longer) after
to be with you for
recovery starts. Think of things that are
a FULL SESSION.
bad enough to make you say, “Man, you
Think about
really need to go to the ER/get serious
that! Concessions
help.” (Examples: BROKEN LEG, BAD
are your friend.
SECOND-DEGREE BURN, CRIPPLING
SHAME, TRAUMA-INDUCED PHOBIA.)
Each character may take one of each severity
(though some stunts and very high skills may
increase the number of consequences that can be
taken at a certain severity); once the consequence
slot is used, it cannot be used again until the
current consequence is removed. Multiple consequences can be “stacked” at a time, combining
their rating for the purposes of absorbing an
attack. So instead of taking a severe consequence
to cancel 6 stress, a player might take a mild (2
stress) and a moderate (4 stress) which would
add up to cancel 6 stress.
When your character takes a consequence,
remove the appropriate amount of stress from
the attack. If that reduces the stress to zero or
below, you absorb the hit completely. If there is
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any stress left over, you need to mark it on your
stress track. So, if your character gets hit for 5
stress and you decide to take a moderate consequence, you’re left with a 1 stress hit. Keep in
mind that the normal rules for taking stress apply
for this—empty boxes get filled in, filled boxes
“roll up” to the right. That means that, even if you
take a consequence, the leftover stress might take
you out anyway…be careful about this!
Example: Suppose your stress track has the
second and fourth boxes filled in, and you only
have a track length of 4. That means that if you
take a stress hit of 4 or worse, you’ll be taken out.
1 2 3 4
So suppose you take a 6-stress hit. That
blasts right past your whole track. You could
take a mild consequence to reduce that to a
4-stress hit, but the 4-stress hit would still land
on your filled-in 4, and roll up oﬀ the end of
your track—so you’d still be taken out.
That means you’ll have to take at least a
moderate consequence instead. If you did, you’d
only take a 2-stress hit (which would roll up to
mark oﬀ your 3, since your 2 is already filled in).
If you took a severe consequence, that would
reduce the 6-stress hit to zero, so it wouldn’t land
on your track at all.
Also keep in mind that, because a consequence is an aspect, it can be tagged, invoked, and
compelled like any other aspect. Opponents with
fate points will take advantage of this, because
invoking a consequence to help win a fight is very
easy to justify. Further, the attacker that inflicted
the consequence gets one tag on it (which he
may give to an ally), just like aspects placed by a
maneuver.
Example: Harry Dresden has taken the
moderate consequence of BRUISED RIBS in a
fight with a rogue practitioner of black magic.
In the next exchange, the practitioner can tag
that aspect, taking advantage of the injury to
gain a bonus to land another hit on Harry. As
long as he has fate points left, the practitioner
can continue to invoke Harry’s BRUISED RIBS,
getting a bonus as he pounds away on Harry.
Some skills (like Scholarship) and some
supernatural powers (like Inhuman Recovery)
can provide easy justification to start the recovery
process (for skills) or reduce recovery times for
consequences (for powers). See the appropriate
skill or power descriptions for details.
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Ext7me Consequenc":
T הLаt R"ort
If your character is in extremely dire straits, and
it’s really, really important to stay in the fight,
there is one last-ditch option you have available.
This is called an extreme consequence, but it’s
set apart from the others because it operates as
more of a plot device than a normal consequence
and isn’t aﬀected by any of the normal rules for
recovery. You can only have one extreme consequence at a time, and the slot will only ever clear
with a major milestone or every three scenarios,
as you prefer (see Advancement, page 88).
When you use this option, you can cancel
out 8 stress from any attack. In exchange, you
must delete one of the seven aspects from your
character sheet and replace it with an aspect that
reflects the outcome of the attack. That’s right—
taking this level of consequence changes who
your character is on a fundamental level. Because
of this, you should reserve it for the greatest of
sacrifices or the most heinous of traumas—for
those times when you absolutely must push to
the bitter end and have no other choice.
There are a few other limitations to extreme
consequences:
Your high concept cannot be changed as a
result of an extreme consequence, unless the
attack in question is deliberately targeting
that aspect. In other words, you can’t change
WIZARD OF THE WHITE COUNCIL unless the
attack is specifically trying to permanently strip
you of magical ability.
You cannot change your trouble aspect as a
result of an extreme consequence.
No amount of supernatural healing or other
abilities can speed up the recovery of an
extreme consequence, and you cannot take
another extreme consequence until after the
next major milestone in the game, regardless of
your powers.
The new aspect is eﬀectively treated as one
of your permanent aspects. Even when your
extreme consequence slot resets, the consequence aspect remains on your sheet—it doesn’t
just go away or reset your old one. You might
rename the aspect during a subsequent minor
milestone (see Advancement, page 88), but you’d
have to justify the renaming as something that
reflects how the experience changed your character. You can’t just say, “Well, it’s been three
scenarios, so I want my old aspect back.”
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And that's why
today I live in a
skull rather than
Faerie or the
Nevernever.

What?
What?

How about
them Cubs?

Conc"sions
Sometimes, pursuing a goal in a conflict comes
at too high a price. Heaven knows what might
happen to your character if he gets taken out and
has a bunch of consequences to deal with later.
Losing can be a very daunting thing—possibly
more than you want to deal with at the moment.
If loss seems to be inevitable, you can oﬀer a
concession instead of continuing the conflict.
A concession is basically a special form of
being taken out—you lose the conflict, but you
get to decide your character’s fate on your own
terms instead of your opponent’s. That way,
your character doesn’t have to take any consequences you’re not willing to take and can avoid
fates that might arise from being taken out by
the opponent, such as getting captured, killed,
humiliated, etc.
A concession has to pass muster with the
group before it is accepted—the conditions of
the loss still have to represent a clear and decisive disadvantage for your character. If the group
(note that your opponent is part of the group
for this!) feels like your character is getting oﬀ
easy, you’ll need to rework the concession until
it’s acceptable.
Here are some guidelines for determining
what constitutes a “clear and decisive disadvantage.” These may also be used to represent defeat
conditions if the character is taken out:
 The character has at least one moderate
or worse consequence as a result of the
conflict.
 The outcome creates significant diﬃculty
for the character in the future. The character might oﬀer a concession to avoid
getting maimed, but maybe that means
an artifact he was protecting gets stolen,
or something along those lines.
 The outcome creates a situation that
restricts the character’s behavior in some
significant way, like owing a large debt
to someone. This may require adding an
additional, long-term, temporary aspect
to the character, separate from his consequence track, so that the defeat can be
enforced via compels.

THAT!
STO P SAYIN G
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Finally, a character cannot be saved from a
roll that takes him out by oﬀering a concession.
You have to oﬀer the concession before the roll
that takes out your character. Otherwise, it’s
cheating the opponent out of victory.
Cаhing Out:
T הB<ght Side of Defeat
Losing a conflict, either by concession or by
being taken out, grants the player one fate point
per consequence taken in the conflict. This is called
cashing out of the conflict. You can think of this
as a compel of each aspect taken in the conflict,
because the assumption is that those consequences directly contributed to the character’s
defeat.
Taken Out, Conc"sion,
. Charac?r Death
So, inevitably, characters are going to get into
conflicts where getting taken out means they
could die. By a strict reading of the rules, a physical conflict that’s severe enough and takes you
out could result in your opponent going, “And
you die from your wounds.” This is something
you’re going to want to talk about as a group
out-of-game, to see where everyone is on the
subject…some people have a very “come what
may” attitude about it and feel that if that’s what
happens and it’s by the rules, then that’s what
happens. Others don’t want to see the protagonists that they’ve invested time in get killed by
something as potentially insignificant as a bad
die roll, or by something as lopsided as heavy
fate point spending on the opponent’s part.
If your group does permit calling for character death in certain physical conflicts, expect
players to use concessions a lot to avoid that final
fate. This is, in fact, exactly what you want—it
ensures that when a player does decide to fight
to the end, it will be over a conflict that has a lot
of meaning for the character, and if he dies, the
death will resonate in the emerging story.
As a rule of thumb, when death is on the line,
announce it in advance, preferably at the start of
the conflict—e.g., “This guy’s playing for keeps.
If he can kill you, he will. You can see it in his
eyes.” or “Hello, my name is Inigo Montoya.
You killed my father. Prepare to die.” That way
everyone has plenty of time to see utter defeat
coming and can keep an itchy finger on the
concession trigger.
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Maneuvers
You can use maneuvers to gain momentary,
situational advantages in a conflict. A maneuver
can change the environment in some way or it
can directly aﬀect the opponent your character
is facing. It’s diﬀerent from an attack in that it
doesn’t have a lasting eﬀect on an opponent, but
it sets up a condition that will make a future
attack more eﬀective. Here are some examples of
maneuvers:
 Knocking an opponent oﬀ-balance for a
moment
 Disarming an opponent
 Kicking over a table for cover
 Setting a fire as distraction
 Taking careful aim at a target
Against an opponent, a maneuver is
performed much like an attack—you roll an
appropriate skill against the opponent and try to
beat the opponent’s defense roll. In an exchange,
characters can defend against as many maneuvers as they want as a free action.
Against the environment, the maneuver is
performed as a simple action against a fixed
diﬃculty set by the GM, which is usually very
context-dependent. For instance, knocking over
a table in a bar would probably be Average,
but finding cover in a barren desert could be
Great or more. Athletics and Might are used
most often to perform maneuvers in physical
conflicts, but nearly any skill might apply. If you
can clearly demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
group how the skill’s use can create the advantage, then it’s a legal move.
In either case, succeeding on the roll allows
you to place an aspect on the target or on the
scene temporarily, representing your situational
advantage. You can then tag that aspect once
on a subsequent roll against that target while
the maneuver is in eﬀect, saving the fate point
you would normally need to spend to invoke
the aspect. (If you want, and it makes sense to
the group, you can pass the tag to someone else
instead.)
Exact success on a maneuver (as in, one that
garners no shifts) creates a one-shot temporary
aspect (also called a fragile aspect) that fades
after it is tagged. If you generate one or more
shifts on the maneuver, the aspect created is
sticky and lasts longer, allowing it to be used
more than once (see “Resolving Maneuvers” on
page 208 for more details). Of course, after you
have tagged a sticky aspect, subsequent invocations require a fate point.

You can also maneuver to remove a temporary
aspect from yourself or the scene. The aspect
removed can’t be a consequence; it must be a
scene aspect or a temporary aspect that resulted
from a maneuver. More information about this
can be found in“Resolving Maneuvers” on page 208.
Maneuvers . A Death
of Situational Modifiers
So, if you’ve played other roleplaying games
before, you might be used to seeing some large
chart in the conflict rules covering situational
modifiers: target is moving faster than suchand-such, target is prone, target is flanked, target
has cover over X percentage of its body, etc.
You’re not going to find that here because,
for all practical intents and purposes, maneuvers
and temporary aspects have replaced all of those.
This allows for maximum freedom in developing
the scene and makes the conflict system more
adaptable to social conflicts. But if you’re finding
it hard to decide what would make a good
maneuver, crib one of those charts from other
games and use it as inspiration.
Navel-Gazing Maneuvers
When a character acts on the environment or an
opponent to change circumstances and gain an
advantage, it can be a pretty exciting moment—
something about the situation changes, at least
for a few moments, and everyone can see it
happen.
Players can also perform maneuvers on themselves, though, to create more “internal” changes.
Most of the time, this is going to happen because
they want to establish a situational modifier—
they want to go for cover or find an ideal position in a room, take the high ground, or something else of that nature. It might also represent
an attempt to make sure their eﬀorts are optimized. Someone trying to pick a lock during a
firefight might use Discipline to put a DEEP IN
CONCENTRATION aspect on himself so he get
can get it done more quickly.
This shouldn’t really be an issue most of the
time—an unopposed maneuver roll is pretty easy
anyway, and keep in mind that another character
in the scene might be in a position to “defend”
against the maneuver attempt or take advantage
of the aspect somehow. If you’re trying to put
yourself DEEP IN CONCENTRATION so you can
pick a lock, an opponent might “defend” against
that by rolling Guns to send some hot lead your
way, keeping you distracted. Or, even better, an

The problem
with a fire
is that it
can end up
distracting
YO U.
Double-edged
aspects for
the win!
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opponent might invoke the aspect during the
next exchange, claiming that you’re so deep in
concentration that it’s easier to shoot you.
TeDwork
You can also use maneuvers (even outside of
conflict) to coordinate on an action with several
people. To do this, one main character is chosen
to make the final action roll (usually the one
with the highest skill), and everyone else makes a
maneuver roll with a skill that could potentially
be used to assist. The diﬃculty for the assisting
roll should be one or two less than the diﬃculty
for the main action. Each helper who makes the
maneuver roll places an aspect on the main character, something like ASSISTANCE FROM X. The
main character can then tag all of those aspects
when he actually makes his action roll (so he can
take advantage of the help without spending a
bucket load of fate points). Enough people coordinating can often lead to herculean success—
many hands, after all, make light work.
R"olving Maneuvers
A successful maneuver places an aspect on the
target—be that a person or the environment—
representing the outcome of the maneuver.
Anyone who wants to remove the maneuver
aspect must take a maneuver action of his own
to roll against it, taking up his main action for
the turn. (Obviously, if you established the
maneuver aspect, you can end it whenever you
want without a roll.)
When you roll to remove a maneuver, it’s
treated like a normal maneuver roll. You roll
against either an opponent or a fixed diﬃculty
dictated by the GM and, if your roll succeeds,
the maneuver aspect is removed. If an opponent is in a position to keep you from trying
to remove the maneuver, he can defend against
your attempt.
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THIS IS NOT A MOVI
E!

M an, I wish it was.

Example: Karrin Murphy is in hand-to-hand
combat with a perp she’s cornered in an alley
after a brief pursuit on foot. She wants to give
her first attack some extra oomph, so she decides
to do a maneuver to put the aspect CORNERED
on the target. She rolls her Fists and beats the
perp’s defense roll handily. The perp now has a
temporary aspect called CORNERED “stuck” to
him, described as Murphy forcing him into the
corner between the alley wall and a dumpster,
making it harder for him to avoid attacks.
During his turn, the perp tries to use
Athletics to remove the aspect (get himself
out of the corner); he makes his roll and gets
a Fair (+2). Murphy doesn’t want that to
happen, so she rolls Fists as a defense to keep
the thug there. She gets a Superb, and the
aspect remains.
If an opponent places a maneuver on your
character and the opponent’s attention changes
(to another target, or if he changes zones, etc.),
the roll against the maneuver is assumed to be a
Mediocre (+0) diﬃculty.
Maneuver ExDpFs
This is by no means a comprehensive list, but
the examples provided below should convey the
general idea behind establishing and dealing
with maneuvers in play.
Blinding: Your character does something that
temporarily blinds the target, such as throwing
sand or salt in his face, smearing a chemical
across his eyes, etc. This could be done with
Athletics, Fists, or Weapons, and would probably be opposed by Athletics. If successful, this
puts a BLINDED aspect on the target which you
can tag or invoke to make attacks easier and to
boost defense against the blinded character’s
attacks. It’s possible this aspect could also be
compelled to make the target accidentally attack
the wrong guy or change direction or something
like that, or even to stumble headlong oﬀ a cliﬀ
if the group is open to it.
Disarming: A successful maneuver knocks the
target’s weapon away and places it some nebulous distance away from the target, as well as
putting a DISARMED aspect on the target. Any
attack skill could be used to do this (except
maybe Guns, because that’s a bit silly). Invoking
this represents the target’s disadvantage for
having no weapon; the GM is well within her
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rights to rule that only a character with a weapon
could invoke this to justify having an advantage
over the unarmed target. It could be compelled
(page 100) in situations where a weapon is absolutely necessary to be eﬀective at all, like if the
aﬀected character is trying to get at someone
who is in a car, for instance.
Indirect Attacks: Sometimes you might want
to do something like push a bookcase down on
an opponent or scatter marbles across the floor
to trip him up. While this can potentially be an
attack, it’s usually meant as an inconvenience. If
it’s an attack, it’s treated like any other attack—
roll the appropriate skill and deal stress as appropriate. If it’s an inconvenience, you have two
options. The first option is to make an opposed
roll (such as Might to knock over the bookcase
versus Athletics to dodge) and generate at least
one shift, allowing a temporary aspect (such as
PINNED) to be placed on the target. The other
option is to create a block (such as using Might
to knock over the bookcase, with the value of
the roll representing the block strength created
by the scattered books, causing an opponent to
have to roll Athletics in order to move through
the mess).

Cover: Given the wide availability of guns to the
kinds of people who are frequently unfriendly
to PCs, perhaps one of the most frequent uses
of maneuvers is diving for cover—a simple
Athletics (or Fists, if the group allows) roll.
You will be rolling against a fixed difficulty
depending on the availability of cover (Average
for most locales, Great or Superb in an absolutely barren place). Success allows you to put
a BEHIND COVER aspect on your character,
which you can tag or invoke to help defend
against attacks. It is up to the group to decide if
circumstances should allow someone to “defend”
against the character’s maneuver (by pinning
him in place with gunfire, for instance) or not.
Aiming or Painting a Target: Sometimes,
characters take the time to set a target up for
a future shot that hits with greater eﬀectiveness. This isn’t always the classic “aim, then fire”
thing—there are tons of ways to set someone up
for serious hurt. This is a classic way for PCs to
cooperate in combat: one person uses Fists to
put DAZED or something like that on a target,
and his friend tags it immediately for +2 to his
own Fists attack. Usually, the set-up action is
done with the attack skill, and the target can roll
appropriately to avoid the maneuver.
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Ah, goons with guns. In other words, it’s a normal Tuesday.

Called Shots: Maneuvers can be used to represent the eﬀects of special, targeted attacks made
on a target. Kicking someone’s knee could
place a HURT KNEE aspect on them, which the
attacker could tag or invoke in a subsequent
round. These aspects can never be as severe as
consequences which might reflect similar conditions—the target can roll Endurance in order
to shake oﬀ the disadvantage. Still, it’s a good
option for a fighter who prefers to use pinpoint
strikes to wear an opponent down, and then
hit for a ton of stress in a later round when he
brings all those maneuvers to bear.

Is there
any way
we can
make these
examples a
little less
depressing?
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BlAks
Sometimes, your character might want to keep
something from happening rather than make
something happen—to do something more
preventative than proactive. This type of action
is called a block. Examples include:
 Shooting covering fire at an open
doorway to prevent someone from
escaping
 Protecting someone else from attacks
 Making sure no one gets their hands on
an object your character is guarding
To perform a block, declare what specific type
of action the block is intended to prevent and
roll an appropriate skill. The total of that roll is
called the block strength. During the exchange,
any time a character wants to perform the action
that’s covered by the block, he must roll against
the block and meet or exceed the block strength
to be able to perform that action. If he fails, he
cannot perform the action in question. If he
meets or exceeds the block strength, the action
resolves normally, with benefits for extra shifts if
the roll beats the block strength by a wide margin.
Typically, a block action lasts until the player
who initiated the block takes his next turn. At
that point, he must choose whether he wants to
take another action or if he wants to maintain
the block. There are no special rules for maintaining blocks. Just roll the action again and take
the new result as the block strength for the next
exchange.
One advantage of a block is that it allows
two players to “stack” rolls to prevent something
from happening. If your character is protecting
someone from attacks, that person technically
gets two chances to resist an attack—their own
automatic defense roll and the block strength.
If either one manages to beat the attack, that

person suﬀers no stress. If neither roll beats the
attack, the higher of the two totals may mitigate
the eﬀects somewhat.
Example: Molly Carpenter and Harry
Dresden are running away from some hired
goons who are intent on filling them full of
bullet holes. Harry uses spirit evocation to
throw a kinetic shield around Molly as she’s
running away, declaring it as a block against
attacks. He makes his evocation roll and gets a
block strength of Fantastic (+6).
When Molly is attacked by one of the
goons, she rolls her own Athletics as a defense
and gets a Good (+3) dodge. The goon gets
really lucky and rolls an Epic (+7) gun shot,
but because she can use Harry’s block for
defense, she only takes a three-stress hit (1
shift for beating the block, plus 2 more for the
damage value of the gun).
If Harry hadn’t performed the block, she’d
have taken a six-stress hit instead (4 for beating
the defense roll, plus 2 for the gun). Ouch!
Grapples—a particular type of block that
you might end up using a great deal—work just
a little diﬀerently than other block actions. See
page 211 for more.
R"olving BlGks
Sometimes blocks are a little trickier to resolve
than other actions because they seek to prevent
an eﬀect rather than create one. When you create
a block, the block has to be specific and clear in
two ways: who it’s intended to aﬀect, and what
types of action (attack, block, maneuver, move)
it’s trying to prevent. Generally speaking, if the
block can aﬀect more than one person, it can
only prevent one type of action. If the block only
aﬀects one person, it can prevent several types of
action—up to all of them—as context permits.
You can’t use a block to prevent someone from
making a defense roll.
For example, if your character is in a gunfight
against a group of goons, you could say, “I want
to pepper the exit door with gunfire and make
sure no one leaves.” That is a block against
multiple characters, so it can only prevent one
type of action, which in context is any move
action—no one can leave without running up
against the block.
On the other hand, suppose your character
is in a gunfight with a single, determined opponent. You could say, “I want to keep this guy
busy while my friend gets away.” The block is
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focused on a single person, so nearly anything
that person might do has a chance of running
up against the block, except perhaps for attacks
against the blocking character.
If this sounds powerful, that’s because it
is—you can effectively paralyze a target in
place using blocks. The thing to keep in mind,
though, is that a block action is your character’s
action for the exchange. You don’t get to attack
anyone, change position, perform a maneuver,
or anything else. And it’s never a sure thing—
it’s still possible for the intended target to roll
higher than the block and perform an action
anyway. Also, a block must be rerolled from
exchange to exchange, which means its eﬀectiveness doesn’t remain consistent over time.
Keep in mind that there are some blocks that
just won’t work in some situations. (Trying the
“keep them pinned down with gunfire” trick on
a loup-garou isn’t going to really help you much,
given that they’re immune to bullets.)
GrappFs
One of the most common applications of the
block is to perform a grapple, essentially a close
combat action which involves restraining the
opponent more than causing damage. Because
the main intent of the grapple is to prevent the
opponent from doing something, it’s regarded as
a block action in the game. However, there are
some additional guidelines applied to grappling
that help make it a more eﬀective combat tactic
in its own right.
In order to do a grapple, you have to:
 Tag or invoke an appropriate aspect on
the target to justify the grapple. This can
come from a maneuver to get you into
position, a consequence you’ve inflicted,
or even an aspect you’ve assessed. As
long as it clearly communicates some
combat advantage that would allow you
to try a grapple, it’s fine.
 Roll your Might skill (unless you have
a stunt that allows you to use another
skill). The result establishes the block
strength of the grapple.
When you successfully grapple a target, you
establish a block against all actions he might
take in the exchange. The target is also prohibited from sprinting (page 212) or supplemental
movement (page 213) until the grapple is broken.
You must reroll every exchange in order to
maintain the grapple on your opponent, as per
the normal rules for blocks. However, you get

Exp#ing & Grapp*’s Definition
So, it’s possible that a lot of diﬀerent situations in diﬀerent
types of conflict might fit the mechanical ebb and flow of the
grapple procedure: laying down suppressive machine gun fire,
“locking” blades with someone, etc. If you want to play around
with that so that Might doesn’t necessarily get all the fun, go for
it. Just recognize that you’re taking away some of the uniqueness
of Might’s combat options, especially since you still get normal
blocks while using other attack skills. If you’re cool with that,
and your group is cool with that, then we’re cool with it, too.
some additional options in every subsequent
round you’re still holding onto your opponent:
if you so choose, you can freely make an unopposed
attack, movement, or maneuver on your opponent
as a supplemental action, which has a value of
1 shift.
In other words, whenever your turn to roll
the grapple comes up again, you can automatically choose to inflict a one-shift hit to the
target, drag the target with you one zone, or
inflict a maneuver (like TANGLED UP), and then
you must roll the grapple at –1 (the other action
you take is considered supplementary because it
doesn’t require a roll).
Finally, you can also release the grapple if
you want to roll a standard action instead, like
making a full attack, performing a maneuver, or
throwing the opponent (basically forced movement, to a maximum of one zone). The target
gets a defense roll, as usual.
In this way, an eﬀective grappler can eventually whittle someone down to “taken out” status
in a series of subsequent exchanges.
However, the target is not lacking in options
when he gets grappled—he can still roll to
attempt any action. If the target cannot beat
the block strength of the grapple, it’s assumed
that the grappler is still holding onto him,
giving the grappler his entire set of supplementary options next round. If the target beats the
grapple strength, however, the action succeeds.
Additionally, if the action is something that
could reasonably break the grapple—an attack,
a spell, even a threatening look—the grapple is
automatically “released.”
The GM might rule that someone who is
grappled cannot perform any actions that require
a great deal of clearance (such as swinging a
sword) or complex articulation (such as lockpicking or spellcasting). She might also rule that
some actions aren’t blocked at all by a grapple
(such as perception rolls, academic insights, and

What about
critters that
are much
stronger
than us
mortals?
Beings with
Inhuman
Strength can
move a target
two zones
with grappling.
Beings with
Supernatural
Strength
can move a
target three
zones. Mythic
Strength?
Four zones.
Same thing’s
true with
the stress
that can be
inflicted as a
supplemental
action:
2 stress
for Inhuman,
3 stress for
Supernatural,
4 stress for
Mythic. Ouch!
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so on). The group should talk about its expectations here before engaging the grapple rules.
Example: One of John Marcone’s thugs,
surprised by an unexpected Harry Dresden,
,
decides to express his boss’ displeasure in the
y
l
l
I rea hate
old-fashioned way—by beating Harry sensey
reall right
less. Before Harry can get a move in edgewise,
u
yo illy.
B
the thug is on him.
,
w
no
In the first exchange, the thug uses Fists to
perform a maneuver on Harry, succeeds, and
places OFF-BALANCE on him. Harry’s first
So even if I
was trying to counterattack meets with an unfazed wall of
cast a, uh, Fair muscle.
In the second exchange, the thug tags
spell, it’d be
OFF-BALANCE
so he can go for a grapple. The
as difficult as
trying to cast thug’s Might is Good (+3), and he rolls a +2
a Superb one
on the dice for a Superb (+5) grapple. Harry
when the block’s is held. He decides that casting a spell while
that big?
grappled is too chancy, since the Superb grapple
blocks his target roll to control even a minor
Exa ctly right.
evocation. Harry instead opts for the straightReminds me
forward approach: headbutting the thug. He
of that time
rolls Fists for this attack, but the outcome is less
MacFinn put me
than Superb. Harry remains held.
in a headlock.
In the third exchange, the thug decides to
go for a PINNED maneuver, pushing Harry
down to the floor. He uses his supplemental
S o why
would the
action to give Harry PINNED, the thug’s knee
thug go for
pushing down on Harry’s back. The thug rolls
hitting me
the grapple again, at a –1 for the supplemental
with a Pinned
action, but this time he only gets a Fair (+2)
maneuver
result, and Harry sees his chance. He tries to
here instead
use Athletics to undo the grapple and wriggle
of that one
free. He makes a Great (+4) Athletics roll,
point of
giving him two shifts over the block; he cancels
u
stress yo
out the maneuver and gets free of the grapple.
d
mentione

earlier?
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Sp3nt
You perform a sprint action in order to change
from zone to zone within a conflict. Normally,
movement is pretty self-explanatory—there’s a
door to go through or simply open ground, and
it’s pretty easy to justify moving from one area
to another. As a result, most movement rolls
are pretty easy, having an eﬀective diﬃculty of
Mediocre (+0)—in other words, unless you roll
a negative result, you can always move one zone
and every shift beyond that lets you move an
additional zone.
Sometimes, however, it’s complicated to
move directly from one zone to another. For
instance, something like a fence, wall, or other
diﬃcult terrain might obstruct your path, or

Industrial
Area

R acking up a
few taggable
aspects can help
you prolong a
u
grapple when yo
roll poorly. The
stress option is
mainly useful
when you can
do it severa l
times in a row.

you might need to move up or down quickly
(like getting to the roof of a locked building
from the street, or vice versa). This complication
is called a border, and the GM gives it a diﬃculty rating (page 310). Rough terrain is usually
an Average (+1) border; fences and other
such barriers are usually considered Fair (+2)
borders. Extremely high walls, barbed wire, and
other fortifications might be Good (+3) borders
or above.
If there is a border, you must roll against the
border diﬃculty to accomplish movement. As
with a normal sprint roll, meeting the diﬃculty
allows you to move one zone, and any shifts let
you move an additional zone per shift.
Example: Harry Dresden has been chasing a
pickpocket through the streets of Chicago and
tracked him to an industrial park, where he’s
about to hand Harry’s wallet over to a mysterious, dark-robed figure.
Harry wants to jump the pickpocket, but
there’s a tall fence between him and the industrial park. The GM has decided these are two
diﬀerent zones, separated by a border (the
fence). She gives the border a rating of 2 shifts.
In this exchange, Harry needs a Fair (+2)
jump or better to get over the fence and into
the same zone as the pickpocket. His Athletics
is Good (+3), and he makes the roll handily,
vaulting over the fence and getting there before
the hand-oﬀ.
In the next exchange, the pickpocket decides
to get as far away from Harry as possible—
he drops the wallet and makes a break for it.
He rolls his Athletics and gets a Good (+3)
jump—enough to jump the fence again and get
one more zone away, which the GM proposes is
the far end of the parking lot.
Harry snatches up his wallet and decides to
let the pickpocket go. Harry turns his attention
to the robed figure instead…

Fence (Border 2)
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Playing The Game
In situations where there’s no border to worry
about, you can also just move one zone as a
supplemental action (see below) at a –1 penalty
to your main action for the exchange. Within
the same zone, movement isn’t considered an
issue—you can always go wherever you need
to within the same zone in order to perform an
action.
F:e J Supp+mental
Actions
You may be able to take a minor action in addition to your main action during a turn. Often it
will be assumed that you succeed in taking the
action, but some free or supplemental actions
might involve a skill roll of their own, made
before or after the main action, as is appropriate.
Defending always requires rolling the dice.
You might want your character to do something very simple during an exchange. Some
kinds of actions are free actions—they don’t
count as your character’s action during an
exchange, whether or not a roll of the dice is
involved. Rolling for defense against an attack is
a free action. So are minor actions like casting a
quick glance at a doorway, flipping a switch right
next to your character, starting a car, listening
for voices, or shouting a short warning. It’s up to
the GM to approve a minor action as free. If it
isn’t free, it’s a supplemental action.
There is no limit on the number of free
actions your character may take during an
exchange; the group simply has to agree that
each action is free and should only impose limits
if it seems like someone is taking undue advantage of this rule.
Sometimes, your character needs to do something more complicated than a single, basic
action allows. Moving one zone in addition to
another action is the most common example.
Several others are possible, such as drawing
a gun before shooting it, opening a door and
then intimidating the occupants of the room
beyond, using a cell phone while shooting a gun,
or snatching up a nearby vase to smash over
the head of a burglar. These actions are called
supplemental actions, and they impose a –1
penalty on the roll for the main action. When
you’re not sure which is the primary action and
which is the supplemental one, remember that
the supplemental action is the one that normally
requires no die roll.

Combining Skills
Sometimes your character will need to perform a
task that really requires using two or more skills
at once. You never know when your character
is going to need to throw a knife (Weapons)
while balancing on a spinning log (Athletics),
when he’s going to need to explain germ theory
(Scholarship) to a dragon (Discipline), or
when he’s going to need to hold up a falling
gate (Might) just long enough for his friends to
escape (Endurance).
In situations like these, you roll based on the
main skill your character is using (the primary
thrust of the action), but the roll is modified
by a second skill. If the second skill rating is
of greater value than the first, it grants a +1
bonus to the roll; if the second skill rating is
of a lesser value, it applies a –1 penalty to the
roll. Sometimes, it’ll only make sense for a skill
to help or hinder another skill, but not both; in
that case, ignore the value that makes no sense.
In other words, the GM might decide that, while
having a low Athletics could hinder a character in the Weapons/Athletics example above,
having a high Athletics won’t necessarily make it
any easier. In that case, she just won’t grant the
bonus if the character’s Athletics skill is higher.
Keep in mind that this should not be used
to allow a character to complete two full actions
in one turn; that should require two exchanges.
When skills are used in combination, one skill
is almost always going to serve a passive role, as
the thing the character needs to be able to do so
that he can perform the other skill. If a character
is trying to throw a knife while balancing on a
spinning log, Weapons is the main skill rolled,
but Athletics restricts the skill, because without
it the character falls oﬀ the log and his throw
is moot. Similarly, if the character is too busy
gibbering before an ancient horror, his knowledge simply is not going to help him.
Sometimes it can be diﬃcult to determine
when something is a supplemental action and
when something calls for combined skills. The
best rule of thumb is to ask whether or not a roll
would be required for each “part” of a complicated action if the parts were separated. Would
the character have to roll Athletics to balance on
the log if he weren’t also throwing the knife? If
so, then combine skills. If not, then treat it like a
supplemental action.

These
situations
come up more
often than
you’d think.

Billy, I
think having
a kickass
Athletics
WO ULD
make it
easier.
Sure, some
groups might
do that.
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Useful Terms
To make it easy to talk about combining
skills in a compact way, you can use the
following lingo:
 If a secondary skill could either add
to or subtract from the primary skill,
say it modifies that skill.
 If a secondary skill could only add to
the primary skill, say it complements
that skill.
 If a secondary skill could only
subtract from the primary skill, say it
restricts that skill.
There’s no rule saying you have to use
these special terms in your own game, but
we use them elsewhere in the book. Just a
heads up, so you’re not lost when you see
them.
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Optional Ru&: Spin
Some groups may find it strange that high
defense rolls don’t really give you any return
when every other game action does. This is
because they aren’t really a declared action;
you can take as many of them as you want for
free, regardless of your situation. However,
if you’re bummed that you roll these epic
defense rolls all the time and nothing else
comes of it, consider using the spin rule: any
defense roll that beats the attack by three
or more confers a +1 or –1 to the very next
action taken in the exchange.
If you make spin, figure out who is going
next and see if there’s an immediate way for a
+1 or –1 to apply to the roll so that it favors
you. Is your friend going next, attacking the
same foe you are? Give your friend the +1.
Is your opponent going next, trying to rend
you limb from limb? Give his attack a –1 (or
a +1 to your own defense roll). If nothing
obvious comes to mind, don’t worry about
it; the special eﬀect is mostly just color.
This can be a way of introducing some
liveliness and uncertainty into conflict
scenes, but with everything else going on, it
can be hard to remember and keep track of
when you get spin. If you find that to be the
case, don’t worry about this optional rule.
Your conflict scenes are probably dynamic
enough as it is.

In practice, this rule mainly allows the GM
to condense rolls in complicated situations in
order to keep play moving at a brisk pace. It’s
possible to handle these situations by requiring
one roll for each “part.” The GM could say, “Yeah,
roll your Athletics to see if you fall oﬀ the log,
and then roll Weapons to see if you can hit
the target.” But in a complicated conflict scene,
those rolls can add up and really bog down
play. Sometimes it’s just simpler and faster to
combine skills and take care of it all in one roll.
KNp O Simp+, Silly
It’s pretty easy to get carried away with supplemental actions and combining skills, so you end
up with a situation where a character needs to
climb a wall (Athletics as primary), but is tired
(Endurance hinders), but the wall’s part of a
building the character has been studying in
order to burglarize (Burglary helps). In general,
try to avoid this kind of minutia, because it can
turn into a zero-sum game pretty fast, where
there really isn’t any significant benefit once you
bring in all the attendant factors. Still, if you’re
fond of that kind of complexity, the system does
technically allow for some of that.

Isn’t that “Keep it simple, stupid?”
Georgia…encouraged me not to
address the reader as “stupid.”

Did she encourage you in the sack?

Aaaaand you’re done.
Overflow

(What # $ wi& a surplus)
Sometimes you will get lucky and end up with
spare shifts that don’t get spent on anything
during an exchange—you succeed far more
than anticipated and simply don’t need those
extra shifts to complete the action you declared.
When that happens, the extra shifts are called
overflow, and you are allowed to spend them to
take an additional, after-the-roll action if you
so choose. The action is resolved at the value of
the overflow, so two shifts of overflow might be
taken as a Fair (+2) action.
The main restriction is that this action cannot
be an oﬀensive action and must be consistent
with the sort of activity that generated the
overflow; movement is fine, and so is any other
action that the GM allows as supplemental.
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Playing The Game
Specifically, this is a good way to fit non-conflict
actions into the middle of a conflict scene.
Overflow can only legitimately happen by
chance—most often by a really good roll of the
dice. So if you know you need 2 shifts to accomplish something, invoking additional aspects to
get 6 shifts so you can have overflow doesn’t cut
it. Also, no matter how many shifts you have
of overflow, you can only take one additional
action, and you have to commit all your shifts
to that action.
Example: Michael Carpenter cleaves through
the demonic guardian of a dark god’s temple at
the end of a pitched battle, breaking its power
once and for all. His player, Ryan, rolls an
attack and gets six shifts on it, but looking at
the damage Michael’s already inflicted on the
beast, he and the GM realize that he only needs
a three-shift hit to take it out. The GM grants
Ryan an overflow action worth three shifts, the
diﬀerence between his actual roll and what he
needed to take out the demon.
With the three remaining shifts, he calls for
a sprint of three zones (i.e., equal to the number
of overflow shifts) as the temple begins to
collapse around him, high-tailing it out of there
without the need for a separate Athletics roll.

SMial Conf1cts
Not every conflict that the characters engage
in is going to be about beating up or killing
someone. People have conflicts all the time in
a more nebulous, but often more common,
realm—the facedown at the bar, the aggressive dare, the guilt-fueled suggestion; conflicts
of interest are played out on the social level all
the time. Words and other types of influence
are used as weapons to further the agenda of
one person over another person or over whole
groups of people, and those who are most skilled
at it can sometimes be far more damaging than a
thug with a gun.
Social conflicts occur when the opposing
agendas of two or more characters are resolved
without physical violence, calling upon a
diﬀerent set of skills and trappings to resolve
them. The damage done by these conflicts can be
highly variable, ranging from simply instilling a
false sense of security in the loser to ruining his
public reputation and hurting his relationships.

d the
The White Cbeoustrtatanthis.
M afia are

The skills mainly used to attack in a social
conflict are Deceit, Intimidation, and Rapport;
those three and Empathy could all be used to
make social maneuvers. Empathy and Rapport
are most commonly used to defend. This list is
not exhaustive, however, and depending on the
context of the interaction, there might be situations where another skill (such as Conviction or
Contacts) may seem a better fit.
The social stress track is modified by the
Presence skill, representing the resilience of a
character’s persona to hostile influence.

ZonH F Movement

In many situations, the use of zones and movement won’t be very important to social conflict,
given that most social conflict requires that the
characters be able to interact with one another
socially. Measuring that can be fairly abstract—
can someone seduce someone else over a cell
phone? How do you measure their “distance” in
that regard? In these cases, it’s okay to ignore
issues of movement; just assume everyone is in
the same zone for every exchange and can aﬀect
everyone else equally.
Of course, sometimes the social conflict will
be taking place within the context of a physical
space, such as a large party or ball, where being
gathered in certain places at certain times can
influence who has the ability to aﬀect whom.
In these cases, physical movement can be used
normally—just keep in mind that, in a social
context, diﬀerent things can take on the function
of barriers with just as much reality as physical
ones. High society gatherings (and the supernatural gatherings that also contain their trappings)
are famous for this kind of thing—you just
can’t walk across the room until you’ve politely
extricated yourself from a lengthy conversation
with the gossipy socialite by the punch bowl
or get a word in edgewise with the lord of the
manor until you’ve spoken with all his influential hangers-on.

Social conflicts
should be fluid,
with frequent
skill switching.
Intimidation isn’ t
getting any
traction? Change
gears and go
for Rapport
or Deceit. Unlike
physical combat,
attacking over
and over again
with one skill
isn’ t going to be
satisfying. And
while Discipline
can be used to
defend against
some actions,
minimize its use;
social conflicts
are more about
information
flow than
poker faces.

Barriers
or borders,
Billy?
Barriers in the
story sense,
bord ers in the
system sense!
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ADacks, Maneuvers,
F BlMks

I've never
been to
Club Zero.
Heck, I
don't evene
know wher
it IS .
Are seduction
attempts going
on there often?
Do they need
to be blocked? Is
Harry’s sparkling
personality
block enough?

HEY!

You know,
I’ve seen
Thomas “kill
them with
kindness”
before. Could
you do that
in the system,
or is all of
this social
conf lict stuff
aggressive and
negative?
Yeah! You could
conceivably use
Rapport for a
“soft ” attack
to convince
someone to
meet with you
later, removing
them from the
scene. That’s
“Taken Out”
too, after all.
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Social conflicts tend to vary more than physical conflicts do in terms of what constitutes
the nature of an attack or maneuver, and they
require that the participants be very clear about
the nature of the conflict and what the conflict
is intended to do. Intimidation has little place
in a conflict about trashing an opponent’s reputation, but a conflict about winning the favor
of a particular patron might open up several
avenues of attack depending on the resources
of each participant. Likewise, someone trying
to provoke an opponent into hostility probably
won’t use Rapport.
Ultimately, a good guideline is that an attack
is any action meant to directly take someone
out of the conflict in one way or another, and a
maneuver is any action meant to provide a situational advantage to make those attacks more
eﬀective. Taken together with a clear picture of
what the conflict is about, this can help provide
a guide for what kinds of skills can be used.
Take the simple example of a facedown in
a bar between two potential combatants. Each
individual is interested in forcing the other to
back away from the fight. It’s pretty clear, then,
that Intimidation is the primary skill that’s
going to be used here for attacks, and either
Conviction or Presence is going to be used to
defend. One possible maneuver is for one of
them to use Rapport to get some of the other
bar patrons on his side, allowing him to place
an OUTNUMBERED aspect on his opponent—
this makes future Intimidation attacks more
eﬀective, forcing the opponent to deal with the
reality that, if he presses forward, it’s going to be
an uneven and dirty fight.
Something more abstract, like damaging
someone’s reputation with a certain person or
group, might involve attacks of Contacts and
Deceit from all parties involved, with Presence
or Rapport acting as a defensive skill to measure
how well someone is still liked in the face of
accusation. Maneuvers would contribute to
whatever might help make the false reputation
seem true—Contacts to spread rumors extrawide, Resources to bribe people to lie, and so on.
The use of blocks may not be appropriate in
all conflicts—as an action type, they’re meant
as a preemptive measure against certain actions
and, as such, can be slightly more diﬃcult to

incorporate into a social conflict scene. It’s easy
to picture spraying gunfire at a door to keep
someone from walking out, but what “blocks”
do you put up against a seduction attempt at
Club Zero?
Still, clever players might find ways of establishing an extra layer of defense via a block based
on the situation, such as using Rapport when
first meeting the Club Zero bartender: “Hey,
I’m designated driver for my friends tonight,
so don’t let anyone buy me any drinks, okay?”
The potential seducer is going to have to find
another tactic in order to proceed there, or risk
an awkward moment.

St$ss F ConsequencH

As with parsing out the combat actions, figuring
out what stress and consequences mean in a
particular social conflict can take some wrangling and, as before, looking at the nature of
the conflict is the best place to start. Remember
that consequences are meant to represent the
outcomes of a conflict that “stick” to the participants—as soon as the scene’s over, anything
recorded as stress is really just narrative color.
In terms of consequences, the easiest way
to represent the effects of social conflict is
through negative emotional fallout—aspects
like STRESSED OUT, CRAPPY MOOD, NERVOUS,
EDGY, and GUILT-RIDDEN can all come into
play later in dynamic and colorful ways. Another
potential option is to let the consequences reflect
changes in how other people perceive the character after the conflict shakes out. If a character’s reputation is ruined, representing that with
a SMEARED NAME aspect can lend mechanical weight to what might otherwise be just a
narrated eﬀect.
Sometimes, the most important effect of
a social conflict comes from the new circumstances the event brings into the character’s
life—if a character has a significant other,
falling for a seduction attempt could create
RELATIONSHIP DOUBTS or something similar.
Play around with any and all of these types of
consequences to give your social conflicts a farreaching impact on play.

T הRo9 of AssHsment

Assessment actions have a unique place in social
conflict as compared to physical conflict—they
allow you to learn your opponent’s aspects, which
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can often mean the diﬀerence between victory
and defeat in social conflict. It’s one thing for a
stranger to try to get your blood up with random
insults, but a stranger who is able to attack
the ideas that you most hold dear represents a
clear and present danger. Normally speaking,
you use Empathy to “read” an opponent in this
way, and such attempts are commonly resisted
by Rapport. See the respective skill descriptions on pages 129 and 138 for more details. Any
aspects revealed by this process can be tagged
and invoked in social combat actions; as such,
they act sort of like “permanent” maneuvers (in
that, once revealed, they can’t be “un-revealed”)
and are very potent tools.
Keep in mind, also, that certain social
conflicts will open up the potential to use other
skills for assessment as well. If you are trying to
woo an investor away from a potential competitor, for example, you would do well to use
Investigation or Resources to uncover any financial woes the competitor might be having and to
use that information at the bargaining table.

Mental Conf1cts
There is another kind of interpersonal conflict
that goes beyond just a social scope. Most of
the time, the eﬀects of losing a social conflict
are transient, in the sense that they don’t really
transform a person utterly. Someone can make
you lose your temper, but he can’t turn you into
a sociopath. Someone can damage your reputation, but he can’t make you hate yourself utterly.
In some cases, however, people do inflict
that kind of deep-seated harm to one another,
crossing the line from mere social consequence
into deep and abiding psychological trauma.
When this kind of damage is accessible in a
conflict, it marks a transition from social into
mental territory and puts perhaps the direst
That Wa%ing Thing
Just in case it needs saying—having mental
conflicts occur routinely in your games can
lead you into some pretty dark places. These
places exist in Harry’s casefiles and are the
source of some nasty, nasty stuﬀ. You’re not
required to go there if you don’t want to—
having most mental conflicts take place “oﬀcamera” is a perfectly fine way to handle it, or
even not going there much at all, depending
on the preferences of your group.

stakes of all on the line—the individual’s mind,
soul, or sense of self. These are mental conflicts,
probably the rarest (or at least most potentially
profound) examples of conflict you’ll see in
your game.
The mental stress track is modified by the
Conviction skill, representing the resistance of
the character’s inner self to abuse. The Discipline
skill is almost always called on to defend against
mental attacks, though magic can also help
protect someone in this kind of conflict.
Being able to attack the mental stress track
is no small feat. The kind of abuse necessary to
inflict this kind of damage on another person
usually takes a great deal of time and energy, the
result of established relationships going horribly
awry. Shortcuts exist—certain triggers in the
character’s history might allow access to deeper
recesses of the mind. Perhaps the most terrifying example of this is the mind magic available to wizards or the mental powers of other
supernatural creatures. Even as total strangers,
these people can instantly strike at the heart
of what makes people who they are, forcing
them to be temporary thralls to the creature’s
will—or worse.
Between mortals, some sort of prior connection or justification must exist to inflict mental
stress and consequences. An aspect that defines
a relationship rife with abandonment, emotional
degradation, violence, rape, or other potential
triggers would qualify for this, as it’s assumed
that the relationship has been going on long
enough to justify being vulnerable to this kind
of severe eﬀect. When this is the case, many
actions that qualify as social attacks can aﬀect
the mental stress track.
Certain individuals might also have the
training to accomplish this sort of thing, going
beyond the usual trappings of Intimidation
and into torture, represented by an appropriate
stunt.

Your
mother was a
hamster and
your father
smelt of
elderberries!
STO P!
These notes
are getting
too silly!

On second
thought, let’s not
go to Chicago. ’Tis
a silly place.

ZonH F Movement

Zones and movement are even more potentially
insignificant in a mental conflict than a social
one—they tend to take place entirely within the
mind, especially in the cases where supernatural powers are used. The only situation where
zones and movement might matter is if there’s
a mental conflict taking place as part of a larger,
physical one. If a demon is trying to possess your
friend, it might become important to know how
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it will be for you to get to him. In this case,
K ravos was hard
you’
d
use physical movement as appropriate
a jerk. I may
and
just
assume it doesn’t matter for the mental
have already
combatants.
mentioned
that. Bears
repeating. ADacks, Maneuvers,

F BlMks

The context of a mental attack is a little more
strictly defined when it comes to supernatural
abilities—the rules for the powers are given in
either Supernatural Powers (for White Court
vampires and their ilk) or Spellcraft (for wizards
and sorcerers), and the targets of those abilities
Mind magic can use Discipline to defend against the attacks.
could also Strictly speaking, these kinds of encounters
result in
seldom last long enough to be considered full
slavery to conflicts—failing to defend against thaumaa powerful
usually results in directly suﬀering some
White Court turgy
level of consequence, but some powers like
vampire.
Incite Emotion (page 172) will take more eﬀort
on the part of the attacker.
Or a Faerie Queen.
Between mortals who have established the
ability to aﬀect each other in that way, either
due to the relationship between them or thanks
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to training in inflicting mental anguish, most
mental attacks look like social attacks. The relationship or training adds context to the narration and the outcome, rather than to the act
itself—when a person who has savagely beaten
you since childhood stares you down with
Intimidation, it’s a whole diﬀerent ball game than
when some guy on the other end of the bar does
it. This is reflected mainly in what consequences
a person stands to take from the conflict.
A mental maneuver is basically the diﬀerence
between manipulation and force. Think about
the inherently deceptive things someone could
attempt to get another person to believe in order
to do serious damage to him. Again, these are
more than likely going to look a great deal like
social maneuvers, but mental conflict changes
the effect in the scene somewhat. Where a
person might use Deceit in a social conflict to
make you wonder if he’s killed your friend, in a
mental conflict he could make you temporarily
believe it.
Blocks in mental conflict are also diﬃcult to
parse out—most people are wholly unable to
prepare for those who can push their deepest
buttons. Between mortals, without therapy
or conditioning to draw on (which could also
be represented by an aspect), a block probably wouldn’t be possible. Against supernatural
incursion, blocks are meaningless, save for those
established by a threshold or other supernatural
defense.

St$ss F ConsequencH

The stress and consequences suﬀered by mental
conflicts are the deepest of the deep—forays
into suicidal thoughts, emotional dependencies, deep compulsions, and other behaviors and
thoughts typically classified as dysfunctional
in some way or another. Mental damage is the
kind of damage that changes or erodes a person’s
sense of self; suﬀering enough of these consequences over time tends to presage a trip to the
mental ward, or at least to permanent counseling. That’s one of the things that makes mind
magic so dangerous—even when used with
good intention, it can completely scar a person’s
mind beyond repair.
One important thing to keep in mind about
mental conflicts is that often the combatants are
not equally matched in terms of their ability to
aﬀect one another. Usually, people don’t engage
in mental conflict unless they’re operating from a
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position of power; this is routine for supernaturals, where the best strong-willed mortal victims
can hope for is to simply force the assailant
from their minds. Even among mortals, mental
combat usually springs from an unequal power
dynamic.
In a mental conflict, the character in the inferior position will probably not be able to attack
his opponent—he can still defend and maneuver,
but unless he can come up with a really good
rationale for being able to strike back, defensive options are all he has. The disadvantaged
character will have to change the circumstances
to put himself on more equal footing, or (more
than likely) switch the conflict to the physical or
social arena so that he can be eﬀective. Someone
who’s being tortured, for example, usually
doesn’t have the means to turn the tables on his
torturer unless he can get free. Fighting back
against supernatural or magical mental attackers
requires having mojo of your own, be that innate
power or assistance from an item.

Additional Advice
for SMial F
Mental Conf1cts
Many players are more worried about the potential outcome of social and mental conflicts
than physical ones, because they don’t want
to feel bullied into playing their character a
certain way. If you imagine your character as a
really courageous guardian type, for example,
it can seem strange to have that character lose
an Intimidation conflict with someone and be
forced to back down from a fight. There are a
few elements for the group to consider when
you’re deciding about the degree to which you
want to incorporate social and mental conflicts
into your games.
The first, and probably most important,
is that the concession rules give you considerable leeway to interpret the outcome of a
conflict. As with a physical conflict, you should
consider conceding the conflict if you see things
not going your way. If an incredibly chaste character (perhaps a Champion of God) is getting
wrecked in a seduction attempt, concession
allows you to oﬀer an alternative to actually
sleeping with the seductress—maybe taking on
a consequence of DOUBTING MY OWN PURITY
for a time, while you work out the issues that the
conflict engendered.

The second thing to keep in mind is that no
conflict results are really permanent, with the
potential exception of an extreme consequence.
Almost no one has a personality that’s 100%
consistent all the time—the most courageous
people are sometimes afraid, the most positive
people get depressed, and the most determined
people sometimes waver in purpose. Losing a
social conflict doesn’t necessarily mean that your
character has suddenly, permanently changed.
In fact, roleplaying through the outcomes of the
conflict gives you the opportunity to develop
your character as a more complex individual,
even if the ultimate end result is that he doesn’t
change much.
Let’s consider an Intimidation conflict for
a second. Your character came into this bar to
rescue a friend who’s being held in the back
room. Not wanting to just bust heads, your
character goes in, gets a drink, and starts asking
around. This leads to an Intimidation conflict
with a thug there, which your character handily
loses and gets taken out. You’ve taken a moderate
consequence of SHAKEN RESOLVE during the
conflict. The GM, controlling the thug, suggests
that your character leaves the bar because he’s
afraid of getting into a fight with the thug and
his friends.
So it could
This doesn’t have to mean that your charbe that my
character
acter runs screaming from the bar or anything
is “afraid”
like that. People often play oﬀ their emotional
responses as being less significant than they to get into
really are. It’s not out of scope to take the GM’s a fight with
suggestion and reply with, “Okay, well…if I leave these chumps
the bar, I’m not giving them the satisfaction of because they
are TOO
knowing that my character is that scared. I’ll
STUP ID
keep eye contact with the thug and simply reply,
to realize
‘Don’t get comfortable and think that this is that they’d
over. It’s not. Not by a long shot.’ I’ll throw some
all end up
cash on the bar and back out slowly.”
dead and the
See? Your character didn’t turn into a building would
screaming ninny, but still fulfilled the dictates of be on fire?
the conflict result. So, now what? Is your friend
totally screwed?
Works for me.
Absolutely not. It just means your character
is worried about getting into a fight with all
those people, so the frontal approach is out of
the question. That doesn’t mean your character
can’t suddenly change tactics and try to sneak in
the back of the bar to do the rescuing. If your
character tends to solve problems with his fists
and has a low Stealth, it makes the scene a little
tenser and potentially challenging.
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Playing The Game
The consequence of SHAKEN RESOLVE also
provides opportunities for roleplay. The rescued
friend might ask about the change in tactics
(“Dude, I expected you’d trash the place with a
smile. What gives?”) or there might be a scene
later where your character reflects on what
happened (“You know, for the first time in…hell,
maybe ever…I think those guys actually got to
me. Man, I must be losing my touch.”).
And finally, the consequence is going to go
away at some point, leaving your character ready
to turn the tables on that thug if you should
confront him again. At the end of it all, your
character is even more the courageous badass,
because he got hit with serious adversity and
came out swinging on the other side. This can be
especially poignant with mental conflicts, where
the consequences are more deep-seated and have
the potential to be transformative to the self.

Recove5ng
from Conf1cts

What kind
of crazy
person goes
right into
another
conf lict
before
recovering
from the
last one?
I mean,
besides me?
Sometimes
you’re not
given a
choice in the
matter, if
the badguys
come to you.
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After the end of a conflict—whether physical,
social, or mental—your character will have
amassed stress and consequences, and you may
have received some fate points for your trouble.
But your troubles are largely just beginning—
those consequences aren’t going to go away
immediately; while they’re still attached to your
character, they’re available for invocations and
compels just like any other aspect.
Any stress that your character takes during
a conflict goes away immediately after the
conflict—stress represents the close scrapes and
glancing blows that your character can shrug oﬀ,
so it doesn’t last after the end of that conflict
scene. In rare instances, it might be appropriate
for stress to remain if your character goes immediately from one conflict to another or to some
other appropriate scene (like a fight that turns
into a car chase), but for the most part, once the
conflict is done, the stress is gone.
Recovering from consequences is a bit more
involved. It basically requires two things—
some in-game circumstance that justifies that
the character can start the recovery process and
a certain amount of time in scenes or sessions
before the consequence in question goes away.
An appropriate in-game circumstance depends
largely on the consequence that’s been taken—
most physical consequences require medical

attention or rest, while mental consequences
might require therapy, counseling, or extended
time spent in the healing presence of a loved
one. Social consequences can vary widely and
are situational; a consequence like FRAZZLED
might only need a night at the bar and a chance
to unwind, while a consequence like BAD
REPUTATION might require your character to
spend time doing very public acts of charity to
rebuild the good faith he’s lost.
Once this circumstance is established, the
recovery time can begin. As stated before, mild
consequences last until the end of the next
scene after recovery begins, moderate consequences last until the end of the next session
after recovery begins, and severe consequences
last until the end of the next scenario (or few
sessions, as you prefer) after recovery begins.
Extreme consequences are, of course, their own
special kind of beast (page 205). In certain cases,
it’d be more appropriate to measure recovery
with in-game time, like days or weeks—see
page 314 in Running the Game for more details
on that.
Some powers aﬀect either recovery time or
the establishment of an appropriate circumstance (like Inhuman Recovery, Wizard’s
Constitution, et al.). See those individual
descriptions for details.

Recovery F Skills

Some characters may have skills that lend themselves appropriately to initiating recovery; for
instance, a character with Scholarship and the
Doctor stunt (page 155) could start a character
on the road to recovery from a moderate physical consequence. This is handled via declaration,
and most of the time no roll is required—but
if there’s some kind of pressure on the healer
character, a roll might be called for. In those
cases, the diﬃculty is equal to the stress value
of the consequence: Fair for mild, Great for
moderate, Fantastic (!) for severe. Success means
the recovery process can begin as normal; failure
means the injured character has to wait.
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Living With Magic
I, Spells1nger
So, you have phenomenal power at your fingertips. But being a conduit of magic isn’t just about
blasting architecture or finding lost dogs with a
tuft of hair and a bit of string. Magic changes
you, gets inside you, opens you up to seeing the
world in a new way, and increases the impact
you have on the world around you.
Here, we’ll talk about how.

Butters has
put some of
me under a
microscope
and says it’s
something to
do with my
cells not
breaking up
when they
divide, or
something
like that.
I think it’s
easier to
say “it’s
magic,”
but that’s
just me.

Wizard BiolSy
Wizards—and perhaps other types of spellcasters and magical folk—tend to have unusually long lifespans, lasting several centuries (and
a few wizards are rumored to be even older than
that). Why is this? Well, no one’s certain—
wizardry and scientific study don’t often mix—
but some of the Council think it’s an eﬀect of
channeling magical energies through a physical
body. As to whether strong magic comes from a
strong life force, or a strong life force comes from
strong magic, well…that’s the sort of chicken
and egg thing that the Council has absolutely no
time for when there’s a Vampire War going on.
However you slice it, magic and life force are
inextricably linked within the body of a wizard.
The big benefits here are that wizards heal a
little faster than non-magical folks, and their
bodies continue to heal until the injuries are
gone—meaning wizards can eventually recover
from injuries that would permanently cripple
a mortal.

How ^ Works

Thanks for
depressing
me, Billy.
Don’t worry:
the way you’re
going, outliving
your friends is
probably not
going to be an
issue.
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As far as the longevity bit goes, that’s largely a
case of color in game terms—being able to live a
few centuries longer than your mundane human
friends certainly means some dramatic things
from a story perspective, but it doesn’t need
much in the way of rules to support it. Are you
unusually long-lived? Yes? Okay, then—you are!
That’s all that need be said.
When it comes to healing, wizards get a
minor leg up. Due to their extraordinary constitution, wizards do not need any kind of external
justification besides receiving basic first aid for
recovering from injury—time will do the job
all on its own. Extreme consequences (like, say,
a completely immolated hand) are an exception
to this; there is a limit even to the hardiness of
wizards. For more on recovery, see page 220.

Wizard SensH
Humans have a “third eye” which can be opened
to behold the world in a different, mystical
light. That ability is called the Sight, and we’ll
talk about it shortly—usually only wizards
and other spellcasters can access it consciously.
Also, wizards and other practitioners have some
secondary senses that they’ve learned to use.
Almost everyone has some degree of awareness of the supernatural, whether or not you
realize that’s what is at work. Chills down your
spine, a subtle feeling that something is simply
wrong about a place, the hairs on your arm
standing up for no apparent reason, something
tickling at the edges of your vision—these are
your primal awareness of something nasty and
supernatural treading nearby.
Magical practitioners have sharpened this
heightened awareness, due to their arcane
studies and natural aptitudes.
While spellcrafters’ secondary senses may
not oﬀer a lot of information to go on, they
can make the half-second diﬀerence between
a narrow escape and ending up spiked on a
vampire’s fangs.

How ^ Works

Everyone can roll the Lore skill as a substitution
for Alertness (page 121) to detect the presence
of the supernatural—it’s just that Lore is usually
Mediocre, unless someone’s spent some time in
dedicated study of the arcane.
Wizards and other trained spellcrafters can
go a few steps further. First, they may use Lore
more deliberately: they can get more detail than
they might otherwise, as if it were an arcane
Investigation (page 133) roll instead of “merely”
Alertness.
GMs should also call for a Lore roll whenever the practitioner comes into physical contact
with a supernatural entity passing as a normal
human, or an environment that a potent entity
has recently passed through. This roll might be
opposed by any number of diﬃculty factors on
the part of the entity—the Deceit skill, the eﬃcacy of a concealing glamour ability, etc.—but all
that a success indicates here is a hunch that the
supernatural world is present and active.

this Lore
Can mundane humans , get
touched by a
roll if they’re, say pr
ers?
Seelie? Or is it just actition

if everyone can.
GM’s call, tho it’s more fun
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For a wizard (or other practitioner), the third
eye isn’t merely a metaphysical concept. It’s a
very real thing, a part of his ability to look at the
world and see what’s really there, gliding beneath
the surface. In our world, perceived by our
mundane senses, the supernatural can hide in
plain sight, a shadow rippling beneath the ocean
of reality—unseen, perhaps felt, but rarely fully
revealed. With training, people can open their
third eye—using what is called the Sight—and
dip below to see full force what is really there, no
matter what it is.
There’s just one problem: the human mind
isn’t all that good at handling what it sees when
the third eye is open. What exactly does it see?
Simply, the world—but at a level most of us
are insulated from. When someone looks at the
magical world with the Sight, the trickle of information the mind normally takes in via the other
five senses suddenly becomes a great crashing
wave drowning the third eye. The metaphorical
and phantasmagorical become visual. Emotions
and relationships shine like webs. Energy pulses.
Dreams and nightmares boil into the air. The
past, present, and future have a little hoedown
right in front of you. It’s hard to make any sense
of it.
And these images get burned into the
memory of the beholder—never forgotten,
always vivid. This can be a problem (i.e., consequences; see “Defending Against the Sight”
page 224).
Worse, it can be pretty hard to shut your
third eye once you’ve opened it—imagine trying
to close a door against an invading tidal wave,
and you’ll have some understanding of why this
is the case.
So why use the Sight at all? Well, some things
simply cannot be perceived without it. Horrors
that walk the mundane world with little more
than a chill down someone’s spine may be seen
clearly (though that’s always unpleasant). Other
times, it’s the shortest path between mystery and
truth—with a price, certainly, but if the stakes
are high, it may be the only way to get a handle
on what’s really going on. The eﬀects of spells laid
upon a victim can be seen as well as visions of
the past and the future, the true nature of things,
lingering psychic stains, troubled shades…
Assuming, of course, that you can figure out
how to make sense of what you’re seeing and
avoid going mad in the process.

Living With Magic
How ^ Works

I consider

When you open your third eye, you perceive
using the
everything about the world visually. Everything, Sight to be
all at once. This may give you strange and a deliberate,
twisted versions of future possibilities, hint at focused act
past evils, reveal the presence of magical and of temporpsychic wounds, all sorts of ongoing glories and arily induced
insanity.
horrors, beneficent and malevolent spells and
enchantments, and so on. However, the price
for this arcane knowledge comes from exposing In many respects,
that perspective
your mind to the Sight’s awesome force.
The game procedure to open your third eye is exactly correct.
is as follows:
1. Take an action to open the Sight and get
the description of what you’re Seeing.
2. Make an assessment action to try to learn
about what you’re Seeing.
3. Defend against the mental strain of using
the Sight.
4. Close the Sight (if you can) before you
suﬀer too much of that strain.
Opening - Sight
Opening the third eye to use the Sight takes
a full action, after which you may behold the
target of your arcane curiosity.
Once you begin using the Sight, you get
at least some metaphorical expression of the
truth of what you’re beholding. Someone who
committed a murder might be Seen to have
blood on his hands, ever-flowing, and staining
his clothes—however, the blood might be
symbolic of a diﬀerent kind of guilt or regret.
Or it could be the result of a spell convincing
him that he has done something undefined but
horrible—maybe he’s broken the Fourth Law
(page 240) and done it “for his own good…” So
while the things seen might be true, what truth
they represent can be interpreted (or misinterpreted) in a variety of ways. Perception does not
equal comprehension.
U?er1Jing What You SN
In game terms, using the Sight most closely
resembles a mystical assessment action
(page 115)—you’re looking to discover something important about the target, which could
manifest as an aspect or simply as a detail. After
describing the metaphorical truth, the GM
determines the intensity of what you behold.
The intensity is a diﬃculty described using an
adjective from the ladder (page 16).

People who
are trained
to open their
third eye
are, understandably,
reluctant
to do it for
more than a
few moments.
For us, it’s
dangerous
enough.
Unprepared
people—such
as those
affected
by the
ThreeEye
drug during
the STORM
FRONT
case—can’t
manag e to
hold their
psyches
together for
very long.
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On the other
hand, something cou ld
grab your
attention at
an inopportune
moment—or
you cou ld
simply be
forced to
look at
something you
didn’t intend—
thus increasing
the intensity.
Soun ds like a
great compel
to me.

Most Sights significant enough to mention
should be in the neighborhood of a Good intensity—by default, most things you focus on
using the Sight are vibrantly beautiful or retchingly hideous in some way. This intensity can
be mitigated or increased based on the scope
of your inquiry, using the guidelines for setting
diﬃculties in Running the Game (page 310). You
can make things a step or two easier by keeping
your eyes focused intently on something small,
eﬀectively avoiding a look at the wider picture
of your location—but that also means the information you get will be more limited. You could
also widen the focus, taking in something bigger
than you originally intended for more information—but expect the intensity to go up a step or
two in response to that.
Once the intensity is determined, you make
a Lore roll against the intensity to make sense
of what you’re Seeing—basically, to see if you
succeed at the assessment. The more shifts you
get, the more the GM can explain the metaphorical reality revealed through the Sight, providing
additional aspects and/or details as per the
normal guidelines for assessment (page 115). Any
aspects you get will probably have a broad
scope and require interpretation, rather than
providing concrete specifics (for example, you’d
see HIDDEN GUILT instead of BETRAYED A
LOVER). If the Lore roll fails, you still get the
general feel of the metaphor, but that’s it—no
help in interpreting it or mechanical benefit
from discovered aspects.
Defe?ing Again1 - Sight
After resolving your attempt to understand
what you’re seeing, you must also resolve how
well your mind is handling the strain. Having
the Sight open starts a mental conflict (page 217)
against the vision, which lasts as long as you
have the Sight open or until you are taken out.
Each exchange you have the Sight open, the
GM makes a mental attack roll (page 200) against
you, using the intensity of what you’re Seeing
as if it were a skill. You defend with Discipline
(page 127). As with any conflict, you may suﬀer
consequences (page 203) or be taken out (where
“taken out” may mean total collapse, insanity,
heart attack…take your pick, as appropriate to
the vision. See page 203).
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Closing - Sight
After your first defense that succeeds, you may
choose whether you want to close your third eye
or keep it open to learn more (thus prolonging
your contact—and conflict—with the vision). If
you decide to keep it open, then you may make
another Lore roll to understand the vision and
you must continue for another exchange against
it. Should your defense not succeed, however,
your third eye will not close and you must
continue for another exchange. Beholding something more intense than you bargained for may
lock you into a deadly psychic struggle for the
sanctity of your own mind with no easy escape!
O-r Actions Whi+
Using - Sight
While the Sight is active, you may take actions
other than perception, but these actions will
all face a block (page 210) with strength equal to
the intensity—unless they “cooperate” with the
Sight in some way. For example, you might try
to remove a nasty spell eﬀect from a target with
the Sight active, in which case the Sight acts
kind of like a surgeon’s camera, allowing you to
focus on what you need to work on (the spell)
without facing the block. For unrelated actions,
such as shooting a gun, driving a car, or drawing
a picture, the Sight is more of a distraction than
a helpful tool.
In either case, when you take an action that
is not just perception, you skip the Lore roll to
understand what you’re Seeing—you’re too busy
with whatever you’re doing to perceive anything
more than a simple description.

ght, the
If I’m readingnthwisheri
opening
action take D O EnS N ’T
the S ight change for
count as anaiexnst it, right?
defending ag Assess, D efend,
S o, it’s O pen,to Close...?
Attempt
might ha ve
Yup! Though you
efen d cycles
multiple assess/d
long you look,
depend ing on how
tempt to close
an d you can’ t at
.
essfully defend ed
until you’ve succ
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Living With Magic
Example: Harry is using the Sight to take a
look at someone who’s in inarticulate pain and
fear—likely the result of a nasty spell. He opens
his third eye. It turns out he’s right. Someone
seems to have wrapped glowing purple psychic
barbed wire around this guy, ravaging him
and leaving him psychologically brutalized and
bleeding.
That’s what he sees. How do the dice play
out? The GM sets the intensity at Good to
start—it’s pretty nasty, but Harry’s seen nasty
before, and he’s keeping his attention focused on
this one guy.
First up, Harry makes his Lore roll against
a Good diﬃculty and hits it straight on. He’s
fine with that—he’s pretty sure of his interpretation of what he’s seeing here anyway, so there’s
no real need to ask questions.
Next, the GM rolls the Good intensity as a
psychic attack on Harry. Looking at something
like this is going to aﬀect him. The roll comes
out at +1, for a Great attack—ugh. Harry
rolls his Discipline to defend and lucks out with
a Superb, beating the attack—no psychic stress
for now.
But Harry realizes he needs to keep the
Sight up in order to get a grip on this nasty spell
eﬀect and pull it oﬀ of its victim. As he contends
with the spell, he gets a little “bruised,” taking a
point of stress from the intensity “attack” in the
following exchange.
When he eventually gets his hands around
the spell fully, it turns on him and successfully
attacks him. He falls to the floor, and the GM
hits him with the temporary aspect: LOST
CONTROL OF WHERE I’M LOOKING.
Murphy bursts in the door, and Harry
looks at her, seeing her truly. The GM decides
to boost the intensity here, taking it up to
Great—Murphy is an emotionally intense
person and central to the story, so the intensity
of her appearance in the Sight should be higher
than the typical Good. Harry must struggle to
close his third eye against the terrible beauty of
what he beholds…

This is true. Magic doesn’t
solve anything… It just makes
things more complex.

T הSight Sucks!
So, you may be reading through this and
wondering why anyone in his right mind would
use the Sight, given its ability to shatter your
mind into a thousand pieces if you look at the
wrong thing for longer than a second. Setting
aside questions of sanity, there’s still plenty of
reason to use the Sight.
Foremost is the idea that the Sight lets you
see something it would be impossible to see
otherwise. That’s a big deal. Sure, you might end
up finding some of the same information out via
other means, over a longer period of time, but as
with all elements of magic, it’s less about doing
something you just plain couldn’t do under any
circumstances eventually, and much more about
getting at what you need to know right now.
It’s a short-cut. And like many a short-cut,
sometimes it takes you through a bad part of
town.
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Soulgazing

N ot that
a wizard
could U S E
a webcam.

The first time (and first time only) someone
with the Soulgaze ability (page 174) meets the
gaze of someone else with a mortal soul for
more than a few moments, they enter a state
called soulgazing. Generally, this can’t happen
unless both parties want to make eye contact.
However, one might trick the other into
holding the gaze (see “And Then Our Eyes Met,”
page 228). All soulgazing must be done in person
(no soulgazes via webcam!).
When it comes right down to it, a soulgaze
is a narrow, focused, specific application of the
Sight—using the Sight to See one person, with
the dials turned up to eleven. This is a once-ina-lifetime chance to look past the outer surface
and into the very heart of who a person is, what’s
going on with him, and who he might become.
Unfortunately, the target of a soulgaze also gains
this sort of insight into the gazer—even if that
target is a vanilla mortal.
Of course, it’s not as simple as all that.
Because soulgazes are a facet of the Sight, metaphor jumbles up the results for each party. You’re
barking up the wrong tree if you think a soulgaze is “asking a question” about another person.
The “answer” is going to make as much nonsense
as it makes sense.
Beyond that, a soulgaze is tough on both
parties. It’s a lot like opening up your third eye
without the filters in place to keep you from
getting knocked flat. Because a soulgaze is so
focused, and because it goes deep into the core
of who each person is, it’s very potent. It’s not
uncommon for untrained people to pass out
when they’re hit with a glimpse of someone else’s
soul—even trained wizards can walk away with
a hell of a headache and a disquieted mind.

How ^ Works
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When a soulgaze happens, the two people
involved enter into an immediate, one-round
psychic contest that takes no time in the “outside”
world. To everyone else, the soulgaze begins and
ends in an instant.
The contest has two components. The first is
a mutual psychic attack. Each participant rolls his
Conviction as an attack, defended by the other’s
Discipline, dealing mental stress if successful.
At each player’s option, the attack may serve as
a maneuver instead, landing a temporary aspect
on the other person if successful.

Example: Harry Dresden and John Marcone
lock eyes for the first time, and a soulgaze
happens. Marcone, an NPC, is set for this
encounter—he knows what a soulgaze is,
he’s expecting it, and he has a few fate points
in hand to make sure his rolls go the way he
wants. Harry’s just started investigating a
mystery and can’t aﬀord to spend fate points on
the exchange—he knows he’ll need them when
things get nasty later on.
Marcone makes his Conviction roll first
and does reasonably well, getting a Great
result. He’s just looking to get Harry’s attention, so he decides to call this a maneuver.
Harry’s Discipline roll is solid, leaving him
with a Great result—but since Marcone went
for a maneuver, that’s still Marcone’s success.
The GM takes a few moments to think about
what sort of an aspect she’s going to drop on
Harry’s head, and she talks it out a bit with
Jim, Harry’s player. She and Jim agree to determine the aspect after the rest of the soulgaze
is resolved.
On the other side of the soulgaze, Harry
has no patience for the intrusion of a mob
boss and goes for an outright attack. He rolls
a Conviction attack—usually a strong suit
for him—but his roll stinks, leaving him with
a Fair. Marcone’s Discipline roll exceeds Fair
with little difficulty, leaving Harry’s angry
indignation sliding oﬀ him like it’s nothing.
The second component is information; each
gazer gets an involved, metaphorical glimpse of
the other’s soul which is described by the GM.
The essential nature of each participant is made
plain to the other; while some details may be
hidden, it is crystal clear who each person is.
This might result in a character aspect (as in,
one from the sheet) being revealed to one or
both participants—if you took stress or consequences in the first part, it’s safe to say the other
person knows an aspect of yours. (If you want to
use your soulgaze roll as a maneuver, the aspect
you place still has to say something about your
essential nature, even if you’re using it to your
advantage.)
Example (Continued): Since Harry is a PC
and Marcone is an NPC, there’s no strong
reason for them to get into the details of what
Marcone sees. The GM describes Marcone
simply nodding, as if he’s filing away a piece
of information in some big mental Rolodex.
Harry knows he’s been weighed and measured.
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Living With Magic
But then the GM gets into a description of
what Marcone is like inside and it’s unsettling:
he’s a pure predator, motivated by something
dark and secret, and practically fearless. This is
not someone Harry wants to piss oﬀ. With that
done, the GM concludes the soulgaze with the
results of Marcone’s maneuver, dropping the
temporary aspect MARCONE HAS A TIGER’S
SOUL on Harry, giving Gentleman Johnny a
free tag in the conversation that follows.
Once the rolls and the revelations are done,
the soulgaze ends and “real time” resumes.
Who J What Can
You Soulgaze?
It’s not as clear-cut as “human” or “not human.”
We know that Harry has avoided making eyecontact with Kincaid, who’s a half-man, halfsomething, apparently. Given the example of
Thomas Raith, wizards should be able to enter
into a soulgaze with a White Court vampire.
But other vampires seem not to trigger a soulgaze, and faeries—never having been human to
begin with—aren’t any kind of a problem.
The question here might simply be how
close to human the target is, or how far from
humanity the target of the soulgaze has turned.
This doesn’t have a clean, game-rule answer—
but you can certainly use a character’s refresh
(page 20) as one indication of whether or not
it’s an option. Those with zero or less are more
likely to have turned away from humanity—if
indeed they were ever human—than those with
a bit of free will still in the cards.
Beyond even this—since we’re talking about
eye contact here—there are plenty of bad things
that could happen even if a soulgaze isn’t on the
table. Lock eyes with a Black Court vampire and
you might find yourself under sudden psychic
assault (and if you’re particularly unlucky, that’s
merely a prelude to your new job description as
a Renfield). Plenty of Nevernever nasties are
happy to crawl right into your head through
the open windows of your eyes—a fact that
most of the knowledgeable folks in the supernatural community keep in mind at all times.
Sure, it might mean they look like a bunch of
antisocial, shifty-eyed skulkers, but they had
that image going for them already. At least not
making eye contact has the advantage of being a
survival skill.

So, the word “soul” is getting thrown around
a lot here. What’s a soul? Mortals’ concept of
a singular, discrete, unchanging “soul” is pretty
off the mark.
Here’s the deal: the mortal soul can be in
several places at the same time and is more
than one thing at a time. It dwindles and it
grows. It can be given, taken, shared, burned. It
can glow with light or throb with darkness. It
is the essence of an individual. It is the cream
floating atop the milk of your fleshy existence.
It partakes of nature and supernature.
William, for your “game” purposes in this
chapter, whenever you say “soul,” I think
you should be talking about that idea as it
manifests for an individual. It’s a convenient
(if fuzzy, vague, and limited) shorthand—
much like any concept that magic touches
upon. It’s an imprecise effort by mortals to
sum up something more vast and complicated
than they can understand with a simple word.
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A? Tהn Our EyQ Met
Accidental eye contact is the stuﬀ of good soulgazes. So how do you make it happen in your
game? Do you, both the GM and players, want
it to be a “story-driven” event or a “this could be
fun, let’s see what happens” event? In either case,
accidental eye contact should be dirt-simple.
For story-driven soulgazes—where it just
seems like it’s the right moment for one to
happen—GMs should consider compelling a
wizard’s wizardly aspects; if the PC in question
isn’t the wizard, compel an aspect that might
drive the character to hesitate in looking away. If
the player accepts the compel—bam! The soulgaze happens, and the player gets some extra
fate points.
If there’s no strong story reason for the eye
contact to happen, but it would be fun if it did,
GMs have another option (though compels are
still a great, simple way to drive things even in
this case): make a skill roll out of it. A number
of skills are appropriate here, but Discipline is
a good fallback; it represents concentration, and
one certainly has to be mindful to avoid accidental contact. If a player makes an argument
for using another skill (e.g., Alertness represents
reaction time), that works just as well. The GM
should set a diﬃculty that seems appropriate—
lower if she doesn’t mind it not happening,
higher (but not unattainable) if it’s something
she’d like to see happen. In this case, failure
means the character makes eye contact. As
always, no fair calling for a skill roll if a compel
has already come onto the table; it’s one or the
other, not both.
It’s also possible that eye contact may not
be entirely accidental, at least for one party. If
someone’s trying to trick a wizard (or vice-versa)
into a soulgaze, that’s a straight-up contest of
skills—the tricker’s Deceit against the trickee’s
Empathy, perhaps—with the trick working on
a tie or better (it’s a maneuver). This method
works best when the PC is the one doing the
trickery, but particularly sneaky NPCs (like the
city’s big mafia boss) may try it on occasion, too.

My hand got better.
You don’t have to keep
bringing it up! Honest!
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Hexing
Mortal spellcasters and technology just don’t
get along. When the spells start flying, the tech
starts frying.
This eﬀect is called hexing and it’s a basic
thing that nearly every practitioner of the arts
must contend with when living in the modern
world. Here, we’ll talk about what causes hexing,
and how to make it work for (and against) you
in your game.
First up: why does hexing happen for a mortal
spellcaster? Why don’t the immortal creatures of
the Nevernever cause city-wide blackouts whenever they go for a jog around Chicago?
When it comes down to it, magic is a
powerful force that can be directed like a laser
in the hands of an unconflicted being. Creatures
from the Nevernever usually fit this bill. Their
nature and their will are in unity—in other
words, they don’t have a “free will” or consciousness that’s separate from their nature. Look at
Mab, the Faerie Queen of the Winter Court: she
is who she is, through and through. If Mab turns
you into a newt, she’s doing that because her
nature dictates that she turns you into a newt,
and she has no doubts about it.

I don’t understand mortal “free will” all that
much. Doesn’t make any sense.
On the other hand, look at a mortal spellcaster—he has his nature as a human being, and
he also has free will. These things are sometimes
at odds. He has mixed emotions and doubts and
so forth.
When he throws magic around, he has to have
99.9% of his mind in line with what he’s doing—
he has to believe that he can do it, through and
through—but it’s not perfect. Unlike the unconflicted beings of the Nevernever, a mortal spellcaster has pesky things like self-doubt, late rent,
emotions, a twitch in that hand that got burned
by a flamethrower—you know, the usual cornucopia of errant thoughts that plague normal
folks. So that leaves us with a tiny fraction of his
mind not entirely on the task at hand, and that
means there’s a smidge of magic that’s not being
guided by his will. Not to mention that a practitioner is always at least a little magically active,
so even when spellcraft isn’t at work, particularly
powerful emotions can call up a modicum of
magical energy without the guy realizing it—or
having much control over it.
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However it happens, that mote of uncontrolled magic ends up “leaking” out of the spellcaster, and somehow gets inside of advanced
technology and screws it up. That’s why the
hexing eﬀect happens for mortal spellcasters—
they aren’t perfectly unconflicted, so stuﬀ shorts
out. The more delicate the tech, the more likely
a wizard’s mere presence will muck up its works.
Part of what plays into the likelihood that
spellcraft will short out technology accidentally
is, simply, power. Consider the 0.1% concept
from earlier. If we’re talking about just a small
amount of power going through the “conduit” of
the spellcaster (say, a weak ectomancer), 0.1% of
it isn’t very much at all—barely enough to give a
toaster a hiccup. But higher up the scale (say, a
White Council wizard), the “oomph” is definitely
there to give even non-electric machinery some
trouble. However, this is mitigated somewhat,
since higher power in a spellcaster usually dovetails with higher eﬃciency due to training—the
mage’s power is used more eﬀectively, so less
goes to waste, and thus less stray magic leaks out
into the world.
Yeah, But Why?
We could theorize all day as to why “stray
magic” causes technology to fry. Perhaps the
magical power coursing through the cells of a
wizard aﬀects the energy state of electrons in
his vicinity? (This would definitely screw up any
technology that includes a transistor or silicon
chip.)
Maybe the root cause is magic’s bending of
probability. That’s certainly supported by the
facts; after all it’s very improbable that when
some lady points at an insolent minion, fire
will leap from her hand and burn his face oﬀ.
That’s assuming probability enters into it at all.
A scientist looking at this might say quantum
mechanical eﬀects rely on probability, and magic
messes up the math.
Maybe it’s more a question of what’s going on
in the back of the caster’s mind and how he was
raised. If he believes something technological is
complex, then maybe that’s where his subconscious sends those stray bits of magic first. This
would certainly explain why some wizards can
get along with 1950’s era technology, while
others need to stay closer to the beginning of the
Twentieth Century in order to get anything to
work reliably.

Or maybe it’s just a case of technology being
too new and magic attacking the thing that’s
newest, most diﬀerent, and least rooted in the
collective mind of man. After all, a computer
is a pretty new concept to someone who’s been
running around for several hundred years. The
idea of computers is not as powerful as, say, the
idea of a simple combustion engine and so on,
because it’s not as old—it hasn’t had the chance
to accrete “significance.” So maybe the strength
of the conceptual reality resists the stray magic
and keeps older technology safe.
Considering that magic is a force guided by
belief, there’s definitely at least some of that
playing into what technology a wizard or other
practitioner will short out when he blows a
gasket. Stray magic is very likely “spun” by a practitioner’s core beliefs. For many mages, you could
fairly say that, while their spells are defined by
what they believe will happen, the side eﬀects are
what they don’t believe will happen. So, if they
don’t trust cars, phones, or elevators, their stray
magic tends to reinforce that mistrust.
In the end, nobody really knows for certain
what causes hexing—just that it happens, and
usually in the most inconvenient of ways.

Butters
certain ly
has a few
theories.
Something
about
electromagnetism
gone wild.

Not that
many of them
wou ld agree
with you.
Still, the
perspective
does have
some merit…

How ^ Works

We know that hexing happens in two main
ways: purposefully, by the focused application of
the spellcaster’s will, and accidentally, either as
a side-eﬀect of spellcasting or from a burst of
strong emotion on the part of a practitioner. The
accidental case is unique to mortal spellcasters.
Most magic-capable creatures of the Nevernever
don’t have unintentional side-eﬀects on technology; they can use their talent to deliberately
aﬀect technology if they want to, but it’s pretty
much beneath their notice.
Accidental hexing is handled as a function of
compels, usually of the wizard’s high concept
(or any appropriately emotional aspect)—something gets hexed, it puts the wizard in a bind,
and that means the wizard’s player gets some
fate points. Otherwise, you can just describe it
as colorful special eﬀects—the lights spark, the
radio picks up static, and so on. You don’t need
to worry about any other fiddly bits for this,
really—just keep it in mind as something that
can happen whenever the wizard has a sudden
emotional reaction or is distracted or under
stress.
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All I know
is that this
effect doesn’t
allow me to
have a DVD
player for
very long.
That ticks
me off.

Remember, if the GM offers the compel
and the player buys it oﬀ, she shouldn’t push it.
Because the player bought out of the compel, the
hexing doesn’t happen, or the fact that the hexing
occurs doesn’t inconvenience the wizard in the
proposed way.
Purposeful (or deliberate) hexing is resolved as
an evocation eﬀect (page 249), though any practitioner can do it—even ones who don’t normally
have access to the Evocation power. Any “stray”
mortal magic messes up technology, even if
the spellcaster isn’t adept at channeling other
magical energy directly. For more details on
how to resolve this, see “Deliberate Hexing” in
Spellcasting (page 258). That section also contains
guidelines on how to appropriately scale a
hexing-related compel when you narrate it.

Th$sholds
By this definition,
magical circles
could be considered thresholds,
but I don’t think
you really need
to worry about
that for the
purposes of the
game.

Seriously,
Billy, how
many times
are we
going to
come back
to this?
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Commonly, the word threshold is used to
describe the barrier that is formed around a
home by the simple act of people living in it
and regarding it as a place of safety, shelter, and
family. The stronger the sense of “home,” the
greater the threshold. (Unfortunately, inviting
someone in dispels its protective benefits.)
Building a strong threshold is difficult.
Spellcasters can (and often need to) build
theirs up with a series of wards, but there’s no
real substitute for “organically” grown ones that
come naturally from the ideas of shelter, privacy,
family, sanctity, and so on. In short, without
a strong sense of home, thresholds are pretty
flimsy. Bachelors have a hard time making strong
thresholds (it’s a pity certain wizards aren’t very
good at long-term relationships), and public
spaces—even those with private compartments,
like corporate oﬃces or hotel rooms—simply
cannot naturally grow thresholds.
But other things serve as thresholds as well.
In the broadest sense, the term “threshold”
may be given to any metaphysical barrier that
impedes or blocks supernatural power from
passing from point A to point B. A significant
source of running water is a prime example, as
it “shorts out” magical energies that try to cross
over or through it. Thresholds can even be
conceptual: the transition from night to day has
a weakening eﬀect on magic precisely because it
is a sort of threshold.

Some beings—especially those of pure
spirit—cannot cross a threshold, since they’re
usually using their magical power to hold their
material world body together. If they cross a
threshold without counteracting it, they just…
melt. Some powerful creatures (such as demons)
manage to get around this with a physical manifestation that they aren’t personally maintaining.
Even so, when an entity crosses a threshold in a
mystically manufactured body, most of the entity’s power goes toward holding it all together,
limiting it to what its body can physically do.
Spellcasters, by dint of having supernatural
powers, are affected by thresholds to some
degree. Being fleshy sorts that have a place in our
reality, they lack many weaknesses of pure spirit
beings (i.e., crossing a threshold doesn’t make the
wizard melt back into the Nevernever). All the
same, a wizard crossing a threshold uninvited
leaves a large amount of his supernatural power
at the door—not all of it, but certainly enough
to make him think twice. Even a spell that tries
to cross a threshold may be diminished.

How ^ Works

A threshold can operate in four diﬀerent modes:
as a block, a target, a suppressor, or a source of
harm.
As a block: In the most basic form, a threshold
acts as a free-standing block (page 210) that
usually doesn’t need to be maintained by a character. The threshold has a strength level (adjective diﬃculty as determined below) that opposes
any aﬀected supernatural actions. As a block, it
sets a minimum diﬃculty level for the success of
those actions.
As a target: Some creatures aﬀected by the
block will be unable to do anything to bypass
it or weaken it. Other more powerful creatures
may be able to assail a threshold (usually only an
artificially created one) or tear it down. In such
a case, the threshold’s strength may be treated
as a stress track (one box per level, with consequences a possibility). The threshold’s strength
drops as it takes stress hits.
As a suppressor: Many spell eﬀects and some
supernatural abilities will erode or completely
disappear if they are carried across a threshold,
unless specially exempted (such as by invitation). In this case, all aﬀected abilities and spell
eﬀects lose a number of shifts of eﬀectiveness
equal to the strength of the threshold. If the
spell aﬀected has multiple parts to it, how the
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shifts are spread around may be determined
(and changed) on a case-by-case basis as decided
by the GM (though this should be done with
plenty of input from the aﬀected player). In the
case of attack abilities, this most often manifests
as a reduction of the damage bonus provided,
acting as a penalty to the actual attack roll only
after the damage bonus has been reduced to
zero. If it isn’t clear how to “reduce” an ability,
then these reduction shifts might be spent on
improving opposing eﬀects and eﬀorts.
As a source of harm: Creatures of pure spirit
and other such entities are particularly vulnerable to crossing thresholds. They may actually take damage from crossing one, facing an
attack from the threshold’s strength during
every exchange. The GM may choose either to
consider the threshold’s attack to be equal to
its strength, or to roll and treat the strength as
an attack skill. Few creatures manage to hang
around long in the face of such conditions,
especially when their defensive abilities oﬀer
no protection whatsoever against this attack.
Depending on the nature of the vulnerability,
they may end up rolling a Mediocre default in
defense against the attack. While some might
be allowed to use a Conviction defense, even
weaker thresholds will force such a creature to
retreat or dissolve, if given enough time.
DeBrmining St:ngR
Most thresholds or other things that ground
out magical energy (like a source of running
water) have a base strength of Fair (+2).
Most public places or places used primarily
for the conducting of business have a strength
of Mediocre (+0). Sanctified or consecrated
grounds (such as places of worship) are an
exception to this, carrying a base threshold
strength of Good (+3) even if they are used by
the public, because of the energies of faith that
are directed into them.
From these guidelines, you can further
modify the strength of the threshold depending
on the circumstances of the location in question. Running the Game has suggestions about
modifying diﬃculties (page 311); basically, every
mitigating or contributing circumstance should
add or subtract 2 from this base total. In the case
of thresholds, the circumstances you’re looking
for are things that make them “more of ” or “less
of ” what they are.

So a home where a whole family lives has a
stronger threshold than one where a bachelor
lives; this makes it “more” home-like, so the
strength is at a base of Great (+4). A manse
that houses a whole family, has been with the
same family for generations, and has been
happily occupied by the current residents for
most of their lives has a deep sense of “lived-in”
energy, so the threshold strength there would
be Legendary (+8)—most Nevernever nasties
would need assistance to enter under their
own power.
Likewise, a home mostly occupied by transients, or one in which the residents spend
almost no time, barely qualifies as a home at all;
it would have a Mediocre (+0) threshold and
require other supernatural protection against
incursion.

Sells’ lakehouse,
That looks like Victor my
Sight.
h
oug
as seen thr
Yea h, it’s meant to be!

of.
Thankfully no threshold there to speak
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Trust me.
The impact
of breaking a
Law is real.
And I fight it
every day.

Example: Evan Montrose and company are
directing a group of people they rescued from
an angry spirit into a cathedral in the middle
of Baltimore called Our Lady of the Blessed
Lily. It was previously established in the session
that this cathedral is one of the city’s oldest
and that it pretty much forms the bedrock for
the Catholic community in Baltimore. That’s
two circumstances that “enhance” its status as
sacred ground, so the GM decides that it has a
base threshold of Epic (+7)—4 levels up from
Good (+3).
Later, those same people try to take shelter
in another church after Our Lady of the Blessed
Lily is bombed by the spirit’s summoner (yeah,
it was a really bad day for them). The only
church they manage to find is very new and
located in a strip mall; the GM decides that this
diminishes it as sacred ground, and rules that it
only has a base threshold of Average (+1).

Tה

Laws of Magic
The White Council’s Wardens are the main law
enforcement body of the supernatural world—
at least as far as mortals go. For the Wardens,
the Laws of Magic are sacrosanct. The Laws of
Magic are clear, concise, and oﬀer little in the
way of “wiggle room”—at least in the views of
some Wardens—but are very much written to
communicate the spirit of the law, which is the
mode in which they are enforced. (This stands
in contrast to the other major body of supernatural legalese, the Unseelie Accords, where
there is no spirit of the law—only the letter of
it. See OW15.)
Here, we’ll discuss what it actually means to
break one of the Laws of Magic and look at each
Law in depth, finding the grey areas in this code
that separates black magic from white.

In practice, the Accords and the Laws are
polar opposites. The Laws are clearly spelled
out, but there are some grey areas where
flexible standards of enforcement are seen.
The Accords, meanwhile, are incredibly
Byzantine, but absolutely iron-clad when
enforced—often to a fault.
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B$aking <
Laws of Magic
While the Laws of Magic may seem more like a
guide for living right as a spellcaster, they exist
for a very serious, very palpable reason: whenever you make use of true black magic—using
your talent in spellcraft in a way that breaks one
of the Laws—you change yourself, darkening
your soul.
Whenever you choose to break one of the
Laws of Magic, you’re crossing a very real line.
By taking such an action, you’ve altered your
self-image and your beliefs—the very basis of
you—to be the sort of person who breaks that
Law. Often, once you do that, there’s no turning
back. (Does white magic change you back
once you’ve gone over the line? Maybe. See “Is
Redemption Possible?” on page 246 for more.)
Are you the kind of person who reads
thoughts, twists minds, and kills with magic?
There are many who believe that if you cross that
line even once, you will be. Inevitably. Forever.
In this way, the Laws aren’t a legal entity
at all; they’re a set of magical principles that,
when broken, lead to a fundamental change in
the nature of the person who broke them. The
White Council also enforces them as laws, but
that’s in addition to this fundamental change.
You could say that the Laws exist as two separate concepts with 99% overlap—the Wardens
of the White Council enforce one concept (law),
while reality metaphysically enforces the other
(nature).

Non-Peop9 Don’t
Count... Or Do Tהy?

The White Council has made clear that their
Laws don’t apply to entities that aren’t people.
The Laws of Magic are strongly oriented on
protecting the lives and rights of mortals.
Creatures and folks that the Council might classify as “monsters” are fair game.
With that said, this is a rule of thumb where
it’s easy to stumble into the grey area, with
things open to interpretation by the Warden on
the scene—and given that Wardens have a lot
of latitude regarding the whole “judge, jury, and
executioner” bit, it’s a grey area that you want to
avoid stepping into as a spellcaster.
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When Harry captured Toot-toot, a faerie,
during the STORM FRONT case, he had to
defend his actions to Warden Morgan. This
suggests that the even-more-than-usually-hardassed Morgan was inclined to look at Toot as a
person, insofar as violating the Fourth Law goes.
Harry made the case that he wasn’t enthralling
Toot-toot, since no compulsion was overriding Toot’s ability to choose—the little faerie
still could have said “no.” Luckily, Harry made
it past that encounter with Morgan with his
head intact.
When a victim is involved (though some of
the Laws are victimless), one standard for judgment is whether or not the victim has a soul.
Most of the Laws amount to actions which
violate the sanctity of life and break the bonds
that tether a soul to a mortal being, whether
by destroying the body or destroying the mind.
This is certainly the most straightforward way of
looking at things: first and foremost, if a soul is
involved, the stakes are high and the Laws are
sitting up and paying attention.
Beyond that standard, there’s a fuzzy border
dividing people from monsters. Faeries don’t
have souls, but they might still be seen as people,
at least judging by Morgan’s reaction to Harry
and Toot. In game terms, one way to identify
whether or not a creature might count as a
person is to look at his refresh level (page 20). If
it’s positive—allowing the creature to exercise
at least something like free will through the use
of fate points—then there’s a decent chance this
creature might be seen as a person, even without
a soul. That said, when dealing with a zeroor-less refresh human, he (arguably) still has a
soul—so the Laws still apply, however far gone
he might be.
Ultimately, this decision should be made to
suit your own sensibilities for your own game.
The best interpretation is the one you feel will
work for you instinctively, the one that will
generate the kinds of stories you’re looking
to tell.
Enforcement
The Laws are generally understood to apply only
to humans when it comes to actions taken by
the Wardens; however, the Laws aren’t worded
that way. This is deliberate vagueness; it gives
the Wardens the “spirit of the law” latitude to
investigate would-be warlocks before they go
over the edge.

The attitude here is based on the same
thinking that recognizes that serial killers often
start their careers by torturing animals (which
isn’t, say, as illegal as doing the same to a person)
before eventually moving up to humans.
In practice, this attitude gets mixed results,
including the persecution of folks who aren’t
actually breaking any Laws or taking that
short trip to Warlocktown. Still, a Warden
has never actually executed someone for any
kind of “pseudo-breaking” of the Laws (that we
know of )—though they are fond of calling for
in-depth investigations on the wizards in question. Once the Wardens start poking around,
such investigations often find that a Law actually
has been broken.

What Happens Wהn
You B$ak < Laws

In game terms, whenever your character crosses
the line for the first time—breaking a Law that
he has not broken before—he must immediately
take a new Lawbreaker ability. A Lawbreaker Wizards and
ability is a supernatural power (page 158) that
sorcerers
reduces your refresh by one—you should sit usually have
up and take notice here. (Remember, if a chara really
acter’s refresh ever drops to zero or below, he low refresh
stops being a viable PC. He loses his free will, to begin with,
becoming a creature subservient to his nature, don’t they?
always acting in accordance with what he is
Yeah.
rather than who he could be. Break enough of
the Laws of Magic, and the cost of these abilities
The costs on
will eat you alive.)
the Lawbreaker
Every Lawbreaker ability offers the same
abilities will
“benefits.” You gain +1 on your skill rolls when
using magic to break that Law again. If you’re have an impact
pretty quick.
looking to dye your wool darker, the bonus
increases by one if you have three or more
Lawbreaker abilities in total. Similarly, if you
With great
break the same Law on three or more occasions,
power comes
your bonus on that ability increases by one,
great liability.
increasing its refresh cost to –2.
The eﬀects of being a Lawbreaker go beyond
the simple application of these abilities, however.
Once a character has chosen to cross the line and
break a Law of Magic, that decision is a part of
him however you look at it. Consider replacing
or rephrasing one or more of his aspects to show
this. Even without such an alteration, that choice
to step a little bit into the world of black magic
becomes an important lens to view the character’s aspects through, and the GM and player
should start pursuing story elements that bring
the issue front and center.
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Some changes of aspect are mandatory. Once
your character breaks a particular Law three
times, you must replace one of his aspects with
a new version that is twisted by the violation
of that Law of Magic (it’s a lot like taking an
extreme consequence—which isn’t coincidental;
see page 205). Keep a running tally of the violations; for every three occasions a Law is broken,
replace another diﬀerent aspect until all of your
character’s aspects have been subverted by his
descent into dark magic.
The Lawbreaker ability set is found in
Supernatural Powers, page 182.
So Who’s , Judge?
Who determines that a character has crossed
the line? This is something that a gaming group
should decide on as a policy for their specific
game. Many groups will want the GM to be the
arbiter of such things, and that’s fine. Others
might go for a majority consensus of the people
at the table.

This kind of stuff haubinnts
me. Thanks for rub lyg .
salt in the wound, Bil

Regardless of who has authority, one thing
you’ll want to discuss in advance—unless
you’re okay with breaking out into a debate in
the middle of play—is whether or not “grey
area” violations of the Laws of Magic count
just as much as the black-and-white violations
do. Our default assumption is that grey area
violations are just as bad, forcing the acquisition of a Lawbreaker stunt. At the same time,
we are happy to recommend a “getting oﬀ with
a warning” stance on such things if you find it
more entertaining to have characters skirting
the edge.
One thing you may want to consider when
thinking about whether or not a Law of Magic
has been broken is the question of intent.
Consider the inferno Harry set off at the
masquerade ball during the GRAVE PERIL case.
He set out to destroy all of the vampires there,
expecting to incinerate nothing but evil in that
gathering; but human bodies were found afterwards. Sure, they were probably already dead at
the hands of the Red Court—but were they, for
certain?
Whether or not the Wardens would call it a
violation of the First Law, does Harry’s fire break
that Law for the purposes of Harry’s soul (and
thus, would it aﬀect his stunts and aspects), since
Harry did not intend to kill anyone other than a
murderous bunch of Red Court vampires? The
answer can, and indeed should, be diﬀerent from
game to game, from group to group. As such,
we don’t have an oﬃcial answer to this question
either way.
It comes down to this: how much intent
matters is up to you.
B:aking Laws P3or , PTy
It’s certainly possible to come up with a character concept based on someone who broke
a Law of Magic prior to the beginning of play.
Take the appropriate Lawbreaker ability and
explain why the Wardens haven’t come along
and done their vorpal best to snicker-snack your
head from your shoulders (starting out under
the Doom of Damocles is one way to do that).
Any Lawbreaker ability taken during character
creation will knock oﬀ its usual refresh cost, like
any other stunt. Take care to avoid creating a
character who cannot be played!
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T הD>m of D@A+s
The ostentatiously-named Doom of Damocles
is the White Council’s idea of “going easy” on
someone who has broken one of the Laws
of Magic and gotten caught in the act. The
Doom, once pronounced upon an errant practitioner, operates as a probationary period with
no specified end date and with a “one screw-up
and you’re dead” policy. It can only be granted
as a reprieve from a death sentence by a vote of
the Senior Council, the White Council’s ruling
body. A similar vote is required to lift the Doom.
Even if a good case of extenuating circumstances is placed before the Senior Council,
the Doom is rarely exercised as an option. This
is due to the Council’s attitude that a death
sentence is a surer, safer, and swifter way to
get to the same result that will be happening
anyway.
But that’s not the whole of it. Even if there
are some sympathetic ears on the Council,
no one is allowed to stand under the Doom
without a sponsor—and that sponsor’s fate
is linked to that of the Doomed. If the Doom
ends, as it often can, with the death sentence
carried out, the sentence applies to the sponsor
as well. Some sponsors have been able to avoid
this fate by acting preemptively to stop (i.e.,
kill) their Doomed apprentices at the first sign
of risk, but often it’s just better to stand back,
ditch the idea of sponsorship, and let the blade
fall. In recent memory, only Ebenezar McCoy
and Harry Dresden (formerly under the Doom
himself ) have been brave—or stupid—enough
to step up to the job.
Characters under the Doom of Damocles,
whether as an oﬀender or as a sponsor, should
take the Doom as an aspect. It’s certainly going
to have a strong (even constant) eﬀect on the
character’s life, and it would be a shame not to
milk that for every fate point it’s worth. (For one
story idea centered on the Doom, see the note
on redemption at the end of the discussion of
the Laws—page 246.)
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Living With Magic
T הFirP Law
Never Take a Life.

Whenever magic is used to kill, some of the
positive force of life that mankind is able to
bring into the universe is truly destroyed—
removed from the universal equation. Kill with
magic, and the darker things inside and outside
of creation grow just a bit stronger. Whether
you’re using magic directly to rip the life out of
someone, summoning up force or flame to kill,
or even murdering someone without magic and
then using the energy created by the death to
power a spell, you are breaking the First Law
of Magic.
In First Law violations, even the grey areas
are pretty bad. If you summon up a gust of wind
to knock someone oﬀ a building, you definitely
broke the First Law, even if it’s “just” the fall that
killed him.
This is one of the easiest laws to break by
accident, and that’s why the White Council
is vigilant about keeping an eye out for any
dangerous magical talents in the making. They
may be an elitist, stodgy, Old World artifact of
an organization, but in the end, it’s often the
intervention of the White Council that prevents
someone’s burgeoning pyrokinetic ability from
burning down his house (and his family with it).
Accidental or not, such an incident—if people
die—might plant the seeds that could grow into
another murder-warlock on the loose.
Luckily for the Wardens, it’s easy to root out
the oﬀenders of this Law. Bodies are hard to
hide (especially to investigators gifted with the
Sight), and when magic is involved, murder can
be even messier than usual. If the mortal authorities don’t know what to make of a bizarrely
mangled body, the Council does, and their ear is
to the ground whenever an unusual case shows
up at the morgue.
All the same, it’s important to realize here
that fighting is not the same as killing. Magic can
be used carefully, indirectly, or subtly to aﬀect
a fight. Accidental deaths can happen, and in
those cases killing with magic still counts as
killing when it comes to the Lawbreaker stunt.
The grey area exists on the political, enforcement side: if you kill by accident, your soul is
still stained, but you might keep your head—
albeit under the Doom of Damocles.
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If you’re looking to make the First Law a
part of your game, you could spend some time
playing around in the grey areas here, kicking
off a kind of supernatural legal thriller. For
example, consider the Knights of the Courts of
Faerie. They’re mortal, but bound to the Courts;
are they people, or has their oﬃce taken them
out of that particular equation? And what
about magical murders committed by them—
do the Accords protect them from, at least, the
enforcement of the Laws by the Wardens of the
Council?
Ultimately, the GM needs to be careful
and conscious about putting life-and-death
human adversaries in front of the players. We
certainly think a better game is had when this
is the case, but that’s because we like giving the
First Law a strong and palpable presence in the
game. A number of players might enjoy this as
well, welcoming compels directed at, say, their
WIZARD OF THE WHITE COUNCIL aspects to
remind them that the First Law is an obstacle to
their actions when a life is on the line.
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It’s also important to remember the “with
magic” part of the Law. This may seem like splitting hairs—and some people believe that it is—
but the First Law doesn’t apply if you, say, pull
out a gun and shoot someone in the back of the
head. There’s a reason why the Wardens carry
swords. Killing is part of their job description,
but, as defenders of the Laws, the Wardens must
never use magic as the means to that end.
In your game: Your group should discuss how
important they want the First Law to be in play.
Many roleplaying games have a fairly casual attitude towards characters using their special abilities to kill others—but that should not usually
be the case in this game.
Since the Laws apply primarily to people, not
monsters, First Law issues can be bypassed by
focusing on bad guys who aren’t people. Bathe a
Black Court vampire in disintegrating flame and
you’ll get a pat on the head, not a sword to the
neck. To come at it another way, if you’re playing
the sort of game where you don’t have any spellcasters, you’re also liable to be free and clear of
the Laws.
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Never Transform Ano<r.
The image of a witch turning someone into a
newt is a popular and even amusing notion, but
in the eyes of the White Council, it’s a deadly
serious matter—emphasis on deadly. The
Council views such transformations as tantamount to murder, and they’re pretty much right
on the money for one simple reason: human
minds like to live in human brains. Transform
someone into a newt, and you’ve just tried to
cram a human mind into a newt’s brain. Such
an eﬀort (if you’re even bothering to attempt
it) usually ends in near-total destruction of the
target’s self. Even if you could manage such a
feat, the psychological shock the victim undergoes is bad enough that it would make no actual
diﬀerence.
Not to mention a lot of transformations
are pretty ham-handed by necessity. Warlocks
attempting such a change usually aren’t wellversed in the ins and outs of human and animal
biology, so they have to “fake it” with the new
body, putting it together based on an intuitive
understanding of how it all fits together. As
a result, the new body doesn’t have much of a
shelf life once the sustaining magic gives out, as
improvised organs rapidly fail.
To take it a step further, let’s suppose you
could manage creating the physiology of a tiger,
but wanted to keep your target’s brain intact—
transforming him into a big-brained jungle
cat. So how’d that work, exactly? Know of any
successful human-brain-into-tiger-body transplantations in modern science? Very simply, it
doesn’t work—as bad as a spellcaster might be
at creating a known diﬀerent body type out of
someone’s flesh, creating an unknown body is
even more trouble.
Suppose, however, that you’re able to pull
it oﬀ—build a designer body, keep the mind
intact, and keep the mind from freaking out and
ripping itself apart inside its brand-new noggin.
To an extent, you should be congratulated:
you’ve managed to avoid actually destroying
someone in order to accomplish your goal. But
you’ve still stuck this hapless soul inside a new
body without an operator’s manual. The learning
curve for basic survival tasks can be pretty steep,
and, without preparation or training, these tasks
might not be mastered before they become absolutely crucial. In the end, your victim is in a bad
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way however it shakes out—death in a variety
of sudden messy ways, or at best, life imprisonment in a body that is not his own.
In your game: Unless one of the players has a
seriously strong desire to turn someone into a
newt, the Second Law won’t make much of an
appearance in the game except in the hands of a
bad guy. The Second Law isn’t the sort of thing
you can break accidentally, unlike the First. It
takes careful planning and a significant amount
of supernatural mojo (not to mention ritual time
investment) to pull oﬀ such a thing.
As magical murder methods go, however,
a Second Law violation is pretty “clean”—the
body disappears, and who knows? Maybe that
stray cat your victim got turned into gets put to
sleep down at the pound (assuming the body
doesn’t just break down in a few days as it is)—
though maybe it would be more entertaining
to have it end up as some character’s house pet.
Still, it’s a great twist to put on the usual “missing
persons” case…
GMs should be careful about actually
targeting such a spell at the PCs. The threat
can certainly hang over their heads, but this is
a lot like mind control. It rips away character
ownership in a way that can feel pretty un-fun
to a player. It’s much better to go after someone
the PCs care about to make a palpable Second
Law threat.
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Fake F+sh
Those looking for grey areas and loopholes
will be quick to point out that ectoplasm—realseeming stuﬀ of the Nevernever given a temporary form and reality by magic—can be used
to build something that works a lot like flesh
(after all, the Red Court uses it to make their
outer fleshmasks, and some practitioners use
nothing but ectoplasm to create constructs to
house summoned spirits). You can certainly pull
oﬀ a number of nifty eﬀects that way, so long as
you’re building on top of an otherwise unmodified human chassis. There are still some “operator’s manual” diﬃculties that can come from
such a change, but there are plenty of ways to
get around that. Unfortunately, several of them
involve turning over part of the transformed
person’s body functions over to a variety of
nasty spirits to take care of autopilot duties. You
run the risk of subverting the individual’s will
however you look at it—the most you’ll manage
is to shift the violation to another law (such as
the Fourth).

It’s a little more
esoteric than
that, but also
beside the point.
Wizards are free
to transform
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transformation
of other people
that is at issue
here.

Point.
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ShapQhifBrs
So why’s transforming someone else so tough,
when a number of supernatural creatures
transform themselves into other forms with no
trouble at all? Like many things from the casefiles, that question has several answers.
First, a number of the creatures that you’re
thinking about—ghosts, demons, faeries, and
others—are straight out of the Nevernever.
Shapeshifting isn’t much of a problem for these
guys; their physical form is sort of optional to
begin with, so reconfiguration is, relatively
speaking, a breeze.
By and large, that leaves us with humans
who are able to take on alternate forms of some
sort, and usually some nasty bit of loophole is
in eﬀect. The cursed shapeshifters called loupgarou (OW94) change their shape—involuntarily—by getting possessed by a ravenous
demonic spirit, and others such as the hexenwulf (OW93) form a pact (usually brokered by
someone with real power) with a kind of hunterspirit that knows how to keep the human mind
“safe” and can drive the new body according to the
host’s instincts. Sadly, the hunter-spirit’s nature
tends to start bleeding into the human’s mind,
whittling away its sense of self and replacing
it by inches. In most of these cases, the transformation these people undergo is the result of
someone else making it possible through a violation of the Second Law. Sure, their minds might
not be destroyed by it—initially. But the longterm eﬀects on their minds are still pretty toxic.
That leaves us with the margin case: natural
talents like the guys and gals in the Alphas
(OW92) and the change-the-mind-not-thebody lycanthropes (OW94). These folks have a
natural gift for taking on another form without
wrecking their own minds in the process. It’s
easy to see these as learned abilities—some
shapeshifters may have the aptitude, but still
need training to access it.
Regardless of the origin, “natural talents”
break down into two kinds. When the body
actually changes (as with straight-up werewolves like the Alphas), the new form usually
hews close to nature, too—actual wolves, for
example, instead of some super-steroidal megawolf like a hexenwulf or loup-garou. And while
there’s an initial learning curve to overcome
with “piloting” the new body, it’s very much a
case of practice making perfect. Lycanthropes
(and others like them) leave the body out of the

equation entirely; they connect their minds with
the nature of the beast without taking its form,
but still benefit from some beastly attributes.
However you slice it, such natural talents
never transform someone other than themselves,
so the Second Law doesn’t enter into it.

T הThird Law
Never InWde <
Thoughts of Ano<r.

The Third Law, though it might seem to be
about a relatively harmless act, recognizes a
single, simple principle: a violation of the mind
is as much a crime as violation of the body—by
some lights, it’s worse.
To read someone else’s thoughts, you have to
cross one of the most fundamental borders in
all of creation: the line that divides one person
from another. When you break into someone
else’s mind to listen to his thoughts, you’re
disrupting the natural order of things. Think of
the mind as a locked house and think of yourself
as someone lacking a key. Sure, you might need
to get in there for the very best of reasons, but
once you’ve done it there’s a picked lock, broken
window, or busted hinge somewhere. In short,
the act is always a violent intrusion, no matter
how “gentle” you are with it.
Even beyond breaking the sanctity of another’s thoughts, there are problems with what
you find when you invade someone’s mind.
Knowledge is power, after all, and when you
get inside someone’s head, you take a position of profound power over him. And in this
case, we’re definitely talking the kind of power
that corrupts. Not to mention, it’s sort of the
cognitive equivalent of seeing how sausage gets
made—best left as something you don’t see and
don’t think about too much.
Furthermore, there are plenty of secrets in
the world that are meant to be kept. If there’s an
institutional reason behind the White Council’s
establishment of the Third Law, it’s all about the
secrets. Plenty of wizards keep secrets they don’t
want others hearing about, and discovered secrets
have a way of getting out. Discover enough
secrets, and you end up destroying a lot of what
keeps the world a civilized place—and civilization is one of those little innovations that helps
keep most of mankind safe from the darkness
lurking around the edges.
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Finally, reading someone’s thoughts means
you have to open your mind up to “receive” the
signal. The problem here is that you can’t always
be sure what else you’ll pick up when you do
that. Who knows what sort of nastiness could be
“broadcasting,” hoping you’ll pick them up? And
what will happen to you when you do? (In game
terms, reading someone’s thoughts always makes
you a viable target for mental attacks from both
your victim and whatever supernatural nastiness
might be in the area.)
In your game: While it’s hard to break the
Third Law accidentally, it’s very easy to want to
break it. A “justified” violation of the Third Law
can shortcut plenty of mysteries if you rummage
around in the minds of the suspects and find out
what they know.
If a player is particularly committed to that
course of action, and he understands what it
means to break the Third Law, by all means
allow him to do so. But if that happens, every
eﬀort should be made to throw the book at
him—in as entertaining a way as possible. The
moment a player decides to break a mystery
by peeking inside the heads of those involved,
the story stops being about that mystery—and
starts being instead about that choice and its
consequences. Go nuts with it! The secret is now
out, but others’ reactions to it may be worse than
if it had come out naturally; everything starts
proceeding towards greater chaos, right on the
Lawbreaker’s doorstep (and as that hits a high
point, the Wardens can show up).
Of course, all of this assumes that the
character chose the right folks to go thoughtpeeking with. It’s a sad, sad day to discover that
you’ve broken the Third Law to get what you
thought would be the final, incriminating piece
of evidence from a suspected killer—only to
discover that his worst crime is thinking you’re
being a jerk.

Do SoulgazQ B:ak
- Third Law?
On the surface of it, a soulgaze might look a lot
like a violation of the Third Law. You’ve locked
eyes with someone, and suddenly you’re seeing
all of their darkest, deepest thoughts—right?
Well, no. A soulgaze doesn’t work that way.
Remember first that the eyes are the windows to
the soul, not to the mind. There’s a very distinct
diﬀerence—someone’s soul is more about who
they are and who they could be and less about
what they’re thinking. Even beyond this, you can’t
really control what you find out when you soulgaze someone, and what you do get is distorted
by metaphor and strange imagery. Furthermore,
all of it comes at a price—they get to see you,
however dark or uncomfortably revealing that
may be. When it comes down to it, reading
someone’s mind and looking at his soul are
vastly diﬀerent experiences, each with its own
perils and risks—but only one of them brings
the weight of the Laws down on your head.
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Inhuman Thoughts
So, if the Laws of Magic are only supposed to
apply to humans, why not run around and peer
into the minds of all the nonhuman problems
you’re facing? Well, aside from the risk you’ll run
afoul of a Warden troubled by your “grey area”
activities, there’s not much stopping you—just
give us a moment to call the pleasant brawny
men with the white vans and straitjackets before
you give it a try.

Dead Brains
Some spells exist out there which let you relive
the last few experiences of the recently dead.
It’s pretty nasty stuﬀ to live through—while
you don’t (usually) die from shock or anything
by doing it, it’s an experience that no one enters
into lightly (even if they have a shot at living
through the last few moments of a White Court
vampire’s recent victim).
Is this a case of violating the Third Law? Not
really; the dead person doesn’t have any active,
present thoughts for you to invade. The soul
and the mind have moved on. You’re essentially
reading data from a dead hard drive. Not to
mention, last experience is at least a little diﬀerent
from current thoughts.
However, doing this sort of thing on a regular
basis might bring you close to violating the Fifth
Law (page 241). Caveat magus!

…and who
they’ve been,
at that precise
point in time.
You mortals
never stay the
same for long. It’s
why your True
Names have an
expiration date.

Molly used
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WHITE NIG HT
case, right?

Yes.
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And frankly,
you fleshy types
barely have the
faculties for that.
Faerie minds?
Ha! If you’re
extremely
lucky, it’ll be
rainbows.
EXTREMELY.
LUCKY.

The real problem is this: as a human spellcaster, you only really have the faculties for
understanding human thoughts. Try to tap into
the mind of a faerie and you could find yourself
a few minutes later rocking in the corner and
laughing at how everything is made of rainbows.
It only gets worse, the nastier or more powerful
your target is. Try to read the thoughts of a Red
Court vampire and it’s even odds that you’ll
shatter your psyche before you learn anything
useful—assuming you can even understand
whatever strange language their internal monologue is using. Try to read the thoughts of something ancient, and you’ll probably find yourself a
mind-wiped puppet in short order.
It’s kind of a disappointment, in the end, for
the would-be mind-reader. All the minds he
might be allowed to read, he can’t, because he
doesn’t speak the language, and all the minds he
isn’t allowed to read, he could—at the peril of
breaking the Third Law.

T הFour; Law
Never En;rall Ano<r.

A close cousin of the Third, the Fourth Law goes
beyond the simple invasion of another’s mind to
outright mastery over it. Here, enthralling is any
eﬀort made to change the natural inclinations,
choices, and behaviors of another person. And
due to its cousin Law, it’s pretty easy to see the
Fourth as an extension of the concepts there—a
case of more equals worse.
It’s easy to see someone who uses mind magic
to turn a handful of free-thinking people into
his sex slaves as a bad guy, but this is definitely
one of those situations where the paving stones
of good intentions are particularly slick. Much
like the Third Law, the Fourth is an easy one to
want to break for all the best of reasons. Plenty
of people out in the world—possibly even your
friends—make bad choices. Magic could give
you the power to change those choices. Know
people who are tearing their lives apart with
drugs? A simple compulsion to make them
afraid of touching the stuﬀ could set them on
the straight and narrow.
Of course, the problems here are substantial. You have to hit someone with some pretty
vicious psychological trauma in order to change
his mind enough to force a diﬀerent course of
behavior. Worse, you may not even realize you’re
doing it at the time. It might sound relatively
harmless to implant an aversion to, say, fatty
foods to help someone lose weight, but the eﬀect
is a lot like wrapping someone’s legs in barbed
wire in order to keep him from walking to
the fridge.
Why so violent? A lot of it comes down to
the principles of free will. The thing that makes
people fundamentally human is free will; when
you enthrall someone, overriding his will with
your own, you’ve robbed him of his essential
ability to be and act human. You’re making a
monster.

Hence what happens when a Black Court
vampire gets a hold of someone and turns
him into a Renfield. Granted, the vampire
has no compunction about pushing its victim
extra-hard, but really it’s just a matter of
degree.
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This is where another of the Fourth Law’s
cousins—the Second—comes into play.
Changing someone’s behavior is a lot like
changing someone’s body. In both cases, the
victim you’re changing is a lot more complex
than your understanding of it can manage. If
there’s one conceptual thread that runs particularly strongly through the first four Laws, it’s
that the mind is more or less equivalent to the
body in terms of what should and should not be
done with it. Like the body, the mind is vast and
intricately complex. When you decide to take on
that complexity with something as crude and
simple as a compulsion, psychological trauma is
inevitable. It’s much like trying to fix a computer’s motherboard with a hammer. Even if you get
it working the way you want, chances are you’ve
messed up something else pretty bad along the
way, or opened it up to some worse consequence
down the line.
In your game: Like the Third Law, the Fourth
works nicely as a temptation to do something
bad for all the right reasons. Interestingly,
though, the Fourth is more eﬀective as a source
of story. While a violation of the Third Law can
“wreck” a good mystery by drilling right into
the thoughts of the suspects, the Fourth doesn’t
run as much of a risk there. If anything, it will
muddle the situation rather than magically solve
it (literally).
One good way to look at the Fourth Law
(and others) in action is to treat it like a wish
granted by a particularly mischievous genie.
Compulsions created in violation of the Fourth
Law should be kept simple—remember, this
sort of mind magic is brute-force and hamhanded. And any simple request is ripe for
misinterpretation and other loopholes in terms
of how it gets carried out.
If someone’s operating under a magically
induced fear-based aversion to drugs, think
about what sort of irrationality that might introduce into his life, especially if he has a hard time
finding somewhere away from the drugs entirely.
At every turn, there’s something to be wordlessly, absurdly terrified of. Even if the magic was
applied with a certain amount of finesse, this
victim is on a short trip to some pretty crippling
post-traumatic stress disorders. What sorts of
things would such a person do to deal with that
constant fear? And what sorts of nasty things
might catch a taste of that fear and come looking

for a snack? And even if the surface problem
(the drugs) is solved, how does the underlying
behavior (addictive personality) surface now?
Non-SpellV1ing
EnRrallment
As enforced, the Laws of Magic are applied
where human victims are involved, but similarly, they’re primarily applied where human
spellcasters are the ones doing the deeds. This
means that a White Court vampire laying her
sex mojo on a tasty little morsel is not technically
breaking the Fourth Law. This doesn’t mean that
the White Council has to like it, but usually this
is a case where the Accords trump the Laws, at
least as far as the politics and legal maneuverings
are involved.
For the purposes of game rules, such powers
are already assumed to have assessed the costs
for holding such sway over another’s mind. No
Red Court vampire is going to get slapped with
a Lawbreaker stunt for addicting someone to his
narcotic saliva. To be frank, with all the other
abilities that come along for the ride, he’s already
made himself inhuman enough.

Worse, like
flushing a
gagg le of
phobophages
out of the
woodwork.

T הFif; Law
Never Reach BeyoR
< Borders of Life.

Necromancy has all sorts of applications, from
Sue the
keeping someone from crossing over death’s
Dinosaur
door (or pulling him back from just stepping might not be
across the threshold), to reanimating a host of a violation,
corpses as your bodyguards, waking the ghosts thanks to the
of the Civil War for one last assault, or wrapping humans-only
ectoplasmic flesh around the bones of a dinosaur technicality
and taking it for a ride to save the city. It’s all bad of the Laws,
news, and most of it clearly breaks the Fifth Law. but Captain
Luccio
This is all about preserving the natural order
wasn’t
wrong
of things. To everything there is a season, right?
when
she
When magic is used to confound death, the
called
such
cosmos sits up and takes notice. The things
an act an
out in the world that want the natural order abomination.
disrupted are sure to come knocking and bring
all the baggage that comes along for that ride;
But, still—it was
after all, when nature is confounded, the reality
REALLY COOL.
mortals call home gets just a bit weaker, and
what’s not to love about that?
The Fifth Law marks the beginning of the
section of the Laws of Magic that addresses
the mortal desire to confound the conditions of
mortality itself. In a word, death sucks, even if it
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Thirteen.
Why don’ t
you just make
eleven more
arrogant and
make eleven be
the top number
and make that
a little more
arrogant?.

…these go to
TH IRTEEN.
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is a part of the natural order—ironically, it’s only
natural to want to do whatever you can to avoid
it. While the first four Laws essentially address
the rights of the victim, the Fifth Law and the
ones beyond it are basic “that’s just wrong”
principles.
Undeniably, death itself contains an incredible amount of power thanks to the significance of the ending of a life (the bigger the life,
the more power it oﬀers—dead wizards make
powerful ghosts). But ultimately it’s power
that belongs to the dead. While it’s true that, in
general, “you can’t take it with you,” the power of
your own death is something you can take with
you into the afterlife. And when some upstart
necromancer like Kravos (or worse, an experienced one like Kemmler) comes along to snag
some or all of that power for himself, what does
that mean for you, the dead guy? No one really
knows for sure, but clearly when the big nasties
of the supernatural world get all excited and
positive about mortal spellcasters trying such a
thing, it’s probably a phenomenally bad idea. Call
it a hunch.
And like breaking any other Law of Magic,
breaking the Fifth puts a stain on your soul,
changing you for the worse. This could be
anything from taking on an exaggerated arrogance about your power over life and death
(think of it as a medical doctor’s God complex
with the dial turned up to—
eleven) to taking on
the belief that death is a better state of things
than life (with the side benefit that the more
death you soak in, the more power you can draw
from it). Necromancers’ opinions on the power
and value of death energies run the gamut of
possibility. Unfortunately, they have proven to
be some of the White Council’s most dire and
tenacious adversaries.
In your game: Death is serious business—even
if the PCs aren’t the ones dropping, that doesn’t
mean that they won’t see loved ones fall victim
to the battle with the darkness. Such moments
are ripe for temptation, and if the players are
game for the consequences, don’t fear an eﬀort
on their part to bring someone back from the
dead. Even if they don’t ultimately attempt it,
such a plotline can raise some meaty themes
to explore. But if they do attempt it and they
succeed, the consequences should come into
play in full force. Necromancy is hard to hide,
and there will be plenty of forces both pro- and
anti-White Council that will be set in motion by

such an act. Have fun with it, but be ready for
the characters involved to have a more personal
close encounter with death in short order.
There can be plenty of grey-area matters to
explore without getting into outright violations of the Fifth Law. (A few of Harry’s actions
during the DEAD BEAT case tread close.)
Staying grey can be a much safer way to touch
upon the themes of life and death without
calling the Wardens down. Conversations with
ghosts, peering into the last moments of the
life of a corpse, and trying to explore the influences of the dead upon the Nevernever are all
entertaining ways to go for an “I see dead people”
vibe in your game in a relatively safe and (more
importantly) magically legal way.
Dead Brains Part Two
Earlier, we talked about reliving the last
moments of someone’s life in order to get an idea
of how she was killed. Was that a violation of
the Fifth Law?
It certainly might be argued that way. By
reaching into the echoes of that final experience,
lifting the sensory information out of the victim’s
brain and circumstance, it could certainly be
phrased as “reaching beyond the borders of life.”
But for most purposes of the application of
the Fifth Law, this is not a violation. Death itself
is not being undone; at the end of the day, the
victim in question remains an inanimate, inert
corpse. No mind, no soul. If the victim’s last
experience was gotten at by making her sit up
and have a conversation with the spellcaster,
that is a case of violating the Fifth Law, not to
mention pretty damn likely to be no use whatsoever. While you might be able to pull out enough
information about the victim’s last experience
in order to relive it yourself, actual reanimated
dead brain meat isn’t likely to be very good at the
whole remembering thing.
T הFifR Law J Gho1s
Another area that might seem ripe for Fifth Law
violations would be reaching out to talk to the
ghosts of the departed. But in the end, that’s just
the appearance of reaching beyond the borders
of life in order to contact the dead. Ghosts aren’t
actually the dead themselves—they’re imperfect echoes of a life that once was, creatures of
ectoplasm and random spiritual energies that
coalesced at the moment of a potent personality’s passing. While ghosts may be evidence of
the power of death in action, they are merely
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a side eﬀect of the process; as such they only
touch on matters of true death tangentially. As
a result, the Fifth Law doesn’t even come close
to this matter—a potential source of relief for
many a nervous ectomancer.
So as long as you’re just talking and interacting with ghosts, you’re probably okay.
Consuming ghosts for their power—that’s a
grey area.

Never Swim AgainP
< Cur$nts of Time.

So far in the casefiles, we’ve seen precious little
of this Law in action, in great part because if
someone is breaking it, he’s doing so in a way
that fits right into Harry Dresden’s non-timetraveling investigations. Time travel is hard to
spot or confirm if you aren’t doing it yourself.
Still, it’s clear that mucking about with time
is another one of those “don’t mess with the
natural order” things. We just don’t know what
the consequences are likely to be, even though
we can speculate. There are the classics, straight
out of science fiction: paradoxes, traveling back
in time to stop someone bad from coming into
power, altering the course of human history
for better or worse, questions about alternate
universes, the “elasticity” of time, all of that. Due
to the nature of this sort of magic, it’s diﬃcult to
find concrete conclusions.
Similarly, we can reasonably anticipate what
breaking this Law would do to the practitioner
who broke it. We know what holding power over
life and death can do to a necromancer; imagine
the eﬀect it would have on the personality of a
chronomancer (for lack of a better term), who
can skip right past killing and go straight for
the “cause something to wink out of existence”
trump card.
It’s bad news, and it’s the kind of dark cloud
that has an even darker lining. How do you
catch someone in the act of time travel? How do
you enforce the Sixth Law in a way that’s meaningful? How do you prove the crime so you can
prosecute the criminal? Are the Wardens even
equipped to take on a threat like this? And how
much of our present day is already formed by
the meddlesome acts of a wizard who thought
he knew what he was doing? We’ve already
talked about how the body and the mind are
too complex to alter successfully, without
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trauma—now take that up several orders of
magnitude to contemplate the complexity of
time itself, and what a single, blundering human
agent might do if he had the power to change
its flow. What sorts of cracks might form in the
universe at such an unnatural strain?
When it comes down to it, only a very small
number of White Council members truly have
the authority to do something about the Sixth
Law (many more might have the power, but this
is explicitly a case of authority). The Blackstaﬀ,
a quasi-secret agent of the Council, is empowered to break all seven of the Laws should he
see fit (page 246), but when it comes right down
to it he’s essentially just a heavy brought in to
fix the largest of problems by any means neces- Do these sorts
sary. The real guardian of time is the Gatekeeper of actions by
(OW150), the member of the Senior Council
the Gatekeeper
entrusted with watching over the Outer Gates
the Sixth
break
(we’ll talk more about those in the Seventh Law,
page 244). As far as we know, he doesn’t have the Law, or merely
skirt it?
blanket authority to break the Laws of Magic
that the Blackstaﬀ enjoys, but he does seem to
peer deep into the flow of time, foreseeing events Well, they’re
that are yet to come—or even receiving commu- probab ly just
nications from his future self. Such communica- fine, since he’s
tions are always very indirect and unspecific. The not “swimming
Gatekeeper can’t pass much real, factual infor- against” the
mation back from the future, assumedly because flow of time
so much as
doing so would introduce a paradox, or at least
observing it
cause events to unfold that shouldn’t. All he can
warning
and
really do is subtly nudge people who might be
about what
able to do something about those future circum- he sees ahead.
stances in the right direction, and then let things Regardless,
unfold without his guiding hand upon them. In
it’s clear
the end, we have to pray that’s enough.
he has the
Heck, it might not even be possible to do authority to
time travel via the magical arts. Maybe even the do it, even if
the rest of
attempts to do so lead to really bad things.
might not.
us
In your game: Right now, we don’t have a lot
to go on as far as what it means to try to swim
against the flow of time. This means, for the
purposes of your own game, that you and the
folks sitting at your table get to decide what
time travel means and what sorts of problems it
introduces.
Of course, the easiest decision is to avoid
time travel capers entirely. And that’s a pretty
good one to make; a lot of games can get
completely derailed by time travel if it’s not a
part of the core mission of the game. And the
Sixth Law at least exists to discourage the characters from attempting it themselves, so you can
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This is
all very
DOCTOR WHO.

I caught a
few of the
new ones.
I still like
Tom Baker
best.

If anyone knows
how the Outer
Gates came to
be in the first
place, they’re not
talking.
Hey, Bob,
thanks for
giving me the
quick run-down
on what needed
to be said here.

Sure thing!
Uh…boss, are
we going to be
in trouble for
sharing even this
information with
the world?

I’ll look
into it.
Discreetly.
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still bring in a time-meddling wizard from the
future (or the past) as an antagonist. If this is
your comfort zone, try to keep time antics pretty
simple. Even one single incidence of it can be a
big spider’s web—diﬃcult to escape and liable
to cause everything to shake about once you
start to twitch.
But for some games it might be fun to move
the Sixth Law front and center. Maybe your
game is all about a secret elite team of wizards
who answer only to the Gatekeeper, acting as his
Time Wardens, charged with the job of taking
on the threats that no one else can—all while
operating under a prohibition against breaking
the Sixth Law themselves. How do you fight fire
with fire when you don’t even have a match?
If you’re looking for a grey area to explore,
here’s one: the Sixth Law prohibits swimming
against the flow of time. What about swimming with it? It might be entirely kosher to jump
forward in time (assuming you can figure out
how to do it). But will your local Warden see it
that way? And how badly will you want to head
back once you get there? (Some information in
the PROVEN GUILTY case suggests that it’s not
a violation, but how you play it in your game is
up to you.)
Whenever someone in your game wants
to break this Law, they should do it with the
group’s consensus. Time travel has the power
to wreck storylines more thoroughly than even
a Third Law violation does, especially if you
decide to bring in notions of alternate realities
that need to be invented on the fly and in the
moment. If you’re the one looking to break the
Sixth Law, you should be ready to step up and
shoulder some of the responsibility to make this
work without wrecking anyone else’s fun.
Slowing Down, SpNding Up
If a wizard uses magic to speed time up or slow
time down, is he swimming against the flow?
Probably not. Most magic that works this way
is achieved by messing around with perceptions, rather than actually laying hold of time
itself and pressing the fast forward or slow-mo
button. Mages have gotten short bursts of speed
in the past by speeding up their own perceptions and then channeling some extra juice into
their body to get it to move and react faster than
usual. While that isn’t a violation of the Sixth
Law, it’s definitely tough on the spellcaster who
tries it—there’s plenty of risk of fried synapses

or physical trauma from pushing the body and
brain too hard, too fast.
Ultimately, grabbing hold of the entire spacetime continuum and trying to bend it to your
will is probably in that “wizardly hubris” area.

T הSeven; Law
Never S[k Know9dge
F Power from BeyoR
< Ou:r GatH.

The universe is infinite, and contains within it
multitudes. The world. The Nevernever. Hell,
and perhaps even Heaven. Every being and
thing within those bounds has its place, even if
that place may be horrible beyond mention. But
there are Things outside of this universe. To say
that they hate the world would be to assume
that we can even conceptualize their attitudes. It
is more accurate to say that they are antithetical
to the world. They do not want to destroy the
universe any more than a ball you drop wants to
fall—it is simply the outcome.
The Outer Gates are what keeps the world
safe from such things, what locks them outside,
and thus, such things are called Outsiders.
They are so alien, so not of this reality, that few
methods of assault stand a chance of giving them
more than a moment’s pause. Furthermore, the
Outside’s intentions are so dark, so dire, that the
Seventh Law is the only one on the books that
isn’t conditioned upon casting a spell. Even doing
research on the Outside and its inhabitants is
verboten, let alone actually pulling power from
there.
The Gates are never fully closed. It’s through
the tiniest of cracks that the darkest of things
enter our world (like He Who Walks Behind,
OW76). And when someone does pull power
from there—forging a bond with a malevolent
Outsider—one of those cracks widens, just a
touch. The human race is lucky that few have
ever managed such an eﬀort for long, thanks to
the eﬀorts of the White Council and particularly
zealous enforcement of the Seventh Law.
In your game: Actually drawing down power
from beyond the Outer Gates, with full intention and knowledge about what that means, is a
pretty villainous thing to do. Even if you aren’t
fully apprised of what you’re doing, this is the
kind of ink-black magic that will stain your soul
right quick.
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This doesn’t mean that the Seventh Law
can’t be relevant for players. The biggest villains
of Harry Dresden’s cases seem to be tapped
into some kind of Outsider mojo. While the
Gatekeeper is our cosmic First Responder for
matters involving the Outside, he has been
known to tap others when things are particularly bad.
Characters can also stumble across the
Seventh Law, thanks to the particulars of its
wording: namely, the prohibition against even
researching the Outside. A GM looking to put a
particularly nasty choice in front of her players
could easily “hide” a piece of knowledge within a
forbidden tome of Outsider lore. And if a life is
on the line, isn’t it worth the risk? (The Outsiders
of your game would certainly hope so.)
T הGatekNper’s
Job DQc3ption
As much as the Gatekeeper watches over the
flow of time and those who would meddle with
it, these actions are really a side project, related
but separate from his main duties (as you might
guess from his title).
The Gatekeeper is our first line of defense
against the Outsiders, performing perhaps
the most important job in all of Creation. At
the very least, he maintains the alarm spells
that shriek when the Gates budge, spends the
lion’s share of his time walking the Nevernever
looking for signs and portents, and perhaps
even acts as an “oﬀ the books” emissary for the
White Council with the major realms of the
Nevernever. While the Merlin leads the White
Council, to many supernatural creatures it’s the
Gatekeeper who truly speaks on the Council’s
behalf and commands the greatest respect.
Dœs Demon Summoning
B:ak - SevenR Law?
The answer is: usually not. Compared to the
Outsiders, most demons a wizard might
summon are “locals,” though some might have
notions about how it would be a grand thing
to hoof it on over to the Outer Gates and kick
them open with a big welcoming party.

Demons are “locals” in the sense they’re natives
of the Nevernever, which is a part of our reality.
It’s still risky. Many times, Outsiders have
masqueraded as standard spirits and demons,
so the White Council tends to frown on
summoning demons, unless they are quite

confident in the wizard’s competence and judgment (and how often does that happen, really?).
As a rule of thumb, the Council sees it as a
privilege—a slim privilege—allowed to its own
members, but oﬀ-limits for the rest of the supernatural practitioners out there. So, even though
demon summoning isn’t directly in violation of
the Seventh Law (or any other), the Wardens get
real antsy about amateurs messing around with
it. Even non-Outsider demons are dangerous in
their own right.
Think of this like licensing on explosive
compounds. If you know what you’re doing,
have a legitimate reason for their use (construction, demolition, mining, etc.), and you know
how to be cautious, you can get them and you’ll
have oﬃcial and limited (occasionally supervised) approval to use them. If, on the other
hand, you’re just some guy who likes storing a
few kilos of plastique in his garage, the authorities will not be at all amused to find out about
your hobby.
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! Redemption Possib)?
Depending on the tone of your game, you may
want Lawbreaking to be a point of no return,
where any who break the Laws of Magic are
thoroughly—and permanently!—stained
by the violation. If your players are big angst
addicts, it can definitely be a fun “descent into
darkness” way to go.
But for many players, this is just not a fun
way to go. For these people, it’s wise to oﬀer
the possibility of real redemption, to turn back
from the pull of Lawbreaking, to set dark things
aside, to get a clean slate.
Consider this: what does it take to recover
from transgressions against the Laws of Magic?
Is there a “point of no return” at which point any
redemption that doesn’t end in the character’s
destruction just isn’t possible? You’ll need to
answer these questions to your satisfaction in
order to make it work for your game.
Purely from a rules standpoint, two things
need to happen in order to walk a path of
redemption: Lawbreaker stunts need to be
removed, and the character aspects twisted by
violating the Laws must be restored. This can
happen in any order, usually as part of a milestone (page 88), but it definitely must be rooted
in real honest effort by the character and
story development along redemptive lines. For
example, Harry started the STORM FRONT case
under the Doom of Damocles, and it dogged
him (in the form of Morgan) for the entire case.
He’d been under the Doom since his teens. It
took the resolution of STORM FRONT and some
tough-but-right choices throughout the case
to finally get free of the Doom. At that point
it may also have been appropriate for Harry to
set aside his Lawbreaker (First) stunt—he’d
certainly paid his dues on that score.
Once a Lawbreaker stunt is removed, the
character’s refresh should increase by the
appropriate amount, as in any other case of a
stunt or power’s removal. Such removals should
be allowed only once per major milestone.
Similarly, each “twisted” aspect should be front
and center and get its own screen time as the
character works against it and ultimately overcomes it.
In the end, redemption is possible, but it
always should be the harder road to walk. Done
right, it will also be the more rewarding.

T הB$ck&aff
The Blackstaﬀ is the nigh-secret oﬃce filled
by an experienced member of the White
Council (sometimes, but not usually, a
member of the Senior Council). Alone out
of all others, the Blackstaﬀ is given leave to
break any and all Laws of Magic in order to
take down the Council’s most dangerous
enemies. No higher position of trust is
accorded anyone in the White Council
(though the Gatekeeper may come close).
Unknown to many, the current Blackstaﬀ is,
not coincidentally, Harry Dresden’s mentor
and surrogate father-figure, Ebenezar McCoy.
But how the Blackstaff resists—or is
protected from—becoming a Lawbreaker
himself is a mystery.
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Spellcasting (The Art of the Spell)
from a single source that never changes. It’s the
Billy, as I read T הArt
diﬀerence between a carpenter’s workshop and
through this of < Spell
a hammer.
chapter, you
There are various sources that a wizard can

don’t really
mention other
spellcasters
besides wizards.
Most of this
would hold
true for
sorcerers
and other
spellcasters,
you know.
Yeah, that’s
mainly because
we have the
most data on
you wizardly
types! But
really, you
could swap
in the more
general “spellcaster” or
“practitioner”
almost every
time we say
“wizard.” Ditto
“sorcerer” and
so on. The point
is that this
lingo shouldn’ t
imply “this
stuff is ONLY
possible for
wizards.”
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Now, we’re finally down to the nitty-gritty—you
know what it’s like to be a wizard, you know
what basic tools are at your disposal, and you
know what things you’ll have to deal with in
the supernatural world. Most importantly, you
know what not to do with your magic, and the
potential penalties associated with doing them.
It is time to learn about spellcraft.
While there are many different systems
of magic in use, certain rules underlie almost
all methodologies understood by the White
Council. For instance, needing a token from a
particular target in order to focus certain magic
against it holds true in almost every school of
spell-slinging, though the particular ritual or the
type of token used can vary widely.
Some terms have come into general use
so that practitioners of different paths can
understand what others are talking about.
Standardization of terminology is largely due
to the White Council, who have had to develop
ways of coping with problems of communication across cultural lines. If you have to compare
skills and spells in order to root out a Black
Court infestation, you need to explain to your
allies what you can do, understand what they
can do, and work out a mutual plan that will—
with luck—let you all survive the assault.

How Dœs ^ Work?

Basically, magic is the focus of will to create
eﬀect, often with trappings and tools to make it
easier or direct it precisely. Physical trappings,
while not always strictly necessary, help to focus
the thoughts of the spellcaster—until they’ve
reached a high level of experience, concentration, and power, most mortals have problems
holding all the distinct elements completely in
their minds.
Spellcraft is diﬀerent from innate powers,
such as speaking with the dead, precognition,
empathy, etc. Think of spellcraft as a toolset,
rather than as a single tool. When crafting the
spell you need for the job, you’re accessing what
you need from the toolset and giving it power
from a wide variety of sources. An innate power,
on the other hand, is a single tool used for only
a small sub-set of tasks and it draws its power

draw on to power his spells:
 Himself. Every wizard has a degree of
personal strength—some more and some
less—representing the strength of his
belief in himself and the magic he can
work. Typically, this is represented by the
wizard’s Conviction skill.
 Willing creatures such as spirits,
demons, fae, or other magical creatures
who can lend their power.
 Unwilling magical creatures; the deliberate sacrifice of humans or animals.
 Objects that store power that can be
tapped for later use; items that are very
potent in some way, like religious relics.
 The environment, drawn from natural
sources such as the elements which make
up reality (fire, air, earth, water) or actual
raw power in nature (storms, earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.).
 Outside reality. This is invariably dark,
corrupt, and likely to utterly taint and
destroy the wizard using it; the White
Council orders immediate execution for
any wizard found tapping it.
Most spellcasters have some sort of spoken
component to their magic—activating words,
ritual chants, and so on. These words are always
in a language that isn’t their native one. If a
wizard casts spells using words he commonly
uses or hears in a context other than casting
spells, there’s too much risk of his magical power
finding expression every single time he says
something, potentially creating a nasty sideeﬀect. Putting the spells in a diﬀerent language
acts as a form of mental insulation, making
sure that he doesn’t accidentally loose power
at a target (or fry his own mind) every time
he swears.
you worry
Harry, d o
word s
that your
a lity?
reshape re
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Spellcasting (Evocation)
TQls F Trappings

The tools and trappings of magic vary with
the system of magic that the wizard is using.
Someone who works with potions and magical
items may have a lab full of strange toxins,
mysterious things in jars, and mystical tomes
of instructions, all propped up on shelves from
Wal-Mart. A voodoo practitioner will have the
usual stocks of graveyard dust, John-the-HighConqueror root, harvested hair and nails, flour,
rum, live chickens, a machete, and so on. A
Native American wizard will use sage, peyote,
totems, feathers, and other things appropriate to
his tradition.
Generally speaking, a wizard’s magic-related
possessions usually include raw materials for use
in rituals or for producing magical tools, items
which are actually magic, and objects or clothing
or furniture which the wizard uses simply
because it fits his personal style. A traditional
Japanese onmyouji will want the proper paper
and ink for his fuda (written spells), the proper
enchanted tools for exorcism, the proper silk
clothing to wear, and the proper sort of house
to live in. Some trappings are vital, some are
helpful, and some just get the wizard in the right
frame of mind.
Typically speaking, the arrangement of these
trappings and tools during spellcasting is called
a construct, a sort of “container” for holding
and helping control the release of spell energies.
This can refer to the physical objects and rituals
incorporated into a spell, as well as simply the
image that the wizard has in his mind at the
time he casts the spell.

Construct can also refer to the body
created from ectoplasm that entities of the
Nevernever use when in the mortal world.

Wizards are not always rich.
In fact, wizards are rarely
rich, and those shelves from
Wal-Mart can make all
the difference when it comes
to organizing important
magical supplies. And all
that money you save can be
put toward other necessities,
like paying off police fines.

Using Specia'zations
Specializations, whether the free ones that come
with the spellcasting ability or the ones you get via
the Refinement power (page 182), are used to increase
the eﬀective skill (Lore, Discipline, or Conviction)
during casting. Specializations can’t be stacked; if
you have two “overlapping” specializations (possible
with Thaumaturgy, at least) that boost the same skill
for the same purpose, choose the bigger bonus of
the two and use that. (If you want to stack another
bonus on top of this, you need a focus item, page 278.)

EvMation
Evocation is the quick-and-dirty method of
using power; it’s basically the art of slinging
magical energy around more-or-less directly. If
the wizard has a high level of control, evocation
can be eﬃcient and deadly. If he can’t control
it, then it’s ineﬃcient, but still very possibly
deadly—to himself and everyone around him.
In evocation, you gather your power, then
shove it into a temporary construct of will to
control its direction and effect. This covers
magic such as the simple point-and-blast (or,
in the case of higher skill, point-and-laser). It is
quicker but less certain than thaumaturgy, and
it doesn’t need any physical constructs to assist
it (though certain tools—like staves, rods, and
wands—can help direct the energy). If you try
to draw too much power or can’t focus sharply
enough on your virtual construct, then the
release of energy shatters the construct inside
your mind (resulting in unconsciousness, if
you’re lucky) or breaks loose on the physical
plane, expending more power and creating a
much more dramatic eﬀect than planned. This
is why you don’t want to use evocation to call fire
inside an old house unless you’re good at it. The
arrival of a fire brigade tends to be very disruptive to arcane investigations.
While evocation doesn’t actually require
physical aids or focusing items, many evocators
do use focusing tools for an added bit of assistance. This may range from a chalk line quickly
drawn to help visualize a boundary, to a trusted
sword used as the directing point for a stroke
of lightning, to a blasting rod spelled to make
fire easier to control once conjured. Wizardly
purists may hold that the true evocator needs
only his will, but actual practitioners in the field
have a high regard for their skin and tend to err
of the side of caution.

…or because
he thinks
it’s cool.

A downat-his-heels
wizard may
end up with
a basement
lab, an old
bathrobe,
a blasting
rod, and a
cool leather
trenchcoat.
Not
complaining.
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Spellcasting (Evocation)
Inה$nt
Limitations

Not normally,
but Cowl did
attack me in
Undertown
during the
WH ITE
NIG HT case,
and that was
– arguab ly
– through
two scrying
devices.
But, hey.
That’s Cowl
for you.

Hey, Billy,
can you
take a stunt
or cast a
spell or
make an item
of some kind
that gives
you armor
against
the mental
stress
caused by
casting a
spell?
Good question!
And no, you
can’t. Armor
just doesn’t
help against
stress you
inflict on
yourself.
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Because of its quick and dirty nature, evocation
has two practical limitations.
First, you can’t use evocation to affect
anything beyond your line of sight. It’s hard
enough to concentrate on holding the mental
construct for the spell together; if you have to
concentrate on a second spell to find your target,
it’s just too much. Therefore, you cannot attack
a target that you see through scrying or some
other eﬀect. Also, magical energy can only travel
a certain distance before you need a more permanent construct to direct it accurately, and that’s
the kind of thing you need thaumaturgy for.
The other limit is that anything you do with
evocation has a very short duration, usually
limited to an instant (in game terms, one round
of combat). While it’s possible to keep certain
evocation eﬀects working for a little while by
continuing to feed them power, even this will
only work for a limited time. Long-lasting magic
is the province of thaumaturgy.

How B Do ^
1. Determine the eﬀect you want to achieve
(see “What You Can Do With It” below). This
includes describing the element (such as one
of the Classical elements of water, fire, air,
earth, or spirit; see page 253 for more details)
you want to use.
2. Describe the eﬀect in terms of one of the
following basic conflict actions: attack,
block, maneuver, or counterspell.
3. Decide how many shifts of power you want
to put into the spell. You take mental stress
for calling up power—the minimum is one
point of mental stress. The cost increases
if you reach for power greater than your
Conviction, inflicting additional mental
stress equal to the diﬀerence (so a spell with
power three higher than your Conviction
would inflict 4 points of mental stress).
4. Make a Discipline roll to cast the spell. The
diﬃculty is equal to the amount of power
you’ve called on. The roll is modified by the
presence of any focus items you may have,
and whatever aspects you want to invoke.
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Spellcasting (Evocation)
If you meet or beat the diﬃculty, the spell
is successful. If not, your margin of failure has
to get soaked up. You can opt to take shifts
of backlash (bad things happening to you,
page 256) to get the spell to work as intended, or
let it hit the environment as fallout (unintended
consequences for your surroundings and the
people and things in it, page 256) which will reduce
the eﬀectiveness of the spell.

What You Can
Do Wi; ^
Evocation is the magic of conflicts. Its eﬀects
are ultimately very simple, and can only do
one of a few things: attack, block, maneuver, or
counterspell.

ADack

This is the most basic and straightforward use of
evocation, and maybe the best known; the image
of the wizard tossing around fire and lightning is
deeply entrenched in popular culture.
The Discipline roll to control an attack spell
also counts as the attack roll; to avoid the spell,
the target can roll a defense roll as per the usual
options from Playing the Game (page 200).
The shifts of power allocated to the spell may
be split up as follows:
1 shift of power increases the Weapon rating
by 1. So if you allocate 4 shifts of power to this,
your spell is treated as a Weapon:4 attack.
Example: Harry Dresden is beset by a
charging Red Court vampire intent on taking
his fool head oﬀ. He’s not really happy about
that, so he chooses to blast it oﬀ the planet with
a fire evocation.
Harry has a Conviction of Superb (+5)
and a Discipline of Good (+3). His player—
Jim—decides he doesn’t want to mess around
with this thing too much, so he chooses to
summon up 8 shifts of power for the spell.
Harry has a power specialization in fire magic,
so his Conviction is treated as Fantastic (+6)
for the purposes of the spell. That means that
casting this spell will give him a 3-stress mental
hit—one stress for everything up to 6, and then
two more to get to 8.

ample
N ow here’s atn inexto!
I can ge

The difficulty to cast the spell is
Legendary (+8). That’s high, but fortunately Harry’s blasting rod gives him a +1 to
control, so Jim starts by rolling his Discipline
at Great (+4). He gets a +2, for a total of
Fantastic (+6), and invokes Harry’s WIZARD
PRIVATE EYE aspect to give him +2 more.
This controls all the power necessary for the
spell, and aims the spell at his target at +8.
Harry yells “Fuego!” as he points his
blasting rod, sending a column of flame at
the vampire, an attack at Legendary rated
at Weapon:8. The vampire rolls to defend
against Harry’s roll of Legendary and gets a
Great (+4), which means the blast strikes home
and inflicts a 12-stress hit on him (4 for the
attack, 8 for the weapon value). The vampire’s
Inhuman Toughness reduces this to 11 stress,
and the vampire takes a severe consequence of
EXTRA CRISPY and a 5-stress physical hit.
2 shifts of power let you aﬀect every target
in one particular zone you can see (filling the
zone with fire, for example, instead of shooting Should I incl
ude
fire at one monster). You can go after more than
move action s,
one zone at a time by buying this eﬀect multiple
Harry?
times, so four shifts of power allows you to aﬀect
all targets in two zones. You can’t be selective
Well...
when using this option; if you have friends in
that zone, they’re targets, too—the same is true Yeah, you
if you’re in that zone. Be careful not to melt your could use an
evocation
own face!
Instead of attacking zones, you can attack
individual targets by splitting up your shifts of
power. So if you’ve controlled 5 shifts of power,
you can attack one target with a power 3 attack
(at Weapon:3) and one target with a power 2
attack (at Weapon:2). Since you can’t make a
power 0 attack, the power of the spell determines how many targets you can hit: at most,
a power 3 spell can be split into three power 1
attacks.
The targeting result is also split up, and
not necessarily in the same portions. If you
rolled a Fantastic (+6) result to target your
5 shifts of power, you might split the power as
detailed above, but make the Weapon:2 attack
a Great (+4) for targeting and the Weapon:3
attack a Fair (+2).
This is essentially a spray attack (page 326)
using magic instead of conventional weapons.
“Mundane” spray attacks don’t have to split up
their Weapon ratings, but they’re much less flexible than the wizardly equivalent.

to push
you along
somehow,
like a superpowerful
gust of wind,
but it would
just push
you there in
a straight
line since
evocation
is so direct.
Things like
walls would
mess you up
en route;
you’d hit
them at full
speed. So,
doable. But
foolish.
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Hey Billy,
would you
use a “block”
effect to
hold a target
in place,
sorta like
Elaine did
to me in the
SUMMER
KNIGHT
case?

BlMk

Shielding effects are another very common
application of evocation; the next best thing to
causing damage to others is avoiding it yourself.
In game terms, this is a block action. Shifts of
power on the spell can be allocated as follows:
1 shift of power adds 1 to the block strength
of the block action. Three shifts of power create
a block strength of Good (+3). Any attack that
bypasses the block cancels it out.

Optionally, instead of block strength, you can
opt to have the eﬀect work as Armor or as a
Probably, yeah. zone border instead. If you choose the Armor
The thing to eﬀect, the armor rating is equal to half (rounded
remember with down) the shifts put into the spell. The advanany “how would tage to doing this is that the Armor eﬀect only
ends when the spell duration ends—the armor
I” question is
survives a bypassing attack.
that there
are probably 1 shift of power adds 1 additional exchange
of persistence (duration). Two shifts of power
multiple answers.
create a block that lasts for 3 exchanges total
You could model (allowing the shield to continue to work while
an entangle
you do other things—like throw fire back at the
enemy). This won’t prevent a block from getting
spell as a
maneuver (the cancelled by a bypassing attack.
aspect used to 2 shifts of power allow the eﬀect to cover
slow you down), multiple allies within the same zone (typically
a block (against the same zone the wizard occupies). Covering
movement), or multiple zones requires 2 additional shifts
per zone.
that special
Example: Harry Dresden is fighting a spirit
sub-type of
in the Nevernever called Agatha Hagglethorn,
a block, the
who is haunting the nursery at Cook County
grapple
Hospital, sucking the life out of babies. During
the fight, she charges at Harry, who uses spirit
(page 211).
magic to raise a magical shield to deflect her.
He wants a fairly powerful block, but he also
Intent precedes
wants to conserve his resources, so he decides
mechanics; figure
on 5 shifts of power, which will give the block
out what you
a Superb (+5) strength. He gets a lucky +3 on
want to do
the Discipline roll—a roll of Fantastic (+6), so
he easily controls the spell.
first, then
Pointing one end of his staﬀ at her, he
find a system
chants
the word, “Reflettum!” and a quarter
concept that
dome of energy springs into being as she
matches it.
charges. Unfortunately, the spirit is quite
powerful and in her native demesne (page 170);
she rolls an attack at Epic (+7), beating both
Harry’s block and his normal defense. He takes
a 2-shift hit as the shield falls apart, knocking
him back to the ground.
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d at
Molly is particu larly gooch.
roa
app
e
this alternativ
Blocks are usually set up as a defense against
damage—particularly if the wizard is especially
focused on combat. But not all wizards are, and
in such cases a blocking spell can be used as
something other than a shield—an evocationbased veil, for example, is often done as a block,
but what it blocks isn’t damage, it’s perception
(for more, see Spirit on page 255).
A Bl$k & a Bl$k & a Bl$k
Magic is an insanely flexible thing. Any
wizard specializing in an element learns
how to use it in a wide variety of defensive
situations. Because of this, you shouldn’t
be too nitpicky when you’re comparing
the element used in a block to the type of
attack—a water shield can block bullets
just as well as a spirit shield can, just using a
diﬀerent methodology. Depending on how
you describe a shield, other people at the
table may come up with cool attacks that
would be eﬀective against it, but you should
play this up for fun rather than trying to
define a huge list of shield subtypes.
When you want to diﬀerentiate between
shield types, assessments and declarations
are your friend, typically done with Lore.
For example, if you’re attacking a wizard
whose shield is described as deflecting
objects away with kinetic force, you might
use Lore to declare that it’s weaker against
pure forms of energy, like heat and light.
This could give you a temporary aspect to
tag to support a particular kind of attack or
maneuver against that shield.

Maneuver

As with normal skills, evocation maneuvers
cover a broad variety of potential eﬀects, mainly
geared toward creating a momentary advantage
for you or removing one from your opponents.
More often than not, this places a temporary
aspect on a target or on the scene, or removes
a temporary aspect from a target or from the
scene.
Performing maneuvers is a little trickier than
attacking and blocking. By default, pulling oﬀ
most maneuvers requires 3 shifts of power, but if
the target has an appropriate resisting skill rated
higher than Good (+3), that skill total determines the required number of shifts.
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Billy, about the snakes — I thought my Lore was just Good (+3)?

Spellcasting (Evocation)

By this point in the casefiles, your Lore has improved.
Did you even read your own advancement sidebar?
As with other eﬀects, you can pay an addiof snakes that engulfs Susan and has her in
Billy,
tional shift to make the eﬀect persistent at the
a panic. She is tearing the biting snakes from
Can you
rate of 1 shift per additional exchange.
her skin in a desperate attempt to rid herself
do Block
evocations
of
them.
Harry
knows
she’s
going
to
rip
herself
Example: Evan Montrose wants to make an
instead of
apart if she keeps doing that, so he decides he
impression on some local practitioners who are
rolling
to
has
to
try
a
counterspell.
getting a bit out of hand. When he goes to meet
defend?
First Jim—Harry’s player—must make a
them, he decides to whip up some special eﬀects
Lore
roll to see if he can determine how much How about
to make sure they know he means business.
counterpower Harry needs for the counterspell. The
When he confronts them, he performs a
spells?
GM says that the diﬃculty of the Lore roll
wind evocation as a maneuver to send strong
is Superb (+5), reasoning that it should be
As written,
gusts of wind through the area to blow things
based on Saluriel’s Discipline. Jim rolls Harry’s no—although
around and keep people oﬀ balance. This is
Great (+4) Lore and succeeds, and the GM
a maneuver on the scene, so the GM decides
your group
explains that he needs 5 shifts of power for the
he needs the basic 3 shifts of power to pull it
could
decide
spell. His Conviction is Superb (+5), so he can
oﬀ. Evan decides to bring 6 shifts of power to
differently.
safely summon that much power, and he gets
make the winds last for an additional three
the
+2
he
needs
on
his
Discipline
roll
to
control
But keep in
exchanges, figuring he can use the distraction to
it.
Poof!
The
snakes
pop
out
of
existence.
mind that, when
his advantage if things get dicey.
He succeeds at performing the spell, and the
you forgo your
E9ments
GM places an aspect of HIDEOUSLY STRONG
defense roll,
WINDS on the scene.
One of the ways in which evocation eﬀects are your attacker
defined is by elements, basic aspects (no pun
only has to
intended) of reality that have diﬀerent aﬃnities
Coun:rspell
for certain types of eﬀects. These associations overcome your
If a wizard is in the presence of a magical eﬀect,
are based on tradition and folk belief rather blocking spell—
he can attempt to nullify it with the power of
no defense
than on science, and exist mainly to help wizards
his will alone. Even though counterspells are
focus their eﬀects more clearly. If a wizard can roll means no
an evocation eﬀect, they can be used to disrupt
think of a blast as “fire” rather than “the ramifica- defense aside
thaumaturgy. While such an attempt may only
tions of thermonuclear force,” he’s more likely to
be temporary, it can buy the wizard precious
from that.
pull it oﬀ successfully.
time.
If the block
The most common elemental system within
Counterspelling is basically an attack against
isn’
t broken, it
the White Council comes from medieval
the energy of the spell itself—you summon up
Europe: the “Classical” one, consisting of fire, air, persists until
energy of your own to disrupt or redirect the
earth, and water (modern wizards also include the end of the
energy holding the spell together. Mechanically,
“spirit”). When a wizard casts an evocation, he next exchange.
this is pretty straightforward. You need to equal
chooses one of these elements to be the basis of
or surpass the power of the eﬀect you want to
And it would
the eﬀect.
disrupt, and you roll it just like you would roll
have to be an
an attack spell.
actual block;
The tricky part is sussing out precisely how
A Map of $ World
no use-asmuch power the spell is using, so that you know
Wizards with different ancient tradiat least how much power you need to bring.
armor option.
tions may construct their evocations out
You can try to guess—but if you don’t bring
of diﬀerent elements than the traditional
By contrast,
enough, the counterspell won’t work; if you
Western ones—Ancient Mai probably pracI don’ t think
bring too much, you run the risk of not being
tices an evocation system that uses metal,
counterspells
able to control it all. Figuring this out requires
water, wood, earth, fire, and spirit as its base
an assessment action (which is a free action, so
can be done
elements, befitting her Chinese heritage.
you can do it just before you intend to counterIf your wizard comes from a non-Clasreactively,
spell) using Lore.
sical tradition, you’ll need to construct a
due to the
Example: Harry Dresden is battling Saluriel,
basic idea of what each element does; look
assessment
a Denarian of considerable power, in the
to the examples below for guidelines.
requirement.
laundry room of a Marriott hotel alongside his
Do you REA LLY want to model
ally and lover, Susan Rodriguez. Saluriel has
nt Mai’s mind? Good luck to you.
Ancie
unleashed a particularly wicked spell—a cloud

She’s another tiny, scary lady in my life.
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Air

Air is the element of motion and freedom,
and most of its key eﬀects are motion-based:
powerful gales to knock over foes or throw
objects around, the movement of objects to the
wizard’s hand, or shields of swirling air currents
that push harm away.
On the nastier end, it’s possible to make
pockets of vacuum to suffocate or implode
targets. It also can aﬀect the quality of air around
the wizard—keeping smoke clouds localized,
purifying the air in a room, or even calling up
fog to conceal an escape. Movement can involve
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Mommy, W &הDœs
Lightning Come From?
So, suppose you want to make lightning or
deal with lightning somehow in an evocation. Would you use air or earth? You could
argue that air seems the most logical choice,
but you could also argue that earth gives you
access to electromagnetism, which would let
you direct and divert electricity. So which
is it?
The answer is both. Figuring out how
to creatively apply your command of the
elements is one of the most fun parts of
being a spellcaster—while an earth wizard
might not be able to just summon lightning from the air to strike someone down,
he might be able to channel it up from
the ground and out of his body. Thinking
about the relationship of each element to
a particular eﬀect can often help you come
up with good maneuvers and suggest what
might happen with any backlash or fallout
(page 256) that occurs.

fine manipulation, which is why air magic is
often called upon to pick locks and pull apart
devices. Also, air is the primary medium for the
transfer of sound, allowing for the creation of
distractions by throwing loud sounds around, or
creating “bubbles” where sound doesn’t travel for
the purposes of privacy or stealth.
Maneuvers that rely on movement, like
pushing and pulling stuﬀ around, are the strong
suit of air magic. Air magic is most commonly
used to put aspects such as BUFFETED, DUST IN
EYES, and such on targets, as well as HARD TO
MANEUVER on scenes.

e” to “air”
I prefer “pure forc
but that’s
for these purposyesI, ro
ll.
just the wa
Ear;

Earth is the element of stability, gravity, and
grounding. Ultimately, everything rests on the
earth, and its practitioners take advantage of
this fact by calling up protective walls of stone,
shaking the ground underfoot, and keeping
themselves stable regardless of the surrounding
circumstances. Earth is also the element that
governs magnetism; earth mages often use this
to their advantage, strengthening or dampening
magnetic fields to achieve various eﬀects.
Earth’s strong points are in doing damage
to—or reinforcing—ordered structures like
buildings. Earth can put aspects like UNSURE
FOOTING and SHAKEN on targets, and WEAK
FOUNDATIONS or TREMORS on scenes. It can
also put strong gravitational eﬀects on targets,
flattening them directly or pinning them down
with something like THREE TIMES AS HEAVY.
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Subtlety with fire is rare, but those who can combine
the two take advantage of its purifying properties.
Fi$

Fire is the element of consumption and destruction, and it is the first resort of those who wish
to deal massive carnage to their foes. Besides the
classic image of the fireball-throwing wizard,
this element allows for a more subtle range of
eﬀects, allowing a wizard to apply or remove
heat from an object or area and to melt small
objects like locks or other barriers.
Fire maneuvers normally call upon the ubiquitous ON FIRE aspect, which can be placed on
targets or scenes.

Water

Water is the element of entropy and change.
Its chief power is changing the state of things,
as water tends to do: eroding, dissolving,
disrupting, decaying, dispersing, disintegrating.
While many people wouldn’t consider water to
be a very damaging element, you have to think
about the kind of insidious damage water does:
dissolving stone, rusting metal, warping wood—
even pummeling or slicing if it’s a high-pressure
jet of water. It can also flood, suﬀocate, assist in
chemical reactions, and so on. Water is often
lethal to many different kinds of machines,
shorting them out or causing them to jam (like
firearms). Plenty of dangerous substances—
battery acid, quicksand, drain cleanser—have
liquid properties that a water evocation might
manipulate (perhaps with a little extra diﬃculty
for using something unusual).
Wizards tend to use water maneuvers to
break down matter in various ways. Water can
place aspects like DRENCHED and HARD TO
BREATHE (water strategically moved to suﬀocate) on a target, as well as SLICK and PARTLY
DISSOLVED on a scene.
Why don’ t water evocators
short out their own magic?
Isn’ t that running water?

ondered
I’ve often wse
that my lf.

ain it to you, but
And I’ve tried to expl
ard who just doesn’t
you’re the sort of wiz
involve shoving a
get magic that doesn’t
something.
ton of fire or force at

ne. I’ll have ytos.
G ets the jobodo
these da
ask Carlos ne of
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Spi5t

Spirit also

Spirit is the element of the soul, the purest covers mental
expression of will. In a way, it’s the most basic magic, emotions,
of the elements—the translation of the wizard’s ghosts – that
raw desire into energy—and its presence tends sort of stuff.
to transcend different traditions of magic,
st of that’s
being a core element in every one. Spirit eﬀects Mo yond me,
be
tend to manifest as raw kinetic force and light,
though—I’m
allowing the wizard to create or snuﬀ light in an all about the
area, summon shields of force, strike a foe with force effects
raw kinetic power, and even bend the energies end of things.
around people and objects to make them appear
invisible.
Duration with
A special kind of block called a veil is the Evocation veils
special province of spirit magic. Unlike a normal
is largely a
block, the power invested in a veil serves as
matter of GM
the diﬃculty for using skills or other magic
to detect anything that’s concealed by the veil judgment call.
Personally I
(see Veils on page 276 for a deeper treatment of
the topic). Beyond that, spirit maneuvers tend wouldn’ t go for
to be oriented around light (BLINDING LIGHT
“1 shift gets
on a scene or LIT UP for targeting someone), you one extra
but kinetic strikes can also knock enemies oﬀexchange”
balance and create physical havoc.
with a veil;
Depending on a wizard’s temperament, he
I’
d
just let it
often tends to be good at the “blunt, direct” side
hang around
of spirit evocations (force eﬀects) or good at
the “sensitive, subtle” side (veils and other soft until something
eﬀects). This is really true of any element, but pierces it, or
it’s particularly strongly expressed in the case of
until the end
spirit—the element most closely tied to thought.
of the scene. I
see them simply
Gatה5ng Power
as REALLY
To do an evocation, your wizard must gather GOOD magical
power for the spell. The stronger his belief in
Stealth rolls.
magic, the more powerful his magic can be;
this is represented by your Conviction skill.
Most of the time, this is all you’ll have to go
Stuff like
on—evocation is too quick and dirty to use hellfire can
other power sources the way a thaumaturgical be brought to
spell can (page 267).
bear pretty
You can channel a number of shifts in power quickly for
evocation.
equal to your Conviction with a minimum of
impact—just one point of mental stress.
We included
Theoretically, you can call up as much
that in
power as you wish, but the dangers increase
Sponsored
dramatically. Past the limit of your Conviction,
Magic. Check
that power starts to take a severe toll on your
wizard’s mind, forcing him to exhaustion. As out the end of
stated above, if a wizard is casting a spell at all,
the chapter.
he takes a minimum of one point of mental
stress. That cost goes up if he reaches beyond his
basic capacity.
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Every shift of power you summon past your
Conviction costs one additional point of mental
stress during casting; so a spell with a power
rating three higher than your Conviction would
inflict four points of mental stress when cast
So, if you’re (one for summoning up to Conviction, plus one
willing to go for each additional step on the ladder). Just like
insane, you any other type of stress, this could force your
can make
wizard to take consequences in order to keep
a really himself upright.
big boom.
Of course, sometimes the wizard is willing
to take the consequences up front, depending
on the circumstances. However, this leaves
some of the deepest parts of the wizard’s psyche
Gender can vulnerable; while it is definitely the key to the
come into most powerful evocations, it will leave its mark
your choice indelibly. If someone has killed a wizard’s friend,
of foci too. he might take an extreme consequence of
Elaine’s foci UNSHAKABLE VENGEFUL RAGE so he can make
are all rings a horrifically powerful fire blast…but you can
and jewelry. bet that rage will unbalance him in many future
My own have conflicts to come.
a sort of, um, Keep in mind that doing this carelessly can
“boyish” lack be dangerous. Drawing in more power doesn’t
of subtlety. necessarily guarantee that you’re going to be able
to control that power (not to mention the probPhallic, Harry! All lems the consequence itself will bring). Many an
of your tools are errant wizard has opened himself to his most
phallic! Just say it! primal feelings, only to be consumed by magic
he could not control.
You guys,
Controlling Power
keep down
Casting an evocation spell ultimately boils
the rampant
down to controlling the release of the magical
sexism there.
power that the wizard gathers so that it takes
(What about
the shape of the spell in his mind. For everyyour force
thing to go smoothly, his Discipline roll must
RIN GS, Harry? match or exceed the number of power shifts
Eh? Eh?)
that have been gathered. The Discipline roll also
controls spell targeting and sets the diﬃculty for
defending against it.
You get to make this roll only once, at the
instant that the spell energy is released.
If you fail the Discipline roll, the excess shifts
are released as uncontrolled power, which manifests as either backlash or fallout (see this page).
Fortunately, you have a number of tools available
to keep that from happening. You can invoke
aspects to raise the Discipline roll and can also
take backlash as mental or physical stress (and
thus possibly incur consequences) to try to cover
the margin of failure.
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FMus ^ems
Finally, there are focus items, the most common
tools of the evocator’s trade. Most wizards rely
on focus items to reduce the risks inherent
to evocation. These vary widely in terms of
what they can be, and they depend highly on
the wizard’s particular paradigm of magic. For
example, Harry Dresden has a lot of the traditional, medieval English wizard thing going on,
so he has a rune-carved staﬀ and wand (blasting
rod) as his primary focus items. A wizard with
a Far Eastern bent might have prepared scrolls
with mystical calligraphy on them. A wizard
of a religious bent might brandish a symbol of
his faith.
The main purpose of a focus item is to make
it easier to control the release of energy in an
evocation. In a way, it’s a method to add extra
control to the construct in the wizard’s mind. If
he can envision the energy traveling down his
arm into a rod and the rod is an actual object,
it’s easier than if the construct is entirely mental.
Using a focus item may give you a +1 bonus
either to Conviction (making it safer to summon
one more shift of power) or Discipline (making
it easier to control the spell) for a specific application. See “Crafting” on page 278 for more information about the types of bonuses focus item
provide as well as how to build them.
Typically (and traditionally), a focus item
is used only for one element. However, it is
possible for a focus item to be more powerful,
adding a bigger bonus or being useful for various
types of evocation. A highly personal focus
item may also be one of your aspects and could
provide additional bonuses via invocation.

BackGsh & Fallout
When your Discipline roll does not match the
amount of power put into the spell, bad things
happen. The excess energy goes wild, causing
havoc.
There are basically two kinds of trouble:
backlash and fallout. Backlash affects the
wizard; fallout aﬀects the environment or other
nearby targets. Like everything else, backlash
and fallout are measured in shifts—in this case,
the diﬀerence between your failed Discipline roll
and the gathered power. The worse the failure,
the more the spell’s energy goes haywire, and the
worse the eﬀects get.
You get to choose how much backlash you
absorb, with the rest going to the GM as fallout.
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This is a solid expression of failure, William. Particularly spectacular
spell failures can fry the wizard and destroy his house—or worse.
Particularly self-sacrificing wizards may choose
to take some or all the excess as backlash—especially if there are allies nearby who might bear
the brunt of the fallout of the failed spell.
Any uncontrolled power taken as backlash
remains a part of the spell and does not reduce
its eﬀect. Fallout is diﬀerent: every shift of
fallout reduces the eﬀect of the spell.
Backlash means that the spell energies run
through the wizard, causing injury or other
problems. This manifests as shifts of stress,
which could require the taking of consequences
in the usual way. Fortunately, you can choose to
take the backlash as either physical or mental
stress (but not split between both), which means
your wizard can keep his mental stress track
open for more spellcasting if he needs to.
Example: Harry must cast a spell with a
Superb (+5) control target without using
incantations or focus items. Without these
benefits, he fails the Discipline roll by 5. He
doesn’t want to hurt anyone around him or
cause any unintended environmental eﬀects,
and he needs the spell to succeed in full, so he
chooses to take a 5-stress physical backlash. He’s
already taken some physical stress during this
scene, so he ends up having to take a moderate
consequence of UTTERLY EXHAUSTED in
addition to a 1-stress physical hit. Ouch. But at
least the spell is still cast at full power.
Fallout means that the spell energies flow
into the environment, causing unintended
consequences. This can manifest in a number
of diﬀerent ways. The GM may place aspects on
the environment or on targets that the wizard
didn’t intend to hit (like his friends and innocent bystanders), or she may assign stress and
consequences directly. The GM is encouraged
to think of the worst applications of Murphy’s
Law possible and enact them. Remember, the
wizard was arrogant enough to try to control
the forces of the universe—and failed. When
fallout happens, it’s the universe putting that
wizard in his place, and it’s the GM’s job to take
the universe’s side. Greek tragedies have been
written about this sort of thing.
As we hinted above, it should be noted that
backlash is a kind of safety mechanism for the
wizard—if he chooses to absorb it all himself,
his spell should still go oﬀ as intended because
he was willing to pay the extra cost. Fallout is
another story entirely, because the wizard has
just released the energy into the world and let

Not Karrin. The other one.

Lisa?
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it run wild. When determining the eﬀect of the
spell that caused the fallout, the GM should
determine how the shifts of fallout behave.
Example: Harry Dresden is trying to cast
a spirit (force) attack of Epic (+7) diﬃculty,
defined as a Weapon:5 attack against an entire
zone containing two bad guys. But Harry
mucks it up, rolling a Fair (+2) and missing
the target by 5. He’s drained of resources at this
point—he’s taken consequences, spent most of
his fate points, and has both stress tracks at
least partially full. Jim, his player, decides to let
the five shifts go out as fallout and deal with a
weaker spell.
Because Harry lost 5 shifts to fallout, the
GM rules that Harry’s attack is only a single
target Weapon:2 attack at Fair. The one opponent Harry is still able to target dodges that
easily.
As to the eﬀect of the fallout, the GM
rules that Harry blew out a support wall in
the building, putting an aspect of CRUMBLING
BUILDING on the scene. Now, not only is he on
his last legs in this fight, but he has to deal with
the whole building falling down around him…

Ro: Spells
Over time, a wizard uses a particular evocation
often enough that it settles into mental “muscle
memory,” and its use becomes reflexive. When
this happens, the spell is considered to be a rote
spell. Your wizard may know a number of evocation rotes equal to the numeric rating of his Lore
skill. So, a wizard with Great (+4) Lore knows
up to four evocation rotes.
A rote spell is defined as one specific application of evocation in a single element, such as a
fire attack, a particular air maneuver, or a spirit
block. It always manifests in exactly the same
way each time, has the same power level, places
the exact same aspect, etc. Any change in the
parameters of the spell disqualifies it from being
a rote.
The big benefit of knowing a rote spell is that
you don’t have to roll Discipline to control it. It’s
assumed that you can control the spell energy at
a level equal to your Discipline score, allowing
you to act as if you’d rolled a zero on the dice
every time. You still need to make a Discipline
roll to target the spell, however; there’s just no
chance of accidental failure. Focus items add
their bonuses automatically if they are tied in to

D o you
think maybe
you could use
that Evan
M ontrose
guy as your
example for
all of the
spectacu lar
failures?

Hey, at leas’st
the building .
not on fire
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De"berate Hexing Tab+

Power
Cost Technology Potentially Aﬀected
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1

Highly sensitive, complex computerized technology—the sort that a
good swift bump might break. Very
new, cutting-edge technologies and
prototypes.

2

Complex (or simple-but-sensitive)
computerized tech. Specialized,
new, and probably expensive
technologies.

3

Simple electronic equipment.
Desktop, laptop, other “household” computers. Most current,
modern cars.

4

Conceptually complicated, more
modern guns (automatic weapons,
etc.). Most cars, including older
cars from the last few decades. The
exciting technologies 1967 had
to oﬀer.

5

Even cars without electronics
under the hood start to have
problems—if it was on the road
starting in 1950, there may be some
trouble, with a few notable exceptions. Some smaller firearms may
be aﬀected, though conceptually
simple ones still work pretty well,
at least for a time. Older automatic
weapons may malfunction.

6

You can’t wear a watch for long
without killing it. Even the Model
T looks a little scared when you get
near it. Electricity is right out.

7

If it’s from the Twentieth Century,
it’s probably broken. The late
Nineteenth Century’s tech is also
prone to troubles. Simple guns
may stop working at inopportune
moments. Even steam-powered
stuﬀ may experience sudden failure.

8+

Nearly anything with moving parts
from the Industrial Revolution
(late-Eighteenth to early-Nineteenth Century) forward, and even
some things further back than that.
It’s open season on technology.

the rote, but there’s a caveat: if the wizard does
the rote with the focus item, then that item is a
requirement for the rote every time he wants to
use it. (This is why Harry gets so nervous about
entering combat without his staﬀ and blasting
rod—he loses the benefits of the rote spell and
has to roll each spell as a normal evocation.)
Aspect invocations and other such trickery may
be used after the fact, just as if you had rolled a
zero and then wanted to invoke something.
Example: Harry Dresden has his “Fuego!”
spell as a rote. He can choose not to make a
control roll when he attacks a single target with
fire magic. His blasting rod is tied into the rote,
giving him an eﬀective Great (+4) Discipline
controlling the spell. With his Conviction, he
has no problem producing four shifts of power
for the spell, so that’s where he sets the power
dial. Therefore, the rote spell is a Weapon:4 fire
spell automatically.
Finally, keep in mind that you can have a rote
that’s more powerful than you can control with
a Discipline roll of zero, which would basically
cause automatic fallout or backlash when used
unless you can invoke some aspects to make up
the diﬀerence. This is clearly not for the fainthearted, but it might be useful as a sort of “last
resort plan,” making sure you can put the heavy
damage out there in a moment of dire need.

O<r ParEe:rs
There are some uses of evocation and a few other
considerations that don’t fit into our discussions
thus far. So here’s “everything else.”

De1berate Hexing

While a spellcaster normally hexes technology
as an accident of being a wizard (page 228), he
can also do it on purpose, focusing his energies
to disrupt electronics and other devices. This
is significantly less taxing than performing
other forms of evocation—you don’t even need
access to the Evocation power (page 180) to do
it, so long as you are some sort of practitioner,
because it doesn’t require command of any
particular element or force. In addition, the
normal 1-stress cost for summoning power up
to your Conviction is waived, giving you a “free
shot” at most forms of technology.
Nearly any type of technological device, going
all the way back to the Industrial Revolution,
can be hexed if it has moving parts of some
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kind. Generally speaking, the more complex
the device, the easier it is to disrupt, so more
modern technologies (especially computerized
stuﬀ ) tend to succumb easily, while older technologies (non-electric stuﬀ ) are harder to sabotage. Use the table shown here as a guideline for
the power requirements of a hexing spell.
The normal modifiers for attacking targets
apply here—consider one device to be a single
target. This means that if you want to disable
a whole group’s worth of guns, you’ll have to
pay extra shifts to disable all the guns in your
zone, or bring enough power to split the eﬀect
among the guns, as per the rules for attacks on
page 251.
Hexing cannot be used to manipulate
technology—only destroy it. You cannot use
hexing to do maneuvers unless destroying the
device is precisely what justifies the maneuver.
So if there’s an advanced filtration system in a
building keeping gas out of a room, you could
hex the control panel to put the aspect FILLED
WITH GAS on the room, but you couldn’t selectively control the gas flow in any way.
Very old wizards get a bonus to hexing simply
from their age, which is why Harry can routinely
drive a Volkswagon Beetle while some members
of the Senior Council still have their sanctums
decked out like it’s 1599. This chart assumes
that the wizard is around fifty years old or
younger—as a guideline, set the “1 Power” category wherever the wizard would start finding
the technology truly alien (so that special wizard
who was actually born in 1599 could probably
hex everything on the chart at 1 power).

MuRane Effects

Sometimes, you might want to produce an eﬀect
that doesn’t really do anything but add color to
a scene. The most common example of this is
a light spell, which very seldom does anything
but provide the fact that there is light to see
by and then fades neatly into the background.
Minor eﬀects like these are usually assumed to
be within the scope of evocation maneuvers;
however, they rarely require a roll or cost any
stress, especially when incorporating a focus like
the wizard’s pentacle or staﬀ. You might consider
them “pre-school magic”—what wizard apprentices would learn as their very first spells. Any
minor eﬀect like this can be cast without a roll
and will last for a scene for free. At most, a fate
point might be required if the minor eﬀect counters a scene aspect that might be inconvenient.

Prolonging Spells

Sometimes, it behooves a wizard to maintain a
spell eﬀect for an indefinite length of time, especially when the eﬀect is a block or maneuver.
Normally, you’d assign shifts of power to make
the spell persist longer than an exchange.
However, this makes the lifespan of very
powerful eﬀects depressingly short.
Alternately, you can actively funnel more
energy into an evocation to maintain it, but this
takes up your standard action for the round.
This is functionally equivalent to rolling another
spell. Summon one shift of power per additional
exchange you want the spell to last, and make
another Discipline roll to control it. This takes
up your action and deals mental stress as per the
usual rules for a normal evocation; the advantage is that you don’t have to sacrifice the eﬃcacy
of the original spell—it keeps the rating of the
original roll. If successful, the spell eﬀect stays
active for that length of time.
Example: Harry gets ambushed by
SMG-wielding thugs and throws up his shield
on short notice—neglecting to assign any shifts
to duration—so he can make sure he survives
the ambush in the first exchange.
In the next exchange, Harry realizes he’s
going to need a long-term shield. He takes
one point of mental stress and summons up a
4-shift eﬀect, giving him four more potential
rounds of shield protection he doesn’t have to
concentrate on. He rolls his Discipline and gets
the Great he needs to prolong the spell. The
shield will stay in place for this exchange and
the next three exchanges after that.

So something
like my
“flickum
bicus” spell
is a “mundane
effect” — it
lights candles,
but doesn’t
burn the
house down.
Yep, that’s
about the size
of it. But if
you used it in a
fight to gain
advantage —
that’s when
it counts as a
“rea l” spell.
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ProperU DEage
Wi;out Fallout

Often, a wizard will fling around spell energies
that inevitably have an unintended side-eﬀect on
the surroundings, even if he’s keeping the spell
energies under control with solid Discipline
rolls. To get specific, when you fling a gout of
fire at a monster and miss, there’s a solid chance
that some part of the scenery will catch on fire.
There’s no fallout there as far as the system
is concerned (page 256), but there is the real and
present danger of fire on hand—you can look
at the wizard’s choice of element as an “ambient”
scene aspect, potentially creating opportunities
for compels or more easily justifying certain
kinds of scene aspects.
It’s the GM’s job to decide whether or not
this matters for a scene (and to make it cut both
ways if it does). Look to the elements getting
thrown around as guidelines and inspiration for
what might happen, either to add an aspect to
the scene or just a little extra chaos to the events
as they unfold. It’s probably best not to create
the scene aspect right away (after all, the player
did succeed on the Discipline roll), but waive the
roll if someone wants to use it as justification to
create a scene aspect later, such as, “He’s been
throwing around a lot of fire magic; can I kick
this oil drum over and start a regular fire?”
Some thoughts for ways to damage property:
 Flames can catch on flammable materials
and spread.
 Water can short out circuitry even when
magic doesn’t; ice can widen existing
cracks and make surfaces slippery.
William, I’m sure
 Wind can knock loose objects around,
Harry could help
obscure vision by kicking up clouds of
you think up
dust or fog, or feed fresh oxygen into an
many more ways
existing fire.
that magic can
 Tremors can damage the foundation of
destroy property.
a building; magnetism can do all sorts of
nasty things with metal objects and elecShut up, Bob.
tronic systems.
 Force eﬀects can crack supporting structures and knock things over; eﬀects
acting on the spirit world might attract
the attention of minor spirits of the
Nevernever, making things get a little
creepier and unsettling.
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Redi$cting
Spell Energy

Sometimes, you might commit energy to an
evocation, only to discover that circumstances
warrant a different effect than the one you
originally chose. This happens most often with
blocks—you put up a shield of some sort that
you’re maintaining, only to find out that what
you really need to do is attack or maneuver. It’s
true that you could simply cast another spell, but
there are times when a wizard needs to economize his resources—like when a demon is about
to eat his face.
In those circumstances, you have an option—
you can reuse the spell energy from an eﬀect
you currently have active, spending the shifts on
another evocation without having to roll another
spell. This is subject to some limitations:
 The spell must have been maintained
from a previous exchange into the
current one.
 The spell must not have been used
already for its original function in the
current exchange.
 You must be able to describe how the
energy could plausibly be redirected.
Presuming these things are the case, you can
use the current power value of the spell to act
as a diﬀerent kind of spell. If the new kind of
spell requires a roll for targeting (like with an
attack or maneuver), you may roll Discipline.
This immediately cancels out the previous eﬀect,
as the spell energy can no longer be used for that
purpose.
Example: Wardens Carlos Ramirez and
Harry Dresden have been fighting with
White Court vampires in an insane duel to
the death gone horribly wrong. Ghouls have
also crashed the party, throwing the entire
fight into disarray. Carlos has had his water
shield rote (page 293) up for most of the fight;
its current strength is four shifts. He still has
another exchange of maintenance.
In the next exchange, the GM describes a
ghoul advancing on the two of them, and it’s
Carlos’ turn. JJ, Carlos’ player, says, “Hey, so
my water shield is entropic, right? It disintegrates whatever touches it? Can I just use it to
intercept the nasty and chew him up, making it
into an attack?”
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JJ’s explanation seems plausible, and
Carlos hasn’t used the shield to block this
exchange. The GM considers this, and she
says, “Okay, but obviously that’s going to use
the spell energy, so you’ll be shieldless the rest
of the exchange.” JJ says he’s fine with that; the
GM tells him to roll his Discipline (because
he’s turning the block into an attack and needs
a targeting roll), and allows him to attack the
ghoul with a Weapon:4 water attack. He rolls
incredibly well, and the GM describes the ghoul
being utterly disintegrated as it smashes into
the shield.

Thaumaturgy is the safest, most reliable method
of doing magic—pretty much the polar opposite
of evocation. The primary diﬀerences between
the two are matters of preparation, time, and
mindset.
In evocation, you summon up your power,
envision the result you desire, and attempt
to control the energy on the fly. Because the
construct is made up only from the caster’s will
and the elements are held solely as concepts in
the caster’s mind, evocation can achieve only
simple eﬀects, with a very good chance of something going wrong.
By contrast, thaumaturgy sets up the
construct physically and allows the elements
to act as a lens through which the wizard then
focuses his power. Because the spellcaster
doesn’t have to concentrate to keep the construct
in mind (it’s right there in front of him), he
creates a much stronger and more stable eﬀect—
meaning he can focus on achieving eﬀects of
much greater complexity and subtlety. He can
also direct power into the spell gradually, making
it far less likely that something will go awry.
Thaumaturgy also allows the wizard the
luxury of drawing power from sources other
than himself—such as bound spirits, forces of
nature, or the assistance of others. Over time,
the eﬀects of thaumaturgy are more powerful
than those of evocation. While a blast of fire
may injure, a ritual curse can leave you and your
oﬀspring crippled for generations.
Most of the spells in traditional tomes,
or the ones passed down through schools of
sorcery, are basically thaumaturgy. They can
be described in physical terms—if you follow
the recipe of the spell correctly, feeding in the
power that it requires, the spell/ritual will work.

Particularly effective thaumaturgical rituals
require elaborate physical preparations (such
as rare items, multiple casters, unusual times of
year, or outside influence such as storms) and
may also require a minimal influx of power; this
makes them usable by people who, otherwise,
would never be regarded as wizards. This can
be useful, or it can be very dangerous. (Sadly, it’s
usually both.)

Inה$nt
Limitations
Thaumaturgy lets you make the most of time,
preparation, and materials—without those,
it just can’t be done. Therefore, there are two
primary practical limitations.
The first is a matter of time. Thaumaturgy
is a slow art, with the fastest of spells taking a
minute or more, and many taking much longer
than that. Patience is necessary; speed is being
traded for versatility and potency.
The second is a matter of symbols. In order to
aﬀect a target at great range (whether in physical distance or some other dimension), some
sort of link must be established to that target
via symbolic representations, the incorporation
of recently-separated bits of the target (blood,
hair, a family keepsake), and so on. Without
these physical materials on hand to represent
the target in absentia—as well as for anchoring
the purpose of the spell to the ritual—a thaumaturgic spell simply has nowhere to go and
nothing to do.
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How B Do ^
1. Determine the desired spell effect. This
will determine the complexity of the spell
in shifts.
2. If the complexity of the spell is equal to or
less than your Lore, assume you have everything you need to cast the spell and you
require no additional eﬀort for preparation.
If the complexity of the spell is greater than
your Lore, your wizard must enter a preparation stage during which he researches the
spell further, assembles the necessary components, acquires additional sources of power,
and finishes the spell construct. You must
make up the deficit between your Lore and
the total complexity of the spell. There are
multiple techniques for doing this at the table.
 Invoke aspects: Every aspect you can
invoke to narrate a part of preparation
adds two shifts toward the deficit.
 Make declarations: You can declare
a mini-scene relevant to preparation,
where you use a skill and create a temporary aspect to tag. When successful, this
is worth two shifts toward the deficit. If
the eﬀort fails, the spell isn’t automatically a bust, but no forward progress is
made, either.
 Accept or inflict consequences: For every
consequence you are willing to take or
inflict on others for the sake of preparation, add the value of the consequence
in shifts toward the deficit: so, a mild
consequence would add two shifts. (Blood
sacrifice is a dark but very potent path
many a black magic practitioner can take.)

Billy, are you really sugg esting
the player just not play for part
of the session with the “skip” option.
above? That sounds horribly dull
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 Skip a scene – For every scene you
can participate in during a session and
choose to skip in favor of preparing the
spell, you can add one shift toward the
deficit.
3. When the complexity deficit is met, you can
move into actually casting the ritual. The
casting process is identical to the process
for evocation. Choose an amount of power
to funnel into the spell and roll Discipline
to control that energy, with any uncontrolled shifts potentially becoming backlash
or fallout. Unlike evocation, so long as you
continue to make your Discipline rolls, you
can continue to funnel power into the spell
in successive rounds of casting. When the
power in the spell equals the complexity,
you’ve successfully cast it.

What You Can
Do Wi; ^
Thaumaturgy carries an extremely broad range
of eﬀects under its banner: summoning and
binding supernatural entities like spirits or
demons, divination and detection, wards, curses,
temporary and permanent enchantments on
people and things…the list is potentially endless.
Fortunately, most of what thaumaturgy does
can be broken down into some basic principles
that make diﬀerent spells relatively easy to parse
out in game terms—namely, how to determine
the complexity of the spell.
Thaumaturgy can:
 Solve improbable or impossible problems
 Create lasting changes in people and
things
 Provide inaccessible knowledge
 Allow interaction with the supernatural
 Shape magical energies into physical
forms
Below, we’ll get into each of these in depth.

It’s just an option, and if groups don’ t want
to use it, they can just take it off the list.
That said, it’s a cool way for a player to say,
“Hey, I’m gonna run out to the ’Spress and pick
up some pizzas for us. Let’s say I’m working
on that spell while I’m gone.” Or, heck, just as
something to use when you need to hit the head.
At any rate, this option isn’ t intended as a
PENALTY—it’s meant to be an OPPORTUNITY.

So it’s an
“opportunity”
to make me get
the pizza next
time. GOT IT.
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Solve Improbab9 or
Impossib9 Prob9ms

The most general eﬀect of thaumaturgy allows
the wizard to do something that he wouldn’t
normally be able to do. In that sense, a ritual
spell is a simple action on steroids. The wizard
tries to accomplish something basic, but safely
ignores any limitations that might thwart a
normal person from trying to accomplish the
same thing by mundane means. Prohibitions of
time, distance, and personal eﬀort mean absolutely nothing to the wizard armed with the
appropriate ritual.
The best example of this principle is Harry
Dresden’s tracking spell. Technically speaking,
it is possible to achieve what the tracking spell
does by lots of investigation, figuring out the last
known whereabouts of whoever he’s trying to
find, figuring out their normal hangouts, interviewing acquaintances—essentially, detective
work that would call for an Investigation roll.
Most of the time, though, Harry doesn’t have
the hours or days he’d need to travel around the
city and do all that stuﬀ. Either he’s on a deadline or some other kind of pressure, or he just
doesn’t have the info to even start such a search.
With magic, he doesn’t have to worry about any
of that.
In game terms, this type of spell is equivalent
to a simple action when determining complexity
(page 264). If a spell eﬀect doesn’t seem to fall
easily into one of the other categories, go with
this one.

C$ate Lаting ChangH
in Peop9 F Things

Many eﬀects in thaumaturgy are transformative—they force a change of state in a person,
entity, or object. This includes curses (which
change a victim’s fortunes for the worse) and
mental binding (which makes a victim into the
wizard’s thrall). There are more subtle examples
as well, such as planting a suggestion in a target’s
mind, making a subject ill, and so on. At its most
extreme, thaumaturgy used this way can permanently cripple or kill victims, leave them insane
or brain-dead, or utterly change their form from
one thing to another (turning a human being
into an animal). Most of these applications of
thaumaturgy are considered a violation of the
Laws of Magic (namely the Second, Third,
and Fourth Laws) when the victim is human.
However, some wizards do use it positively,

specializing in healing the body and mind (sadly,
they are either very rare or very secretive about
their techniques).
In game terms, inflicting change on a victim
is usually done with aspects; therefore, the
complexity depends largely on the type of
change you want to inflict and the duration of
the change. At its weakest, this is the equivalent of performing a maneuver when determining complexity; inflicting something more
like a consequence would require more shifts
depending on the severity. Inflicting a permanent, transformative change on someone is
perhaps the most complicated spell of this type.
Essentially, it is equivalent to winning a conflict
in one roll.

Provide InaccHsib9
Know9dge

Maybe you
should make
it more
explicit that
death is a
“permanent,
transformative change”
on someone.

Sort of a subset of the first principle, thaumaturgy allows a wizard to learn things in circumI’ve got
stances where he normally could not. Scrying
a Warden
and remote viewing are classic clichés of the
looking over
wizard, but there are several other applications
my
shoulder. I
as well. Seeing into the future, object reading
(i.e., psychometry), telepathic sensing, and figured the less
others can provide the wizard with a potentially I talk about
intimate glance into the hearts and minds of death magic,
others or into the details of a mysterious event.
the better.
In game terms, you can use thaumaturgy
to perform the equivalent of an assessment A Warden?
action (page 115), using the requirements for an
Where?
assessment as the guideline for determining
complexity. Successfully casting such a spell See what I have
allows you access to facts and aspects related to to put up with?
the target.

Allow In:raction
wi; < SupeYatural

Thaumaturgy is the main way that a mortal
wizard makes contact and interacts with supernatural beings. Sorcerers routinely consult with
demons and spirits and sometimes bind them
to service with magic. But even a wizard has
the occasional use for a summoned being, be it
a minor faerie or the shade of a mortal enemy.
Likewise, thaumaturgy allows the wizard to
aﬀect supernatural beings in ways he couldn’t
otherwise, such as forcing demons or spirits out
of an area or person (i.e., exorcism), coercing
them to calm or rage, or simply restricting their
access to an area or keeping them bound in a
summoning circle.
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Generally, these applications of thaumaturgy
require you to overcome the entity’s Conviction
to do anything, requiring enough shifts in
complexity to beat that entity in a contest
of wills. (See “Summoning and Binding” on
page 272.)

Shape Magi2l EnergiH
inB Physi2l Forms

Like evocation, thaumaturgy ultimately directs
and releases magical energy, but in a more structured way. It can be used for some of the same
basic eﬀects as evocation, but the results are
more elaborate and lasting. For example, while a
wizard might hastily raise a kinetic shield in the
middle of a fight using evocation, thaumaturgy
allows him to set up a ward—a lasting barrier
that blocks magical and physical intrusion to his
home, oﬃce, or anything else of value. A wizard
could use evocation to produce a magical trap
with, say, a burst of fire magic waiting to explode
at the first sign of disturbance, but only thaumaturgy will allow the energies to remain contained
until triggering.
The complexity of one of these spells is
similar to the shift requirements for an equivalent evocation (block for wards, attack for
magical traps, etc.) with additional shifts added
for duration as discussed on page 265.

Billy: this
should read
“short term
magical
trap” and
“allow the
energies to
last and
remain”.
Persistence
w/evocation
is HARD. De:rmining
You need
to devote Comp9xiU
at least a Given the guidelines above, it’s fairly easy to
little bit determine the specific complexity of a spell in
of your
concentra- shifts. This number represents the investment
tion every of both preparation and gathered power. You
can move straight into the casting stage if the
moment
that sort of spell’s complexity is equal to or less than your
construct Lore (after it’s adjusted by focus items—see
stays active. page 278). This indicates that your wizard’s

personal collection of knowledge and accoutrements suﬃces for the spell. If the complexity
exceeds this limit—or under other circumstances dictated by logic—additional eﬀort is
required to set up the spell and you go into the
preparation stage, detailed on page 266.

Simp9 Actions
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For a spell that’s equivalent to a simple action,
the complexity is the diﬃculty of what that
action would be “normally.” So, if tracking
someone down would normally require a

Great (+4) Investigation roll, the tracking spell
to do the same would have complexity 4.
Note that some diﬃculty factors won’t apply
in this situation—in our tracking spell example,
it’s implicit that by “normally” we mean what the
diﬃculty would be if it were normally possible.
Thaumaturgy solves improbable and impossible
problems (page 263); so, when setting the diﬃculty for a spell of this style, you can assume
most improbable or impossible factors to be
the norm—essentially removing their role
in consideration. As an example, it’s practically impossible to track someone’s physical trail
through the streets of Chicago an hour after
their passing—but if it were “normally” possible
to track a person in those circumstances, period,
what would the diﬃculty be? That’s the sort of
thing we’re getting at here.
One of the most common uses for a “simple
action” spell is to make an assessment. The
complexity simply matches the assessment diﬃculty or opposing skill of the target. Keep in
mind that, because a target is usually unaware
of the wizard’s assessment action, there will be
no opposed roll; hence, use the resisting skill as
a base diﬃculty.
You might also use a spell to make a declaration, putting some sort of a mystical aspect on
an environment, with the complexity matching
the potential diﬃculty for such a declaration.
This cannot be done to put aspects onto sentient
beings—whenever you use magic on someone,
you inevitably contest with their will. For that,
see “Contests and Conflicts” below.

Maneuvers

For a spell that’s meant to inflict the equivalent
of a maneuver (like a short-term entropy curse
or minor glamour), the complexity depends on
whether or not it’s aﬀecting an environment or a
sentient target. With an environment, it’s much
the same as a simple action—the base diﬃculty
equals the complexity. With a target, it varies,
because it’s a matter of beating whichever skill
the target would use to “defend” against the spell.
Technically, you can set a complexity of your
choosing, with the understanding that the target
is going to roll something to resist. So if the
target has Good (+3) Conviction, the minimum
complexity for the spell is 3—enough shifts to
successfully land a maneuver against a roll of +0
on the dice. If you want a sure thing, go for a
complexity of at least 8, which is one more than
the target would get with a max roll of +4. Also
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consider that the target may be hiding behind a
ward, a threshold, or some other form of supernatural protection, so the spell might also need
more shifts to get past those.
Because temporary aspects from maneuvers
are transient, these sorts of spells tend to be
very carefully timed or triggered so the aspect
or eﬀect manifests when it’s needed (e.g., “I’ll
arrange it so he CAN’T THINK STRAIGHT right
at the moment he steps on stage”). For a more
lasting eﬀect, it’s time to look at contests and
conflicts.
If the intent is to create a temporary aspect
that can be tagged more than once (remember
that normally you’d only get the benefit of the
tag once and have to invoke after that), simply
chain two or more maneuvers together in the
same spell, each inflicting the same aspect or a
similar variant. In other words, if you want to
take advantage of two tags against a target of
Good Conviction, you’ll need to set up two
maneuvers, for a minimum complexity of 6 (3
for each, as per above). As wizards are usually
low on fate points, this option allows you a little
more mileage without having to worry about
impacting your fate point budget.

Con:Ps F Conf1cts

For a spell that’s equivalent to a contest, you
need to put enough shifts of complexity into
the spell to make sure that you come out on
top against whatever resisting skill the target
may use. This is like the maneuver-equivalent
spells above, except that, where maneuvers place
an aspect on the target, contests typically elicit
some temporary concession from the target.
This is the default application for summoning
spells—the wizard is eﬀectively “forcing” the
demon or spirit to go somewhere temporarily
against its will—but it could also apply to many
forms of magical coercion.
Thaumaturgical spells that are equivalent
to conflicts inflict a lasting mental or physical change to the target that does not go away
when the magic fades. A mild curse might place
an aspect on a target, but once the magic runs
its course, the victim is left largely as he was.
In contrast, a spell that burns out a victim’s
emotional capacity may also last for months, but
not because there’s any magic left behind. Players
and GMs should keep this dividing line in mind
when deciding whether to express a spell’s eﬀect
as a temporary aspect (like a maneuver) versus a
consequence or permanent change.

If a consequence or
permanent change is appropriate, the complexity of
the spell must account
for the target’s ability to
resist, his stress track, and
the level of desired consequence. This can lead to
very large numbers if you
want a sure thing. Inflicting
a mild disease on a fairly
hale target—say, Good (+3)
Endurance—would be a
13 complexity spell: 7 to
match the best Endurance
roll possible, 4 for the target’s
stress track, and 2 more for
the mild consequence. Spells
will work their way around
most kinds of mundane
armor, but supernatural abilities may make the job even
harder.
The most complex spells
outright kill people, leave
them permanently insane,
or transform them forever.
These require enough shifts
to bypass the resisting skill and all levels of
consequence, including extreme. Victor Sells’
killing spell from the STORM FRONT casefile
needs 32 shifts of complexity to do the job:
enough to beat Harry’s Endurance, stress track,
mild, moderate, severe, and extreme consequences, and an extra shift to take him out!
Usually, spells of this magnitude require a lot of
preparation and help from outside sources. This
is covered on page 266.

Yeah, S ells
was a total
ru lesmunchkin.

Duration F
Enhanced EvMation

Some effects of thaumaturgy seem to be
enhanced examples of evocation eﬀects: wards
instead of blocks, long-lasting veils to hide a
sacred site, magical traps waiting to be sprung,
etc. The complexity of these spells usually equals
the power you would need to cast the spell as an
evocation, but keep in mind that thaumaturgy
allows for much greater strength in eﬀect. It’s not
uncommon for a wizard to push the complexity
up to get a 10-shift ward.
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Another thing to consider is duration. Many
of the eﬀects of thaumaturgy are expressed in
system terms that already have a set duration—
maneuvers and stress don’t last beyond a scene,
and consequences remain until enough time has
passed that recovery is possible.
It is possible to set up spells that last a great
deal longer by adding complexity. You can choose
to move the spell’s duration up one step on the
time chart (page 315) starting from an appropriate default and adding one to the complexity
for every step up you want to go. So a curse that
acts as a maneuver to put BAD LUCK on a target
might start from “15 minutes” (about the length
of that particular scene), and you could make it
last all day by adding five shifts of complexity to
the spell. Duration can be applied to a spell in a
flexible sense—how long the energies will hang
around until triggered, how long a particular
eﬀect will last, and so on.
If the default duration is not clear (such as
curses that are cast on a location, or a ward that
doesn’t express its eﬀects in terms of aspects)
use this guideline: thaumaturgic spells typically
last until the next sunrise, as this cycle weakens
magical energies. So increasing from there
would start at “an afternoon” or “a day” on the
time chart.
Again, this “until sunrise” default doesn’t apply
in the case of spells that inflict consequences or
temporary aspects on a living target—in those
cases the duration of the eﬀect behaves normally.
Also, consider that the consequences and other
aspects in those situations are often the result of
the spell, but they aren’t sustained by the spell.
Attacks of that kind don’t really have an intrinsic
duration—they just happen, and they’re done.
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Short-Term Spells
As an optional rule, some GMs may choose
to allow a wizard to create a deliberately
short-term eﬀect with a spell, essentially
reducing the complexity by one for each
step down the time chart, starting from “an
afternoon.” This can’t ever reduce a spell’s
complexity below 1, however. The GM
should also make it clear how short is too
short—if the eﬀect is shorter than a scene,
why isn’t the wizard doing it with evocation?
Note, this option should only be available
on spells that have a duration. Attacks and
maneuvers tend not to count.

If you set oﬀ an explosive fire trap, the burns
you sustain remain for months because they’re
burns, not because you have magic in you.

P$paration

(C$ating a Spell ConPruct)
If you don’t have a Lore rating high enough to
cover the complexity of the spell (page 264), then
you need to spend time in preparation before
you can cast it. Preparation time is normally
divided into three broad categories: researching
the ritual, obtaining stronger symbolic links,
or acquiring additional power sources. Taken
as a whole, the collection of ritual elements,
symbolic links, and power sources is called a spell
construct. The construct is a physical container
for the energies of the spell, and the container
helps your wizard focus his power like a lens and
direct it with more stability and safety. The more
elaborate the construct, the more power it can
hold. This allows for more complicated eﬀects.
If your Lore covers the complexity and allows
you to skip the preparation work, these three
things are still happening in the spell—it’s just
assumed that they’re done fast enough and well
enough that there’s no need to spend additional
preparation time on it. In other words, small
spells can be whipped up quickly—like Harry
Dresden does with a few of his quick tracking
spells, using some chalk, a bit of hair, and a
few murmured words of power. Regardless, the
symbolic links are key here—if you don’t have
them, with or without the preparation phase, you
just can’t cast the spell.

Ritual

A ritual includes the casting space as well as
any special components the wizard uses as part
of the procedure of casting the spell. Chanting,
dance, inscription, certain ritual movements,
sexual rites, and physical implements such as
an athame (ceremonial knife) are all examples
of ritual components. The casting space is an
area set aside to contain magical energies—most
wizards of the White Council begin with an
unbroken circle in which the wizard can stand
and arrange the other components, with the
circle serving as the boundary that keeps the
spell energy hemmed in until released. This can
be as elaborate as a personal sanctum with a
metal circle bolted into the ground or as hasty
as a circle drawn in chalk on the sidewalk, but
a functional casting space and some basic ritual
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procedure are absolute minimum requirements
for any working of thaumaturgy.
Rituals are largely a matter of research and
consultation. The wizard learns the steps and
tools he needs from a book, scroll, or some other
source of knowledge such as a mentor or contact.
Magical knowledge is often very closely guarded.
Many wizards do not wish to share the secrets
they have learned, so they keep their sanctums
warded against intrusion. Likewise, many spirits
and supernatural beings (especially demons)
traffic heavily in magical lore—a powerful
currency when bargaining with magical practitioners. Some rituals also simply require tools
and components that are diﬃcult to fashion
or acquire, like a spike of pure diamond or the
blood of a White Court vampire.

Symbo1c Links

The other minimum requirement is one or
more symbolic links—objects that are included
in the ritual process that metaphorically represent where the spell energies are being sent.
The voodoo doll is probably the most popular
example from folklore, but a specific target
can be represented in many diﬀerent ways: a
personal possession that has emotional resonance, a sculpture or model of the target, a
sample of the target’s writing, actual hair or
blood from the target, the target’s True Name,
etc. Places can be represented through models,
depictions of the place (like a photograph), or
things taken from the site itself. Using more of
these links in the construct and using links that
are “close” to their source increase the connection
and make it more likely that the spell energies
will go where they’re supposed to when they’re
released.
Gathering symbolic links to an individual can
be a tricky prospect, as the best ones literally
involve taking a piece of the target itself, whether
physically or emotionally. For maximum eﬀectiveness, you may need to break into a prospective target’s house for a prized possession, or
stalk the target to find a stray strand of hair.
Some wizards even resort to violence or have
an independent party commit violence for
them. Linking to a supernatural creature is even
trickier. They are much harder to “sneak up on”
in every sense—you will likely be required to
risk resources, work through proxies, and make
bargains with other entities.
Even getting a link to a place can be diﬃcult at times. The best links are to-scale

representations, requiring certain detail. Some
areas might be guarded, warded, or restricted in
access somehow, requiring you to be very clever
to bypass those restrictions.

Power SourcH

Finally, many wizards attempt to boost their
effectiveness with contributions of power
outside themselves. This allows the wizard to
cast very potent and complicated spells, with the
external power sources doing most of the heavy
lifting. This power can come from a variety of
sources, listed on page 248.
Acquiring power from entities is a matter
of convincing them to contribute their power
willingly, or forcing them to do so via magical
binding, kidnapping, bargaining, or other coercion. Taking the power from an artifact or site
requires either researching a means to access the
power that is in accordance with its nature, or
deliberately desecrating it—which could result
in its destruction. Harnessing the power from
a natural event (storms, earthquakes) requires
precise timing to incorporate the event into the
casting, as nature can be rather fickle. And then
there’s dealing with plain old mortals—either
they’re actively willing to assist in the casting, or
they aren’t, and the wizard has to decide if he’s
willing to kidnap, torture, and sacrifice lives in
the pursuit of his goals.
Compared to the other two components of
spell preparation, power sources are by far the
riskiest. Depending on outside assistance for a
spell is perhaps the most vulnerable position a
wizard can be in, prone to betrayal and the fickle
nature of supernatural debt (see “Sponsored
Magic,” page 287). Anyone capable of contributing power to a wizard’s spell is going to want
an equal measure of assistance in return, and the
kind of energy they contribute will bias some
behaviors of the spell once cast. Many a wizard
has found himself forced to further the agenda
of a Winter Court faerie or foul demon in these
(sometimes literally) Faustian bargains.
Anyone not willing to assist can be forced, but
that requires coercive magic, the threat of harm,
and the making of enemies—and supernatural
creatures are almost universally slow to forget a
slight. You can always find willing assistance in
the form of Outsiders, but those costs are too
high to contemplate. Even researching the topic
breaches the Seventh Law, inviting swift retribution from the White Council.

Sharing
lore is a sign
of strong
friendship
among wizards
of roughly
equal age/
power, but
a fantastic
sign of trust
(or concern!)
when an
older wizard
offers it to
a youngster.
I’ve had my
share of both.
Sometimes
the trust is
earned the
old fashioned
way —
sometimes it
comes from
an exchange
of magical
value, such
as divulging
your True
Name or
soulgazing
one another.
I’m not sure
I’d call giving
someone your
True Name an
act of trust.
Maybe more an
act of stupid.
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Adjudi2ting
P$paration

Just imagine
all the time
and effort
I’d save if
life really
worked
this way!

It’s not the most fun thing in the world to actually catalog all the diﬀerent steps a wizard might
take in preparation for a spell. Hours in the
sanctum poring through tomes and researching
chants, consulting other practitioners, rifling
through component collections, shopping for
other components at Wal-Mart, waiting around
for that next full moon—the potential list of
steps for setting up a given spell is infinitely
long and often tedious. That’s why, under most
circumstances, a wizard can just go straight to
casting if the complexity falls within the wizard’s
Lore. In that case, assume you have all the tools
you need to cast the spell on hand, or they are at
least within easy reach, and don’t interrupt play
to deal with preparation.

When the complexity of a spell exceeds your
Lore, you must invest more time and energy to
gather what your wizard needs for the casting.
His own resources are not suﬃcient for the
task. This additional investment may involve
extended research in his own library or someone
else’s, consultation with spirits or other entities
capable of providing knowledge, rare components or specially crafted tools, strong symbolic
links, arrangements for contributions of power,
and so on.
However, nobody wants to protract this
process and drag down play. If you have to detail
every step of preparation for a ritual, you’ll take
the majority of session time away from the other
PCs. Therefore, “right-size” the pacing in order
to mesh with the flow of play. Sometimes it’s
good to build up gradually to casting a ritual in
a climactic moment, but sometimes you want to
make a few quick calls and get into casting right
away—without the sense that you’re just handwaving it away.
The basic idea behind running preparation
is that you’re making a kind of über-declaration
(page 116)—namely, that the wizard is set to cast
the spell. Unlike a normal declaration, it’s a little
more involved than just stating something and
making a skill roll against a diﬃculty. You make
the usual proposals to the GM about significant
steps your wizard is taking to prepare, but you
also need to pool enough resources to “make up”
the deficit between your character’s Lore and
the actual complexity of the spell to justify the
declaration. This can be done in a number of
diﬀerent ways, which can be combined however
you choose.

Invoke Aspects
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An easy way to ease spellcasting is to invoke
aspects and describe the invocations as being
tied to a part of the preparation process. This
gives you two shifts toward the deficit for every
aspect invoked. The wizard takes advantage of
special connections and resources he has available. For example, an aspect such as FRIEND OF
THE SUMMER FAE might get invoked to say the
wizard calls in a favor for some arcane consultation, while an aspect like BLACK MARKET TIES
might be used to have a rare ritual component
smuggled in. If you have enough fate points
and are willing to spend them to make up the
entire deficit with invocation, then you can move
straight to casting with a solid montage that
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gives a sense of what work your wizard did to
prepare.
These aspects may come from any relevant
source: personal aspects the wizard already
has, temporary aspects that are in place, or even
previously taken consequences that the wizard
might be able to use in a clever way.

Make DecGrations

As part of preparation, you can use your skills
to declare you have access to some resource or
advantage that will help you cast the spell. This
generally works like a normal declaration. You
describe what kind of advantage or resource
you’re trying to garner, the GM sets a diﬃculty,
and you roll the appropriate skill.
If the roll is successful, put a temporary
aspect on the spell. You can tag that temporary
aspect to subtract from the deficit, again at the
rate of two shifts for every aspect. As above, this
provides a montage of events that the wizard
goes through, but they’re covered quickly by skill
rolls. This isn’t as fast as just invoking, but it still
allows some parts of preparation to clip by at a
decent rate and not bog down play.
There are several ways you can use your
skills in this fashion. Besides the stand-bys of
Lore, Discipline, and Conviction, many other
skills can be extremely useful for spell preparation. Perhaps the most important of these are
social skills like Contacts, Deceit, Empathy,
Intimidation, and Rapport—all useful in their
own way to acquire (or coerce) information and
aid from NPCs; you call upon these skills when
making all those bargains mentioned above.
Investigation and Scholarship have unique
research applications and enable your wizard to
decipher ancient texts, track a target, or obtain
other information that could lead to a vital
component for the spell. Stealth and Burglary
help with more “direct” methods of acquisition.
With Resources you can buy your way out of
a problem.

Accept or Inf1ct
ConsequencH

Perhaps the most potent contribution that a
wizard can make to a spell comes from sacrifice.
A wizard who wants a particular spell to happen
badly enough, who is extremely passionate and
devoted to it, will sacrifice the utmost energy
to see it through, even to the point of adding
his own life energy to the spell. A wizard who
doesn’t practice restraint can end up with serious

Tell $ S&ry of $ Spell
Keep in mind that the montages you create
during prep don’t always have to be about
poring over old tomes or whatnot. Magic is
life, and when Harry goes to the convenience
store to find hardcore porn for Bob to get
some choice incantations out of him, that’s just
as much preparing for the spell as anything
else. Try to discover unique avenues to express
what the wizard’s willing to do in order to
cast the spell, and make the wizard’s feelings,
motives, and relationships part of that.
emotional trauma and health issues, but the
immense return is often considered to be worth
the trouble. This sacrifice often takes other
forms, as well. The power of oaths (page 274) can
be a very powerful thing to contribute to a
working, especially if the deal is for the wizard’s
soul.
Of course, truly desperate or sociopathic
wizards go beyond just self-sacrifice, harnessing
the power that comes from the physical and
emotional sacrifice of others. The torture or
murder of another sentient being is perhaps
one of the most heinous acts that a wizard can
commit in the pursuit of magic, even (or especially) if the victim surrenders to it willingly. As
with self-sacrifice, this doesn’t necessarily have
to take a direct form. The Oath taken can power
a spell just as surely as the Oath given.
In game terms, inflicting a consequence on a
person or entity, or taking one yourself, contributes the shift value of the consequence to the
preparation deficit. This does not have to be
direct injury, as stated above; any consequence
will work for this, as long as you can justify the
steps taken to inflict the consequence as contributing to the spell’s preparation. This sacrifice
essentially represents that the wizard is willing
to go to greater extremes. He enters that territory where, in order to get what he wants, he’s
willing to enter a conflict with someone, put his
own emotions and health on the line, or complicate his life and the lives of others.
Actually committing murder on a sentient
being as part of a spell grants the wizard all of
the shifts for all levels of consequence toward
the spell deficit—a total of 20 shifts, which is
often more than enough to cast any spell. This is,
of course, a violation of the First Law, but most
wizards willing to go to this extreme probably
don’t care about that.

And here I
thought he
was just being
a mensch.

This section
right here
is really
the key to
understanding
how Victor
Sells was
able to do
what he did
with so little
experience.
He allowed
preparing
for the spell
to consume
his life.
Not only
did he let
himself go
completely
insane, but
he brought
additional
hollowness
and misery
into the
lives of the
Beckitts,
entered into
a bargain
with a demon,
and became
completely
beholden to
the schedule
of the storm
he needed to
help power
his magic.
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Skip ScenH

NOTE TO SEL F There is one final method of getting shifts,
included for completeness’ sake and for the rare
Add some
time a group might find it useful. Most people
stuff to the aren’t going to want to do this for obvious
text about
reasons, but the option remains for those who
want something like this.
y
unit
“opport
The most straightforward and simultanevs. pena lty”
ously
most boring method is a simple tradeoﬀ.
based on notes
During the game session, at any time there’s a
from Harry scene that the wizard’s player could and wants to
on page 262 participate in, he can choose not to participate
and instead describe something else he’s doing
(hitting the books, practicing ritual movements).
For giving up a scene, you earn a shift toward
the spell deficit, using the assumption that any
spell can be cast given enough time and research.
You may do this as many times per session as
you wish. If you really feel like sitting around the
living room while everyone else runs around and
does interesting stuﬀ the whole night, you may
rack up four or five shifts toward the spell.
The benefit of this is that no additional roll
is required to gain the shifts. It’s assumed that
the invested time allows the wizard to do everything he needs. The drawbacks should be fairly
obvious. It’s pretty boring to do it this way, the
Wהn Not & Bo(r
There will be many occasions when you want to cast a spell
under no particular sense of duress or constraint—in other
words, times when it would be thoroughly undramatic to go
through the mechanical process of doing a casting roll. Like
any situation where the outcome would provide nothing
interesting, don’t bother rolling. Just assume that, after
a reasonable period of time, the spell is cast. The system’s
basic guideline is that spellcasting should be neither too
boring nor too glossed over. Use the preparation stuﬀ to
tease out the most entertaining moments and move to the
casting if that is also an entertaining moment.
By the same token, look out for opportunities to make
sure the casting roll itself is surrounded by interesting
circumstances. It’s way more fun to try to throw that ward
together when the big baddie is coming right now, and it’s
”Holy crap! Roll your Discipline!” than it is to do it on a lazy
afternoon. The presence of bystanders and the potential for
backlash always provide tension, as does the knowledge that
the spell will be opposed by some force when it’s released.
Just don’t feel obligated to stall play for casting if nothing
dramatic will come of it.
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return isn’t all that great, and you’re giving up
the chance to play in scenes. An immensely
complex spell might require multiple sessions’
worth of scenes to prepare this way, while you
twiddle your thumbs. Not very fun.

Cаting < Spell
Once preparation is complete, the wizard can
actually cast the spell. The circle or casting space
is set up, the links and other ritual elements are
arranged like they’re supposed to be, and the
wizard’s other power sources are available. All
that’s left is for the wizard to complete the ritual
steps, contribute his own power to the spell, and
send the energies on their way. If all goes well,
the spell will happen as planned, and the wizard
will get precisely the desired eﬀect. If anything
goes wrong, improperly controlled energies
could wreak havoc on him and his surroundings.
In a low-pressure situation, you can go ahead
and cast the spell without making any rolls. It’ll
all happen within the space of time it would take
to run a single scene of conflict—often less—
as it’s just a matter of a few exchanges to cast a
spell. (See “When Not to Bother” on this page for
the skinny on this.)
In your game, most PC wizards won’t always
have that luxury, though—low-pressure situations don’t exactly lend themselves to exciting
game sessions. When under pressure, you have
to make a few rolls to get the spell cast. Pressure
might mean anything from “People are shooting
guns at me!” to “My date has shown up early
and is ringing the doorbell while I’m still in the
middle of casting!” At that point, you have two
choices—release the spell safely (which drops
you back to square one; this attempt is a botch),
or try to push power into the spell quickly and
hopefully safely.
Casting a ritual spell is similar, mechanically
speaking, to casting an evocation spell. (See
“For Quick Reference” below if you need clarification.) Choose how much power you want
to bring to bear and roll Discipline to control
that amount of power. Eventually, you have to
control a number of shifts in power equal to the
complexity of the spell.
Obviously, it’s pretty much impossible to
control all the necessary shifts in one round of
casting for all but the simplest of spells; so in
thaumaturgy, you can divide the casting into
small pieces, “carrying” the shifts you control
from one round to the next until you have
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enough. Invoking aspects can increase the
power you produce or boost your control roll,
and certain focus items might be able to help in
either category. If you want to play it particularly safe, make sure you have a focus item or
two, some lingering fate points, or unused tags
available.
As with evocation, there’s a limit to how
much ritual energy you can safely direct at one
time. Going past that limit is possible, but it’s
very taxing. You can produce shifts of power
equal to your Conviction per roll; every shift past
your Conviction inflicts a point of stress on your
wizard, which can eventually roll up to consequences. Unlike evocation, so long as you stay
equal to or below your Conviction, your wizard
takes no stress from channeling this power (this
is another case of speed being exchanged for less
risk in casting).
Once you amass enough shifts to equal the
spell’s complexity, the spell is cast, and whatever
eﬀect you and GM agreed on occurs.
Example: Harry is ready to cast a spell with
a complexity of 10. With his Conviction of
Superb he can produce 5 shifts of power per
exchange easily, but with a Discipline of Good
he’ll only manage to control 3 shifts on average
(on a roll of +0). Jim, Harry’s player, knows he
could play it particularly safe and divide this up
into 10 separate rolls, each time only bringing
in 1 shift of power, but that’s 10 exchanges and
with the thing that’s hammering at the door he’s
just not sure Harry has that kind of time.
Jim decides to try to wrap this up in three
exchanges. If he’s going to goof it up, he’d better
do it early when there’s less power to release.
On the first exchange he’ll bring in 4 shifts of
power, and the next two he’ll do at 3 shifts, for
a total of 10.
Jim lucks out and rolls a +3 on his
first exchange, getting a control roll of
Fantastic (+6). 6 isn’t less than 4, so he has
managed to control his first, biggest chunk of
power for the spell.
On the second exchange, Jim rolls a –1.
Disaster! His Discipline roll is only Fair (+2),
which falls under the Good (+3) roll he needed
to control 3 shifts. Luckily, Harry’s casting this
spell inside of a metal circle in his lab, which
Jim previously established as an aspect of his
home. After a quick invocation of that aspect,
Jim’s boosted his control roll enough to keep the
casting eﬀort going... (cont’d)

For Quick Refe&nce
Every turn you devote to casting a thaumaturgical spell, you:
Decide how much power you want to bring. You take a mental
stress hit equal to the amount you go past your Conviction skill;
if you don’t go past your Conviction, you don’t take any stress.
Roll your Discipline. If the roll equals or exceeds the amount
of power you brought, you successfully channel all the shifts of
power you brought into the spell.
If you’ve channeled enough shifts to equal the complexity of
the spell, you’ve successfully cast it. If you haven’t, repeat the
process for another turn until you have.
If you fail a Discipline roll at any point, the total number
of shifts channeled into the spell turn into backlash and/or
fallout. You can choose to take them as backlash to keep the
energies from escaping, or release them as fallout into the environment. If you release the energies, the spell fails.

BackGsh F Fallout

There is a chance, however, that things can go
horribly wrong. Whenever the wizard fails to
control all the power that he has summoned, the
excess shifts of power spill back onto the wizard
or out onto the nearby environment. This works
exactly as explained in the Evocation section
above, with one minor (yet significant) diﬀerence: a failed casting roll hits the wizard with all
the shifts of power stored up for the spell to that
point. So if the wizard’s been casting for a few
rounds now and gets a bit overzealous in a rush
to finish the spell, he could suddenly be dealing
with 10 or more shifts that he either has to
absorb as backlash, or let go as fallout. If any of
it is released as fallout, the spell construct breaks
open and the spell fails. If all of it is absorbed as
backlash, the wizard can keep going.
Example (Continued): On the third
exchange, Jim only needs a +0 on the dice to
control the last 3 shifts of power. His luck being
what it is, he rolls a –2, bringing him two short
of the roll he needs.
With no aspects or tags handy, wham! He’s
facing a 10 shift hit. He needs the spell to go
oﬀ, so he has to take all of that in backlash. He
takes a mild and moderate consequence and
checks oﬀ his fourth mental stress box. Ouch.
GMs are encouraged to be as nasty as
possible when determining fallout consequences
for thaumaturgy—this is the most powerful
kind of magic, and when it goes awry, it should
be impressive. That is the price of wielding that
kind of power.

Fallout is a
bit different
here as well.
In Evocation,
you can take a
little fallout
and it just
reduces the
effect of the
spell. Here,
fallout breaks
the whole thing
apart. Bob, is
that accurate?

It is indeed.
Well done!

Consequence
suggestions
from my
experience:
“I can hear
purple”
“Seeing
Double”
“Forgot
How To Use
Fire Magic”
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Using Help
I distrust
bringing the There are a couple of main ways that people
clueless into can help with a spell—they can aid preparaany sort
tion efforts, and they can contribute power
of magical to the casting itself. Many wizards (especially
working,
leaders) have a group of lackeys they keep
unless it’s cult
around
specifically to ease the burden of larger
necessary.
workings.
(Having
Technically, anyone who wants to use their
Rawlins and
skills
and abilities to help a wizard with preparary
car
ph
Mur
tion can do so—carrying out an obscure bit of
candles
research, seeking out a component, even sacrion the
PROVEN ficing themselves (or being sacrificed) for the
GU ILTY sake of making the spell possible. Assuming
case was he has the appropriate skills, a surrogate can
one of those accomplish any of the categories of preparation
exceptions.) except for Skip Scenes—simply add the shifts
he garners to the preparation deficit.
During the casting, an individual can directly
contribute controlled power to the spell if he
possesses Thaumaturgy or Ritual with the
appropriate emphasis (page 181). The assistant
caster summons power with Conviction and
Point. Uh... controls it with Discipline, just like a normal
don’t tell casting roll. Any shifts successfully controlled
her I said
add directly to the stored power for the spell, just
that. I like as if the main caster did it. The danger here is
my shins.
that if any participating caster fails a Discipline
roll during the process, the spell energies are
released as described above. The participants can
determine how to divide backlash among them
if they wish.
Finally, those without overt spellcasting gifts
Some practitioners can can contribute in yet another way besides prepasummon crea- ration—they can absorb backlash in place of the
caster to keep the spell going during the casting.
tures without
Instead of taking the harm to himself, the caster
containing them, can direct it to a surrogate, who would then
right, Bob?
take the full brunt of the damage. Obviously,
I’m sorry, I think there are potential Lawbreaking issues that
come with this practice, so it should not be
I heard you say
undertaken lightly.
Murph hardly
qualifies as
clueless these
days, Harry.

something about
crazy soon-to-bedead people ?
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If you’re planning on summoning something
particularly powerful, AIM HIGH on those
containment spells, people. Mucking up
your summoning spell while succeeding on
your containment spell is nowhere near as
bad as mucking up your containment spell
while succeeding on your summoning.
Things get out. Bad things.

TypH of
Thaumaturgy
While the breadth of eﬀect available to thaumaturgy is really too wide to record in one place,
there are several areas of ritual magic that have
become commonplace over time. These form the
known core of White Council magic and are the
most commonly recorded material for study and
practice. Wizards usually find that they have a
talent or aﬃnity for certain branches of thaumaturgy during training. Also, some areas of
thaumaturgy have some unique permutations
that you need to take into account—those will
be explained below.
This list is not exhaustive—these are meant
to serve as examples. If you play a wizard, feel
free to expand on this list if you see an area of
specialty that seems more appealing.

Summoning F BiRing

Dealing with spirits and other supernatural entities (such as demons) from a “safe” distance is
one of the hallmarks of ritual magic. The traditional sorcerer from folklore relies entirely on
summoning and binding demons to accomplish
his aims—and typically pays a terrible price in
the process. It is wise for a budding wizard to
heed these cautionary tales. Dealing with spirits
and demons is no simple task.
There are three parts for summoning a spirit,
each of which can (and often should) be done as
its own spell—though a very ambitious wizard
can always try to build a spell that incorporates
two or more of these parts:
 Create a container to hold the entity.
 Summon the entity.
 Control the entity (binding).
Containing the entity requires you to
create a container, much like crafting a ward
(page 276) with a very specific purpose and the
intent to keep things in rather than out. As with
a ward, the complexity of the containment spell
should depend on a combination of duration
and the strength of the block. Use the rules for
wards when creating a spell of this type. Focused
practitioners specializing in summoning and
binding can always cast containment spells for
use with their work, even if they have no facility
for creating wards in general.
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Summoning a supernatural entity is a matter
of willing it to your presence and having a place
to contain the entity when it arrives—typically
a casting circle. This usually requires enough
shifts of complexity to beat the entity in a
contest of Conviction, so you’re wise to shoot for
five or more shifts above the being’s Conviction.
Ten is about the minimum number to make
safety probable, as that’s sized to beat a Superb
Conviction. Therefore, most summoning
requires a bit of preparation beforehand. Usually,
this time is spent sussing out the entity’s True
Name. Once your wizard successfully casts the
spell, the entity appears in the designated space.

This is all well and good for entities of the
Nevernever, but you’re not covering the much
more difficult topic of summoning corporeal
entities.
Wait, that’s even possible?

…Uh, forget I said anything.
There is no guarantee the summoned entity
will behave how you want it to. You will have to
bargain with the entity to achieve your desires.
There’s nothing technically magical about this
part of the interaction, and a wizard who expects
to do this regularly should make sure he’s wellversed in Rapport, Deceit, or Intimidation.
Even when contained strongly, an entity may
try to break the bonds of the summoning circle
via trickery (a broken container loses all its
strength, instantly) or by main force (launching
attacks through the block, usually with its
Conviction as the attacking skill). In the latter
case, this is a direct conflict of will against will,
inflicting mental stress when successful. The
wizard must win in order to maintain his circle
and keep the entity trapped (a victory can also
be used as an opportunity to banish it). If the
entity wins, it escapes the wizard’s grasp, and
then it’s free to do as it wishes. This is usually
a bad thing. Luckily, with a strong container
established, the wizard usually has the upper
hand and may be able to inflict some harm on
the entity in return (see below).
Binding the entity is a third, optional step.
You exert your will over the entity, forcing it
into your service. Done as another spell, this
is considered a fully transformative eﬀect and
therefore requires enough shifts to take out the
demon as if it were a full conflict.

A more haphazard and dangerous approach Harry, I didn’ t
is using the entity’s True Name to assault the put guidelines
being directly, trying to wear it down in an actual here for stats
exchange-by-exchange conflict. In such a case,
of summoned
you can use your Discipline as the attacking
creatures. It
skill, inflicting mental stress on the creature,
seems to me
or you can step it up to genuine spellcraft and
that on the low
assault the creature with spirit evocations.
That True Name must be guarded carefully. end, summoning
Any skilled practitioner that learns a creature’s is just about
True Name can make similar attacks to wrest
using your
control of the creature away from its original spellcraft to
master. (Without the True Name, evocations make a really
directed at the creature simply work to disrupt
its manifestation and send it away.) Regardless, good Contacts
bindings formed in this way are imperfect and roll. Up from
decay more rapidly than those achieved by way that, it’s about
of ritual.
extending an
Once the entity is bound, you must work to invitation and
keep the bond reinforced—after the entity has
seeing what
recovered from the consequences it sustained in
comes knocking.
the initial conflict, it will likely attempt to escape
and the spell will probably need to be recast. In And the thing
that knocks
time, this cycle of need can become a problem
of its own. Also keep in mind that most enticould be all
ties really don’t appreciate being controlled in over the map
such a one-sided way; a bound entity will likely
in terms of
do everything it can to subtly undermine your
power level.
control until it can make a bid to break away.
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The principles
here are simple.
Don’t make
promises you
can’t keep. Don’t
break promises
once you make
them. Binding
a promise
with magic
takes it out
of pure metaphor (which
for someone
like me is real
enough already)
and into reality.

Oaths, Bo$s, % Bargains
Powerful supernatural entities—summoned,
bound, or otherwise—are fond of extracting
oaths from mortals who dare to wield power
of their own. Inevitably these oaths include
phrases like “I swear, upon my power…”
That’s a mighty dangerous thing to do, but it’s
also often the only way that the entity you’re
entreating will pay you any mind.
Because a wizard’s power is based in his
belief of what he can do and who he truly is,
magically sworn oaths have serious substance.
This can extend to non-wizard characters as
well—a binding oath of this sort entwines
itself around the very nature of those who
make it. (Faeries and those who swear oaths
to faeries in particular experience this binding
eﬀect, but many other creatures—perhaps all,
given the right circumstances—may be susceptible to it.)
As such, breaking a binding oath is an
act of utter violence against who you are. It
will often be appropriate to reflect this as
an extreme consequence (page 205) that actually changes who you are permanently; on the
other hand, you may decide the broken oath is
part and parcel of your current high concept.
Either way, you are now open to frequent
compels as the oath-holder collects its due.
When you break an oath, these compels might
leave you unable to use any magic against the
entity, or even experience an outright disruption of your ability to cast any magic—after
all, magic comes from what you believe you are

Conjuration
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Conjuration is the art of creating objects of
seeming substance out of nothing. When it
comes down to it, though, this is a shell game.
None of the things that conjuration creates are
actually real; they’re made of ectoplasm, the
nothing-stuﬀ of the Nevernever, and once the
energy that’s telling that ectoplasm to be something leaches out, it dissolves—first into goo,
then into nothing at all.
Here, the complexity of the conjuration is
a matter of detail and scale (both quantity and
size), as well as the believability of the creation.
Detail primarily addresses the intricacy of
function (i.e., moving parts). A simple, one-part
object such as a small coin or a piece of paper is
complexity 1, with things going up from there.

capable of, and the broken oath has profoundly
changed that self image.
Whatever form the compels take, you’ll
soon find yourself in the situation where you
must either spend many of your fate points
to wiggle out of doing things you don’t want
to do or bend to the will of the oath-holder.
This also gives the entity ample justification for
launching direct mental attacks against you, at
any time, usually as a Discipline vs. Discipline
attack. No special power is necessary to do this
beyond the broken oath; it’s the oath that gives
them such an ability.
What’s worse, some oaths don’t even need
to be broken to give an entity this sort of
power over you—breaking the oath will just
encourage the entity to more immediately exercise that power. So, if the terms of your magically binding compact with the entity make it
clear that it owns you and your actions, then it
does. Agreeing to do three favors for the Queen
of Air and Darkness tends to rip away your
options awfully fast—provided that the Queen
herself abides by her part of the oath.
You can also look at oaths as a form of
sponsor debt (page 288), rated as a certain
number of compels the oathbound must accept
with no fate point payout. In this case, if the
oath is broken, the debt automatically resets
to the original amount (triggering a “do-over,”
essentially)—or worse, it turns the oath into a
bottomless pit of debt that the character may
never be able to pay oﬀ.
Typical handheld weapons and things with one
or two moving parts can be conjured around a
complexity of 3. Larger, more complicated things
and minor animate things—such as a frog that
hops around and ribbits—are a 5. (These items
still look “a little oﬀ ” or “unreal.”)
Quantity and size add +2 for each identifiable factor. Creating a (nonfunctioning) car
would be about a 7, starting at 5 and getting a
+2 due to its size; creating enough faux frogs to
overrun a city park could be 11 or more—5 for
the basic frog, +2 several times over for quantity.
Functioning objects of real technology are pretty
much impossible (or more accurately, too much
work to be worth it).
In terms of believability, if the wizard wants
to pass the conjured object oﬀ as real, he must
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commit more shifts of complexity to the spell—
basic conjured objects have a Mediocre believability. You might create a swarm of frogs at
complexity 11, but they’re still not necessarily
going to look quite right. Every additional shift
adds one to the diﬃculty of any roll to notice
that the conjured object isn’t real. So a wizard
only needs 1 shift of complexity to make a coin,
but if he wants a coin that’s detailed enough to
require a Great (+4) roll to notice as fake, his
total spell complexity is five shifts.
A wizard can use the Sight or other means of
divination to figure out that something’s made
of ectoplasm, though, so the chances of avoiding
supernatural detection are fairly slim.
Often, ectoplasm is used to create a body for
a summoned spirit to inhabit so it can physically
interact with the world. Usually this ectoplasm
is generated by the summoned creature, not the
summoner, but in some cases a body must be
constructed deliberately in advance.
Can I Conjure a Sword?
Sure! You can conjure a sword, using thaumaturgy. But…why? It’ll take you at least a few
minutes to conjure the thing, since this is thaumaturgy in action, and unless you toss some
extra power into it to outlast the sunrise, it’ll
dissolve in less than a day. That, and most fencers
don’t like to rely on a sword that can be dispelled
mid-fight. When it comes down to it, it’s a lot
of work for something ephemeral, and when you
need a sword, you tend to need a sword right
now—so go out and buy one already.

Divination

Divination can take several forms, all basically
falling under the general header of “gathering
information.” The most common example from
Harry’s casefiles is his tracking spell, but there
are several other forms that fall within the
scope of divination: direct scrying, forecasting
and prophecy, telepathy and psychometry, and
various other kinds of sensory magic.
With divination spells, the main things to
consider are how much information you want
and how hard it would normally be to get that
information. That’s why Harry’s tracking spell
is ultimately pretty easy to pull oﬀ—all he gets
is a general sense of the target’s location, but no
other information. This makes it a simple action
which nearly always has a low complexity.

Things become more complicated when you
actively monitor the target in some way. First,
if the target is behind a threshold or any other
kind of supernatural protection, you have to
overcome that. Second, even unaware targets
have a natural defense against being “read” or
seen against their will—basically a defense
roll, just like targets get if you take a swing at
them in a fight. This commonly defaults to
Conviction or Presence, depending on the
context of the scrying. So you will want to beef
up the complexity fairly high to overcome these
obstacles, naturally leading to some prep scenes
devoted to finding good links to the target and
whatnot.
Ultimately, the product of divination usually
takes the form of an aspect or significant fact,
just as if you had successfully performed an
assessment action on the target. Particularly
complex spells might reveal multiple aspects
or facts by simulating a very high roll on the
assessment action (say, equal to the target diﬃculty + 4 or + 5), or by adding the complexities
of two or more divinations together in the same
spell. See assessments on page 115 for guidelines
on this.
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Veils

M olly is
particularly
good at creating veils
you can see
through. M ine
always come
off like I’m
immersed
in a g lass
of soda.

As mentioned
elsewhere, bachelor wizards
tend to have
pretty weak
natural thresholds.
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Veils are spirit evocations (page 255) that bend
attention, light, and energy away from prying
eyes. They typically require ongoing concentration to remain in place. Evocation’s veils also
tend to be fairly personal in scale—covering the
caster himself and maybe a few of his allies.
However, it is possible to use thaumaturgy
to set up a long-term veil, concealing something
for days without ongoing concentration. Large
White Council convocations, if they occur in
public places, usually have a large-scale thaumaturgic veil covering the entire venue to keep
normal mortals from getting too curious about
the proceedings.
The complexity of a large veil is equal to
whatever diﬃculty the wizard wants others to
beat in order to detect whatever’s behind the
veil; as usual, more is better. As with evocation,
this is a block action with a base complexity
equal to its strength.
Veils often block detection in both directions.
Perceiving things outside a veil while you are
within it faces a similar block, at half the veil’s
strength. Increase the complexity of a veil by 2 in
order to create a veil that doesn’t impede looking
out at all. (For an evocation veil, this increases
the power requirement of the spell by 2.)
In addition, bigger veils mean a higher
complexity. Concealing the caster himself or a
small group is within the scope of an evocation
veil and requires no adjustment (think of it as
limited to around the size of a Volkswagen Bug).
Thaumaturgical veils are not usually mobile and
are constrained by thresholds and other barriers
that scatter magical energies (such as a river).
Count up the number of zones a larger veil
covers, and add that to the complexity of the veil.
Casting a veil as a ritual means the wizard
doesn’t really have to worry about maintaining
it; if he wants it to last past the next sunrise, he’ll
need extra duration shifts as noted in “Duration
and Enhanced Evocation” (page 265).

Wards

A ward is basically a very potent version of a
block using thaumaturgy instead of evocation.
It’s intended to protect an area—usually a home
or sanctum—from physical or magical intrusion. Wards are similar to thresholds (page 230),
except they’re quite a bit more potent. Most
wizards need stronger protection against occupational hazards such as hostile demons, malicious magic, and hungry monsters.

A ward’s basic function is reflecting energies
back onto their source. Someone who collides
with a ward at a brisk walk might experience
something equivalent to a hard shove, while
someone running full tilt into a ward would
most certainly get knocked to the ground.
Magical force gets the same treatment—a
powerful spell cast on a good ward usually ends
up being very bad for the intruder.
In addition to this basic function, wards can
be rigged to contain other magic that gets triggered when the ward encounters significant
force. The most common of these is a magical
“landmine,” where a large evocation eﬀect (such
as a fire burst) is encased in a sigil behind the
ward. The ward releases its energy when the
containment provided by the ward is breached.
Other eﬀects are possible, though; the enchantment known as a wardflame can be attached to
a ward as an early detection system, showing the
wizard when something is coming his way by
causing nearby candles to burn bright blue (or
some other light-show).
The base complexity of a ward is directly
related to its desired strength, so you should aim
for this to be pretty high: 8 shifts (Legendary) is
a pretty good target to shoot for if you’re moderately good. This represents the ward’s capacity
for reflecting attacks.
When something hits the ward, compare
the shift values. If the ward prevails, hit the
attacker with an eﬀect of the appropriate type
for equal shifts. So if someone rolls a Great (+4)
attack against a ward, he has to try to avoid a
Great (+4) attack from the rebounding force. If
someone hits it with a 6-shift evocation, he has
to dodge a 6-shift evocation.
If the attack surpasses the block strength
of the ward, then the ward is breached; apply
whatever shifts get through to the target just
like bypassing a block (page 210). Alternatively,
the attacker may apply those shifts directly
toward getting rid of the ward itself; each shift
will reduce the value of the ward by one until it’s
gone. While a ward is technically still around at
Mediocre (+0) strength, most lack the energy to
hold themselves together at that point; a ward
needs to be reduced to –4 to be completely
nullified.
By default, a ward lasts until the next sunrise
unless you add complexity to make it last longer,
which is explained in “Duration and Enhanced
Evocation” (page 265). In addition, any spells you
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wish to include as part of the ward construct
add their complexity values directly onto the
ward. It must all be cast as one spell. If you want
a layered defense, you’ll have to spend a bit of
time setting it up.
Wards don’t have a “scale” concern, the way
that veils do, and they cannot move. They are
almost always tied to a particular place’s natural
thresholds—think of them as a super-boosted
immune system—so they are limited by the size
of that threshold. Without a threshold they can
only be set up to cover a small area at most—
usually a point of transition such as a doorway
or intersection.
Warning systems, such as a wardflame, add 2
to the complexity of the spell and set oﬀ an
alarm of some sort when someone is actively
testing the ward’s defense. Tying a symbolic link
to some item you carry increases the complexity
by another 2, but may warn you of intrusions
even when far from home (though the message
may get delayed or blocked by intervening
thresholds).
Landmines—nasty, damaging spells that are
triggered on a breach—add complexity equal to
the power of the evocation spell stored within
the ward. The eﬀective targeting roll will be
equal to the power of the evocation, though the
spell’s complexity may be increased on a one for
one basis to add to the targeting roll (wizards
heedful of the First Law may well want to
avoid inflicting undiscriminating, lethal force).
Thaumaturgic spells might be done as landmines as well—simply add their complexity to
the base complexity of the ward.
Specialized practitioners focused on wards
are able to embed other eﬀects in their wards—
such as wardflames or landmines—even if they
cannot create those spell eﬀects independent of
a ward.

Make no mistake—a ward spell can’t “think”
for itself, but it can be taught to recognize
something incorporated into its symbolic links.
You might establish a condition that allows
someone to pass through unaﬀected so long as
he’s wearing one of five amulets; you might add
a drop of your blood to the ritual components
to ensure that you can pass through. Regardless,
conditions must be based on something observable, without any element of decision-making:
wearing an amulet, living beings, people who say
“open sesame,” that sort of thing. These aren’t
detection systems—though a divination spell
could be combined with a ward to create a more
actively discerning ward.
With all of this, the ability to produce a
relevant symbolic link is key for each condition.
A vial of White Court vampire blood could be
used to create a ward that only repels those of
the sexy-deadly persuasion (or create a veil that
masks one’s presence from their kind alone).
Without it, such selectivity just couldn’t be
achieved.

Good luck
getting one
of those,
unless you
have an in
with the
WCVs
or are a
complete
PSYCHO .

Winging O WiR Wards
J LJminQ
These rules are pretty intricate, giving you a lot
of options for how you can set up wards and
defenses. But it’s a pretty safe bet that any wardcapable spellcaster worth his salt will have his
base of operations protected by at least a basic
ward.
If it hasn’t been explicitly declared otherwise,
assume a wizard’s ward strength to be equal to
the highest of Conviction, Discipline, or Lore. In
fact, that’s a reasonable assumption for any kind
of “preset” magical eﬀect if the GM or player
needs to establish one in the course of play. Just
assume the caster’s highest magical stat is what
you’re dealing with, and use aspects to bolster
the totals as appropriate.
So if the PCs are breaking into an NPC
GeIing Se+ctive
wiR Co?itions
wizard’s sanctum, and the NPC wizard has a
Wards (and possibly veils) normally manifest
Superb (+5) Conviction, you can safely assume
broad eﬀects that target everything. To make a
that the fire trap he has set up is a 5-shift evocaward or veil more selective, you can add simple
tion. Tick a couple of fate points oﬀ that NPC,
conditions to the spell, increasing its complexity
invoke a couple of aspects (say, METICULOUS
by 2 for each simple condition added.
and PARANOID), and now it’s a 9-shift evocation.
And so on.
Bob, do I have it right that ward s are
usua lly immobile, so if Very good, William! Your conclusions are
you want a big, long-lasting spell of prot
ection it has to be generally correct. With magic, there are always
rooted to one location ? So if someone want
s mobile protection, exceptions—but they’re rare and
it’s all short term evocation and things
like enchanted items? tied to specific circumstances.
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This is a
good cursory
breakdown,
William, and
it’s probably
good enough
for the layman,
but there are
things that fall
between the
cracks. My skull,
for example,
is technically
an enchanted
item—it’s just
meant to store
my energy,
instead of a spell.
And then there
are the Swords
of the Cross,
which are—
conceptually
speaking—just
very powerful
foci.
I thought
the Swords
were like an
artifact or
something?

Well, consider
what you can
channel when
your power
source is the
faith of all
Christians—and
possibly other
faiths as well—
on the face of the
earth.
Uh… I think
you just broke
my brain.
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Crafting

(^ems F Potions)
While crafting things like focus items and
potions is considered a type of thaumaturgy, it
isn’t something that has a very active presence in
these game mechanics. Crafting magical items is,
by and large, a very boring process that quickly
lends itself to bean-counting, resource management mini-games. Even the simplest focus item
requires weeks or months of the wizard sitting
in his study, gradually aligning the item with the
proper energies through repetitive motion and
thought—not really stuﬀ you want to spend
time describing or talking about.
To avoid that boring repetition, the game
handles crafting through the application of
stunts. Wizard characters get a number of
“slots” for diﬀerent kinds of items, under the
assumption that there is a practical maximum
of items that a wizard can make and maintain at one time. That number rises via character advancement (and the purchase of the
Refinement ability—see page 182), allowing the
wizard to either possess more items or create
stronger ones.
There are two basic kinds of magical items:
focus items and enchanted items. Focus items
enhance and facilitate the magic of the user in
a particular way, while enchanted items store
energy and release it again in some predetermined manner, sort of like a “spell in a box.”
Harry Dresden’s usual kit of magic items
includes three focus items (staﬀ, blasting rod,
and shield bracelet) and a few enchanted items
(his duster, the kinetic force rings, and the occasional potion).
Potions and their ilk are a kind of fire-andforget enchanted item. They store energy, but
once consumed, the energy is used up and the
item is eﬀectively destroyed.
FAus Oems
Focus items are very straightforward. They
enhance a wizard’s spellcasting in a particular
fashion by providing a bonus to one part of the
spellcasting eﬀort. Typically hand-crafted by the
wizard, focus items are bound to the particular
magic they’re intended to work with through
a monotonous process of ritual attunement,
where the wizard sits with the item in a casting
circle or similar ritual space and visualizes its
use for hours on end. After a period of weeks or
months, the item is ready.

A single focus item slot, as granted by various
Spellcraft powers (page 179), grants a +1 bonus.
For evocation focuses, this bonus may be
applied to either the wizard’s oﬀensive power
(Conviction) or oﬀensive control (Discipline)
or defensive power (Conviction) or defensive
control (Discipline).
For thaumaturgy focuses, this bonus may
be applied to the wizard’s upper bound on
“no-prep” complexity (Lore) for thaumaturgy
or to the wizard’s control (Discipline) rolls for
casting. The type of bonus must be determined
and locked down at the time the item is created.
In addition, you must specify which type of
evocation or thaumaturgy is enhanced by the
item’s bonus. An evocation focus is specified to
work with a particular kind of element (e.g., fire,
spirit). A thamaturgy focus is specified by any
of the thaumaturgic types listed in this section,
whether by function (e.g., summoning, veils,
wards) or theme (e.g., biomancy, ectomancy,
necromancy).
Subsequent focus item slots allow you to
create new focus items. Alternatively, one or
more slots may be spent to add greater capacity
to an existing focus item.
The total number of slots a focus item uses is
equal to the number of elements or types multiplied by the total of the bonuses. So an item
that oﬀered +1 oﬀensive power and +1 oﬀensive control to fire and earth evocations would
take up 4 slots. All bonuses of an item always
apply to all of the types on the item: you can’t
have +2 complexity for necromancy and +1
complexity for wards in the same focus item,
because the +2 complexity should apply to both
necromancy and wards. This makes for narrow,
potent focus items (one element or type with a
large bonus) and broad, less potent focus items
(many elements or types with a small bonus).
Broad, potent focus items are very rare. As a
result, most wizards tend to have many small
bonus items for specific jobs, like a craftsman’s
toolbox.
The one restriction on the bonuses provided
is that they may not total to a number greater
than your Lore. So if your Lore is Good (+3),
you can have an evocation focus item that
provides +3 to oﬀensive control, oﬀensive power,
defensive power, or defensive control, or a focus
item that provides +1 to three of those, or +2 to
one and +1 to another, but you can’t construct
one that provides bonuses totaling 4 or more.
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The number of elements or types is not
restricted, so long as you have enough slots to
accommodate them.
If you are willing to lock the item down to
only ever being useful for one specific spell—
such as an established evocation rote or a divination spell that always looks for the same
thing—then you get a single free “slot upgrade”
(as described below) to add an extra +1 bonus.
You can’t benefit from the same type of bonus
(e.g., a control bonus) from two or more items
at the same time—so if you had two items, one
with a +2 control bonus and another with a +1
control bonus, the total eﬀect is a +2 to control.
Example: Evan Montrose has three focus
item slots. He could make a single wand that
takes up all three slots, giving him +3 oﬀensive
power for wind evocation only, or he could split
the bonuses up, for +2 oﬀensive power and
+1 oﬀensive control. He could also make it
more multi-purpose, taking just a +1 oﬀensive
power bonus, but applying it to wind, water,
and earth evocations.

shaping it to hold the energy it’s designed for.
Making an enchanted item requires one
enchanted item slot, which can be acquired by
trading in a focus item slot for two enchanted
item slots.
When you create an enchanted item, you
must specify the eﬀect that the item performs.
Nearly any eﬀect within the range of thaumaturgy or evocation is allowed (though evocation tends to be easier because the amount of
power involved is usually comparatively small),
subject to two limitations: the effect has a
strength equal to your Lore, and it may only be
used once per game session. After it’s used, the
item requires time to recharge by some means
that you determine; this is assumed to take long
enough to reach into the next session.
You may increase the number of uses per
session by one by reducing the base strength
of the item by one. So if you have Good (+3)
Lore, you could create an enchanted item with
an eﬀect strength of Good (+3) that you can
use once per session, or an item with an eﬀect
strength of Average (+1) that you can use three
EnchanBd Oems
times per session. When doing this, the base
Enchanted items are intended to hold a single,
strength of the item may not go below 1.
pre-generated eﬀect that is stored until released,
The strength of an enchanted item may be
after which the energy in the item must be
reduced by one to make it usable by someone
recharged. The construction process is very
other than the caster, such as a magically
similar to the process for creating a focus item,
armored coat that anyone can wear.
except that the wizard also imbues the item
It’s possible that using an enchanted item will
with minute amounts of spell energy as he
require some kind of skill roll, particularly if it
goes through the attunement process, gradually
needs to be targeted in some way; discuss this
Heh heh, Evan’s “wind” has a lot of “offensive power.”
Are you twelve?

Billy, I think
you should
be able to
“recyc le” your
enchanted item
slots into new
applications
at certain
times. Maybe
as a part of an
advancement
milestone?
Absolutely.
Probably at
Significant
milestones.
Crafting isn’ t
something you
can do quickly,
but given
enough time,
swapping one
thing out
for another
makes sense.
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Let’s talk potions
ingredients!
One of my most
favored topics.
For a well-stocked
lab, or a single
major entropycurse-esque
potion, make sure
you have: Fillet
of a fenny snake,
newt’s eye, frog
toe, bat’s wool,
dog’s tongue,
adder’s fork,
blind-worm’s
sting, lizard’s leg,
mummified witch,
intestines of a
shark, hemlock
root (nightharvested)—

TH IS
END S
NO W,
BO B!
I think he got
that list from
Shakespeare...?

Oh yeah?
Well, that’s
better, at
least. If
those have
been published,
they may
have been
robbed of
their power.
Man, who did
Billy Shakes
KNOW back in
the day? And
did Bob once
play the role
of Yorick?
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with the GM and follow whatever course seems
logical. Defensive items (ones that provide armor
or a block, for example) often consume a use at
the time of defense and don’t require a separate
action to activate. If an enchanted item runs out
of uses in a session, if wielded by a practitioner,
he may make additional uses anyway by taking
one point of mental stress per use.
Subsequent enchanted item slots allow you to:
 Create a new enchanted item with a new
eﬀect
 Add +1 to the strength of the default
eﬀect on an existing enchanted item
 Add 2 to the uses per session for an
existing enchanted item
Regardless, an item’s casting strength after
all bonuses are totaled should never exceed
two times the crafter’s Lore rating—at least
not without a very good rationale and a ton of
baggage.
Example: Harry has three available enchanted
item slots. He wants to make a ring that shoots
a blast of kinetic energy (spirit evocation) at
a target, which recharges by absorbing kinetic
energy from the slight movements of his hand.
Harry’s player, Jim, puts his one additional
slots beyond the first into eﬀect strength, and
his Lore is Good (+3), so Harry gets a spirit
evocation attack of 4 power (a Weapon:4
attack using a skill roll) once per session without
rolling. The GM and Jim decide it would make
the most sense if he still has to make a roll to see
if he can aim it accurately. There are a couple
of skills Jim could use for this roll—such as
Guns—but Harry’s Discipline is higher, so Jim
opts for that.
Crafting SpeciaWzations
Crafting specializations for items and potions
aren’t used for control or complexity; they
usually aﬀect frequency or strength without
making you spend an extra slot to do it. A
frequency specialization allows you one more use
per session. A strength specialization increases
the eﬀect strength of your basic enchanted items
by 1 (this strength specialization bonus can’t
be traded in for an additional per-session use).
In the case of potions, this can create stronger
potions, or ones that you can get two uses out
of. Alternatively, a crafting specialization may
be applied to increase the limit on how many
bonuses may be placed on a single focus item (a
focus specialization).

You can create focus items which are used
to provide frequency and strength bonuses for
crafting when making other items and potions.
That said, you can’t create a focus item that helps
you create other focus items. It’s... uh, it’s a magic
thing. Just doesn’t work.
Potions
Potions are created through a fairly complex
process that involves combining ingredients into
some sort of base liquid and using it as the focus
of a thaumaturgical ritual to put power into the
potion. Many wizards have workspaces that
they use for this purpose, complete with shelves
full of odd ingredients from diamond dust to eye
of newt. The ingredients that go into a potion
metaphorically signify its eﬀects. In addition to
the base liquid, each potion requires one ingredient for each of the five senses (touch, taste,
smell, sight, and sound), one ingredient for the
mind, and one for the heart. These ingredients
don’t have to be consumable; the magic that
creates the potion makes a potable substance.
Potions are very similar to enchanted items
in terms of function (and, in fact, even use
enchanted item slots to make), but are both
more limited and more flexible. To be able to
make a potion, you must commit an existing
open enchanted item slot to be a potion slot.
When you’re outfitting your wizard, consider
leaving some enchanted item slots unallocated
so you can create potions as you need them.
At the beginning of each session, you may
declare what potions you have on hand to fill
those slots, or otherwise leave them open. If you
have an open slot and a successful Lore roll or a
fate point to spend, you may later declare that
you coincidentally have an appropriate potion.
A given potion can only be used once, period,
but it doesn’t face a surcharge for being usable by
someone else.
The eﬀect strength of a potion, like enchanted
items, is equal to the wizard’s Lore. Multiple
slots devoted to potions allow the wizard to
either:
 Have multiple potions at one time; or,
 Add +1 to the strength of any potion
Unlike a normal enchanted item, the eﬀect
strength of the potion may be boosted on the fly
or at the time it is created with the invocation
of aspects. Each invocation allows the potion’s
strength to be increased by 2. You may choose
to take a compel in order to get this bonus for

“... a fellow of infinite jest, of most excellent fancy ...”
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Aren’t you glad I convinced you to make that love potion?

Shut up, Bob.

free, but that means the GM can introduce
that compel at any time later without giving
you the opportunity to refuse—you’ve already
agreed to it by taking the additional strength
for the potion. In general, only one such “pay-itforward” compel should be allowed at a time.
Example: Bob convinces Harry to create a
love potion in exchange for assistance with the
more useful escape potion. Harry’s player, Jim,
only sets one slot set aside for the love potion,
so the potion strength is going to be 3 shifts for
Harry’s Lore of Good.
Jim and the GM agree that it seems logical
for Bob’s coercion to function as a compel on
Harry’s PERPETUALLY BROKE aspect—Harry
needs the escape potion for the case he’s working
on and he can’t aﬀord to drop the case, so he
has to accept Bob’s terms. The GM adds the
caveat that, because Bob’s helping, it’ll probably
end up working more like a lust potion than a
love potion. Jim sighs and agrees. He gets a fate
point for his troubles.
Jim decides to spend that fate point immediately for the escape potion, giving that potion
a bonus of +2. This ups the strength of the
potion to five shifts (3, +2 for the bonus from
the compel). The thaumaturgical eﬀect on
this potion will provide 5 shifts of “sprinting”
in a single exchange—including the ability to
pass through normally impassible barriers, like
walls.
For the love potion, the GM and Jim
decide that it will plant the temporary aspect
of SEIZED BY LUST if the target can’t beat a
Good (+3) Discipline roll. Of course, Susan
drank the wrong potion by accident…and
didn’t make that roll.
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Focus Item Slots
1-2
3-4
5-6

Enchanted Item Slots
1-4
5-8
9-12

No smaller than…
Ring (ear or finger)
Fist or rod
Basketball or staﬀ

Hidden Power
Hey, Billy,
Power is hard to squirrel away without it being why does the
noticed. This is particularly true where items are
chart stop
concerned, both in terms of their physical and here? What
supernatural dimensions. First, the physical.
if someone
wants to
Use this chart as a guideline, counting up the
craft an item
number of slots spent on a single item.
And so on. The size of an item will play into out of even
how hard it is to physically detect. Fortunately, more slots?
even when a magic item is physically obvious, Well, if you go
it’s not always obvious what it’s for. A beat cop
beyond the end
might not look at a staﬀ as much more than a
funky walking-stick, even though such a thing is of the chart,
as lethal as a machine-gun in the hands of the you’re doubling
or tripling
right wizard.
That’s where the supernatural dimension the dimensions
comes in. Those who are in the know (gener- each step, so
ally, those with actual occult training) can use
at best you’re
their Lore skill to pick up on the presence of an
item of magical potency, getting a +1 to the roll talking about
for every two enchantment slots or one focus something which
slot spent in the item’s construction. A staﬀ is vehicular, if
composed of 4 focus item slots provides a whop- not completely
ping +4 bonus to that roll—so while it might
stationary.
look like a funky walking-stick, a trained pro
So what’s
will recognize right away that it’s an object of
shown is
absolutely lethal potency. This isn’t the same as
knowing what the staﬀ does, mind you—it only
what you
identifies it as an item of supernatural power.
can actually
carry. And it
seems to me
that wizards
do better
when they can
actually bring
their items to
where they need
to use them.

Good point.
There’s
no Little
Chicago in
my pocket.
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While it’s “fun”
to consider
possible death
curses, it’s
likely that
the details of
the actual
casting will
be mostly
improv.
But your mom's
was so complex...

BOB. Stop.
Talking. Now.
Or I bury
you in a hole
for several
years.
You already did
that, Harry.

AGAIN!
Hey, why aren’ t
there more
death curses
messing everyone
up given the
Council’s history
of taking down
rogue sorcerers?

Two things
prevent that.
One, the Wardens
have gotten
very good at
preventing them.
Two, most bad
guys are too
arrogant to
assume anyone
will ever manage
to kill them.
No foresight,
no planning,
no curse.
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Few supernatural types take kindly to
someone walking into their establishment while
loaded down with big, nasty enchanted and
focus items—the same as anyone wouldn’t react
well to someone showing up toting two assault
rifles and a bandolier of grenades. This is why
many wizards go for multiple small items, rather
than a single, multi-functional whopper of a
thing (this also helps spread out the risk of loss).

Transformation
F Disruption

Thaumaturgy that fundamentally, lastingly
changes the target—whether it’s the target’s
body, mind, emotions, or even luck—falls into
the category of transformation and disruption.
Often, this is dark stuﬀ—curses, mind control,
destructive shapeshifting, and death magic.
Of all the methods available through thaumaturgy, these are the ones most prone to run afoul
of the Laws of Magic (page 232). Regardless of
what the spell changes, this is a violent act to the
target: people and things are very good at being
what they are, and this sort of magic forces them
to be what they aren’t.
As such, these forms of thaumaturgy rely on
the same mechanical principle—most of them
inflict consequences or temporary aspects on a
target. Entropic curses inflict aspects that reflect
bad luck and other kinds of misfortune. Emotion
magic inflicts aspects related to emotional states
(lust, anger, fear, etc.) that the victim can fall
prey to. Mind control is just that—the aspect,
when compelled, forces the victim to act in a
certain way. In rarer cases, a curse might actually be fully transformative, changing the shape
or nature of a being permanently.
Because these forms of thaumaturgy function via consequences, a wizard needs to make
sure that the spell is complex enough to overcome any resistance the target might be able to
raise (defense rolls, stress tracks, etc.), as well as
add enough shifts for the desired level of consequence (0 for a temporary aspect, 2 for mild,
4 for moderate, 6 for severe, 8 for extreme).
Anything that is fully transformative must be
powerful enough to achieve a “taken out” result
on the target, which can be extremely complex
(see “Contests and Conflicts,” page 265)—which
isn’t to say there aren’t sorcerers out there practicing that kind of black magic. Sadly, there
are plenty.

T הWizard’s Death Curse
The wizard’s death curse is actually very
easy to model. It’s a ritual, but with all of the
preparation ready to go. The components
of preparation are the circumstances of the
wizard’s death—all of the consequences he
has can be tagged, and he can inflict more
upon himself if he’s got the space, since he’s
not going to be around afterward. He can
cast it all in one round, because elements
of fallout and backlash are of no concern to
him, either. The wizard throws everything he
has into this one spell, this one final moment
of his life, and the eﬀects of it can be incredibly devastating, whether they play out short
term or, as is the preference, long term—
often by transforming the very nature of the
target’s fate.

Transportation F
Worldwalking

Transportation magics are all about getting the
wizard (or someone—or something—else) from
one place to another. Teleportation is rare if not
completely absent—though a clever wizard can
certainly make it seem like that’s what he’s done.
Instead, there are spells which impart speed or
other kinds of motion, and those which rip holes
into or out of the Nevernever.
Spells (including potions and enchanted
items) that impart speed focus on the idea of
creating a simple action eﬀect of a high Athletics
roll used to sprint (page 212), allowing the wizard
to cover a great amount of distance in a short
amount of time. Milder, longer-term speed
benefits can be imparted as maneuvers, giving a
target an UNEXPECTEDLY FAST aspect that he
can tag and invoke to boost needed rolls, but this
sort of subtle magic is less often used—when
there’s a need for speed, there’s a need for speed.
Running so fast can be hard on the body—
steering isn’t always easy at that speed, and some
bodies aren’t designed to move that fast without
something giving. Mild and moderate physical
consequences may be an appropriate part of
using a spell or potion to boost speed, representing the body pushing past safe limits.
While it’s theoretically possible to create a
spell which would allow one to fly, the ability
to fly (whether on a broomstick, a carpet, or
some other conveyance) does not come with
an instruction manual, and thus does not come
with the expertise to control the ability once it’s
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available. Most wizards avoid trying, and those
who do usually quickly discover what the human
body was not meant to do.
Finally, teleportation-like effects can be
achieved, but these are even trickier to guide
than flight. With flying, at least you still have
eyeballs to see where you’re going; when you’re a
flowing stream of energy looking for somewhere
else to be, where you end up is where you end up.
For instance, Harry Dresden’s quasi-teleportation escape potion from the STORM FRONT case
worked, but it wasn’t exactly what he wanted—
it turned him into the wind for a few seconds,
only got him to outside his apartment door,
and left him a bit nauseated to boot. While the
destination might be somewhat random (unless
a specific destination has been symbolically
linked into the spell’s construction), thankfully
the chances of ending up inside a solid object
are fairly slim—energy likes to head toward the
place of least resistance, and that’s usually in an
open space.
When building a teleportation spell, think
small; the complexity should be based on the
number of zones and borders you want to
be able to cross, and you won’t ever be able to
cross into a place that has a threshold of any real
strength (Good or better). Beyond the mystical
barrier of a threshold, physical barriers are a
problem, too—the GM should rate solid walls
anywhere between 4 and 8 for their border value
here. At the end of the day, the question to ask
about teleportation is this: given all the eﬀort
necessary to build a good teleportation spell that
only transports you a short distance, why aren’t
you just walking?
All this said, many wizards regard the above
methods of transportation to be crude methods,
used for short-term purposes. Real transportation is done by way of worldwalking—the
practice of opening portals into and out of
the Nevernever. Things are connected more
by conceptual distance than by physical in the
Nevernever, so a well-trained worldwalker can
make it from New York to Shanghai much faster
than any jet. The problem, of course, is that the
geography of the Nevernever is fluid—not to
mention chock full of dangerous things. Someone
with a good guide or training can make it
through relatively quickly and safely—use Lore
as the skill of navigation in the Nevernever.
Opening a way into or out of the Nevernever
depends almost entirely on the strength of the

Popu!ting %
Neve)ever
A GM should feel free to stuﬀ her own
personal Nevernever to the gills with whatever strangeness suits the chunk of the
Dresdenverse she has carved oﬀ and made
her own. A game situated in Baltimore might
populate the “local” Nevernever with all sorts
of spirits of decay, for example.
Also, remember that a huge swath of
the “near” Nevernever (the parts of it found
closest to the mortal realm) is made up
entirely of Faerie, so travelers should find
plenty of faerie-kind haunting their paths.
In Baltimore’s case, those faeries are likely
to hail from the Winter Court, given that
court’s aﬃnity for decay and decline.
barrier between the Nevernever and our world
in a given place. Opening the way is a simple
action against the target strength—it must
meet or exceed the strength in order to open up.
Typically, the strength of the barrier between
the Nevernever and our world is Superb (or
better)—evidence to the contrary, things from
the other side don’t leak through to our world
every day. At least, not in general, not in most
places.
But our world (and the Nevernever) is rife
with soft spots, places where the barrier is
thinner and weaker. In these places, many supernatural creatures can cross into and out of the
Nevernever as a casual eﬀort—as simply as you
might walk from one room to the next—so long
as the place has a strong aﬃnity for the creature
in question (plenty of White Court vampires
use strip clubs and the like). These places are
home to such soft spots—as are places where
ways have been opened frequently or recently—
dropping the strength of the barrier to Great,
Good, or even below. The overall barrier ebbs
and flows as well; while the default strength is
typically Superb, it can sometimes be weakened
overall, as seen in the GRAVE PERIL casefile.
Some cities—such as Las Vegas—simply have a
weak barrier no matter where you go.
Closing a way you’ve opened is a simple
matter of will. Keeping it open is where things
get interesting. Most ways will close themselves
naturally within a few minutes—often much
faster. Reality likes to heal those holes. If a way
has been opened in the middle of a conflict (or
just prior to one), the way faces an attack by the

Billy, I’m
thinking
about the
transforming
stuff on the
previous page.
What does
it take to
transform
yourself into
a form with
new powers?
Or someone
else for that
matter?
The simplest
answer is that
transforming a
target is like
killing a target,
with the taken
out result being
that they
come back in a
new form with
different powers
(that they have
to pay refresh
points for).
Transforming
yourself is
either about
producing a
temporary,
short-term,
specific spelleffect with an
obvious shift
cost, or it’s
about acquiring
new powers with
spent refresh (or
temporarily—see
page 92—using
fate points
and tags).
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barrier’s strength at the end of every exchange:
the GM rolls, using the barrier’s strength as
a skill, with a target difficulty of the spell’s
strength.
If the result exceeds the spell’s strength, the
way closes. The surest way to keep a way open
for the maximum number of minutes is with a
spell strength equal to the barrier’s strength plus
4 or 5. Keeping a way open longer takes real
eﬀort—you can move the duration up the time
chart (starting from a few minutes) one step for
every additional point of complexity you add
to the spell. That said, it’s often better to let the
natural order reassert itself as soon as possible.
As with our world, there’s a bad element out
there that will see an open door as an invitation
to go where it’s not welcome.

So what's my Tהmatic Thaumaturgy
thaumaturgic All the types of thaumaturgy listed so far are
divided along functional lines. Plenty of spelltheme?
I'd say, hmm,
tracking? But
you’re more of
a functional
specialist than
a thematic
specialist. I’ d
just stat you
with Divination
bonuses and
call it a day.
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casters focus their specializations by function—you have divinators, wardsmen, crafters,
summoners, and the like. But just as often, thaumaturgists specialize not along functional lines,
but instead along thematic lines. A thematic
specialization looks at the subject matter in
which all the various functions of thaumaturgy are applied—an ectomancer will be
particularly eﬀective with summoning, binding,
divining, veiling, warding, crafting, transforming,
disrupting, and transporting ghosts and other
non-demonic spirits, for example.
Following this paragraph are a few thematic
specializations, but the possibilities are as varied
as spellcasters themselves. If you want to introduce a new specialization for your character,
that’s totally fine. The main thing the GM needs
to watch out for here is ensuring that the theme
is both strongly expressed and limited in scope;
a theme which really amounts to “everything” in
application is no theme at all—it’s a cheat.
Many thematic approaches to thaumaturgy run some sort of risk of skirting—if not
outright violating—the Laws of Magic. Nearly
all of them can be used to kill. Biomancy can be
used to transform another; necromancy often
reaches beyond the borders of life; psychomancy
might be used to invade the thoughts of another.
Tread lightly!

Biomancy
Biomancy is a term used for those who work
magics upon the body. Shapeshifting is an
extreme application of this art, whether in part
or in full (see “Transformation and Disruption,”
page 282), but it’s hardly the only application.
Healing magics fall under this specialization. The main problem with healing magic is
that it can’t do much more than modern science
can—and it requires just as much real, mundane
knowledge of biology as a surgeon to wield
well. Still, biomancy can be used to lessen pain,
provide first aid type treatment and other forms
of physical therapy, and examine the physical
conditions of someone’s body (that’s a biomantic
divination, right there) including nifty STAR
TREK style tricks like “scanning for life-forms.”
The main advantage of healing magic in
the game is in providing justification to begin
the recovery process (page 220) without any
other eﬀort. Use the shift value of the consequence (which you can stack together for
multiple consequences) as the spell complexity.
Remember, the recovery time can’t be shortened
with these kinds of magics—the target still has
to go through the healing naturally.
Biomancy can also be used for shortterm supercharging. Look to the early part of
“Transportation and Worldwalking” on page 282
for some possible applications (e.g., boosted
running speed, etc.). Biomantic rituals, items,
and potions can be used to boost strength, speed,
perception, and other functions of biology—
provided that the body being boosted can withstand the stresses of such an eﬀort. Just because
muscles have been supercharged to lift a small
car doesn’t mean they’re built to withstand the
damage that would do; inflicting consequences
on the beneficiary to boost spell eﬀectiveness is
not uncommon (TORN MUSCLE TISSUE, etc.).
DiaboWsm
Diabolism refers to spellcraft involving a
demonic component. This is usually very bad
news, but a specialization in demonic thaumaturgy can also be used to eﬀectively combat
the influences of demons—locating demons,
purging the possessed, constructing wards that
are especially potent against demons, binding
and banishing demons that have gotten loose.
But it’s just as easy to cross the line and
start using demons for your needs. Demons
can be consulted for information via divination
(though this invariably produces hazy, vague
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results—demons would rather be summoned),
or by summoning them and entering negotiation for the particulars. They can be bound into
service and sent out as infernal attack dogs.
While information gathering is something of a
grey practice, summoning a demon and putting
it into service to kill is a clear-cut case of black
magic (there’s a straight line of connection
between the intent to kill and the summoning of
the demon; cue the First Law).
Ec,mancy
Ectomancy is the practice of spellcraft involving
(generally non-demonic) spirits, focused especially upon ghosts. Conceptually, ectomancy has
much in common with diabolism and necromancy, but it mostly stays within the safe zone
in between. It manages to neatly dodge the Fifth
Law thanks to the nature of ghosts themselves;
ghosts aren’t actual dead people—they’re the
supernatural “echoes” of the dead. That said,
ghosts can put on quite a convincing show, often
possessing some or most of the knowledge and
skills of the person that cast the echo, and this
makes them potentially useful to a talented
ectomancer.
Ectomancers tend to get noticed by ghosts
and often find themselves haunted by those
who are looking for a way to speak to the living.
Many ectomancers develop a natural ability to
see—or at least acutely sense—the presence of
ghosts, simply using Lore as the perception skill.
In application, ectomancy can access all of
the functions of thaumaturgy as applied to (or
by) ghosts and spirits. Ghosts can be summoned
and bound into service, sent away or used to
kill via disruption, used as a ritual component
to enchant items or divine information, and so
on. Ectomantic spells can be constructed that
specifically target ghosts as well, whether it’s
a ward against spirits or a scrying attempt to
divine their presence. Some ectomancers may
even be able to access a skill from a ghost’s skillset, in an act somewhat like voluntary possession; here, the skill acquired is limited by the
level of skill the ghost possesses, and the value
of the skill rating is added to the complexity for
the binding spell.
Entropomancy
Entropomancy goes by a variety of names—
malocchio, maladicto, katadesmoi—and in all
cases it amounts to essentially the same thing:
the refined art of inflicting curses on targets,

driving their lives toward greater disarray (and at
its extreme, death). So long as the magic follows
the principle of “things fall apart,” entropomancy
has an aﬃnity for it.
This sort of magic doesn’t have to kill its
target—it can just make things suck for them.
At its weakest, the curses inflicted by a malocchio
are transitory: maneuver-equivalent, inflicting
temporary aspects ranging from BAD LUCK to
TWO LEFT FEET to COMES OFF LIKE A JERK.
Curses might carry a little bit of deliberate
hexing with them (page 258), causing technology
to fail around a target even though he isn’t a
practitioner himself. It’s entirely possible to play
a low-level entropomancer in this way, focused
not on death but on mischief.
The problem, of course, is that magic is tied
closely to what you believe you are, what you
believe you’re capable of doing. Entropomancers
face regular temptation to make the next curse
a little worse, because they already believe in
their hearts that they’re the sort of people that
make sure other folks have a bad day. Sure, you
could hit someone with a curse that makes him
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Man, I cou ld
not have done
that turkeyredirection
thing better
if I’d planned
it. Better a
Black Court
vamp than an
ally, or me.
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stumble at just the wrong moment…but why
not have him stumble in front of a car?
Eventually, cursing tends to become more
vicious and direct; giving someone a heart attack
is entirely possible and—while it takes a lot
of energy to do it—can be done in such a way
as to be nearly undetectable as foul play (our
example of Victor Sells set aside). The classic
is the full-on entropy curse that gives entropomancy its name. This is a dark seething invisible
force that follows the victim around and encourages the environment to kill him a lot—falling
power-lines, cars full of bees, frozen turkeys
plummeting from an empty sky. It’s not a very
precise or very quick way to do it, but dire
entropy curses do tend to get the job done, often
as bizarrely as circumstances will allow.
Necromancy
Ah, necromancy. The art of death magic barely
needs an introduction, and nearly all of it is in
violation of the Fifth Law. Whether used with
good intentions or bad, reaching beyond the
borders of life is bad news, no matter if it’s reanimating a dead body as a zombie, calling back a
departed soul moments after death, or engaging
in human sacrifice to harness the power of death.
Zombies and the like are a case of
summoning and binding an animating spirit—
usually a really stupid one that just knows how
to follow instructions—into the flesh of a dead
man, then convincing that flesh to get up and
start walking again (this typically requires the
inclusion of something to stand in for a heartbeat, like a drum or a bitchin’ set of subwoofers
and the latest gangsta rap on loop). Where the
flesh is weak, ectoplasm suﬃces, conjured in
suﬃcient quantities to give the body the musculature it needs to move.
The dark grey area here—deepest, darkest
grey—involves the manipulation of ghosts
(usually by doing something unspeakable with
their physical remains as part of the spell) and
the reanimation of dead creatures that never
had a soul in the first place (say, a dinosaur).
Such necromancers exist, but rarely without
sanction. The Wardens of the White Council
like to exercise a fairly broad interpretation of
the Fifth Law, given half the chance. And with
reason; those who practice necromancy inevitably seem to seek out the lost and hidden lore
of the great necromancer Kemmler, engaging in
Kemmlerian Necromancy (page 291), becoming
even more powerful than before. It’s all bad.

Pho,mancy
Photomancy is the art of manipulating light and
imagery with magic. The most obvious application here is with veils, but disguise and illusion
are also along for the ride. Focused light can also
produce heat-based eﬀects; on the evocation
side, photomancy tends to manifest as a manipulation of fire.
Disguises and illusions created by photomancy operate much like veils, save that they’re
oriented on fooling someone rather than simply
hiding from them. This is a block action against
visual detection of the disguise, though if an
illusion or disguised individual behaves in a way
obviously out of character, the block isn’t going
to be much help.
Less obvious applications of photomancy
include bending light away from an area (a
maneuver, to place a SHADOWED aspect on a
location, for example) and divinations that seek
out a particular image and/or cause something
you’re seeking to glow.
Focused practitioners that use photomancy
exclusively seem to have no aptitude for manipulating ectoplasm—meaning their illusions never
have any physical substance to back them up
unless they’re wrapped around an actual physical object. More broadly talented wizards often
incorporate a little bit of ectoplasm into their
photomantic eﬀorts, creating illusions that can
actually interact with the environment.
Psychomancy
Practitioners that read and manipulate minds
are called psychomancers (or sometimes neuromancers). Given that these acts violate the
Third and Fourth Laws of Magic, they may also
be called headless, thanks to the action of the
Wardens. Psychomancy is neither well documented nor condoned, though it seems every
now and again some new wizard comes along
with a talent for it, trained or not. The Council
does its best to intercede as quickly as possible
in such cases.
There are some grey areas that can be
explored, mostly safely. Psychomancy might be
used to draw the thoughts out of the brain of a
dead man—no living person nor active mind is
violated in such a case, and the borders of life are
not crossed. Empathically reading the emotional
state of someone isn’t a violation of his thoughts
so much as an application of psychomancy to
boost your ability to perceive such information
(done as a divination).

I really need to talk to Molly about some of this stuff.
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And then there’s the legal but dangerous
area of wielding psychomancy against yourself—supercharging your brain for an all-nighter
or to improve your reaction time, digging into
your own memories to pull out information you
didn’t realize was there, removing your ability
to feel fear, and so on. But synapses and minds
are fragile—when you can plug right into your
brain’s pleasure-center and press the big red
MORE button, or accidentally destroy your
ability to feel inhibition, it’s not long before
you’re indistinguishable from a meth-head. Just
because you’re doing it to yourself doesn’t make
the act any less violent. See the “supercharging”
discussions about transportation (page 282)
and biomancy (page 284) for guidelines on the
dangers of this.
Some alternative forms of psychomancy
specialize in a particular range of thought—
phobomancy focuses entirely on fear, for
example. These variants are encountered almost
as often as psychomancy itself.
Whi"r Pyromancy
( Kine+mancy?
There are a number of spellcasting names out
there of the –mancy variety that you don’t
see listed in this section. There’s a reason for
that: not all of them have a thaumaturgic
component. For instance, pyromancy and
kinetomancy (command of fire and force)
are usually expressions of focused evocation.

Sponsored magic is the name we’re giving to
spellcasting that draws on power sources other
than the caster himself (he can still draw on his
own power; it’s just not an exclusive arrangement). These power sources, called sponsors,
are at least semi-aware, if not fully-aware, entities. Ancient and strange and potent, they have
agendas of their own, and they view those to
whom they grant a modicum of their own power
as their agents throughout Creation.
Sponsored magic, then, is the result of
a contract, pact, or other binding arrangement, implicit or explicit. Some part of your
soul is in hock. Seelie and Unseelie Magic (see
the abilities on page 290) are examples of this
concept, drawing on the ancient powers of the
Summer and Winter Courts of Faerie.
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In practice, this is essentially equivalent to
taking the Channeling and Ritual abilities priced
at 2 refresh apiece, with the sponsored source
of power replacing the usual specialized focus
(this is why Seelie Magic is priced as a 4 refresh
ability). If the character is already a practitioner
of evocation and/or thaumaturgy, the source
gets “tacked on” to his existing spellcasting abilities as an extra area of focus, reducing the cost
by 1 refresh apiece.
This can be mix and match: if the character
knows evocation but not thaumaturgy, the price
would be a total of 3 refresh—1 to tack the
sponsored source onto evocation, 2 to pick up
“Ritual” for the sponsored magic. Some power
sources may come with additional potent benefits, increasing the cost. Specific power sources
may have other special rules regarding refresh
cost; see the list starting on page 290.

Inה$nt
Limitations
Sponsored magic is subject to the limitations of
evocation and thaumaturgy, which it emulates
(or supplements). In order to gain the benefits
of sponsored magic, the spell you’re casting
must align with the agenda of the sponsor
(page 289) and fit into the theme and scope of the
sponsor’s particular “flavor” of power (see the
types of sponsored magic, page 290). As a result,
sponsored magic is narrower in its focus and
has a sort of implicit approval component, in
exchange for the extra bit of potency and flexibility it oﬀers.
When aspects result from the casting
eﬀort—whether inflicted on yourself or others
as consequences or temporary aspects, or as
part of the preparation phase—they’re always
colored, at least a touch, by the sponsor’s influence and agenda. If you take a consequence
from sponsored magic, whether from backlash
or just because, it gives the sponsor a window
to compel you in various ways. For example,
hellfire is a vicious sponsored source and wants
to push you towards a greater commitment to
black magic and the influence of those Down
Below—aspects brought on by your casting will
reflect that.

Before we
leave the
thaumaturgy
section,
I’ve got a
question for
you... What
makes an
appropriatesized “theme”,
if you’re
trying to
come up with
new ones?
Hmm. Well,
there are
two kinds.
One is a wide
theme with
a narrow
application in
terms of the
functions it
can access, like
biomancy—you
can affect
lots of things
under the “bio”
theme, but
mainly only
for divination,
transformation and
disruption, and
transportation.
The other is a
narrow theme
with a wide
application, like
ectomancy—
which lets
you do all
the kinds of
thaumaturgy,
but only
with ghosts.
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How To Do ^

Sponsored magic spells are put together exactly
like evocation and thaumaturgy. Use the procedures described in those sections (starting on
page 249 and page 261 respectively).

When you
spend a
fate point
to resist a
sponsor’s
debt compel,
does your
debt still
go down?
No, it doesn’ t.
But the
sponsor can’ t
force that
same issue
again, either.
You get to
refuse that
specific compel.
But another
one — and
granted, a
different one
— is headed
your way later.
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“Wi" Ev%ation’s
Me"ods + Sp-d”
When you see this phrase in the power
sources listed starting on page 290, here’s
what it means:
 The spell is still limited to line of
sight, like evocation.
 The spell is cast like evocation:
power first, control later, all done in
one exchange.
 Thaumaturgy’s set of eﬀects are
broader-reaching, not constricted
by the straight-line force principles
of evocation. With the power
source, you get access to the listed
set of thaumaturgic eﬀects (often a
thematic grouping of some sort) as a
viable eﬀect of an evocation spell. So
you might be able to throw together
a small ward quickly, summon a
minor creature extra-quick, or cast
a curse of decay with the flick of a
wrist. In these cases, use what would
have been the complexity of the
thaumaturgic eﬀect as a guideline for
the power of the evocation.
This may seem like a bit of a shell game,
since the sets of mechanical eﬀects available
to thaumaturgy and evocation are pretty
similar, with only a few areas of non-overlap.
You’d be mostly right, but for this point:
getting a broad range of eﬀects out of evocation is an exercise in creative rationalization.
What the power source is oﬀering in this
specific case, then, is a broadening of what
you don’t have to rationalize. It’s just quickly,
easily available to your spellcaster. Combine
this with a few mechanical benefits available
with each source and it’s a definite upgrade
to a character’s arcane options.

What You
Can Do Wi; ^

Sponsored magic provides a few major benefits.
The first is the “extra oomph” the source
provides in keeping with its agenda. This may
provide special potency against a portion of
supernaturally tough creatures, partially satisfying the Catch on their Toughness abilities;
this allows you to treat them as one level less
potent—only Inhumanly Tough instead of
Supernaturally Tough, for example. Summer
magic is especially nasty to the scions of Winter,
and vice-versa.
But this isn’t always about finding the weak
spot in an enemy’s armor. Sometimes the power
source is instead more potent (or at least faster)
when directed against certain types of problems,
such as Summer’s ability to do more potent
healing eﬀects (the sponsor takes care of all that
pesky biological know-how) and the ability to
do certain things with the eﬀects of thaumaturgy, but at the speed of evocation.
When these benefits are particularly broad,
the refresh cost of the sponsored magic may
increase. These situations will be sketched out in
each sponsored magic’s description (starting on
page 290).
In addition, if you already practice evocation, you may use a sponsored power source to
“supercharge” an element you’ve already specialized in. So Summer magic might combine with
the air element to give a “breath of life” eﬀect;
hellfire might combine with fire to produce,
well, hell-fire; and Kemmlerian necromancy
might combine with the spirit element to inflict
potent visions of death upon a victim. This sort
of combination allows the spellcaster to use his
existing evocation specialization bonuses with
the new power source.
Finally, another broader benefit oﬀered by
all types of sponsored magic is the ability of
the sponsor to cover you when you can’t make
your expenses. Once per roll, you may invoke
an aspect without spending a fate point. Doing
so adds one to the debt between you and your
sponsor. The sponsor may collect on this debt
later, trading in compels on you for that debt on
a one-for-one basis—compels that get you no
fate points if you accept, and which you must
accept unless you have an actual fate point to
spend to refuse it. Invariably these compels run
along the lines of pushing you to act in accordance with the sponsor’s agenda.
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T הSponsor’s
AgeRa
Every type of sponsored magic comes with an
agenda of some sort. Winter wants to see the
world grow colder and decay; Summer wants to
see the world overrun with warmth, wildness,
and growth. Hellfire serves the agenda of Down
Below, while soulfire…well, honestly, we aren’t
sure what soulfire’s (God’s?) agenda is, though
Michael Carpenter might have a few choice
words on the subject. Other sources of power,
such as those associated with particular places
or ancient creatures, align with purposes of their
own—some ineﬀable, some…more eﬀable.

The only thing eff-able around here is your
apprentice, boss.

…did you REALLY
just say that?!?
T הDark Powers A*
Always Willing To Help
Sometimes the sponsored practitioner can
dig deep and draw more than a single invocation from his sponsor on a single roll. This
can help pay any cost associated with casting a
spell, at the rate of 1 debt for every 2 shifts of
eﬀect. So if you need to take a 4-stress mental
hit to cast a big evocation and can’t (or maybe
just don’t want to take the consequence you’d
have to), the sponsor will gladly take the hit
for you, in exchange for increasing your debt
by 2.
Some GMs might want to restrict the
amount of times this can be done during a
single scene or session, but on the other hand,
the dark powers are always willing to help...
Bad C#dit
The GM should decide what level of debt
the sponsor is comfortable with before
calling in a marker. If a sponsored spellcaster
keeps racking up the debt but never gets
compelled, the debt has no teeth. Similarly,
there may be an upper bound of debt at
which point the sponsor cuts him oﬀ from
any more power. Every credit card has its
limits; but like a credit card company, a
sponsor is often willing to negotiate, if the
practitioner can figure out how to make an
appropriate petition.

Whenever a character comes onto the scene
and practices sponsored magic, there’s an agenda
at work—whether the character is a willing
agent of it or not, he’ll be serving it eventually.
The GM should know what that agenda is,
whether or not she chooses to share some or all
of it with the character in question. An agenda
that doesn’t force the character to make regular,
tough choices—especially when he’s accumulated some debt—is no agenda at all. Go for the
throat.
For example, draw on enough soulfire and
God might push you to destroy that demon at
all costs, rather than taking the time to recover
from consequences while you allow the demon
to escape. Or maybe He’ll just demand that you
find it in your heart to forgive a bitter enemy.
Draw on enough hellfire and you might find
yourself destroying more than just monsters
and the occasional architecture—those destructive tendencies could creep into your life and
relationships as well, or even drive you toward
murder.
Temporary Acc(s
Sometimes what you’re looking for is a
temporary fling with power, rather than a
committed relationship. If the sponsor is
willing, and you have the ability to negotiate with it in some way (whether by ritual
or through an empowered representative),
you may gain use of that sponsored power
and all of its benefits for a single spell. All it
takes is the acquisition of one point of debt
per spell. Though sometimes, the first one’s
free…
Our best example of this is in the
PROVEN GUILTY casefile, when Harry was
able to draw on the power of Summer briefly
by using a mote of Summer flame that the
Summer Lady, Lily, had sent along with him
as he investigated Arctis Tor. This is also a
common method used with places of power
(page 292), where the spellcaster temporarily
draws on the ambient power of the location
without making a deeper, long-term binding
eﬀort. In all such cases, the use of the spell
has to fit the agenda of the source—the
opportunity just isn’t there otherwise.

I’ve only
used
“sponsored”
Summer
Magic once
before, and
that was
on loan.
It’s why I
got the
light show
in Arctis
Tor when
I unleashed
the power
in the mote
of flame
that Lily
gave me.
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Does someone TypH of
get a discount Sponso$d Magic
on these if GMs are welcome to create types of sponsored
they have
Channeling magic to suit their own game (in such a case,
instead of opening up some of the types to those playing
Evocation, Emissaries of Power is practically a mandate).
or Ritual The following are examples drawn from the
instead of sometimes-scant information in Harry’s
Thauma- casefiles.
turgy?
Nope!
Evocation and
Thaumaturgy
grant a
discount here
because they
are already
versatile forms
of magic.
Channeling and
Ritual are too
narrowly defined
to have room
to take on
another method.
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S[1e (Summer) Magic

Drawing on the power of the Summer Court,
you’re able to cast spells that fit its essential
nature: wildness, birth, growth, renewal, fire.
These magics are under the sway and watch
of the Queens of Summer (Lady, Queen, and
Mother); making use of it will inevitably catch
their notice. If you think the Summer Court is
all warmth and light, consider that unbridled
growth favors an ebola virus just as much as it
does a pear tree.
Common Rituals
A handful of ritual spells exist out there
that anyone can make use of—even if he
isn’t a spellcaster. These common rituals
are powerful and usable only when they
are kept secret and used by a very small
number—there just isn’t enough power to
spread around if they become more widely
available. This is why the White Council’s
principal weapon against such things is their
publishing arm, regularly churning books
full of such rituals into your local bookstore’s new age shelf.
In practice, an “undiminished” ritual
operates just like the temporary access
scenario (see above), only without requiring
the ritualist to know any kind of real magic
at all. The point (or points) of debt is accumulated, and the ritual is cast. (The details
of “diminished” rituals are left up to the
GM’s whim.)
Always, this is a single, specific spell with
pretty much everything other than the target
predetermined. The ritualist must still go
through the steps of preparation, and skills
such as Lore, Discipline, and Conviction do
come into play. But that and the step-bystep ritual instructions are all that’s needed;
these rituals often bring about something
pretty nasty when successful.

Cost: 4 refresh for the package, not to mention
approval from one of the greater powers of
the Summer Court, such as Queen Titania or
Mother Summer. Reduce this cost by 1 if you
have Evocation or Thaumaturgy; reduce the cost
by 2 if you have both.
Benefits: Standard sponsored magic benefits
(page 288). Summer magic is particularly eﬀective against faeries of the Winter Court; downgrade the eﬀectiveness of any Toughness ability
the target has by one step (Mythic Toughness
becomes Supernatural, Supernatural becomes
Inhuman, Inhuman goes away) when using this
magic against a Winter Court enemy.
In addition, Summer magic may be used as
an element for evocation, allowing evocation
spell effects that encourage wildness, birth,
growth, renewal, and warmth. This includes
the ability to produce eﬀects along the lines of
biomancy (page 284) with less of a requirement
for biological expertise in the spellcaster—the
powers of Summer already understand biology
pretty well and will do the heavy lifting for the
caster—but with an evocation spell’s methods
and speed. Summer evocations always include
warmth and life in some way: summer flames
burn hotter, summer earth carries the warmth
of just-baked clay, summer spirit warms the
heart, and summer spells in general cause nearby
flowers to bloom and the ambient temperature
to rise.

Uns[1e (Win:r) Magic

Drawing on the power of the Winter Court,
you’re able to cast spells that fit its essential
nature: wildness, death, decay, slumber, ice.
These magics are under the sway and watch
of the Queens of Winter (Lady, Queen, and
Mother); making use of it will inevitably catch
their notice. If you think the Winter Court is
all frozen cruelty, remember that without their
balance to Summer, the world of man would
end, choked oﬀ by unbridled nature.
Cost: 4 refresh for the package, not to mention
approval from one of the greater powers of the
Winter Court, such as Queen Mab or Mother
Winter. Reduce this cost by 1 if you have
Evocation or Thaumaturgy; reduce the cost by
2 if you have both.
Benefits: Standard sponsored magic benefits
(page 288). Winter magic is particularly eﬀective
against faeries of the Summer Court; downgrade the eﬀectiveness of any Toughness ability
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the target has by one step (Mythic Toughness
becomes Supernatural, Supernatural becomes
Inhuman, Inhuman goes away) when using this
magic against a Summer Court enemy.
In addition, Winter magic may be used as an
element for evocation, allowing evocation spell
eﬀects that encourage wildness, decay, slumber,
death, and cold. This includes the ability to
produce eﬀects along the lines of entropomancy
(page 285), but with an evocation spell’s methods
and speed. Winter evocations always include
cold in some way: winter ice is of the bitterest
cold, winter winds bring the chill of a blizzard,
winter flames shed light but not heat, and winter
spells in general cause plants to wither and
breath to mist.

Kemm95an Necromancy

“Kemmlerian” necromancy owes its name to
the great necromancer Kemmler, who terrorized Europe during the era of the World Wars
before being taken down by a concerted eﬀort
of the White Council. Kemmlerites draw on the
power of death itself to fuel their dark magics—
whether it’s animating graveyards of corpses,
calling up ghosts of the Confederate dead, or
ripping souls out of their bodies. Worse, they
make it all look easy.
Cost: Kemmlerites must already be wizards
or sorcerers of some stripe, well-versed in
Evocation and Thaumaturgy (with at least
some specialization in necromancy), and have
access to some portion of Kemmler’s lore (or its
equivalent). Therefore this is available only as an
upgrade to those abilities, for a refresh cost of 2.
Benefits: Standard sponsored magic benefits (page 288). Kemmlerian necromancy comes
with automatic, additional specializations in
necromancy: +1 to control, +1 to complexity,
stacking on top of any existing specializations. In addition, Kemmlerites have shown
varying amounts of ability to exercise necromantic (page 286) and psychomantic (page 286)
spell eﬀects with evocation’s speed and methods,
coloring such evocations with the alien chill of
death itself. A Kemmlerite may choose to use
his control bonus from necromancy instead of
the control bonus he would normally use with
evocation, so long as the casting incorporates
some element of death.

Hellfi$

Hellfire draws on the infernal powers of Down
Below. This is the power source that Denarians
(OW22) are only too happy to provide to
their “hosts,” if their hosts happen to be of the
spellcasting persuasion. But demons and fallen
angels are a very flexible lot when it comes to
oﬀering power—it’s entirely possible sorcerers
exist out there that are making use of the power
of hellfire simply by way of a standard sell-yoursoul pact. When employed, hellfire (really, hellanything, but “hellwater,” “hellspirit,” etc., don’t
sound as good) is especially vicious, inflicting an
extra helping of pain whenever possible.
Cost: Standard costs, though hellfire is especially useful for someone using evocation.
Benefits: Standard sponsored magic benefits (page 288). Hellfire likes to inflict pain and
harm, but isn’t particularly concerned about
being controlled; gain a +1 to the power or
complexity threshold on any spell intended
to inflict stress or consequences. In the hands
of a focused practitioner, treat it like fire for
Channeling (page 181) and like diabolism, entropomancy, or disruption for Ritual (page 181).
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Depending on the nature of the practitioner’s “contract” (implicit or explicit) with his
particular hellfire power broker, many thaumaturgic spells may be used with evocation’s speed
and methods—all that’s required is the broker’s
consent and an extra point of debt on a case by
case basis.

The best
concept I’ve
gotten so
far is that
soulfire is
“mystical
rebar” – using
the substance
of a soul to
reinforce and
strengthen
a magical
effect.

Soulfi$

Soulfire appears to involve drawing on the
“fires of Creation.” Brilliant and pure, it seems
able to pierce otherwise unassailable defenses,
causing even ancient beings of power to take
notice. It appears to have an agenda in line with
that of Heaven (or whatever you might choose
to call it), but due to a general lack of information on the topic we aren’t quite sure what that
means yet.
Cost: Due to the extra potency of soulfire, the
base cost is 1 higher (5 total, instead of 4—
reduced to 3 if you have both Evocation and
Thaumaturgy).
Benefits: Standard sponsored magic benefits (page 288), with a potentially gentler agenda
(though this may come with a tighter credit limit
on the matter of debt). Soulfire downgrades the
Toughness ability of any supernatural creature
by one step when employed (Mythic Toughness
becomes Supernatural, Supernatural becomes
Inhuman, Inhuman goes away), and it may fully
satisfy the Catch (page 185) for some creatures
vulnerable to “holy” sources of damage. With
some creatures (even those that operate on a
“plot device” level), it’s still potent enough to get
their attention.
The full scope of what soulfire can do is not
clear to us at this time. In evocation, soulfire
functions most like the element of fire (though
it’s possible other element equivalents may
exist), and in thaumaturgic application…well,
we don’t know really, so for our current purposes
consider it to provide the full range of thaumaturgy spells (those which are agenda-compatible, at any rate).

PGcH of Power
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Not all kinds of sponsored power are available
in a broad, always-on-everywhere sense. Some
sponsored sources are available only in a particular place, or at least require that you journey to
that place and perform a ritual there to bind a
portion of its power to you (and pledge yourself

to it, for that matter). Such a source might be
called a genius loci (“spirit of the place”), but
other times they aren’t as overtly-identified—
they might simply manifest as a particularly
potent ley line, for example. No two places of
power are the same, with each tying into some
entity’s agenda. These entities are often abstract,
suﬀusing the place, but they may manifest a
transient physical form when the attunement
and binding rituals are performed. The geography of such places tends to be limited—a
small isolated island, the five city blocks and one
street wide area of a ley line, etc. There are no
city-scale places of power. While places of power
are rare, the idea practically calls out for use in
whatever city or location you’ve set your game!
Cost: If the power drawn from a place is only
usable while you’re physically located there, the
base cost is 1 lower (3 total instead of 4). The
cost is standard (4) if you can take the power
with you, away from that place, once you have
attuned to it.
Benefits: Standard sponsored magic benefits
(page 288). What particular flavor these benefits
take depends on the nature of the place. For
example, a ley-line might draw on an ancient
Spirit of Decay lurking beneath the fabric of
the local Nevernever, allowing entropomantic
eﬀects with evocation’s speed and methods. It
might oﬀer a +1 to control and complexity for
any entropomancy as well (and it’d have a pretty
nasty agenda too, I’d think—always driving the
spellcaster’s life into a greater state of disarray if
he doesn’t purge the build-up by inflicting it on
others through curses and the like).
In some cases, when sponsored by a strong
place of power, the practitioner’s senses become
keenly aligned to that place while he’s there.
This is intellectus. Someone attuned to the place
will know his way around instantly and easily
(any navigation diﬃculties would be treated as
Mediocre). Further, he may use his Lore skill
to sort out useful information from his intimate, natural knowledge of the place, perceiving
anything that happens anywhere within the
bounds of that geography. This doesn’t extend
more than a hair’s breadth away from that place,
however. It’s not vision or any normal sense;
it’s just knowledge of what the place itself can
perceive—two clawed feet just stepped onto the
road ahead; there are 247 birds in the trees on
this island; and so on.
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During play, the way magic will typically come
up is when a player or GM says “I want to cast
a spell to achieve Eﬀect Blah. How do I do
that?” You won’t typically say “I think I’ll cast an
evocation—now what kind do I want to cast?”
Problem is, knowing the effect you want to
achieve before you’ve considered how to achieve
it makes it pretty hard to look up how to do it in
this chapter.
Fear not, intrepid spellcaster, this section is
for you!
If you don’t know how to achieve a particular
eﬀect, create a particular type of focus item, or
brew a particular potion, simply look on this
list for something similar—then go forth and
do the same. Hopefully you can find something
similar—if you can’t, then you might have to
read through the chapter.

Horror of horrors.
Reading!
ExEp9

EvMation Spells
Carlos REi$z’s
Entropy Shield

Warden Carlos Ramirez uses a heavy leather
gauntlet (page 301) as a focus item to help him
cast his famous water-based entropy shield,
which does not attempt to stop attacks but
rather disintegrate them.
Type: Water (entropy) evocation, defensive
block
Power: 6 shifts
Control: Roll Discipline plus appropriate
specializations and focus items
Duration: One exchange
Eﬀect: A weird-looking hemisphere of entropy
appears in front of the caster, partially disintegrating attacks. Carlos may decide whether
he wishes to use the block as a standard
6-shift block, or as Armor:3.
Variations: Carlos sometimes attempts more
shifts of power to extend the duration.
Notes: Carlos may occasionally figure out a
clever way to use the shield as an attack, by
forcing a creature to dive through the eﬀect—
see page 260 for guidelines on how to attack
with a defensive spell.

Spellcasting (Examples of Magic)
Ear; SBmp

Donald Morgan isn’t the subtlest guy in the
world—this spell has the ground itself swallow
up the target and crush it.
Type: Earth evocation, oﬀensive attack
Power: Varies; 6 shifts is typical, this example
assumes 8
Control: Roll Discipline plus appropriate
specializations and focus items
Target: One or more creature in a single zone;
this example assumes 4 targets
Opposed by: Target’s Might
Effect: Let’s assume the Discipline roll is
Legendary+1 (+9). Morgan splits the 8 shifts
of power into four Weapon:2 attacks. On
the targeting side, per the split-attack rules
(page 251), he splits his targeting result into a
Good (+3) attack against the guy closest to
him and a Fair (+2) attack against the three
others. Each target that fails to defend with
Might suﬀers a 2-shift hit plus any increase
from the attack’s margin of success.
Variations: A caster could extend this to the
entire zone if he found a way to protect
himself from it.

Entang9ment

This spell causes a band of force to entangle the
target’s ankles, eﬀectively binding him in place.
Type: Spirit (force) evocation, offensive
maneuver
Power: Varies; typical is 4 shifts—3 for eﬀect
plus 1 for additional duration
Control: Roll Discipline plus appropriate
specializations and focus items
Duration: One scene
Opposed by: Target’s Athletics
Eﬀect: If the spell hits, the target has the sticky
BOUND IN PLACE temporary aspect applied.
Variations: Power levels may of course be
changed based on the target’s ability to
oppose the spell. This spell is non-lethal; a
damaging variant—adjudicated as a magical
grapple—could be created based on the
Orbius spell (page 294).
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Fuego!

Wow… the
Grasping
Branches
spell seems
like a long
way to go for
the result.
What’s the
advantage?

This is Harry’s standard fire attack spell—one
of his favorites when he decides subtlety is
inappropriate. It sends a blazingly hot beam of
flame toward a single target. He usually uses his
blasting rod to aid his control roll.

Type: Fire evocation, attack
Power: Variable (unless rote), usually 4 to 8
shifts
Control: Roll Discipline, plus specializations
and focus items, to control and as attack roll
Target: One target in line-of-sight, inflicting
physical stress
Duration: One action
Opposed by: Target’s Athletics skill, magical
It gives you a
blocks, or some other skill as determined in
play
Weapon:7 attack
Variations: A caster could divide the shifts of
by invoking
eﬀect among two or more targets, rolling to
the otherwise
hit each separately.
useless NEARBY Notes: Many direct attack evocations work
TREE aspect.
this way (Forzare, for example)—change the
That’ ll ruin
power and elements to suit your needs.
your whole day.
It does cost the Grаping Brancהs
caster a fate Yoshimo used this tremendously powerful
evocation to destroy a zombie by animating a
point, though.
nearby tree.

The wizard
could make
a weaker
spell without
incorporating
the Nearby
Tree aspect
though, yes?
Absolutely.

Or if the
Nearby
Tree aspect
is freshly
introduced,
maybe save a
fate point by
“tagging” it?
Sniff. I am like
the proud papa
right now.
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Type: Water evocation, offensive maneuver/
attack
Power: 7 shifts
Control: Roll Discipline plus 2 for an aspect
invocation (see Notes)
Opposed by: Target’s Athletics
Effect: Mechanically, it boils down to a
straightforward Weapon:7 attack vs. target’s
Athletics, but one that makes use of a invocation or tag in order to work at its level of
potency.
Variations: Use a similar idea to get a couple of
extra shifts of power from scene details that
you can’t figure out what to do with.
Notes: This requires invoking a scene aspect like
NEARBY TREE to pull oﬀ. The caster casts the
spell to briefly animate the tree, applying the
temporary aspect ARBOREAL SERVANT to
himself, which the caster immediately tags,
adding two to his Discipline roll. This tree
immediately makes an attack vs. the target
using the caster’s original Discipline roll (plus
the two for the aspect tag.)

Hyperawa$nHs

This spell increases the caster’s awareness,
allowing him to react to danger much more
quickly.
Type: Spirit evocation, defensive (sort of )
maneuver
Type: Spirit or Air evocation, defensive block
Power: Dependent on caster ability. For Elaine
Mallory and this example, 5 shifts.
Control: Roll Discipline plus appropriate
specializations and focus items
Target: A caster typically casts this spell on
herself.
Duration: 3 exchanges
Eﬀect: This is actually a defensive block, but one
that works by amping up the wizard’s awareness of her surroundings—subtle movements of air, surges of hostile intent, that
sort of thing. Two shifts are put into duration, leaving a Good (+3) eﬀect, eﬀectively a
persistent dodge of incoming attacks.
Variations: Longer or shorter duration yields a
lesser or greater block eﬀect. Clever wizards
might redirect this spell energy to use the
block as a substitute skill roll result for
Alertness or Investigation. Some GMs might
be okay with setting aside the block and
instead using the eﬀect strength as an indicator of initiative.
Subt$ Ev'ations
The example above is worth calling attention to. In most cases a “subtle” evocation is
a simple, reframed perspective on something
evocations already do. In rarer, cleverer cases,
the GM may take a few cues from thaumaturgy and allow the player to do something
evocation normally just can’t.

Orbius

This is the spell Madge Shelly used to suﬀocate Trixie Vixen in the BLOOD RITES casefile.
It creates a mass of glop (Harry described it as
looking vaguely like a cow patty) over the target’s
windpipe, suﬀocating him over the course of
several exchanges.
Type: Spirit evocation, oﬀensive block; adjudicated as a grapple
Power: 8 shifts—3 for eﬀect, 5 for duration
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Spellcasting (Examples of Magic)
Control: On the first round, roll Discipline plus
applicable specializations and focus items
Target: One target in line-of-sight, inflicting
physical stress
Duration: Six exchanges total
Opposed by: Target’s Endurance skill. Magical
blocks might be eﬀective in the first round;
armor is ineﬀective.
Eﬀect: The first round establishes the grapple.
Each round thereafter, the target rolls
Endurance. If the roll fails to beat the spell’s
eﬀect (Good +3), the target suﬀers one shift
of physical stress as he suﬀocates. Armor is
ineﬀective. This spell does not aﬀect creatures
that do not need to breathe.
Variations: The caster could change the power
or duration, tailoring it to a given target’s
toughness. A caster could instead use the
spell to bind (and damage!) a creature’s legs
or hands—in that case, the spell would be a
block opposed by Might.

Quick Veil

Molly Carpenter is especially good at these
spells; typically she uses no focus items for them.
Type: Spirit evocation, defensive block
Power: Varies; 3 shifts is typical for a simple
casting
Control: Roll Discipline plus appropriate
specializations and focus items
Duration: One exchange
Opposed by: An observer’s Alertness skill
Eﬀect: Renders the caster invisible
Variations: The caster could add additional
shifts of power to make the veil stronger,
to veil additional people or big objects, to
“throw” the veil over an object from a distance,
or to gain additional exchanges of duration
without needing to concentrate and re-roll.

Riff1tum F O<r
Shield Spells

Harry uses this spell to create a magical shield,
mitigating the blow of an incoming attack.
Type: Spirit evocation, defensive block
Power: 5 shifts
Control: Roll Discipline plus applicable specializations and focus items
Duration: One exchange
Eﬀect: Deflects an incoming attack. If overcome,
it vanishes.
Variations: The caster could change the power
of the block (invoking aspects as necessary

for additional help on power or control),
or declare it as armor, which allows it to
remain even if overcome (at the cost of it
only providing two points of armor—half the
shifts of eﬀect, rounded down). The caster
could add shifts of power to increase the
duration. Another variation is to use a focus
item, such as a shield bracelet, to enhance
the power of the block or to gain additional
exchanges of duration essentially for free. A
GM might—might—allow the caster to make
the shield selectively permeable, specifying
one or more elements that can pass through
the shield, at the cost of one or two additional
shifts of power per element.

Molly is
really good
at the quick
veil thing.

WhirlwiR

This spell calls up a whirlwind, tossing people
around like the proverbial rag dolls.
Type: Air evocation, oﬀensive maneuver
Power: Varies; 6 shifts in this case (3 for eﬀect, 1
for extended duration, 2 for wide eﬀect)
Control: Roll Discipline plus appropriate
specializations and focus items
Target: Every person within a single zone
Opposed by: Target’s Athletics
Effect: The target has the sticky aspect
KNOCKED PRONE applied to him.
Variations: With an invocation of a scene
aspect—LOOSE OBJECTS or something like
it—you could rebuild this as an outright
attack.
Notes: This one takes a bit of oomph to pull oﬀ.
Elaine Mallory did this, but she probably had
to accept either some consequences or backlash to do it.
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ExEp9
Thaumaturgy Spells
D$E9ss S9ep
(Eаy Version)

This is a simple spell to protect someone from
run-of-the-mill unpleasant dreams when his
body just needs a decent night’s sleep.
Type: Thaumaturgy, transformation
Complexity: 4-6 shifts, depending on duration
Duration: Usually, enough time to get a night’s
worth of rest, from 6 to 10 hours
Effect: Applies the temporary aspect
DREAMLESS SLEEP to the subject, temporarily canceling out the eﬀects of any I HAVE
NIGHTMARES type of aspect.
Variations: Attempting this as an attack will be
opposed by the target’s Discipline.
Notes: The power level assumes the subject
does not resist, and this is only truly eﬀecSo when
tive against mundane dreams. Also, note that
that “Sloppy
many nights in a row of dreamless sleep will
Spellcasting”
start to drive people a little batty—dreams
consequence
are necessary for processing memories, among
landed, Harry,
other things. So don’t do this too often.
you got a
D$E9ss S9ep
tag on it
— probably
(Weapons-Grade Version)
after a quick This is a spell used to protect people from invasive psychic attacks made while they’re asleep.
assessment
Type: Thaumaturgy, wards
action. But
here’s the cool Complexity: Varies, usually 6-12 shifts,
depending on duration
part – instead
Duration: Usually, until sunrise
of using it to Eﬀect: Provides a block against mental attacks
try to defeat
equal to the complexity of the spell, while the
the spell, you
subject is asleep.
Variations: This can be applied as either armor
redirected it
or a straight block. For one more shift of
at a nearby
power, it might be daisy-chained to a mild
target.
“wake up” type of alarm, assuming that being
awake would aid the subject in resisting the
The first
mental attack.
and last
time I killed Notes: This spell doesn’t guarantee a night free
from mundane nightmares, but it provides an
a vampire
extra defense against the mental attacks of
with a frozen
turkey.
supernatural Nightmares.

Fun, but not
repeatable.
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A generational curse is NOT mild!
Entropy Curse (Mild)

Want to give someone a case of bad luck? Here
ya go. This sort of spell has been a favorite of
hedge witches and traveling fortune tellers for a
thousand years.
Type: Thaumaturgy, entropomancy
Complexity: Varies; 9 shifts in this case, based
on conflict vs. the target’s Discipline
Duration: One scene
Eﬀect: Target has the BAD LUCK temporary—
but sticky—aspect applied to him.
Variations: Call up a bit more power to make
the bad luck last longer. Call up a lot more
power to have the bad luck extend across
multiple generations…
Notes: BAD LUCK is so very, very easy to invoke.

Entropy Curse
(Weapons-Grade)

Entropy curses are nasty even when they’re
NOT designed to kill. This version is just
plain evil. It also treads on both First Law and
Seventh Law territory, so watch your step.
Type: Thaumaturgy, entropomancy
Complexity: Varies, but always high; 26 shifts
in this case
Eﬀect: Target gains the DEADLY LUCK aspect.
The aspect is compelled at an appropriate
time by springing an accident or other misfortune on the target—an incident that presents
a challenge equal in shifts to the power of
the spell. In this example, avoiding slipping
in the shower requires an Athletics check of
26 shifts. Good luck with that. The damage
caused will almost certainly kill the target.
Variations: More power is necessary for tougher
targets.
Notes: This spell is extremely complex, but
extremely deadly. In the BLOOD RITES casefile, the Evil Eye cult pulled it oﬀ through
a combination of sponsorship and special
circumstances. They had a sponsor (He Who
Walks Behind, OW76) contribute shifts of
power (+2); they had several cultists assist
in the ritual, each invoking one or two of
their own aspects (total of +8 to power); the
spell is pegged at a certain time of day (+2
to power); each caster accepted moderate
consequences (IN DEBT TO POWER, or something along those lines +12); and, finally,
Madge—the lead caster—took on the mild
consequence of SLOPPY SPELLCASTING for
an additional +2.
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Ex:Red Divination

Lots of spellcasters like to do this sort of thing.
It helps to have a really strong focus item.
Type: Thaumaturgy, divination
Complexity: Varies; typically at least 8 or 9,
sometimes up to 16 or more
Duration: Varies by spell complexity; default is
one scene
Effect: The caster can not only observe the
target, but monitor the target (audio and
visual) for an extended period of time.
Variations: Casters could up defenses against
counterattacks, try to make their projections more diﬃcult to detect, or use diﬀerent
focus items. All these things, of course, add
complexity.
Notes: The spell’s base complexity needs to be
the target’s Conviction+4, plus any thresholds, wards, or other defenses the target is
behind. Duration beyond one scene requires
one additional shift of complexity for each
step up the time ladder, as discussed in
“Duration and Enhanced Evocation” (page 265).
A symbolic link to the target is necessary, and
a powerful focus item (like Little Chicago)
really helps. Unless the caster takes great
pains to avoid it, a mostly-invisible, spectral
projection of the caster appears in the location of the monitoring’s point of view—this
can tip oﬀ an unaware but observant target,
allowing him to take steps to stop it.

to launch a
O r allowing him
through the link
counterattack tio
erating
that the divina ulnd ishaop
killed
ve
over. Cowl wo e protection
me but for th o offered.
Little Chicag

Fae5e-Trapping Spell

This is a relatively straightforward containment
spell—the trick is to first lure the target into
your containment construct, and then convince
it to help you once it’s trapped.
Type: Thaumaturgy, binding
Complexity: It’s hard to imagine a pixie
breaking through a containment of strength
4, so aiming there is probably safe.
Duration: About one scene
Effect: The pixie is trapped in the containment circle until the spell ends or the caster
dismisses the eﬀect.
Variations: Add a shift or two of power to
increase the duration. You can contain
stronger creatures in a similar way, but you’ll
probably want to crank up the power.
Notes: Note that this spell simply contains the
pixie; luring it into the containment construct
to begin with might require a couple of Lore
and/or Deceit checks (a good deep dish pizza
is surprisingly good bait), and convincing it
to do as it’s asked once it’s contained might
require a social or mental conflict. (Note that
a contained pixie might have a taggable aspect
like TRAPPED IN THE CIRCLE…)

Come to think of it, a lesser
version of that rt of
via-divination countso
attack
is what I threw at er
Vi
ctor
Sells when he was play
peeping tom to my suppoing
demise during the STORsed
FRONT case. Vic had M
no idea what I was doing.

Pizza
isn’t just
“surprising ly
good bait” —
it’s the on ly
way to do it.
So sayeth
the Za Lord!
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Harry B1Rs <
Loup-Garou

Harry cast this spell on the loup-garou near the
end of the FOOL MOON casefile.
Type: Thaumaturgy, transformation (curse)
Complexity: 9 shifts (based on conflict)
Duration: One scene, ideally
Opposed by: Target’s Discipline
Eﬀect: Applies the temporary aspect BLINDED
to the target. The complexity is high enough
to make it highly likely that it generates at
least one shift, making it sticky (page 207).
Variations: Power can vary based on the
expected strength of the target’s resistance.
Also, other aspects might be applied.
Notes: Assumes the target has a Great (+4)
Discipline. Requires a symbolic link to the
target.

Harry’s Tracking Spell

This spell reveals the as-the-crow-flies direction toward a particular person—and continues
to do so as the caster travels toward the target.
Scribe a circle, concentrate on a symbol, murmur
some words of power—and bingo, you have a
beacon leading you to your target. This is a very
handy thing for a private investigator to be able
to do.
Type: Thaumaturgy, divination
Complexity: Varies according to diﬃculty to
perform equivalent Investigation, usually
somewhere from 2 to 8
Duration: About one scene
Eﬀect: Caster is led toward target
Variations: Add a shift or two of power to
increase the duration. The required power
might be increased, possibly significantly,
if the target has wards or some other antidivination block in place. On the other hand,
particularly potent symbolic links can be
invoked as aspects to grant the caster a bonus.
Notes: This spell requires a symbolic link to the
target—a hair, a drop of blood, a signature,
a True Name, a valued personal possession,
etc. This is a pretty quick and basic spell for
a skilled caster; for low power levels, don’t
bother rolling—it just works.
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I hear the phone company can do
this with those cell phone gizmos all
you mundanes carry these days.
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Illumina Magnus

(or, Magi2lly DuPing
for P5nts)
This spell reveals residual magical energies left
over from spellcasting and other supernatural
activity.
Type: Thaumaturgy, divination
Complexity: Varies; typically 3-8 (see Notes)
Duration: One scene
Effect: This spell operates much like an
assessment action (page 115), but instead of
aspects it reveals bits of information about
magical activity that’s happened recently in
the immediate area. The GM sets the base
complexity, usually equal to the original spellcaster’s Discipline score (of course, this spell’s
caster won’t know what that score is). If this
spell’s complexity matches or exceeds the
base diﬃculty, the GM reveals some tidbit of
useful information about the residual magic
in the area. For every 2 that the complexity
of this spell exceeds the base diﬃculty, the
GM should reveal additional or more specific
information.
Variations: The GM might decide that the
original caster took steps to cover his tracks,
applying an aspect like THE PRINTS WERE
WIPED at the cost of an extra shift or two of
complexity. This aspect could be invoked to
increase the base diﬃculty of the divination.
For a completely diﬀerent (and less complex)
way of constructing a spell like this, you could
treat it as a simple maneuver rather than an
assessment; apply an aspect to the scene like
MAGICAL ENERGY MADE VISIBLE that the
caster can immediately tag to apply toward a
Lore roll to learn something about the scene.
Notes: This is a pretty simple spell—all you
really need is a ritual circle and some copper
filings and you’re golden. If the original caster
actually intends something to be found, any
successful casting of a spell like this will reveal
it immediately, regardless of complexity.

The copper filings and all are
just how I cast it, mind you
There are lots of ways you.
cou ld do this sort of thing.

Memo5um, Memoratum,
Memo5tus

In the GRAVE PERIL casefile, Harry defeated
Bianca by encouraging a mob of ghosts—
victims of Bianca and the Red Court—to take
their revenge.
Type: Thaumaturgy, transformation
Complexity: 5 shifts (+3 for a maneuver, +2 to
hit all targets in a zone)
Duration: One scene
Eﬀect: Harry applies the aspect REVENGE IS
OURS to the ghosts which Harry tags to indirectly attack Bianca.
Notes: The ghosts were there already, so Harry
didn’t need to summon them—just nudge
them over the edge.

MiR FS

This is a powerful spell used to dull a large
number of people’s senses simultaneously. Elaine
cast this on the patrons of a large retail outlet.
Type: Thaumaturgy, psychomancy
Complexity: Varies; 12 shifts in this case (based
on conflict)
Duration: One scene
Eﬀect: People in three zones have the MIND
FOG aspect applied to them
Variations: A caster could adjust the power as
needed, or change the aspect placed on the
targets.
Notes: This spell is pretty complex, but Elaine
whipped it up fast (and she probably dropped
at least three or four fate points to do it). The
power assumes the targets have a Discipline
of Average (+1) plus four more to guarantee
eﬀect, one shift to make the eﬀect “sticky,” and
6 shifts to aﬀect all targets in three zones.

NeveYever Crossover
De:ction

This is a fairly simple ward, but it can be
extremely useful. You can do it a few diﬀerent
ways; see Variations for an alternate method.
Type: Thaumaturgy, divination
Complexity: 8
Duration: Until the next sunrise
Eﬀect: The spell sets up a web across multiple
zones of a large building detecting the
passage of an entity across the veil between
the Nevernever and our world. When the
ward is breached, it sends an alert to the
caster via a mechanism like a wardflame.
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Variations: You could also build something
like this as a token zero-strength ward; this
would give you the advantage of it being
lower complexity, but as soon as something
breaches it, it goes away. In the PROVEN
GUILTY casefile, this spell was combined
with the Phobophage Redirection (below).
Notes: Harry pointed out that even a beginner
could pull this spell together with some basic
materials and twenty minutes. Take your
time, and any ritualist should be able to get
this one right.

This one Phobophage Redi$ction
didn’t quite Used to redirect an attack of phobophages (creawork for tures that feed on fear) to the caster of the spell
me. One
summoning them, this spell ideally follows the
phobophage warning a wardflame gives from the Nevernever
didn’t take Crossover Detection spell above.
the bait, and
people died. Type: Thaumaturgy, transformation
Um… You
want me to
leave this one
out, boss?

No. It’s
a great
example
of thaumaturgy. It
just touches
a raw nerve
for me.

I remember
Elaine’s reiki
healing spell
very fondly
indeed.

Complexity: 14, based on conflict
Duration: Until the ward is breached; otherwise, standard consequence duration
Eﬀect: The spell hits the target hard with a
mental attack, applying the aspect TERRIFIED
BEYOND REASON to it as a consequence.
Variations: Depending on how powerful the
target is, you might need to sink more power
into the spell. In the casefile, Harry had to
guess at how resistant the target might be
(mechanically, he passed a Lore check to get
an estimate of how many boxes it might have
in its stress track).
Notes: The idea of this spell is to inflict a mild
mental consequence on the target. In the
PROVEN GUILTY casefile, Harry accepted
the moderate mental consequence FATIGUED
to help power the spell, as well as the mild
consequence I MIGHT FAIL (which was the
source of the fear that he then transferred
to the spell’s target). Note that a temporary
aspect just wouldn’t quite do it—everyone
else in the hall had a temporary fear aspect,
too. The target needs to get hammered pretty
hard to get the phobophages to go after him
above everyone else.

Reading < Dead EyH
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This spell gleans a person’s final emotions from
the eyes of his recently deceased body. Molly cast
something like this in the morgue in the WHITE
NIGHT casefile.

Type: Thaumaturgy, divination/psychomancy
Complexity: Varies; typically 4-10 (see Notes)
Duration: A moment
Effect: This spell operates much like an
assessment action (page 115), but instead of
aspects it reveals the final emotions, feelings,
and sometimes thoughts of the person whose
body the caster is examining—often by
forcing the caster to feel those same feelings.
The base complexity is 4 (assuming a Great
diﬃculty—they’re dead, for heaven’s sake),
plus one for every 12 hours post-mortem
the spell is cast. If the caster doubles the base
complexity, the GM should give additional or
more detailed or specific information.
Variations: Waldo Butters says that taking the
final vision from a corpse’s retinas is impossible, but a GM might allow it at a very high
complexity.
Notes: This is a simple spell, but one that
requires a bit of subtlety. The information
learned is almost never all that specific, but it
can still be useful.

Reiki Hea1ng Spell

This is a “Laying On Hands” ritual, where the
caster gives the subject a light massage, repeated
light touch, etc., moving energy around within
the subject’s body to promote healing. Done
right, it can be very pleasant, relaxing, and even
sensual for the subject.
Type: Thaumaturgy, biomancy
Complexity: Typically 8-10 (4 base complexity,
plus 4 to represent the consequence reduced)
Duration: Immediate
Eﬀect: The spell reduces a moderate physical
consequence to mild for the purposes of
recovery. The consequence still occupies its
original slot.
Variations: It’s possible a caster could sink a lot
more power into this to reduce serious consequences to moderate, requiring at least 6 additional shifts of complexity, but that might be
beyond the reach of this sort of magic. A GM
might allow removal of a mild consequence,
but they tend to go away quickly anyway.
Notes: Elaine Mallory cast this spell on Harry
in the WHITE NIGHT casefile; it encourages
the movement of energy to enhance the body’s
own healing. One moderate consequence is
rewritten to a mild (but related) form—so
a TWISTED ANKLE might become TENDER
ANKLE, BRUISED RIBS becomes SORE RIBS,
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Spellcasting (Examples of Magic)
EXHAUSTED becomes WINDED, etc. The base
complexity reflects the fact that healing magic
is partially transformative, though not to the
degree of more hostile magic.

VicBr Sells’ HeartExploding Spell

An all-too-familiar “death from afar” spell
crafted by a punk of a sorcerer with too much
power and too little sense.
Type: Thaumaturgy, necromancy
Complexity: 36 (based on conflict)
Opposed By: Target’s Endurance, but it hardly
matters—there’s not much he can do to come
up with that many shifts of power to oppose it.
Eﬀect: The target dies instantly as his heart
explodes from his chest, assuming that a
36-stress attack does the trick—an extreme,
severe, moderate, and mild consequence for a
total of 20 shifts, plus 9 shifts to overcome a
best possible Endurance and a +4 roll, plus
two more shifts if the target has an extra mild
consequence, plus 5 shifts to ensure a “taken
out” result due to a hit that lands beyond the
end of a stress track of length 4.
Variations: There are all kinds of terrible things
you could do with this—inflict more consequences on victims to crank up the power of
the spell, cast it on multiple people simultaneously, aim for a complexity in the 40s to
make sure it overcomes magical defenses…
Notes: Sells needed to do some significant
preparation to cast this. He took an extreme
consequence (POWER MAD) for 8 shifts,
took a severe consequence (BARGAIN WITH
A DEMON) for 6 shifts, took a moderate
consequence (TRAPPED BY THE STORM)
for 4 shifts, inflicted a severe consequence
(EMOTIONAL TRAUMA) on his wife and the
Beckitts for 12 more shifts, killed a rabbit
with a spoon (+2 shifts for the component),
and got the rest from other component
sources. Nasty business.

These examples are for entertainment purposes only. Do not
attempt this at home. The authors,
editors, and publishers of this book,
and associated spirits of knowledge
and intellect, are not responsible
for you getting your fool head
lopped off by a Warden if you do.

Zombie Animation

Animating a zombie is a two-spell process: a
summoning and a binding. First, the caster must
summon a spirit to inhabit the corpse he wishes
to animate, and then the caster must bind the
spirit to his will.
Type: Thaumaturgy, summoning then binding
Complexity: Varies for both; the summoning is
typically 6-10 (based on conflict against the
spirit’s Conviction), and the binding is even
higher, often 10-14 (again, based on conflict
against the spirit’s Conviction and desired
duration)
Duration: The summoning is only for a scene,
but the binding is of variable duration.
Eﬀect: One spirit is summoned and bound to
one corpse, animating it and binding it to the
caster’s will.
Variations: Call up additional shifts of power to
animate more zombies.
Notes: The caster must provide an audible
“heartbeat” for the duration of the binding,
most frequently a drumbeat. If the drumbeat abates, the spirit has another chance to
break the binding and become unpredictable.
Maybe it will simply flee to wherever it came
from, or maybe the zombie will turn on its
animator, or maybe something in between.
Also, note that, the vast majority of the time,
doing this sort of thing is utterly against the
Fifth Law. Sometimes you can weasel your
way around the rules, but it’s wise not to push
your luck.

ExEp9 FMus ^ems
Carlos’s Gaunt9t

A leather glove with slender steel plates attached
(Harry says the plates are covered in Aztec or
Olmec glyphs), Carlos Ramirez uses this glove
to enhance his entropy spells—especially the
disintegration shield he used to great eﬀect in
the WHITE NIGHT casefile.
Bonus(es) provided: +1 defensive control,
+1 defensive power for water evocations
(2 focus item slots)
Variations: Gloves seem ideally suited to
aﬀecting defensive evocations, but you could
imagine using a glove to enhance force-based
spirit attacks as well.

Don’t forg et
to have a
containment
circle, or
something
similar, ready
to go before
you summon
the spirit.
That might
be bad.

Stars and
stones, Billy,
stop giving
people ideas.

Is it wrong
that I ha ve
“Kill the
wabbit, kill the
wabbit…” stuck
in my hea d now?
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I generally
hold my
staff in my
left hand
when doing
something
defensive, and
use my right
(or both)
when doing
something
offensive.

Carlos’s Staff

Carlos uses his staﬀ to gain extra oomph on his
oﬀensive spells.
Bonus(es) provided: +1 offensive control,
+1 offensive power to water evocations
(2 focus item slots)
Variations: Staves come in all varieties, a mix of
oﬀensive and defensive power, suited to the
wizard’s personal style. They are often held in
the left hand and used to draw in power—the
same property that makes the left hand well
suited for defensive implements.

Harry’s BGPing Rod

Rods and wands are typically used to enhance
the caster’s control of oﬀensive evocations, and
Harry’s blasting rod is no different. This is
Harry’s blasting rod by the end of the STORM
FRONT casefile.
Bonus(es) provided: +1 oﬀensive control for
fire evocation (1 focus item slot)
Variations: As Harry’s power grows, this rod’s
power likely grows as well, going to +2 for
oﬀensive control and possibly +1 to oﬀensive
power. Most oﬀensive rods and wands work a
similar way; Elaine’s wand adds to the oﬀensive power of air evocations.

Harry’s Shield Brace9t

Harry’s shield bracelet is made from a chain of
tiny medieval-style shields; he uses it to help
focus his potent force shield. This item took
some damage during one especially tough fight;
until Harry replaced it, it threw oﬀ a shower of
sparks when Harry threw up his shield.
Bonus(es) provided: +1 defensive control to
spirit evocation (1 focus item slot)
Variations: Needn’t be a bracelet; Elaine’s shield
ring works a very similar way (providing a
defensive power bonus to air evocations).

Harry’s Staff

Like his blasting rod, this is Harry’s staﬀ by the
end of the STORM FRONT casefile.
Bonus(es) provided: +1 oﬀensive control for
spirit evocation (1 focus item slot)
Variations: Later in Harry’s career, the staﬀ is
seen assisting with Hellfire-based fire evocation, likely adding it as an “element”.

Madge’s Ring

Madge Shelly wore a ring granting power to
spells sponsored by her Outsider patron.

owing
Billy, on the folllis
t
ly
page you on
e
I’v
but
g,
rin
one force
w.
no
l
ra
ve
se
t
go
actually
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rms,
I know, but in ga me te
s
ma inly that just mean
uses per
that you ad ded more
ter on.
session to the item la

Bonus(es) provided: +1 offensive power to
evocations cast with Sponsored Magic via He
Who Walks Behind. (1 focus item slot)
Variations: Different sponsors, different
bonuses.

Ah, crap. We’re about to get to the
potions. Look — I never actually
planned to use the love potion. Check
my ad. It was the price I had to pay
to get the escape potion. And Bob,
you can just keep your yap shut.
Did I say anything?
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ExEp9
Enchan:d ^ems
Harry’s DuPer

Susan Rodriguez gave Harry his leather duster.
He stitched arcane patterns into the tough material, weaving defensive spells into the coat.
Spell provided: At the time he crafts this (after
his first few casefiles), Harry’s Lore is eﬀectively Great (+4). He puts two slots into it,
the extra one for frequency. An eﬀect strength
of 4 becomes Armor:2, with 3 uses/session.
Variations: Or maybe it’s a Great (+4) spirit
(force) block vs. physical attacks 3 times a
session. Later, Harry might spend another
slot to add 1 to the eﬀect strength—then
immediately reduce it to make the coat loanable to his friends when they’re in a pinch.

Harry’s Force Ring

Harry wears a silver ring that slowly collects
minute amounts of power, stealing a bit of
kinetic energy every time he moves his hand.
Once the energy is released, the ring must be
recharged over time.
Spell provided: A Weapon:4 spirit (force)
attack, once per session, based on Harry’s
Lore of Good (+3). Harry gains +1 to the
strength by devoting one additional slot to
the item. Harry uses the Discipline skill to
aim this ranged attack. Uses two enchanted
slots total.

Warden Sword

The symbol of the authority of a Warden of the
White Council, Warden Swords were enchanted
by Captain Luccio to cut through both spells
and matter. They are very limited in supply!
A Warden Sword counts as a Weapon:3
sword at minimum in nearly all circumstances.
Spell provided: A Warden Sword uses two
enchanted item slots. Built by Luccio’s
formerly impressive crafting, the Sword can
produce one of the following magical eﬀects
3 times per session:
 The Sword casts a counterspell of
Fantastic (+6) strength, provided the eﬀect
being countered can be physically attacked
or touched by a sword (ethereal chains,
good; a mental binding, not so much).
 The Sword may be treated as a Weapon:6
item for one attack.

Harry, why is
the love potion
not a bottled
Bob’s “Love” Potion
Fourth Law
Okay, so it’s a lust potion. It cranks the consumer’s libido up to eleven.
violation?
Duration: One scene
It does walk
Effect: A maneuver, three shifts for the the line, but
potion strength opposed by the consumer’s
the one I
Discipline skill. If the consumer fails to resist, made really
he is afflicted with the temporary aspect couldn’t make
someone do
SEIZED BY LUST.
something
Variations: A potion brewed with more delicacy
weren’t
they
might apply a less sleazy aspect.
to do
inclined
Notes: The aspect should be immediately
. It
anyway
compelled. Stand back and watch the hilarity.

ExEp9 Potions

Es2pe

just lowers
inhibitions.
A lot.

Harry brews this one in the STORM FRONT
And that makes
casefile.
it okay?
Duration: A moment, less if the potion is shared

Effect: Allows the consumer to easily and
No, but it
eﬀortlessly move through almost any barrier. keeps it out of
Mechanically, the consumer may cross to a Fourth Law
territory.
nearby zone, passing through most mateThere’s a
rial barriers to do so. Only a magical barrier
nce.
differe
with more than five shifts of strength or a
very well-sealed mundane barrier can prevent
Dammit.
movement.
Variations: The eﬀects can vary widely; some
seem to slow down the passage of time,
allowing the potion’s consumer to simply
move vastly faster than the rest of the world. The Warden
Sword
Others might turn the consumer’s body
seems
a bit
insubstantial. Some might work only against
abusab
le,
magical barriers, or only against material doesn’t it?
ones.
A Fantastic
Notes: Harry brewed this one with Bob’s help in
Lore item
the STORM FRONT casefile. Harry said it felt
even if
like he broke apart into a thousand pieces; your Lore
he was able to see the world as a collection
is crap?
of energy patterns—which he could navigate around and through, finding holes and Comes with job
gaps that didn’t exist in the world’s material respon sibilities,
form. It only lasted a few seconds, though.
though. How
He shared the potion with Susan, partially
are those
explaining why it lasted for such a short time.
treatin’ ya?

Point. And
I don’t even
get a sword.
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Just don’t let GhoP DuP
the cops catch Made from depleted uranium and other heavy
you with a bag particles, this is a densely, heavily “real” substance
of depleted that can be used eﬀectively against incorporeal
uranium.
spirits of the Nevernever.
Duration: Instantaneous
Where the hell
Eﬀect: Acts as a Weapon:4 attack against incordo you even get...
poreal creatures such as ghosts—when it
nevermind, I don’ t hits, it renders parts of them inert. Can be
broken up into smaller doses by dividing up
want to know.
the Weapon bonus: at most, four Weapon:1
attacks.
Notes:
It satisfies the Catch on a ghost’s Physical
Ah, sun light.
Immunity;
however, in order to work in the
Handy
mortal
realm,
the ghost must acknowledge
against Red
the
wielder’
s
presence
first.
Court vamps,

usefulness
with ancient
spider-demons
remains
untested.

Hey, Billy,
why not
just write up
the sunburst
hankie as an
enchanted
item?
That would
work, but you’ d
have to pay
extra for it
to be useable
by other people.
Works better
as a “potion”.

Red Court Antivenom

While this won’t make you completely immune
to a Red Court vampire’s addictive saliva, it sure
helps you resist its eﬀects.
Duration: One scene
Eﬀect: Grants a bonus to resisting the addictive
saliva of a Red Court vampire equal to the
potion’s strength in shifts.
Notes: Pretty straightforward—typically the
strength equals the Lore skill of the brewer.

Scent Supp$ssion

This potion masks your scent from a predator.
Duration: Several hours, or one scene if the
potion is shared among two or three people.
Eﬀect: Applies the aspect SCENTLESS TRAIL to
the consumer.
Variations: Adding more shifts of strength ups
the duration or allows it to be shared among
more consumers.
Notes: This potion is pretty simple—relatively
long duration at only four shifts of strength.

StimuGnt

This is a bit like taking an entire pot of really
strong coffee and pouring it into a vein all
at once.
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Duration: One scene
Eﬀect: Thaumaturgical transformation, makes
the consumer a little faster, a little more alert,
a little more able to resist the eﬀects of fatigue.
Reduces the amount of mental stress casting
an evocation does to the consumer by one
(though this can’t reduce it below the onestress minimum); temporarily suppresses up

to four shifts worth of fatigue-related mental
and/or physical consequences (the consequence is still there; it just can’t be tagged or
invoked while the potion is in eﬀect).
Variations: A stronger potion might let the
consumer ignore more consequences.
Notes: The suppressed consequences assume
the potion is brewed with four shifts of
strength.

SunburP in a
HFkerchief

Having a sunbeam safely folded up in a napkin
can be pretty handy in some situations—it is, as
they say, a light when all other lights go out.
Duration: Instantaneous
Eﬀect: A Weapon:3 attack (range of a thrown
weapon, but what skill is used to aim it is up
to you) using sunlight. This does no damage
to most targets but satisfies the Catch for a
number of supernatural creatures.
Variations: Rather than a straight attack, you
could set this up as a maneuver to blind,
distract, or temporarily incapacitate the
targets.
Notes: It’s not a potion, but it’s modeled as
one. This one’s tricky to make—you have to
be genuinely happy to craft it. That means
telling the story, declaring the happy aspect,
and tagging the aspect to declare and justify
the capture of a genuine beam of sunlight.
The eﬀect strength is based on the Lore of
the caster.

True S[ing Ointment

Rashid, the Gatekeeper, gave Harry a vial of
ointment that allowed him to see through faerie
glamours without resorting to using the Sight.
Duration: A few hours, shorter if shared among
two people
Eﬀect: A thaumaturgical eﬀect granting +6 to
Alertness rolls to see through faerie glamours, veils, and other illusions.
Variations: It’s conceivable that a similar ointment could be made to help see through
other types of illusion magic, but it should
be very specific—mortal magic, Outsidersponsored magic, etc.
Notes: This assumes the ointment’s maker has
a Lore of Fantastic (+6). It’s possible that the
Gatekeeper’s Lore is even higher than this.

Billy, axe this whole entry. Rashid
never gave me that ointment. Got it?

